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Preface

In an attempt to fulfill Florida's commitment to competency-based
vocational education, the Division of Vocational, Adult, and Community
Education of the Florida Department of Education has funded a project
for acquisition of competency-based instructional materials for the
Criminal Juctice Assisting program (#8120). A statewide project com-
mittee reviewed existing materials and selected the following which
have been distributed to the teachers of the program:

1 Jail 0 urse for Jail Officers

Book 1: Correctional History and Philosophy
Book 2: Jail Operations
Book 3: Jail Climate
Book 4: Supervision
Book 5: Disciplint
Book 6: Special Prisoners

Publisher: United States Bureau of Prisons, Washington, D.C.
Publication Date: 1979

2. Police Traffic Service Basic Training Progra (Student Study Guide,
Instructor's Lesson Plam, and Course Gui4U)

Publisher: United States Department of Transportation, National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.
Publication Date: 1972

3. Medical Emer en vices: Fist Res. ender Trajnirli Course
tudent Study Guide, Instructor's Lesson Plans, and Course Guide)

Publisher: United States Department of Transportation, National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Washington, D.C.
Publication Date: 1979

4. rri_ejto abilitySkIUs riesSe

Mudent Guides arbl Instructor Guides)

Choosing an Occu ation
Your Job Search
Avlying for a Job
Good Work!
Personal Finances
Job Changes

Publisher: Florida Department of Ecucation, Tallahassee, Fla.
Publication Date: 1980

The Criminal Jt_. stem curriculum materials, which consist o
Student Guides and Instructor Guides, are designed to provide
competency-based instruction for the subject areas not covered by the



above list. The content accuracy and instructional effectiveness of the
materials have been ensured by stUdent field-testing and content
experts' review.

A complete set of curriculum materials consists of these newly
developed Criminal Justice Systems Guides and the four set; o
materials listed on the previous page.

For supporting materials, the following are recommended:

1. Black's Law Dictionary, Henry Campbell Black

Publisher: West Publishing Co., St. Paul, Minn.
Publication Date: 1968 (4th ed.)

2. Police Science Services Teaching Aides (slide/cassette and study
guides) which include the following:

Criminal Justice System
On the stand
Cause of crime
Spotting stolen cars
Robbery investigation
Burglary investigation
Rape investigation
Organized crime
Physical evidence
Securing suspects
Search and seizure
Recording the scene
Field notes
Crime scene sketching
Crime scene photography
Interviewing witnesses
Interrogation
Fingerprints
Preparing reports
Questioned documents
Let's stop burglars
Suicide

Publisher: Police Science Services Niles, 111.
Publication Date: 1979

It is also recommended that the use of the computer in criminal justice
work be discussed in the class, using journal or newspaper articles such
as "Sleuthing by Computer" in the IEEE Spectrum, July, 1983.

vi ieface



The Criminal Justice System (CJS) materials are designed for individu-
alized competency-based instruction. They consist of Student Guides
and Instructor Guides and cover six major subject areas. EachWoject
area is called a Block, and each block is broken down into several units,
with some units having several sections. The following subjects are
covered in these materials:

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEMS

Block I: Law Enforcement System

Unit A: History of Law Enforcement

Unit B: Law Enforcement Codes of Ethics

Unit C: Constitutional Law and Law Enforcement
Operations

Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations

Section 1: Patrol Types and Characteristics
Section 2: Crime Scene Procedures
Section 3: Accident Investigation
Section 4: Search and Arrest
Section 5: Stop and Frisk

Unit E: Report Writing

Block II: The Courts

Unit A: U.S. Court System

Section 1: Federal Courts
Section 2: The Florida Court System
Section 3: Local Courts

Unit B: Criminal Justice Process

Section 1: Pretrial Processes
Section 2: Trial Processes
Section 3: Posttrial Processes

Unit C: Criminal Law

Section 1: Constitutional Foundations
Section 2: Florida Criminal Law
Section 3: Florida Criminal Procedure

Unit D: Juvenile Courts

Section 1: Juvenile Court System
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Court Laws

Description of the Criminal Justice System Curriculum Mate



Block HI: Corrections

Unit A: History of Corrections

Unit B: Government Corrections Systems

Unit C: Prison Society

Unit D: Probat on and Parole

Unit E: Jail Operations and Treatment Programs

Unit F: Juvenile Corrections

Section 1: Juvenile Corrections Background
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Corrections

Block Pi: Community Relations

Unit A: Human Relations

Unit B: Crime Prevention

Block V:

Section 1: Develop and Manage Community
Crime Prevention

Section 2: Crime Prevention through Environ-
mental Planning

Proficiency Skills

Unit A: Physical Fitness

Unit B: Combative and Defensive Tactics

Unit C: Police Short Baton

Unit D: Riot Response Tactics

Unit E: Basic Police Weapons

Unit F: Rescue Tactics

-.fection 1: Rescue Equipment
Section 2: Ground Level Rescues
Section 3: Vertical Rescue Tactics
Sec tion 4: Highline Transfers

Block VI: Criminalistics

Unit A: Forensic ora ory Examinations

Section 1: Microscopy
Section 2: Blood Identification
Section 3: Hair Examination
Section 4: Fiber Examination
Section 5: Broken Glass Examination

1 0
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Unit B: Basic Forensic Photography

Section 1: Basic Photography and Taking
Photographs

Section 2: Basic Photo-Laboratory Procedures
Section 3: Personal Identification Photography
Section 4: Close-Up Photography

Unit C: Fingerprint Technology

Section I: Taking Fingerprints
Section 2: Identifying and Labeling Types of

Fingerprint Patterns
Section 3: Determining and Recording Classi

cation Formula
Section 4: Developing Latent Prints

Although these six blocks have been numbered in a recommended se-
quence for instruction, you should determine the sequence and depth of
instruction based upon the Curriculum Framework requirements, the
needs of your students and community, and the resources which you
have available. The basic knowledge and skills necessary for all
criminal justice occupations provide the focus ror most units.

-7

Reference and audiovisual materials are listed in the Instructor Guides
to expand and support the topics covered in the Student Guides.

The Student Guides are self-contained instructional materials for
student use, and the Instructor Guides are guides for planning and
managing competencyAmsed instruction.

These curriculum materials were developed based upon the Criminal
Justice Aide program standard of 1981. This standard was replaced by
the Curriculum Framework/Student Performance Standards for Crimi-
nal Justice Assisting in 1985 which lists all competencies the Criminal
Justice Assisting students are expected to perform upon completion of
the program. Due to differences between the Program Standard of 1981
and the Student Performance Standards of 1985, these curriculum mate-
rials do not match exactly with the Student Performance Standards
competencies in terms of headings, sequence, end coverage. It is rec-
ommended, therefore, that you identify the Student Performance Stan-
dard (SPS) competencies covered by each section or unit of these mate-
rials and write the SPS competency number(s) in the appropriata spaces
on the chart provided on the following pages.

11
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Criminal Justice Systems Materials
Student Performance
Standards Competencies

Block II Law Enforcement System

Unit A: History of Law Enfo cement

Un B: Law En orcement Codes
of Ethics

Uni C: Constitutional Lam
Law Enforcement Operations

Un D: Law Enforcement Operations

Section Patrol Types
and Character-
istics

ction . Crime Scene
Procedures

c ion Accident
investigation

ction : Search and
Arrest

c ion S op and Frisk

Unit E: Report Writrng

Block II: The Cour s

Unit A: U.S. Court System

Section 1. Federa
Courts

ction The Florida
Court System

ction . Local Courts

Unit B: Crirn!nal Justice Process

etion etria
Processes

Section Trial
Processes

c ion - Posttrial
Processes

:scrip ion o iminal Justice System ;Curridulum Materia



Criminal Justice Systems Materials
Student Performance
Standards Competencies

Unit C: Criminal La

Section 1: Constitutiona
Foundations

c ion : Florida
Criminal Law

Section Florida
Criminal
Procedure

Unit D: Juvenile Courts

Section 1: JuIrg-rile Court
,7:3tem

Section 2: Flo:1; ., Juve-
nile Court Lar,.

Block EU: Corrections

Unit A: History of Corrections

Unit B: Government Corrections
Systems

Uni C: ison Society

Uni I 0 a on an 0 e

Unit E: Jail OperaTis an
Treatment Programs

Unit unvenile Corrections

Section Juvenile
Cormetions
Background

Section Florida
Juvenile
Corrections

Block IV: Community Relations

Unit A: Human Relations

Description or the Criminal Justice System Cur'ic&um Materials xi



Criminal Justice Systems Materials
Student Performance
Standards Competencies

Unit Crime Prevention

Sec mn 1: Develop and Manage
Community Crime
Prevention

Section Crime Prevention
through Environ-
mental Planning

Block V: Proficiency Skills

Unit A: Physical Fitness

Unit B: Combative and Dasive
Tactics

Um Pohce Short Baton

Unit D: Riot Response Tactics

Unit E: Basic Police Weapons

Unit F: Rescie Tactics

c ion 1: Rescue
Equipment

Section Ground Level
Rescues

ction Vertical
Rescue Tactics

Section 4: Highline
Transfers

Block W: Criminalistics

Unit A: Forensic Laboratory
Examinations

Section "croscopy

Section 2: Blood Iden-
tification

Section Hair Examination

ction 4: Fiber Examination
4
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Criminal Justice Systems Materials
Student Performance
Standards Competencies

Section Broken Glass
Examination

Uni Basic Forensic
Photography

Se - Basic Photography
and Taking Photo-
graphs

. e Basic Photo-
Laboratory
Procedures

Sec ion Personal Iden-
tification
Photography

Section 4: Close-Up
Photography

Unit C Fingerprint Technology

Section I: Taking
Fingerprints

Sect on Identifying
and Labeling
Types of Finge -
print Patterns

S c on

Sec on

Determining
and Recording
Classification
Formula

Developing
Latent Prints

Other Instructional Mate 'als

Description o the Criminal Justice ystem Curriculum _ae a



Components of ktructor Guide

in the Instructor Guidsi you will find the following components for
every urfit (or sect to:i)

Objectives

This is a list of statements which tell you and your students what the
student should be able to do after completing the instruction. There are
two types of objectives, knowledge type and performance (skill) type.
Knowledge objectives will be evaluated by written tests and perfor-
mance objectives by performance checklists.

You should make sure that your students read the objectives before they
begin to study the material and understand what they are expected to
do at the end of the instruction.

Instructional Guide

This is an outline of the content of each unit (or section) in the Student
Guide. This outline can help you see the content quickly and plan your
instruction accordingly. It also includes instructional activities you may
want to carry out.

Activities

A list of suggestions is provided for you to consider in planning and
managing your instruction. You may want to modify these activities to
meet your needs and availability of resources.

Reference Mate --

This is a list of supplementary materials you and your students may use
for further study. Space is also provided for you to add any materials
which are available to you and your students on the subject being
studied.

Audiovisual Materials

ace is provided for you to list any AV materials which are available to
you and your students on the subject being studied.

TooLs, Equipment, and Suppli

If there are any tools, equipment, or supplies needed for the unit or
section, they are listed for you to obtain in advance of the instruction.

/6
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Pretest and Answer Key

A test is provided for stu(Rnts to take before studying the material.
The results of the pretest will show you and your students how much
they already know about the subject and what to look for in each unit or
section. This test is not used for grading students' performances. The
pretest armorer key is provided immediatetir after each pretest.

If you believe that the student knows the subject well enough to accom-
plish the objectives for the unit or section, you may let the student skip
the instruction and take the posttest.

Posttest and Answer }ley

A test is provided fop students to take after the instruction (or after
demonstrating that they know the subject well enough to silp the in-
struction) for evaluation. The results of the posttest indicate whether
or not the student has achieved the knowledge objectives. Since this
material is designed for competency-based instruction, you may let your
students take the posttest again until they complete it successfully. If
the student fails the posttest, s(he) should review the text and/or obtain
remedial instruction before taking the posttest again. The posttest
answer key is provided immediately after each posttest.

NOTE: If the student needs to take the posttest more than once, you
may want to modify the posttest or develop an alternate test.

To administer the pretests and posttests, you should reproduce the tests
provided in the Instructor Guide as necessary.

Performance Checklist

A performance test checklist is provided for you to use when evaluating
students' performances on the performance objectives. There is one
performance checklist for each performance objective, and the tasks on
the performance checklist are the same as those listed in the perform-
ance objective. Therefore, performance checklists appear only in the
units (or sections) where there is a performance objective.

If the student does not meet the criteria, s(he) should review the text,
repeat the practical exercise, and/or obtain remedial instruction, and
then take the performance test again until s(he) completes the perfor-
manee test successfully.

Slue t: Com uter is included in the appendix as a sample article
or computéIuse in law enforcement.

Transparency masters of fingerprints have also been included for use as
needed during the study of fingerprint identification and classification.

1 7
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Chart

This is a chart designed to record a student's progress through the m
rials and is included in the back of the Instructor Guide.

Write the date the student takes the pretest and the score on the pre-
test in the pretest column if you are interested in the student's pre-in-
struction knowledge of the subject; write the date and score on the
posttest in the posttest column; and write the date and rating on perfor-
mance in the performance checklist column. The rating may be 1, 2, or
3. If the student performs the tasks successfully with supervision,
his/her rating should be "1," if s(he) performs successfully with periodic
supervision, the rating should be "2," and if the student performs the
tasks successf ally without supervision, his/her rating should be "3."

You may also want to make copies of this Student Progress Chart for
each student to use in keeping his/her own record.

How to Plan Titrudflori Using the 1itruetor Guide

1. Become familiar with the Student Guide and the Instructor Guide for
these curriculum materiab.

2. Scrutinize the Curriculum Framework/Student Performance
Standards competencies for the Criminal Justice Assisting program
(#8120).

Specify objectives of your program based on these competencles and
the following:

needs, interests, and abilites of your students
facilities, tools, and supplies available at your school
needs and interests of your community
craft advisory board recommendations
job market needs
other identified requirements and/or constraints

4. Determine sequence and depth of instruction on the basis of the
objectives.

5. Identify sections of the Criminal Justice System (CJS) materials
which cover your objectives. Make a matrix of objectives and these
materials similar to the matrix provided in the previous section.

6. Review these sections (both Student Guide and Instructor Guide) and
modify them, as necessary, to be consistent with your objectives.

7. Select other instructional materials to cover the objectives that are
not included in the CJS materials. Include these other selected
materials in the matrix.

Develop your own instructor guide which includes instructional
ides, suggested activities, lists of necessary tools and equipment,

lists of reference materials, pretests and posttests with answer keys,
and performance checklists for these other selected materials.

18
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9. Resequenee the sections of the C.TS Instructor Guide and the
instructor's guide you develop, if necessary.

10. Resequence the sections of the Student Guide and other selected
materials, "is necessary.

Make sure all necessary tools, equipment, and supplies are available
for your program.

12. Make copies of materials, prom= -s charts, tests, etc., as necessary.

13. Make a list of resource persons to contact, such as administrative
personnel, business and community personnel for field trips and
guest lecturers, and learning resource center personnel. Contact
them as you arrange for each activity which requires their cooper-
ation.

14. a. Make a schedule that will allow self-paced individualized
instruction, if you plait individualized instruction.

b. Make a sehedule for poup instruction, if you plan group instruc-
tion.

How to Use the Criminal Jusuce System Curriculum Materials

Introduce the materials to the students.

The Student Guide is self-contained instructional material that
students can study at the:r own pace most of the time.

Each unit (or section) of the Student Guide has an introduction,
objectives, text, review questions, and practical exercises (if there is
a performance objective in the section). Answers to review questions
are provided in a separate answer key booklet.

There are directions for students to follow when working through the
Student Guide. These directions appear whenever students need to
change to another activity. Students can work at their own pace by
following these directions unless they need the instructor's help.

Explain the function of each component shown below and the ins ruc-
tional procedures for using these items.

Pretest: A student gets a copy of the pretest from the instructor
before beginning to study the materials, takes the pretest,
and gives it to the instructor. The instructor then checks
the student's responses and determines whether the student
needs to study the materials or is ready to take the
posttest.

The pretest is designed to help students and instructors find
out what the students already know and to indicate what
students can expect to learn from the unit (or section) of
the materials. This pretest is not designed to be used for
evaluating students' performances for grades.

1 9
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ietiop Students should read the introduction. It is a brief
statement of what each unit is about and why it is impor-
tant for Criminal Justice students to learn the topic cov-
ered in that unit.

tives: Students should comprehend the objectives for each
unit. These are statements of what students should be able
to do after studying the materials for each unit.

Knowledge objectives state what students should know, and
performance objectives state hands-on performances stu-
dent should be able to do after completing the instruction.

Text: Next, students study the text. It contains the information
they need to know in order to achieve the objectives.

Review estions: Students should complete the review questions
after studying the text. This activity enables students to
check their own work and identify how well they have
learned the information presented in the text. While doing
the review questions, students may want to discuss the
questions and answers with other classmates and the in-
structor. After completing the review questions, students
check their answers with those provided in the review ques-
tions answer key booklet. If they have made mistakes, they
should review the parts of the text which cover those ques-
tion items.

Petica1 - After finishing the review questions, the stu-
dents ask the instructor for permission to do the practical
exercise, if there is one. The instructor will decide which
exercises should be demonstrated by the instructor only
with students observing ard which ones students may parti-
cipate in. Then the students dcuss the results of their
work with other classmates or with the instructor.

The praetical exercise is a review exercise for the perfor-
mance objective. Therefore, it only appears in the units (or
sections) having a performance objective.

Written Posttest: Students get a copy of the posttest from the in-
structor, take the test, and give the completed test to the
instructor. This test is designed to measure students' per-
formances on the knowledge objectives. Instructor should
determine mastery level for posttests based upon school
policies and program requirements. If students complete
the posttest successfully, they are ready to be evaluated on
the performance checklist or to go on to the next unit (or
section). If students do not pass the posttest, they may
need to review the text and/or obtain remedial instruction,
and then take the posttest again.

20
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crip ion

Performance Cbecklis . If there is a performance objective for
the unit I.or section), students should take the performance
test after successful completion of the written posttest.
Each performance checklist lists a series of tasks to be
performed at an acceptable level. If the student does not
perform any task satisfactorily, s(he) should be directed to
review the procedure for performing the task by studying
the appropriate segments of the Student Guide or be given
alternative sources of instruction or remediation. Then the
student should take the performance test again.

The following rating scale is recommended for evaluating a
student's performance: The rating is "1" if the student per-
forms the tasks satisfactorily with the instructor's super-
vision, "2" if the student performs the tasks satisfactorily
with periodic supervLsion, and "3" if the student performs
satisfactorily without supervision.

Successful completion of the posttest and performance test indicates
that the student has achieved the objectives and is ready to start the
next unit (or section).

The summary of this suggested procedure for student use of the C.TS
materials is illustrated in the following diagram.

he Crimin-1 Justice em Cur iculum Materials xix
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Criminal Justice Systems
Student Progress Chart

Student Name:

Date Started:

Material

Date =o- -letedt

Pretest Postt
Per ormance
Checklist

Block Enforcement System

Unit A: History of Law Enforcement

Unit El: Law Enforcement Codes of Ethics

Unit C: Constitutional Law and
Law Enforcement Operations

Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations

Section 1: Patrol Types and
Characteristics

Section 2: Crime Scene Procedures

Section 3: Accident Investigation

Section 4: Search and Arrest

Section 5: Stop and Fr' k

Unit E: Report Writing

Block II: The Courts

Unit A: U.S. Cowt Sstem

Section 1: Federal Courts

Section 2: The Florida Court System

Section 3: Local Courts

23
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Material Pretest AEU (eck1ist

Unit B: Criminal Justice Process

Section 1: Pretrial Processes

Section 2: Trial Processes

Section 3: Posttrial Processes

Unit C: Criminal La

Section 1: Constitutional Fonda

Section 2: Florida Criminal Law

Section 3: Florida Criminal Procedure

Unit D: Juvenile Courts

Section 1: Juvenile Court System

Section 2: Florida Juvenile Com:. Laws

Block al: Corrections

Unit A: History a Corrections

Unit B: Government Corrections Systems

Unit C: Prison Society

Unit D: Probation and Parole

Unit E: Jail Operations and Treatment
Programs

Unit F: Junvenile Corrections

Section 1: Juvenile Corrections
Background

Section 2: Florida Juvenile Corrections

xxi
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Material
Performance
C1iedc]ist

Block W: Community Relations

Unit A: Human Relations

Unit B: Crime Prevention

Section 1: Develop and Manage
Community Crime
Prevention

Section 2: Crime Prevention through
Environmental Planning --_

Block V: Proficiency Skills

Unit A: Physical Fitness

Unit B: Combative and Defensive
Tactics

Unit C: Police Short Baton

Unit D: Riot Response Tactics

Unit E: Basic Police Weapons

Unit F: Rescue Tactics

Section 1: Rescue Equipment

Section 2: Ground Level Rescues

Section Vertical Rescue Tactics

Section 4: Hipline Transfers

Block VI: Criminalistics

Unit A: Forensic Laboratory Examinations

Section 1: Microscopy

Section 2: Blood Identification

2 5
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Matetial Pret--t Postte3t
Performamce
Checklist

Section 3: Hair Examination

-

Section 4: Fiber Examination

Section 5: Broken Glpcs Examination

Unit B: Basic Forensic Photogrraphy

Section 1: Basic Photography and
Taking Photographs

Section 2: Basic Photo-Laboratory
Procedures

Section 3: Personal Identification
Photography

Section 4: -Up Photography

Unit C: Fingerprint Technology

ction 1: Taking Fingerprints

Section 2: Identifying and Labeling
Ipes of Fingerprint Patterns

_

Section - Determininz and Recording
Classification Formulas

ction 4: Developing Latent Prints

26
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Criminal Justice
Class Rrogress Chart

Block
Uni
- Section

1: Description of mmal Jus
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Starting
Date

Name

Block
- Unit

- Sec ion

- A -1

_

11111

11111

11111

C -1

Completion Date 111.
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Enfow men

MLR Az. History of w Enforce n 1
Objectives7-3
Instructionl Guide/4
Supporting iftetivities/5
Reference Melaterials/6
Audiovisual__ Materials/7
Pretest (I:
Answers to Pretest/12
Posttest ( A)/13
Answers to Posttest/17

Unit B: Tao Rtforement Code of Ethies/19

Objectives/1
Instructiona_1 Guide/22
Supporting -,A.ctivit1es/23
Reference Nar1aterials/24
Audiovisuel Materials/25
Pretest (1 t EW)/26
Answers to ziretest/29
Posttest (I: .03)/30
Answers to 3osttest/33

Unit C: Coristutior Law and Liam Enfomement a inna/35

Objectives/ 7
IristructionaU_ Guide/38
Supporting Lativities/39
Reference lirMateria1s/40
Audiovisuea _IVIaterials/41
Pretest (I: =)/42
Answers to 'Iretest/46
Posttest (t: =)/47
Answers to )osttest/50
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Law Eaforcement ratioro/51

Section 1: Patrol Types and Characteristics/51
Objectives/53
Instructional Guide/54
Supporting Activities/55
Reference Materials/56
Audiovisual Materials/57
Pretest (I: D-1)/59
Answers to Pretest/61
Posttest (I: 0-1)/62
Answers to Po5ttest/85

Sec ion 2: Crime Scene Procedure/67
Objectives/69
Instructional Guide/70
Supporting Activities/71
Tools, Equipment, and Supplies/72
Forms/73
Reference Materials/75
Audiovisual Materials/76
Pretest (I: 0-2)177
Answers to Pretest/80
Posttest (I: D-2)/81
Answers to Posttest/84
Performance Checklist (I: D-20/85
Performance Checklist (I: D-20/87

Section Accident investigation/89
Objectives,'''
Instructional Guide/92
Supporting Activities/93
Forms/94
Reference Materiab/97
Audiovisual Materials/98
Pretest (I: 0-3)/99
Answers to Pretest/103
Posttest (I: D-3)/104
Answers to Posttest/108

Section 4: Search and Arrest/111
Objectives/113
Instructional Guide/114
Supporting Activities/115
Reference Materials/116
Audiovisual Materiab/117
Supplementary Materiab/118
Pretest (I: I-4)1122
Answers to Pretest/126
Posttest (I: 0-4)1128
Answers to Posttest/132
Performance Checklist (I: 133
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Section 5: Stop and Frisk/135
Objectives/137
Instructional Guide/138
Supporting Activities/139
Tools, Equipment, and Supplies/140
Reference Materials/IA1
Audiovisual Materigls/142
Pretest (I: D-5)/143
Answers to Pretest/145
Posttest (I: D-5)/146
Answers to Posttest/148
Performance Checklist (I: D-5 )/149

Unit E: Report Writing/iS 1

Objectives/153
Instructional Guide/154
Supporting Activities/155
Forms and Samples/156
Reference Materials/161
Audiovisual Materials/162
Pretest (I: E)/163
knswers to Pretest/166
Posttest (I: E)/169
Answers to Posttest/173
Performance Checklist (I: E )/175
Appendix 1/177
Appendix 11/180
Appendix 111/186
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Knowl

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written test:

14 Identify the tithing system used in English shir

2. Recognize the traits and duties of the keepers of the peace, watch
and ward system, shiver and shake night watch, Bow Street runner,
Bow Street horse patrol, and Metropo den Police of London (New
Police).

3. Identify the rolEs and duties of the French police.

4. State at least four programs established by the French police that
are still in use.

5. Name the fst American police force and the city where it was
formed.

6. Identify the American city where the first full-time, paid police
service was established and the model system it followed.

7. State the year by which most American cities had full-time police
forces.

Identify the main difference among the development of police
systems in the United States and other countries.

9. Describe two main problems of the American police system in the
late nineteenth century.

10. Identify both the law which established regulations for police per-
sonnel hiring and the consequence of hiring regulations in the
United States.

11. Identify the factors which affected the development of police s
dards and certification in the United States.

12. Identify the origin of the term "police."

A His 0_7 Enforcement



Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the development of the tithing system.

3. Discuss the history of the English law enforcement system:

keepers of the peace
watch and ward systems
shiver and shake night watch
Bow Street runner
Bow Street horse patrol
Metropolitan Police of London (New Police)

4. Dis uss the history of the French law enforcement system and the
programs which are still wed today.

5. Discuss the history of the American law enforcement system, trac-
kg its development from alcient times to the system which
operates today.

I: A -History of Law En orcement



The history of the development of law enforcement has been presented
very briefly in the student materials. In order to provide more in-depth
information for your class, written and/or oral reports may be assigned
for the many topics which are covered.

I: A Hfstbry of Law Enforcemen



Reference Materials
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(List any audiovisual materials ELvailable to you.
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'This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subjec
covered and what to look for in this unit. If you do well on this pretest,
your iftstructor may let you skip this unit or part of it. If you cannot
Emswer a question, simply go to the next cpestion.

1. Which two of the following describe the English tithing system?

a. The community was divided into groups of ten families.
b. A chief officer of the community was responsible for the pro-

tection of the community.
c. Each member of a group was responsible for protection of other

members.
1 ikn officer was selected by all men in a group and pledged his

devotion to the protection of the community.

2. Which of the following does not describe the tithing system used
shires in England?

a. Each shire was divided into 100 groups and each group was
divided into ten families.

b. The chief tithingman was responsible for protecting and mam-
taining order for the tithing.

c. The chief tithingman appointed knights to guard the gates and
bridges of the community.

d. A problem that resulted from this system was a reduction in the
number of crimes reported.

For qiestioc s 3-7, match the &Wish law enforcement systems in the
left column with their descriptions in the right column by writing the
letter of the description on the Ene by the system number.

3. shiver and shake

4, Bow Street runners

5. BoW Street horse patrol

6. keepers of the peace

watch and ward

4 0

Description

a. It consisted of
watchmen who
patrolled the streets
of London at night,
carrying long staves
with a lEntern and
calling out the hour
and weather condi
tions periodically.

b. The Statute of Win-
chester introduced
this system to guard
a walled town by
placing a watch in a
guardhouse at each
gate.

(continued)
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c. This group patrolled
the main roads into
London, armed with
pistols and clubs.

d. Knights guarded
gates and bridges to
keep unwanted
people out of their
kingdom.

e. This was an orga-
nized police force in
London consisting of
constables.

8. Which two of the following describe the Metropolitan Police of
London?

a. police officers who carried guns and clubs
b. founded by Sir Robert Peel in the nineteenth century
C. well paid and respected police officers
d. founded by the Metropolitan Police Act of 1829

9. Which two of the following describe the characteristics of the
French police?

a. The authority of the French police came from the community.
b. The authority of the French police came from the king.
c. The police had control over welfare, price establishment, and

public morals.
d. The police officers carried long staves with a lantern on the top

and called out the time and weather conditions at every hour.

10. List sour programs established by the French police that are still in
use.

11. Which of the following reflects the early efforts at law enforce-
ment in the United States?

a. All males were required to watch without pay for intruders at
night in Boston.

b. A daytime police department was organized in Philadelphia and
police officers were paid.

e. A full-time police force was formed in New York, and the
officers wore uniforms and were paid.

d. A full-time, paid sheriff's department was established in
Atlanta.

_A_Ilistory_of_Law_Enforc ment__ _ 9



12. Which of the following is the correct state
first full-time, paid police force?

oncerning the

a. Boston developed a police force on the basis of the Pendleton
Act of 1883.

b. New York developed a police force following the Metropolitan
Police Act of 1829.

c. Chicago established a police department patterned after the
English night watch system.

d. Atlanta developed a sheriff% department patterned after the
English shiver and shake system.

13. By what year did most American citi_ have full-time police
forces?

a. 1770
b. 1800
c. 1820
d. 1870

14. What is the main difference between the development of police
systems in the United States and those of other countries such as
EnEland and Prance?

a. The authority of the American police systems came from the
federal level while the authority of police systems in other
countries came from the high constable or the king.

b. Police agencies were developed at the local level in America
while they were developed at the national level in other
countries.

c. Police officers were not allowed to carry any weapons in
America, but officers in other countries did carry weapons.

d. The Sheriff's department monitored the activities of police de-
partments in America while police departments in other coun-
tries were not monitored by any other law enforcement
organization.

1 . Which two of the foliowing were the main problems of the
American police system in the nineteenth centur

a. election of police officers
b. requirement to implement civil service for p. -onnel hiring
c. low pay for police officers
d. political involvement

16 Which law affected the establishment of regulations for federal
employee and police hiring?

a. Metropolitan Police Act of 1829
b. Hammwabi Code of Law
c. Pendleton Act of 1883
d. Police Code of Ethics

42
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17. Which three of the following affected the development of police
standards and certification?

a. increased need for more qualified police forces
b. opportunities for higher education available to men who were

interested in the law enforcement field
c. end of World War I( and the Korean conflict
d. growing interests in law enforcement careers

18. What is the origin of the term "police"?

a. French word patrouiler which means to go thxough puddles
b. English word polls which means city government
c. Greek word politeia which means the government of the city

and was used for civil officers of the city
d. Roman word politicum which means constable on patrol

Mter you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him
tthether you should study this 'mit or take the posttest (1,1

4 3
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4. e

5. c

6. d

7. b

8. b, d

9. b, c

10. Any four of the following are correct:

emergency rescue units
police ambulance system
street signs
street lights
house numbers
children's hospital
schools for the poor
helping to find work for the unemployed
peace officer (or officers de six)

11. a

12. b

13. d

14. b

15. a, d

16. c

17. a, b, d

18. c

4 4
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Which of the following describes the tithing system? (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. Es.ch member of a group was responsible for protection of other
members.

b. AA1 officer was selected by all men in a group and pledged his
devotion to the protection of the community in front of all mem-
bers of the group.

C. The community was divided into groups of ten families.
d. A chief officer of the community was responsible for the protec-

tion of all the members of the community.

2. Which of the following does not describe the ti mg system used in
English shires?

a. Each shire was divided into 100 groups and each group was
divided into ten families.

b. The chief tithingmam was responsible for protecting and main-
taining order for the tithing.

c. One of the chief problems of this system was a reduced number
of crimes reported.

d. The chief tithingman appointed knights to guard gates and
bridges of the community.

Queslions 3-7. The following systems of law enforcement were used in
land. Match the systems in the left column with the deacriptions in

coltumn by writing the letter of the diplion on the line
m number.

Immmeimm

3. keepers of the peace

4. Bow Street runners

5. shiver and shake

6. watch and ward

7. Bow Street horse patrol

Description

a. The Statute of Win-
chester introduced
this system to guard
a walled town by
placing a watch in a
guardhouse at each
gate.

b. It consisted of
watchmen who
patrolled the streets
of London at night,
carrying long staves
with a lantern and
calling out the hour
and weather condi-
tions periodically.

(continued)
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c. Knights guarded
gates and bridges to
keep unwanted
people out of their
kingdom.

d. This was an orga-
nized police force in
London consisting of
constables.

e. This group patrolled
the main roads into
London, armed with
pistols and clubs.

8. Which two of the foUowlng describe the Metropolitan Police of
London?

a. police officers who carried guns and clubs
b. formed by the Metropolitan Police Act of 1829
c. founded by Sir Robert Peel in the nineteenth centi
d. well paid and respected police officers

9. Which two of the following describe the characteristics of the
French police?

a. The police officers carried long staves with a lantern on the top
and called out the time and weather conditions at every hour.

b. The authority of the French police came from the community.
c. The authority of the French police came from the king.
d. The police had control over welfare, price establishment, and

public morals.

10. List four programs which were established by the French police and
are still in use.

11. Which of the following reflects the first type of police in America?

a. A daytime only police department was organized in
Philadelphia, and police officers were paid.

b. All males were required without pay to watch for intruders at
night in Boston.

c. A full-time, paid sheriff's department was established in
Atlanta.

d. A full-time uniformed police force was formed in New York,
and the officers were paid .

4 6
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12. Which of the following is the correct statement concerning the
first full-time, paid police force in America?

a. A police force was developed in Boston on the basis of the
Pendleton Act of 1883.

b. A police force was developed in New York following the Metro-
politan Pollee Act of 1829.

c. A police department waz established in Chiwgo patterned after
the English night watch system.

d. A sheriff's department was developed in Atlanta patterned after
the English shiver and shake system.

13. What was the year by which most American cities had fulltime
forces?

a. 1790
b. 1800
C. 1820
d. 1870

14. What is the main difference between the development of police
systems in the United States and those of other countries such as
England and France?

a. The authority of American police systems came from the
federal level while the authority a police systems in other
countries came from the high con-stable or the king.

b. Police agencies were developed at the local level in America
while they were developed at the national level in other
countries.

e. Police officers were not allowed to carry any weapons in
America while officers in other countries carried weapons.

d. Sheriff's departments monitored the activities of police depart-
ments in America while police departments in other countries
were not monitored by any other law enforcement organization.

15. Which two of the following were the main problems of th _

American police system in the nineteenth century?

a. election of police officers
b. requirements to implement civil service for
c. low pay to police officers
d. political involvement

sonnel hing

16. Which law affected the establishment of regulations for federal
employees and police hiring?

a. Metropolitan Police Act of 1829
b. Hammurabi Code of Law
c. Pendleton Act of 1883
d. Police Code of Ethics

4
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17. Which three of the following affected the development of police
standards qnd certification?

a. the end of World War II and the Korean conflict
b. the increasing need for more qualified police forces
c. opportunities for higher education available to men who were

interested in the law enforcement field
d. growing interest in law enforcement careers

18. What is the origin of the term "police"?

a. the Greek word politeia which means the government of the
city and was used for civil officers of the city

b. the Roman word politicurn which means constable on patrol
c. the French word patrouiller which means to go through puddles
d. the English word polis which means city government

he mpleted test to your insiavetor.

48
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Answers to Pcsttet (b

1. a, c

2. d

4. d

S. b

6. a

7. e

8. b

9. e, d

10. Any four of the following are correct:

emergency rescue units
police ambulance system
street signs
street lights
house numbers
children's hospital
schools for the poor
helping to find work for the unemployed
peace officer (or officers de_s_eD-L)

11. b

12. b

13. d

14. b

15. a, d

16. c

1'7. b, c

18. a

1: A History of Law En o ement

_
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Block I: Law Enforcement System
Unit B: Law Enforcement Cociv: of Mies
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Ob

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written test:

1. Identify the purpose for the development of a code of ethics for law
enforcement officers.

2. Complete statements about the Police Code of Ethics by filling in
the blanks.

4.

Match the articles of the Canons of Police Ethics to statements
which explain them.

List at least four pr!nciples appearing in all three law enforcement
codes of ethics stud:ed in this unit.

Given examples of situations which might confront a law enforce-
ment official, identify the appropriate ethical action to take in each
situation.

51
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the main purpose of establishing law enforcement codes
ethics.

Compare the items included in each of the thxee codes of ethics
covered by this unit and point out what they have in common.

4. Identify and disenss etich article of the Police Code of Ethics and
the Canons of Police Ethics.

5. Present and discuss case studies concerning questions of ethics.

Choose two or three of the articles in the Canons of Police Ethics as a
focus for the discussion of case studies, such as the example which
follows.

Example: Article 9. Gifts and Favors

Newman's Cafe is located in a small town. The proprietors maLntained
a policy of providing free coffee and half-priced meals to all on-duty
police officers. Officer Mueller recently completed Basic Recruit
School and is now employed as a police officer. He has been assigned to
Officer Mills, who is his traininz officer.

Officer Mueller and Officer Mills have just finished eating at Newman's
Cafe and are handed their bill. The bill includes a discount for both
officers. Officer Mills pays her portion of the discounted bill. What
should Officer Mueller do?

After presenting a situation, have the students discuss and critique the
event with respect to the Comons of Police Ethics. Summarize the main
points which can be learned from this exercise.

52
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Law Enforceme

Set up role-playing situations based on the Canons of Police Ethics. The
following example is based on Article 4.

Officer Muffaleto is on patrol and observes a ear. He sees that thedriver is Jim Livett, who is a suspected drug dealer. Officer Muffaleto
believes that Mr. Livett has drugs in the vehicle. He stops the suspect,and as he approaches the vehicle, he knocks out the tail light. He
advises Mr. Livett that he has been stopped for defective equipment BMat that point orders him to open the trunk of the car. The trunk con-tains what appears to be marijuana. Mr. Livett is placed under arrest.
Lead the class in discussing the officer's actions in relation to the
Canons of Police Ethics (Articles 4 and 8).

es of Ethics
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Payton, George T. Peace Officer's Guide to Criminal Law San Jose,
Cali iminal Justice Services, 1983.

Police Conduct, Training Key #297. Gaithersburg, ernational
Association of Chiefs of Police, 1980.
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Audiovisual Materials

Smith, E. N. Police: The Human Dimension E ics. Tallahassee,
Fla.: Florida State University, o a series of eight
films, Nal-35230-35237i
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This pretest wffi show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for la this unit. If you do well on this pretest,
yom frotructor may let you sicip this unit or part of it. II you cannot
answer a questdon, simply go to the next question.

1. What is the main purpose for developing a law enforcement code of
ethics?

2. Which article in the Canons of Police Ethics deals with law enforce-
ment officers' private life styles?

a. limitations of authority (Article 2)
b. utilization of proper means to gain proper ends (Article 4)
c. offAuty conduct (Aiiticle
d. presentation of evidence (Article 10)

Confidence and trust are key words referring to which of the follow-
ing articles?

a. primary responsibilities of the job (Article 1)
b. duty to be familiar with the law and with responsibilities of self

and other public officials (Article 3)
c. cooperation with public officials on the discharge of their

authorized duties (Article 5)
d. conduct toward the public (Article 7)

4. If law enforcement is to be considered a profession, the law enforce-
ment officer must always: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. act Professionally at all times.
b. be impartial in dealing with the public, including both citizens

and law violators.
c. take advantage of being a law enforcement officer.
d. practice stability, fidelity, and morality.

5. If a law enforcement officer stops a traffic violator, the actions
taken by that officer should not be influenced by the violator's:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. race, color, or creed.
b. political party affiliation.
c.' appearance.
d. conduct in relation to traffic regulations.

5 6
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6. If the law is to be honored, it m
it.

_

honored by those who

7. Law enforcement officers would not be in violation of Article 9
covering gifts and favors if they: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. received a 15 percent discount on all meals at restaurants.
b. received complimentary movie passes occasionally.
c. refused all gifts and favors.
d. followed department policy.

8. A law enforcement officer is approached by the mayor and told to
arrest a suspect who appears to be drunk. What should the law en
forcement officer do?

a. Follow the order of the mayor and arrest the suspect.
b. Explain to the mayor that being drunk is not a criminal offense.
c. Disregard the mayor's request and tell the suspect to leave the

area.
d. Arrest the mayor for interfering with a police officer.

For tiestioi 9-12, select the correct word(s) from the list below to
complete each statement concerning the Police Code of Mies- Wiite
the correct words on the answer line(s).

Word List

approval force
calm harm
constitutional justice
equality liberty
ethics life
faith trust
fight violence

9. The fundamental duty of a law enforcement officer is to safeguard
and property and to respect the

right of all men to

10. Law enforcement officers should never employ unnecessary
or

and

11. As a law enforcement officer, "I recognize the badge of my office
as a symbol of public
as a public

and I accept it
o be held .To long as 1am true to

the of the police service."

12. As a law enforcement officer, "I will maintain courageous
in the face of danger or ridicule."

5 7



13. List four principles which appear in all three documents related to
police ethcs.

14. Suppose a woman was cursing an officer, and the officer replied to
these insults by saying, "You are going to be put away forever.1,
This statement by the law enforcement officer was:

a. inappropriate, because the police officer threatened the woman
with something the officer could not carry out.

b. appropriate, because the woman would probably be happy in a
mental institution.

c. inappropriate, because the officer should not have threatened
the woman.

d. appropriate, because the officer advised the woman correctly
concerning her future.

5. Responding to a complaint of noise, Police Officer Levin entered
an apartment building and was approached by an old man who had
called in the complaint. He stated that a party had been going on
all night in apartment 2B, up the hall. As Officer Levin approached
the apartmmit, two people were leaving. Levin asked them how
long the party would continue, and they answered it would be over
in a few minutes. Levin decided the old man was one of those
people who complained all the time and got on police officers'
nersies. Levin then told the old man that the party would be over
soon and he should occupy himself in some constructive activity
rather than calling in complaints about this sort of thLng. Officer

vin in this situation acted:

a. properly, because he found out for the complainant when the
party would end.

b. improperly, because he should have directed all the guests to
leave the party immediately.

c. properly, because he spoke to both the complainant and the
party guests.

d. improperly, because he should not perform his duty according to
his feelings or prejudices.

After you finish o your instmetor. Ask hhn/her
whether you should stuft this unit or take the posttest (1.:
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1. to provide a foundation of acceptable standards for professional
conduct in the public and private life of law enforcement officers,
and to provide guidelines for meeting these standards

2. c

3. d

4. a, b d

5. a, b

6. enforce (or word of similar meaning

7. e, d

8. b

9. life titution y equality, justice

10. force, violence

11. faith trust, ethics

12. calm

13. Any four of the following are correct answers:

primary responsibility is the protection of life and property
equal to everybody
limitatrIn authority (warning against the misuse of power)
cooperacion with other public officials
private and personal conduct

14. c

15. d
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1. Which two of the following describe the main pUrpose of developi=ig
a police code of ethics?

a. to meet the requirement of the U.S. Constitution that all prof-s-
sions should have codes of ethics

b. to provide a standard of acceptable behavior for the public ant
private conduct of law enforcement officers

c. to provide guidelines for acceptable conduct as slaw enforee-
ment officer

d. to provide information to the public concerning law enforcernnt
officers' public and private life styles

For qiesticns 2-4, select the correct word(s) from tbe list below to
complete each statement concerning the Ponce Cede &Ethics. Wri
the words on the aiwer Mies.

Word Ust

animosities
charity
constitutional
equality
fear
friendships
good will

justice
liberty
life
malice
mankind
prejudices
property

2. When Sally Smith was sworn in as a law enforcernettt officer, she
said, "I will never permit personal feelings,

or to influence my decisions."

4.

"I will enforce the law courteously and appropriately Ydthout
or favor, or ill will

e also said that my fundamental duty as a law eriforoement
car is to serve to safeguard

TI

and to respec=rt
right of all

and
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items 5-14,match the belirviors lizted on the right to the
ate &Miele of the Canons of tompliee Ethics listed on the left. Write =tie
letter of the behavior on the Rome by the article number.

Article Behavior

5. primary responsibilty of job a.

6. limitations of authcrity b.

7. duty of being turili with
the law and with reponsi-
billtien of self and amrther
public officials

8. utilization of propet means
to gain proper ends

9. cooperation of publL-Q
officials in the disel-marge
of their authorized cuties

10. private conduct

11. conduet toward the w3ublic

12. conduct in arresting and
dealing with law vioWators

13. presentettion of evidnce

14 attitude toward prot.ession

C.

d.

e.
1.
g.
h.

inspire confideric-e
and trust
regard duties ag
public trust
give proper testi
mony impartially
and without rnailic -ae
laiow the jurisdic
tion of responsit3i=ity
have absolute powver
protect the peopleiwe
honor the law
disregard perseriaLl
prejudice or part
affilitation
be an example of
stability, fidelity
and morality
show clear appreia-
tion of responsibiLii-
ties and limitatiorzs

15. List four principles includet in the three codes of ethics studied Lin
this unitPeelian Reforms, Police Code of Ethics, and Canons Of
Police Ethics:

L-_Mnforeement Codes of Ethics



16. Officer Jane Lane stops a motorist because of his erratic driving on
a busy highway. The motor---ist had come close to hitting several
cars. As the officer stops a_mad approaches the motorist's car, the
motorist extends his lieens and a $10 bill, asking her to accept it
and to forgive him this tirn because he will be more careful in the
future. Officer Lane said, Ttir, it is not my duty to accept your
bribe. I have a few questior-is to ask you. . . tane'sstaternent to
the motorist was=

a. improper, because the o ficer should have asked the motorist
how much he had to drir-z_lc.

b. proper, because the offier was truthful to the Poliee Code of
Ethics concerning bribe-

c. improper, because the oficer bad criticized the motorist.
d. proper, because the offier had notified the driver of the

violation he had commit -ed.

17. Suppose a patrol officer se a woman standing on a narrow ledge
of a buiIding about to jurnp.. The officer was told that the woman
was upset because her husboaxid and children recently left her after
she was released from a rnei-ital institution. The officer was
warned by the building supem-intendent that she was dangerous and
might narm the officer. Re-stlizing the possibility of his own dan-
ger, the officer called his p4=,lice station and told them his family
had an emergency and he haticl to go home. The officer's action in
this situation is:

a. appropria e, because no 4== Meer should put him/herself in
danger.

b. appropriate, because he aUed the police station so that another
officer could come to th4 scene.

c. inappropriate, hecause hi primary responsibility is to protect
the wornanTs

d. inappropriate, hecause h felt his own danger.

Give the completed test to your itruetor.
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1.

2. prejudices, an1mosIties, riendships

3. fear, malice

4. mankind, life, prowaerty, constitutio al,
liberty, a litYy, justice

5. f

6. e

7. d

8.

9. h

10.

11. a

12.

13. c

14. b

15. ikny four of the foll.ft_owing are correct:

primary responsita=tility is protection or life and pr=sper y
equal service to verybody
limitation of auiremority (warning againstthe mistisaue of power)
cooperation with other public officials
private and persona-lel conduct

16.

17. e
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Know]. _ leaves

LIP=Ion completion of this unit your students should be able to do the
foLtlowing on a written test:

L. Define tl_e Constitution of the Unite4:1 States.

2- Describe the first three articles of the Constitution.

3- Define the Bill of Rights.

4 Identify the rights of citizens protected by the First, Fourth, Ewan
Fifth Amendments.

Describe law enforcement officers' duties in balancing the riglivs z of
citizens (protected by the First Amendment) and the public in-tel.-est.

Describe the limitations the Fou-th Amendment places on the letwicAT
enforcement operations of arrest, seare4 and seizure.

Describe the relationship between the individual's right against $1f-
incrimination (protected by the Fifth Amendment) and the law ertra -
forcemeat operations of searching for andseizing evidence.

Describe the Fourteenth Amendment.
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Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the historical background of the United States Constitution.

3. Briefly describe the seven articles and twenty-four amendments,
telling what each article and amendment is about.

4. Explain the Bill of Rights.

5. Discuss how the First, Fourth, Fifth, and Four eenth Amendments
affect law enforcement operations, and how the officers should pre-
pare themselves to perform duties for cases which involve the citi-
zens' rights protected by these amendments. Discuss these with
realistic examples of such cases.

6. Show an example of a consent form when discussing the Fifth
Amendment.

7. Explain the Florida penal code and state constitution.

6 6
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Invite a guest lecturer (a jUd=get a lawyer) t
constitutional rights.

6 7
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Chang, Dae H. Fundamentals of Criminal Justice: A Syllabus and
Workbook. 2nd ed., Geneva, ILL: Paladin House, 1977.

Florida Penal Code.

Hemphill, Charles F.
Justice. Chapter 3. San a Mo
197C

Crirnina edure: The Administration of
oodyear Pubb6hmg Company,

Klotter, John Cep and Jacqueline R. Kanovitz. Constitutional Law for
Police. Chapters 1 2, 3, 4, Cincinnati: The W. H. Anderson Co., 1968.
1975 Supplement.

orcement Opera



Constitutional Law, Searches and Seizures. Slide/cassette, Niles, M.:
Police Somme Services.

6 9
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Pretest (I: C)

This pretwt will show you how much you already know about the subjeci
covered &nd what to look for in thb unit. If you do weli on this pretest,
your knitructor may let you skip this unit or part of it. if you cannot
answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. The Constitution of the United States is: (Choose all correct
answers.

a. our fundamental law that determines the powers and duties of
the United States government.

b. a body of laws that guarantee certain rights of United States
citizens.

C. the Bill of Rights.
d. the foundation which established democratic government of by,

and for the people.

2. The United States Constitution consists of articles and
amendments as of December, 1981.

3. Article I is related to law Article U is related to
the law, and Ailicle HI is related to law

4. Which article designates the judicial powers within the Supreme
Court and authorizes the Congress to establish lower courts?

a. Article I
b. Article II
c. Article III
d. Article IV

5. What is the Bill of Rights?

a. the first three articles of the Constitution
b. the seven articles of the Constitution
c. the First Amendment to the Constitution
d. the first ten amendments to the Constitution

6. What rights does the First Amendment guarantee? (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. freedom of speech
b. freedom of religion
c. freedom of the press
d. freedom of conduct
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7. What are the two main duties law enforcement officers perform to
balance the rights of citizens protected by the First Amendment
and the public interest?

a. controlling crowds
b. searching and seizLng evidence
c. arresting those who breach the peace of a community
d. iSSUing valid warrants

8. Two students are discussing law enforcement operations in relation
to the citizens' right to peaceful assembly. Student A says law en-
forcement agencies or local governments cannot control the time
and method of public demonstrations in public places. Student B
says the law enforcement agencies can control public demonstra-
tions by requiring a permit for public gatherings. Who is right?

a. student A
b. student B
c. both student A and student B
d. neither student A nor student B

9. Two students are discussing the following case:

There was a disorderly demonstration in a street and a law enforce-
ment officer gave the group of people an order to move away from
the street because they were obstructing pedestrian traffic. All of
them, except Mrs. Albuno, moved away. The officer insisted that
Mrs. Albuno move, but she refused, saying: "1 have a right to stand
here on the sidewalk." The officer decided to arrest her on the
grounds that she refused to obey the law enforcement officer's
command.

Student A says the officer's decision was right and that the arrest
could be considered legal. Student B says the decision is not legi-
timate because it was based on the officer's ego rather than main-
taining the public peace, since the others moved and Mrs. Albuno
did not disturb anybody. Who is right?

a. student A
b. student B
c. both student A and student B
d. neither student A nor student B

10. Which right is guaranteed by the Fourth Amendme_ ?

a. to refuse an arrest without a warrant
b. to protect oneself against unreasonable searches and seizures
c. to refuse to incriminate oneself
d. to petition for redress: of g-rievances

7 1
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11. Why is a valid warrant required for search and seizure? (Choose
correct answers.)

a. to protect an individual's rights as guaranteed by the Fourth
Amendment

b. to give judicial officers some authority
c. to give legal protection and authority to the warrant-serving

officers
d. to give warranterving officers the authority to search every-

where for all types of evidence

12. What are the individual's rights protected by the Fifth Amendment .

(Choose all correct answers.)

a. to avoid double jeopardy
b. to be protected against unreasonable searches and seizures
c. to refuse to incriminate oneself
d. to receive procedural due process

13. Suppose a law enforcement officer arrests a man for a crime.
What must the officer say to the man before the interrogation?
(Choose /al correct answers.)

a. He has the right to remain silent.
b. He should clearly and honestly answer the officer's questions.
c. knything he says can and will be used against him in court.
d. He should confess his criminal behavior.

14. Suppose the officer then asks the suspect to have fingerprints taken
and to be prepared for a body examination for scars and marks. He
refuses to allow fingerprints to be taken and to be examined, say-
ing: "I have a constitutional right not to be a witness against my-
self, and therefore I am not going to let you take my fingerprints
nor let you examine my body." The officer says: "You have a right
to say nothing but not a right to refuse to give evidential speci-
mens." Who is right?

a. the officer
b. the accused
c. both the officer and the accused
d. neither the officer nor the accused

7 2
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15. The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees that: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. all U.S. citizens have the right to vote regardless of race, -
cational or ethnic backgrounds, or class.

b. the rights guaranteed by the Bill of Rights are applied equally
to all U.S. citizens regardless of their race, background, or
class.

c. a state cannot make laws which deprive citizens of due process
and equal protection of constitutional rights.

d. A state can make laws that might be in conflict with the
federal constitutional laws on citizens' rights if the laws ere
beneficial to the citizens residing in that state.

After you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Askhim
whether you should study this unit or take the pasttes C).
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o Pretwt (I: C)

1. a, b, d

2. 7, 24

3. making, enforcing, Interpreting

4. c

5. d

6 ao b, c

7. a, c

8. b

9. b

10. b

11. a, c

12. a, c, d

13. a, c

14_ a

15. b, c

7 4
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Pcsttest

1. what is the Constitution of the United S a 9

2. How many articles and amendments does the United Statw Consti-
tution contain (as of December 1981 ).

3. Which article designates the legislative powers given to the
Congress and sets out guidelines for elections of senators and
representatives?

4. Which article designates the judicial powers within the Supreme
Court and authorizes Congress to establish lower courts?

5. Which article designates the executive powers of the government
to the president and sets out guidelines for the election of the
president and vice-president?

6. Define the Bill of Rights.

7. List four freedoms of individuals that are protected by the First
Amendment.
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8. List two main duties of law enforcement officers for balancing the
rights of citizens protected by the Ftst Amendment and the public
interest.

9. When performing the two main duties listed in question 8, what
should law enforcement officers keep in mind?

10. What right is guaranteed by the Fourth Amendment?

11. Describe how the Fourth Amendment affects the law enforcement
operations of arrest, search, and seizure.

12. List three rights which are protected by the Fifth Amendment.

13. To protect the right guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment and to
make arrests and seizures lawful and valid, what must the law en-
forcement officers do or say before the interrogation?

7 6
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14. In order to take samples, such as blood, from the accused to be
used for investigating a crime, what must the law enforcement
officers do?

15. What "s the Fourteenth Amendment about?

Give the completed test to
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1. It is the fundamental law of our nation which established the repre-
sentative government of, by, and for the people, and established
the foundation of the criminal justice system. It is a body of basic
principles and laws that determine the power E.nd duties of the
United States federal government and guarantees certain rights of
U.S. citizens.

2. 7 articles and 24 amendments

3. first article (Article I)

4. third article (Article 111)

5. second article (Article II)

6. the first ten amendments to the Constitution of the United States
which guarantee certain rights to individuaN

7. freedom of speech, freedom of religion, freedom of the press, and
freedom of peaceful assembly

crowd control and the arrest of law breakers

9. They are protectors of public interest as well as guardians of indi-
vidual rights, therefore, they must weigh the importance of public
interest and individual rights in each case and perform their duties
accordingly.

10. protection from unlawful search and seizure

11. In order for evidence and arrest to be lawful, the law enforcement
officers must have valid warrants and follow proper warrant execu-
tion procedures except in a case when the officers actually observe
the commission of a crime. The officers have legal protection and
authority to perform their duties when search warrants are used.

12. right against double jeopardy, right agairot self-incrimination
right to procedural due process

13. Inform the accused of hisiher right to remain silent and explain
that anything s(he) says can and will be used against him/her in
court.

14. Have the accused sign a consent form which includes the date,
place, kinds of specimens taken, name of the accused, and a state-
ment that the specimens were given voluntarily.

15 The Fourteenth Amendment guarantees that the individual's rights
are protected by the Bill of Rights for all U.S. citizens, and that a
state cannot make laws which deprive U.S. citizens of due process
and equal protection of these rights.
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Block I: Law Enforcement System
Unit D: law Miforcement Operations
Section 1: Patrol Types and Oharacterislics

7.9
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Knowledge

Upon completion of this section, your studenZs should be able to do the
following on a written test:

I. Identify the main goal of patrol officers.

2. Identify at least foilr tasks of patrol officers.

3. Identify the main responsibility of patrol officers.

4. Identify the three basic types of patrols.

5. Identify the four types of specialized patrols.

Identify two advantages of each basic type of patrol.

7. identify two disadvantages of each basic type of patrol.
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Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

Discuss the main goal of patrol officers.

11xplain the duties of patrol officers.

4. Discuss the main responsibility of patrol officers.

5 Explain the three basic types of patrols and their advantages a_nd
disadvantages.

6. Explain types of specialized patrols and their advantages and
disadvantages.
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Show and discuss the films licted under Audiovisual Materials.

8 2
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Klotter, John C. Techniques for PoUce histructors. Springfield,
Charles C. 'Thomas, 1978.

Payton, G. T. Patrol Procedure and Enforcement Conce
kngeles Calif.: Legal Book Corporation, 1977.

Rutledge, D. The New Pollee Re ort Mumal. Flagsta iza Flag
Nblishing Co.1917-9:
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Burglary Call, The
Filmstrip with cassette/script C 65 frs.
Dramatizes a burglary patrol call and demonstrates the proper te h-
nique to be used when responding. From The Patrol Calls Series.
LC No. 77-730139.
Prod-LAU:MN Dist-AIMS 1977

High Risk Patrol Tactics
16mm firm optical sound C 31 min.
Explains how law enforcement officers can properly respond to barri-
caded suspects.
LC No. 79-700185
Prod-MTITE Dist-MTITE 1978

On-Call Drivin
16mm film optical sound C 20 min.
Stresses the development of professional attitudes in the police patrol
function. Discusses the role of the vehicle as the officer's communica-
tions center and business office, emphasizing careful inspection before
starting the shift. Presents techniques of patrol diving, including anti-
cipation driving, knowledge of the area and its hazards, avoidance of U-
turns, and inside passing. Examines patrol driving with respect to com-
munity relations and deals with planning the most effective route on a
call.
Prod-WORON Dist-MTROLA

Patrol Procedures
Prod-Woron Films
Dist-Motorola Teleprograms, Inc.
3710 Commercial Avenue
Northbrook, IL 60062

Patrolman You Have a Problem
Prod-Woron Films
DM-Motorola Teleprograms, Inc.
3710 Commercial Avenue
Northbrook, IL 60062

Routine Patrol
16mm film optical sound C 24 min.
Covers the major points of police prepatrol preparation and observa-
tion. Mustrates to the officer the necessity for proper mental attitude,
physical condition, and image as a peacekeeper, servant of the people,
and arreCdng officer. Develops the idea that the patrol officer is the
eyes of the department and interpreter of the laws of society.
Prod-WORON Dist-MTROLA

8 4



Patrol CallsA Series PRO
Dramatizes five of the most common types of patrol
demonstrates the techniques used in handling each type.
LC No. 77-730139
Prod-IMIIMN Dist-AIMS

Barricaded Armed Suspect, The
Burglary Call, The
Domestic Complaints
Injuzy and Death
Missing Child, The

85
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68 frs
65 frs
67 frs
67 frs
71 frs
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1

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in thb section. If you do well on Mk; pre-
test, your instructor may let you aldp this section or part of it.
cannot imwer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. What is the patrol officer's main goal?

a. checking businesses and residential are&s for security
b. removing the desire and opportunity for a person to commit a

crime
c. protecting the life and property of citizens
d. none of the above

2. Which of the following are tasks of patrol officers? (Circle all
correct answers.)

a. aggressive patrolling
b. checking business areas for security
c. securing crime scenes
d. elimination of criminals
e. checking suspicious persons
f. conducting stake-outs
g. checking abandoned vehicles
h. answering motorist service calls
1. checking residential areas for security
j. making arrests

What is the main responsibility of petrol o icers?
a. aggressive patrolling
b. protection of life and property
c= answering all calls for aid or service
d., checking business and residential areas for security

From the list below, identify the three basic types of patrols.
a. K-9 e. marine
b. specialized f motorcycle
c.
d.

foot
air

g. vehicle

5. Prom the list in-question 4, identify four types of special patrols.

D-1 Patrol jpes and .Characteristics



For tioi 6-8, match the advantages listed on the richt with th
patrol typas listed on the left. Write the letterts
the number of the patrol type.

Patrol Types
6. foot
7. vehicle
8. specialized

For questions 9-119 match the dkcadvan
patrol types listed on the left. Write the 1
by the number of the patrol type.

Patrol
9. foot

10. vehicle
11. specialized

After you
whether you

of the advantage(s) by

Advantags
a. Patrol activities can

be done more effi-
ciently.

b. It takes fewer offi-
cers to patrol a
given area.

c. Officers have an op-
portunity to develop
close contacts with
people on the beat.

d. Officers can quickly
respond to calls for
aid.
A sense of pride can
be developed in the
department.

f. Officers develop
good working knowl-
edge of the patrol
area.
on the right with the
f the cliadvan

-Disacivan

Additional training
is requed.

b. Supervision is
difficult.

c. It can be expensive
to implement.

d It allows little
direct contact with
citizens.

e. It permits little
Imowledge of the
physical layout of
the patrol area.
Pursuit capabilities
are limited.

is pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him/her
section or take the posttftat (I= y:..).
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1. b

2. b, c, j
3. b

4. b, c, g

5. a, d e, f

6. c, f

7. b, d

8. a, e

9. b f

10. d, e

11.



. The main goal patrol officers is:

a. to check businesses and residential areas for security
b. to protect the lives and property of all citizens.
c. to follow all directions given by superiors.
d. to remove the desh.e and opportunity for a person to commit a

crime.

2. Which of the following are tasks of patrol officers?

a. conducting stake-outs
b. securing crime scenes
c. checking residential areas for security
d. aggressive patrolling
e. making arrests
1. checking business areLs for security
g. elimination of criminals
h. checking abandoned vehicles
i. answering motorist service calls
j. checkthg suspicious persons

3. The main responsibility of patrol officers is:

a. checking all suspicious individuals and vehicles.
b. removing the desire of individuab to commit a crime.
c. answering all calls for aid from their beat.
d. protecting life and property of all citizens.

From the list below, identify the three basic types of patrols by
circling the letter for each.

a. marine
b. K-9
c. vehicle
d. foot
e. motorcycle
1. specialized
g. air

5. From the list in question 4, identify four types of special patro.
Write the letters on the line below.



For questions 6-82 match the advantages listed in the column on the
with the patrol types listed on the left. Write the letter(s) of the

dvan on the lines by the patrol types.

Patrol Types

G. foot

7. vehicle

8. specialized

Advan

Officers can pursue
a suspect for great-
er distances.

b. Officers can quickly
respond to caM for
aid.

c. It takes fewer offi-
cers to psti%ol a
'yen arev.

d. Officers may be
able to anticipate
incidents.

e. Patrol activities can
be done more effi-
ciently.
Officers have an op-
portunity to develop
close contacts with
people on the beat.

g. A sense of pride can
be developed within
the department.

h. Officers develop a
good wwking knowl-
edge of the patrol.
area.



For elms ons 9411 match the disadvantages listed in the column on the
with the patrol types listed on the left. Wilte the letter(s) of the

itage(s) on the lines by the patrol types.

Patrol TyTes

9. foot

10. veh_cle

11. specialized

Give the completed test to your nthictor.

tages

a. It may cause a lack
of involvement in
other departmental
activities.

b. It allows little
direct contact with
citizens.

c. Pwsuit capabilities
are limited.

d. Additional training
is required.

e. It can be expensive
to operate.

f. Supervision is dif-
ficult.

g. It permits little
knowledge of local
problems.

h. It permits little
knowledge of the
physical layout.

i. It can be expensive
to implement.



Amwers to Posttest (I: D-1)

1. d

2. a, b, c, e, f,

3. d

4. e, d, f

5. a, b_ e, g

6. d, f, h

7. a, b

8. e, g

9. c, a, f

10. b, g, h

11. a, d,
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Block T - Law Enforcement Systems
Unit D: law Enforcement Operations
Section 2: Crime Scene Procedure

ime Scene Procedure
7



Knowledge Objeetive s

Perfor_ _

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the two basic types of investigations.

2. Identify the purpose of a criminal investigation.

3. Identify two basic methods of collecting information about the
crime from the people involved.

4. Identify one desirable characteristic of an investigat r conducting
an interview.

Identify two categories of evidence.

. Match methods of marking to specific types of evidence.

7. Identify seven preliminary tasks that a law enforcement officer may
be required to perform at a crime scene.

8. Match task descriptions with crime scene job titles.

9. Identify three types of final crime scene searches.

Given a simulated crime scene, evidence tags, evidence report
forms, and containers, your students should be able to collect,
record, and store the evidence without destroying its value in court.
Students' performances should be evaluated by using the first Per-
formance Checklist (I: D-2a) included in this section.

2. Given a simulated crime scene and other team members to work
with, your students should be able to function in any of the ten iden-
tified team crime scene jobs. Students' performances should be
evaluated by using the second Performance Checklist (I: D-213) in-
cluded in this section.

The student's performance should be rated "A" (acceptable) on all items.
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recornrne
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the purpose of a criminal investigation.

3. Describe and discuss two basic types of irive5tigatien5.

4. Describe and discuss the two basic methods of collectirlginfortria-
tion about the crime from the people involved: intervioaod L.-i-
terrogation.

5. Define and discuss two categories of evidence.

G. Identify and discuss the eleven major tasks that la
officers may be required to do at a crime scene-

OW

fC rriemt

7. Identify and discuss in depth the ten jobs whieb a. laW QiifQQem ient
officer may be required to do at a crime scene.

8. Discuss and demonstrate methods of marking specific
evidence.

pes

9. Describe and dNcuss the desirable characteristics or in stigst4=r5.

10. Describe and discuss the three final crime scene searches,

11. For the practical exercise and the performance tegtf
schoo1 policy regardkig liability k students' safety aba blotters of
privacy and adapt criminal investigation activities acCerdingly.
Make sure you are present when your students do
exercise or take the performance tests.
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Ask students to be aware of how actors portraying law enforcement
officers conduct crime scene investigations in movies and television
shows, and have your class critique their procedures.



1. toy weapons and simulated evidence for prac ical exercises and
performance tests

2. evidence containers

9 7



1. evidence tags
2. evidence report forms

NOM, One sample evidence report form is included on the following
page.

Crime Scene Procedure
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PORT

'ME OF ORG. REPORT

EVIDENCE PROPERVI REPORT
PAGE PAGES

InCideM Number

) EvtdtI UProporty LoPrnpsdy U$*oisnPpop.rry
( )Ricorod Property fl P4 (

Inddent T - (0 Lost
( ) C Ufl.rored ( ) For:rd

AT:

C

1.

Code (01) Ourtfty (02) D.wjptlon (03) (Typo M. Modol Color SINK Made, E T 04)

Person initially Riding. Recovering. Confiaceting: (01) (Person's Code: ) Or (LD. * Teazle:
$

E Initial Officer (Neme)4131 L . a (0111 Deb Submitted Time Submitted (OIL

P Own!! Name 01 d Fbone No. (OA_

3 Date Gwner Notified For Pickup: (D1) Nand 0y: (LO. 0) (02)
Prop:min u T (0 Item

I Fanal Db n n

Dispostlian: (01) item 41 Item 0 hum el hem 0
( ) Released To Owner ( ) Submitted To Court ( ) Destioyed ( ) Other

Explanation:

Signature: 0

Commerite - Information - Mdltlonal LietIn : (Line C Con d .

r Rope

Igneure Fir Mead Pi (

a n
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Materials

Criminal Inves atio
Madison, : Crime
Justice, 1973.

d Ph sicol Evidence Handbook. 2nd ed.,
ry Bureau, Wisconsin Department of

Erven, C. C. Criminal Investltatjon and In e
Santa Cruz: Paws-Publishing Co-.,

Klotter, John C. al Guide
izure estion

d Guide.

Search ani
Cincinnati. The W.H. Anderson

Markle, A. Crimine Investiation and Presentation of Evidence. St.
Paul: West Pu lishing CO.,

Mulvaney, R. E. Techniqies of Criminal Investigation. Santa Cruz:
Davis Publishing Co., 9 .

O'Hara, C. E. Fundamentals of Criminal Investlnition. 4th ed.,
Springfield, M.: Charles C. Thomas, 1976.

Preliminar Invest 260 Gaithersburg, Md:
International Association o Chie a o Police, 1978.

Reducing Victim/Witness Intimidation: A Packag. Washington, D.C.:American Bar MsociatiiiiiTOM

Schultz, D. Criminal _nres_aplion Techniques. Houston: Gulf
Publishing Co., i-9711.

Scott, J. Investigative Methods. Reston, Va.: Reston Publishing Co.,
1978.

Sone, A., and Deluca, S. Investi ati Crimes: An Introduction.
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 198 .



visual Materiek

Lazo, D. T. Inves ffative Procedure and the Intelligence Function. San
Jose, Cali .. Lanaford Pubiliffmg Co., Inc., 197 (4 video cassette
tapes, Student Handbook, and Teacher's Guide)

Crime Scene Sketching. Niles, Ill.: Police Science Services, Inc., 1979.
(atislides, audio cassette, study notes, and Instructor Guide)

Reeordingthe Scene. Niles, M.: Police Science Services, Inc. 1977.
80 elides, audio cassette, study notes, and Instructor's Guide)

Evidence Law. Niles, HL: Police Science Services, Inc., 1982.
(80 slides, audio cassette, Instructor's Guide, script, study notes, quiz
with answers)
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Pretest (b D-2

This pretest will show you how much you already know
covered and what to :Wok foe in this section. If you do well on
test, your bistructor may let you skip this section or part of it. Ifyou
ctumot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following identifies two basic types of investigations?

a. criminal and accident
b. criminal and internal
c, internal and accident
d. criminal and external

2. The purpose of a criminal investigation is:

a. to identify witnesses.
b. to identify suspects.
c. to identify victims.
d. to identify sources of evidence.

3. Which of the following are two basic methods of collecting informa-
tion from the people involved for crhninal investigations?

a. witnesses and informants
b. interviews and informants
c. informants and interrogations
d. interviews and interrogations

4. Which of the following are two basic categories of evidence?

a. real and chcumstantial
b. factual and circumstantial
c. real and simulated
d. real and direct

From the following list, id3ntify at least seven tasks that a law en-
forcement officer may be required to perform at a crime scene.

a. Intern:gate the suspect.
b. Note all conditions, events, and remarks.
c. Supervise all persons in the area.
d. Arrange for the evidence to be collected.
e. Report the incident fully ahd accurately.
f. Maintain close radio contact with supervisors.
g. Interview the witnesses.
h. Yield responsibility to followip investigators.

(continued)
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i. ovide information for reporters.
. Locate and identify witnesses.

k. Render assistance to the injured.
Protect the crime scene.
Provide traffic control.

n. Effect the arrest of the suspect.
o. Maintain the crime scene.

a-

Job Titles

6. officer in charge

7. guard

8. note taker

9. sketcher

13h evidence collector

11. fingerprinter

12. photographer

followirg crime scene investigation task
by writing the letter of the task by the

13. Interviewer

14. first aid administrant

15. measurer

Tasks

a. aids investigators in
collecting informa-
tion

b. obtains elimination
prints

c. is first on the scene
d. records Who, What,

Where, When, How,
and Why

e. conducts final crime
scene searches

f. provides exploded
charts
provides local,
immediate, and
detailed scenes

h. stabilizes the in-
jured

i. ensures a chain of
custody
normally works with
sketcher

k. ropes off crime
scene

g.

j.

16. Which of the following identifies three types of final crime scene
searches?

a. wall, gripe, and strip
b. wall, grid, and outward spiral
c. wall, strip, and outward spirl
d. wall, strip, and inward spkal
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17. Which of the following is a desirable characteristic for an
investigator?

a. He/she should be able to draw conclusions about the case
quickly.

b. He/she should be able to keep personal biases from affecting
the outcome of the investigation.

c. He/she should always speak on the level of a college graduate
show people he/she is a learned individual.

d. He/she should have the ability to ask witnesses and suspects
leading questions.

18-24, match the evidence &rted on the left with the pre-
scribed method for marking that specific evidence on the right by
writirg the letter of the method by the number for the type of
evidence.

Eifidenee

18. shattered glass

19. fired bullet (recovered)

20. shotgun shelb

21. loaded cartridges

22. fired cartridge case

23., trace evidence

24. pellets and wads

Method for Marlcing

a. Use druggist folds,
place in envelope,
initial, date, and
label.

b. Mark inside and out-
side, and place sepa-
rately in package.

c. Seal in container
and mark the
container.

d. Clear side and mark

e. Mark inside the open
end or place infor-
mation on a small
piece of paper and
insert it in the open
end.
Mark initials on base
or pack in container
and mark the con-
tainer.
Mark initials, date,
and chamber number
on side.

g.

After you finish this pretest, give it toy instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (1:3 /).
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Aiwers to Pre

0

1. a

2. b

3. d

4. d

5. (any seven

6. c

7. k

8. d

9. f

10. i

11. b

12. g

13. a

14. h

15. j

16. d

17. b

18. b

19. f

20. d

21. g

22. e

23. a

24. c

a, b, d, e, g,
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Tr.vo basic types of investigations are:

a. internal and crime scene.
b. special and accident.
c. accident and criminal.
d. crime scene and special.

2. Which of the following identifies the purpose of a criminal
investigation?

a. to identify the suspect or suspects
b. to identify sources of evidence
c. to identify the purpose of the crime
d. to identify witnesses of the crime

3. The t.vo basic sources for collecting information from the people
involved in criminal investigations are:

a. informants and witnesses.
b. informants and interrogations .
c. interviews and interrogations .
d. interviews and informants.

4. Two basic categories of evidence are:

a. circumstantial and real.
b. circumstantial and simulated .
c. factual and circumstantial.
d. real and direct.

5. Identify at least seven tasks that a law enforcement officer may be
required to perform at a crime scene.

a. Interview the witnesses.
b. Axrange for all evidence to be collected.
c. Maintain the crime scene.
d. Yield responsibility to follow-up investigators.
e. Report the incident fully and accurately.
f. Locate and identify witnesses.
g. Provide traffic control.
h. Effect the arrest of the suspect.
i. Protect the crime scene.
j. Provide crowd control.
k. Note all conditions, events, and remarks.
1. Render assistance to the injured.
m. Provide information for reporters.
n. Mabitain close radio contact with supervisors.
o. Supervise all persens in the area.
p. Interrogate the suspect.
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6-15, match the task desoripUc listed below with the
late (Time scene investigator Job title. Write the letter of the

k on the line by the Job title.

6. officer in charge

7. guard

B. note taker

9. sketcher

10. evidence collector

11. fingerprinter

12. photographer

13. interviewer

14. first aid administrant

15. measurer

Ttwks

a. uses measurements
and legends for
identification
purposes

b. locates and lifts
prints at the crime
scene

c. records date, time,
distance from lens
to subject, etc.

d. checks the crime
scene for witnesses

e. provides the basis for
the recall of specific
facts more clearly
and accurately
usually works
closely with the
sketcher as a team

g. insures implementa-
tion of preliminary
tasks

h. conducts final crime
scene searches
photographs evi-
dence in its place
before it is moved

J. applies immediate
first aid

k. locks all inside doors

For questions 16-23, match the method far marking specific types of
evidence with the type of evidence for which it iS used by writing the
letter for the method by the number for the evi

Eviden

16. ffred bullet (recovered)

17. loaded cartridges

18. trace evidence

19. tools and tool marks

20. shattered glass

21. shotgun shells

107

-king hi

a. Mark with initia]s
and label where and
when found.

b. Mark initials, date,
a,AIGLIIIIL

on side.
c. Mark inside the open

end or place infor-
mation on a small
piece of paper and
insert it in the open
end.

continued)



23. fired cartridge case

24. pellets and wads

d. Seal in container
and mark the con-
tainer.

e. Use druggist folds
place in envelope,
initial, date, and
label.

f. Mark initials on base
or pack in container
and mark the con-
tainer.

g. 'Meer side and mark
initials.

h. Mark inside and ou
side, and place se
rately in packages

24. One desirable characteristic of an investigator would be the ability
to:

a. help witnesses put theh s ories into words appropriate for law
enforcement reports.

b. disregard the mannerisms and emotional state of witnesses and
listen to what they are saying.

c. draw conclusions about the case as soon as possible after his/her
arrival at the crime scene.

d. establish a harmonious relationship with the person being
interviewed.

25. What are the three final crime searches called?

a. wall, gripe, and strip
b. wall, strip, ft:ward spiral
c. wall, grid, outward spiral
d. grid, inward spiral, outward spiral

Give the completed test to your kotructor. /Utter your untructor
checks your test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
test (L 2a and 13-21)).



Answers to 2)

1 e
2- a

3. c

4. d

5. (any seven) a, b, c, d, e, f, P

6. a

7. k

8. e

10. i

11. b

12. c

13. d

14. j

15. f

16. f

17. b

18. e

19. a

20. h

21. g

22. c

23. d

24. ci

25. b
109
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Pformance Checklist
I: D-2a Collect Record, and Stpre Evidence

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

Tasks

1. Record exact location of each piece
of evidence.

2. Request that evidence be photographed.

3. Do not move evidence until told that it
has been photographed.

4. Mark and tag each piece of evidence
properly.

Included on evidence tag:

Incident number

Item numbsr

Name

I.D. number

Date/time

Appropriate remarks

5. Maintain evidence properly.

Included in evidence report:

Incident number

Report type

Incident type

Location

Item number

*A: Acceptable
*NA: Not Acceptable

Crime Scene Procedure 85



Evaluatora Rating
A NA Comments

Quantity

Description

Name

I.D. number

Date

Time

Owner's name

Owner's address

Owner's phone number

6. Turn evidence in to the teacher as custodian
and request the followi

Signature

number

Date

Time

Security location

1 l 1
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Student's Name:

Rvaluator:

Performance Checklist
ork as a Member of Crime Scene Team

Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

Tasim

1. Check for injuries.

2. Treat injured if needed.

3. Rope off or secure crime scene and
place guard.

4. Contact complainant.

5. Interview complainant and make
report.

6. Check for witnesses.

7. Pick officer in charge.

8. Lssign jobs.

9. Sketch crime scene.

10. Measure crime scene.

11. Photograph crime scene and identify
properly.

12. Fingerprint scene and identify
properly.

13. Collect and properly identify
evidence.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Block I: Law Enforcement System
Unit D: Taw Enforcement Operations

: Accident Investigitioa
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Knowl

Upon corr :letion of this section, your students should be able to do the
foliowin t.m a written test:

L Match accident investigation terms with their definitions.

2. List type and severity classifications of motor vehicle accidents.

3. Identify operational factors which cause traffic accidents.

4. Identify conditional factors and the attributes and modifiers which
cause traffic accidents.

5. Identify the nine steps that an officer follows during an accident
investigation.

Identify the additional evidence that is required when an accident
results in death or major injury.

Identify five groups which are most o ten involved in pedestrian
accidents.

8. List the information which should be collected during the investi
tion of a hit-and-rtm accident.

11 4
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instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Disc lics the accident inveigation terms and definitions, and
answer questions stue._ y have about them.

3. Discuss the classification of motor vehicle traffic accidents by
type and severity.

4. Discuss the %muses of traffic ieeidents. plain the two basic
types of factors which are the causes: operational (acts) and condi-
tional (attributes).

5. Explain the two levels of operational factors in traffic accidents
and explain that failure in the performance of these acts (factors)
may occur in any or all of the three phases of the operation of the
vehicle: recognition, decision, and performance.

6. Explain the conditional factors which contribute to traffic acci-
dents. acplain the concepts of attribute and modifier as related to
accidents, and discuss the attributes and modifiers of the condi-
tional factors of trafficways, vehicles, and people.

7. Dcuss the nine steps an officer should follow from the time s(he)
is notified of the accident until the accident scene investigation is
complete.

8. Discuss the additional evidence required when an accident results
in a death or a major injury. Distinguish between reported and
investigated accidents. Emphasize the importance of the quality of
evidence when death or injury is involved.

9. Discuss the five g-roups which are most often involved in pedestrian
accidents and the educational programs which can be set up to
make people more aware of this problem.

10. Discuss hit-and-run accidents and the special problems involved in
such an investigation.
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A

Have students fill out an accident report. This will serve as an intro-
duction to the section, hReport Writing," which describes proper report
completion in more detail.

Accident Inves ga on



Florida Traffic Accident Report

NOTE: One sample report form is included on the following pages.
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Itetest (1.% D-3)

This pretest will show you bow much you already know about the subject
Covered wid what to look for in this section. If you do well on this pro-
test, your instructor may let you ski4; thia section or part of it. If you
camot mower a question, simply go to the next question.

For questions 1-10, choose the correct dermition from the list on the
right for each accident invesligation term listed on the left. Write the
letter of the definition by the correct term.

Terms

1. driving strategy

2. evasive action

3. in transport

4. motor vehicle

5. nonfatal damage accident

6. pedestrian conveyance

7. perception

8. point of possible percep on

9. safe speed

10. trafficway
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Dermitions

a. state or condition of
vehicle when in use;
primarily for moving
persons or property
(including the vehi-
cle itself) from one
place to another
and is in motion or
in readiness for mo-
tion or on a road-
way, but not puked
in a designated
parking area

b. a speed adjusted to
the potential or pos-
sible hazards of the
road and traffic
situation ahead

c. seeing, feeling, or
hearing and under-
standing the unusual
or unexpected
movement or condi-
tion that could be
taken as a sign of an
accident about to
happen

d. reaction of the
driver of a traffic
unit to a dangerous
situation

e. entire width be-
tween boundary
lines of every way
or place open to the
public for purposes
of vehicular traffic
as a matter of right
or custom

(continued)



any action while a
traffic unit is on a
trip which increases
or decreases the
probability of suc-
cessful evasive
action by that unit
if a hazard develops

g. any human-powered
device by which a
pedestrian may
move, or by which a
person may move
another pedestrian,
other than by pedal-
ing

h. any motor vehicle
accident in which
there is no fatal

injury to any person,
but only damage to
the motor vehicle,
to other motor vehi-
cles, or to other
property including
injuries to animals

i. place and time at
whiLli the unusual,
unexected move-
ment or condition
could have been per-
ceived by a normal
person
any mechanically or
electrically powered
device, not operated
on rails, upon which
or by which any per-
son or property may
be transported or
drawn upon a high-
way

Which of the following identifies the two types of motor vehicle
accidents?

a. collision and fixed object
b. noncollision and overturning
c. collision and noncollision
d. hit-and-run and fixed object
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12. Which of the following classifications would be considered the most
severe motor vehicle accident?

a. accident involving possible injury
b. accident involving nonincapacitating injury
c. accident involving injury
d. accident involving incapacitating injury

13. Wt the three phases during which operational factors may cause a
traffic accident.

14. What is the classification of characteristics of trafficways,
vehicles, and people as factors in a traffic accident?

a. operational factor
b. conditional factor
c. performance factor
d. positional factor

15. Identify the attributes and modifiers of traffieway factors in the
following list. Write A for attributes and M for modifiers.

a. road damage
b. signals
c. weather
d. visibility
e. artificial light

15. Leaving the cruiser emergency lights on as a warning to other
motorists at Etn accident scene is included in which step of accident
investigation?

a. responding to the accident
b. arriving at the accident scene
c. protecting the scene
d. clearing the accident scene

17. List five items of additional evidence which are required when an
accident results in death or major injury.
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18. Which of the following groups are most often involved in pedestrian
accidents? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. elderly persons and children
b. middle-aged persons
c. intoxicated persons and jaywalkers
d. young adults and bus riders

19. During an investigation of a hit-and-run accident, an officer must:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. determine the guilt or innocence of the driver.
b. track down the driver and vehicle that left the scene.
c. determine the direction in which the vehicle left the scene.
d. write a description of each witness.

After you f7
eshe er you should s

to your instructor. Ask him/her
or take the posttes
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Arwers to Pretest (b D-3)

1. 1

2. d

3. a

4. j

5. h

6. g

7. c

8. i

9. b

10. e

11. e

12. d

13. recognition
decision
performance

14. b

15. a. M
b. A
a. M
d. A
e. A

16. c

17. Any five of the following:

photographs of all physical conditions and evidence
measurements of all physical evidence
type of road and its condition
weather conditions
condition of vehicle
interviews to check the driver's background
report of medical examiner if an autopsy is required

18. a, c

19. b, c
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poen ri-3)

1-10, choose the correct definition from the list on the
accident investigation term Usted on the left. Write the

er of the dermition by the correct term.

Terms

1. crucial event

2. encroachment

3. factor

4. hazard

5. initial contac

Dermitions

a. the first accidental
touching of an ob-
ject collided with by
a traffic unit in
motion

b. a dynamic situation
in which a crucial
event will result if
direction and accel-
eration of moving

6. maximum engagement objects continue
unchanged

7. modifiers c. that portion of a
trafficway which is

8. motor vehicle accident improved, designed,
or ordinarily used

9. roadway for vehicular travel,
exclusive of the

10. trr ffic unit shoulder
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d. greatst collapse or
overlap ir a collision

e. whatever occur-
rence die traffic
unit would have
avoided by escaping
the hazard

f. an accident involv-
ing a motor vehicle
in motion (or part of
its load), but not in-
volving aircraft or
watercraft

g. movement into the
path assigned to
another traffic unit

h. circumstances which
produce changes in
attributes

(continued)
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i. my circumstance,
either action or con-
dition, connected
with a traffic acci-
dent without which
the accident could
not have occurred

j. any person using a
trafficway for trav-
el, parking, or other
pmposes as a pedes-
trian or driver, in-
cluding any vehicle,
other device, or ani-
mal with which s(he)
is using it

11. Motor vehicle accidents are classified as:

a. noncollision and overturnii
b. hit-and-run and fixed obje
c. collision and fixed object.
d. collision and noncoifision.

12. List the five classifications used to indicate the severity of a motor
vehicle accident.

13. List the two levels of operational factors which cause traffic
accidents.

14. Which of the following is an attribute of conditional factors of
vehicles whieh cause accidents?

a. defective parts
b. view obstructions
c, deterioration
d. damage
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15. Which of the following is a modifier of conditional factors of
vehicles which causes accidents?

a. judgment
b. coordination
c. preoccupation
d. sensory abilities

16. In a traffic accident, the characteristics of trafficways, vehicles,
and people are classified as:

a. conditional factors.
b. performance factors.
c. operational factors.
d. positional factors.

17. Lt the nine steps an officer follows when investigating an
accident.

18. An officer arrived at the scene of an accident and discovered that
two occupants of one of the vehicles had received major injuries
and the driver of the second vehicle had been killed. List sfeven
types of evidence that the officer must collect because there were
major injuries and death.

29
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19. List five groups of people most often involved in pedestriaf
accidents.

20. List seven types of information an officer must collect, if possible,
and broadcast over the police radio following a hit-and-run
accident.

Give the completed test to yowi üfructor.
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knswers to Posttest )

1. e

2. g

3. i

4. b

5. a

6. d

7. h

8. f

9.

10. j

11. d

12. e fatal inJury
ineapa tating
nohincapacita
possible injury
no injury

13. faulty evasive action
defective driving strategy

14. b

15. c

16. a

17. 1. responding to the accident
2. arriving at the accident scene
3. protecting the scene
4. checking for injuries
5. clearing the accident scene
6. conducting the investigation
7. completing an accident report
8. issuing a traffic citation
9. completing the accident scene investigation

1 1



18. photographs of all physical conditions and evidence
measurements of all physical evidence
type of road and its condition
weather conditions
condition of vehicle
interviews to check background of driver
report of medical examiner if autopsy is requfted

19. children
elderly persons
intoxicated persons
bicycle riders
jay walkers

20. accurate description of vehicle involved including make, model,
color, and license plate number
direction in which the vehicle left the scene
extent and location of damage to the vehicle
number of passengers in the vehicle and their descriptions
indentifying marks such as parking stickers, inspection tags,
school stickers, organization decals, Euld company decals
physical evidence carried away by the vehicle when it left the
scene
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Block I: Law Rnforcement System
Unit El: Law Enlorcement Operatior s
Section 4: Search and &meat
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Objectives

Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify basic procedures and techniques necessary for a safe arrest.

2. Identify things to consider when making an arrest in a public place,
in a suspect's home, and in a suspect's place of employment.

3. List at least iour common types of arrestee reactions.

4. Identify one general factor which determines the amount of force to
be used in making an arrest.

Identify six factors that should be considered under "totality of cir-
cumstances" with respect to due process.

6. Match four basic types of searches with their descriptions.

7. Identify general procedures and techniques of a wall search.

8. Identify general procedures and techniques of handcuffing and trans-
ferring the arrestee.

Perfcrmanee lives

Given a simulated situation (a person playing a suspect, and all neces-
sary supplies), your students should be able to arrest, search, and
handcuff the suspect. Students' performances should be evaluated by
using the Performance Checklist (I: D-4) included in this section. The
students' performances should be rated "A" (acceptable) on all items.
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1. Emphasize the iniportance of fair and wise use of the power o
arrest.

2_ Point out that there is no routine arrest.

3. Discuss four essential elements for a safe arrest: caution, plan-
ning, preparation, and manpower.

4. Discuss things to consider when making an arrest in public places,
in the suspect's home, or at the suspect's place of employment.
Use examples for each arrest situation.

5. Emphasize the importance of the officer's responsibility to main-
tain control over the entire arrest situation.

6. Discuss common types of reactions from the arrestee, using
examples.

7. Discuss the use of force in making an arrest. Give examples of the
consequences of using necessary and unnecessary force in making
an arrest.

8. Discuss the facto s which should be considered under tality of
circumstances" with respect to due process.

9. Discuss and demonstrate arrest procedures.

10. Discuss and demonstrate search procedures (wall search).

11. Discuss and demonstrate handcuffing procedures.

12. If there are any audiovisual materials on arrest and search
available to you, show them and discuss them with students.

13 For the students who are interested in other methods of searches
refer to the basic procedures for these methods included in this -
structor Guide. Modify them as necessary.

14. Point out that procedures for arresting the a vehicle re-
quire special consideration and that procedures for searching fe-
males also require additional considerations.

15. For the practical exercise and performance test, make sure to
check yoir school policy regarding liability in students' seety and
matters of privacy, and adapt search and handcuffing activities
accordingly. Have your students do the exercise in your presence.
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1081 enforcement officei to give guest lectures on search
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Audiovisual Ma

Arrest Techniques. Sacramento, Calif.: California Peace Officers
A-csociation, (30 slides).

Clark, K. Limitations on the Ph sical
Glendale, Calif.: AIMS Instructional Media,
minutes), 1974.

e of Evidence.
6 mm color film, 28

Di Meglio, E. Custodial Arrest: Search and Seizure. Johnson, R.L:
Studio 12 Filmmakers, (16 nim color film, 10 minutes), 1974.

Downey, P. and S. A. Gilford. Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice:
The Law of Arrest. Washington, D.C.: Office of Law FaTorcement
Assistance, U.S. Department of Justice (16 mm black/white film, 60
minutes).

Gates, J. Emergency Searches. Glendale, Calif.: AIMS Instructional
Media, Inc., (16 mm color film, 30 minutes), 1974.

Gates, J. New Limits on krrest and Search. Glendale, Calif.: AIMS
Instructional Media, Inc., (16 mm color film, 29 minutes), 1976.

liEmbinger, R. Vehicle Searches. Sacramento, Calif.: California
Council on Criminal Justice,T16 mm color film, 31 minutes), 1973.

Hitnter, F. Searchg Female ispects. Nil _ Police Science
Services, Inc., 197&

Probable Cause. Niles, M.: Police Science Services, Inc. (80 min.,
35mm slides, audio cassette, study notes, script, Instructor's Guide, quiz
with answers ), L982.

Search and Seizure. Niles, M.: Police Science Services, Inc (180
slides, audio cassette, study notes, Instructor's Guide).

Securing Suspects. Nilt- Ill.: Police Science Services, Inc. 80 color
slides, 30-minute audio -ssette, study notes, and Instructor Guide),
1976.

Techniques of Arrest. Northbrook, M.: Motorola Teleprograms,
(16 mm color film, 24 minutes), 1972.
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-rnenthrv Material

Search

Sfrice only wall search is covered in the Student Guide, basic procedures
of the other three methods are described here.

If you prefer teaching any of these three methods before the wall
search or want to teach any of the following in addition to the wall
search, you may want to use the following procedures as basic
guidelines.

Standing Sewell

STEP 1: Settle the suspect's position for search.

Have the suspect face you.
Have the suspect raise his/her himds in the air, palms open.
This should enable you to see if there are any weapons in the
suspect's hands.
Order the suspect to turn arotmd. This prevents him/her
from seeing your exact position.

STEP 2: Secure the suspect's position for search.

Have the suspect place his/her hands behind his/her head.
Have suspect spread his/her feet as far apart as possible.

STEP 3: Establish you position for search.

Place your left foot about two feet behind the suspect and
even with the right side of his/her body.
Reach out with your left hand and grasp the suspect's hands.
Place your hand on the suspect's back and apply steady
pressure. At the same time, slide your right foot and push it
farther out to make sure hisfher legs are as far apart as they
will go.
As the suspect's right foot is sliding outward, pull back with
your left hand while continuing to apply pressure with your
right hand.

NOTE: The suspect should be leaning backward from the waist
up but be nearly upright from the waist down. Your feet
should be spread more than shoulder-width apart and your back
should be straight. You should be well-balanced, and your
weight should be evenly distributed.

STEP 4: Prom this position, search only the right side of the suspect,
following the same guidelines described for the wall search.
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STEP 5: Search the left side of the suspect.

Step back.
Keep suspect off balance.
Grip suspect's hands with your right hand.
Reverse the orientation of your hands and feet. Repeat the
search procedure for the left side of the body.

STEP 6: Handcuff the suspect.

Knee Kw Search

STEP 1: Settle the suspect's position for search.

Have the suspect face you.
Have histher hands, with palms open, raised over his er
head.
Have the suspect turn around.

STEP 2: Secure the suspect's position for search.

Have the suspect get down on hisfher knees, with hands still
over his/her head.
Have the suspect place his/her hands behind hWhei- head,
with fingers interlaced.
Have suspect cross his/her ankles.

STEP 3: Establish your position for search.

proach the suspect from the rear.
Place your left foot slightly to the rear of the suspect's left
foot.
Reach forward and grasp the suspect's hands with your left
hand.
Place your right knee in the small of the suspect's back and
your right foot next to the suspect's right knee, turning your
foot slightly inward.
At the same time, pull back on the suspect's hands with your
left hand and arch hisfher back over your knee.

STEP 4: Conduct search for contraband and weapons on the right side
of the suspect. Place the findings in a corresponding place on
your or your partner officer's body.

STEP 5: Search the left side of suspect and place the findings in e-
sponding places on your or your partner's body.

STEP 6: Handcuff the suspect.
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STEP 7: Secure your and the suspect's positions for searching hips, legs,
and shoes.

Help the suspect to hisTher feet.
Have the suspect spread his/her feet far apart.
Step in with your right foot, placing it next to the inside of
the suspect's right foot.
Slide your right foot farther out as described for the
standing search.

STEP 8: Search the suspect's hips egs, and shoes. Keep the findings in
proper places.

STEP 9: After searching both legs, steady the suspect as s(he) b 'rigs
his/her feet back together.

Prone Search

STEP 1: Settle the suspect's position for the search.

Have the suspect stand facing you with his er hands, palms
open, over his/her head.
Have the suspect kneel on his/her knees.

STEP 2: Secure the suspect's position for search.

While on hisiher knees, have the suspect fall forward on
his/her hands and slide the hands out slowly in front of
him/her, until s(he) is flat on his/her stomach with arms
extended and ankles crossed.

STEP 3: Establish your position for search.

proach the suspect from hisTher left. Step forward with
your left foot, placing it just in front of the suspect's left
hand.
Reach down with your left hand and grasp the suspect's left
wrist. Take one short step forward with your right foot
while raising the suspect's arm. At the same time, turn the
suspect's hand counterclockwise.
Place your left foot close to the suspect's side just above
hisfher belt.
Pivot on the ball of your left foot and step across the
suspect with your right foot. (Your right foot should be
close to the suspect's body on his/her right side just below
the armpit. The suspect's arm should be fully extended and
perpendicular to his/her body, with the palm facing
forward.)
Keep the suspect's left arm and hand taut. (Your feet should
be close to the suspeèt's side.)

OTE: Up to this point, you should have your service revolver
awn. Once the suspect is in this position, you can strap the

weapon in your holster for the remainder of the search.
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STEP 4: Search the suspect's hair, neck, and slmulders with your right
hand. Continue the search with the suspect's back, waistband,
rear trouser pockets, and right side.

Maintain control over the suspect by keeping pressure on
his/her left arm and hand.

NOTE: Do not search the suspect's legs and shoes
position.

STEP 5: Search the suspect chest, stomacJ Wband, and front
poekets with your left hand.

Change your controlling hand by _c7-7-ipping the suspect's left
hand with your right hand.
rwist the suspect's hand in a coulterclockwise direction and
exert slight upward pressure to cause the suspect to rise up
on his/her right side.
Search the suspect for contraband and weapons and keep the
findings Ln proper places.

STEP 6- Secure the suspect's position for handcuffing.

Place your left hand on the suspect's left elbow. Exert
slight pressure with your left hand and, at the same time,
relax the twist on the suspect's left wrist with your right
hand.
Bend the suspect's left elbow with your left hand and exert
pressure downward and to the right with your right hand.
Slide your left foot forward to a point even with the
suspect's left shoulder.
Pivot on the ball of your left foot and bring your right foot
back across the suspect.
Place your left knee between the suspect's shoulder blades
so that s(he) is pinned to the ground. Continue to hold the
suspect's left arm in a hammerlock position.

STEP 7: Handcuff the suspect.

STEP 8: Search the suspect's legs from his/her hips to shoes.

Have the suspect stand and spread hLsTher feet as described
in the standing search position.
Search for contraband and weapons and keep them in properplaces.

NOTE: We have outlined the prone search from the standpoint
of a right-handed officer only. If the officer is left-banded,
s(he) can conduct the search by reversing the process and
starting with the suspect's right hand, rather than his/her left.
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Pretest (I: D-4)

w much you already know about the sithec
this section. If you do well on this pre-

instructor may let you skiv this section or part of it. If you
cannot amnwer a quest on, simply go to the nert

1. The police officer should approach the suspect from the
or

2. When making an arrest, should an officer assume that the suspect is
armed?

a. yes, in most cases
b. yes, if the crime involved is a felony
e. yes, only if the suspect is an adult
d. no

3 Suppose a patrol officer saw a young female running from the store
where she had stolen two bags of candies. The officer fired a warn-
ing shot and chased the suspect. The officer acted:

a. properly. Officers can use the revolver for warning whenever
they make an arrest.

b. properly. Since the suspect is running on the street, the officer
should warn bystanders, to protect them.

c. improperly. The officer should never fire the revolver for misde-
meanor eases.

d. improperly. The officer should have contacted his supervisor on
the radio for permission to use the revolver before firing it.

4. List lbw* things the officer should say when making an arrest.

5. When making an arrest in a public place, what should the officer
consider foremost?

a. Is the suspect a juvenile or an adult? Should a juvenile suspect
be treated with special care?

b. If the arrest is delayed, where should the arrest be made and
could the suspect flee?

c. Should I arrest the suspect right now and take a risk of bystand-
ers' safety, or should I delay the arrest and take a risk of losing
the suspect?

d. Should the suspect be handcuffed in public .
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6. When an arrest is made in the suspect's home, the officer should:

a. remove the suspect from his/her home or separate the suspect
from the family.

b. inform the neighbors of the arrest to be made.
c. consider imminent danger to the family and the neighbors.
d. not handcuff the suspect in hWlier home.

7. When making an arrest in the place of the suspect's employment,
the officer should:

a. inform all the other employees to stay away from the place.
b. notify the employer of the arrest to be made or which has been

made.
c. ask the employer to close the place.
d. not search the suspect in the presence of the employer and

other employees.

8. Name four reactions a suspect may show when informed of a
pending arrest.

9. What is the most common general factor in determining the amount
of force to use for arrests?

a. criminal records of the suspect
b. officer's knowledge of the suspect
c. physical wid mental conditions of the suspect
d. type and seriousness of the crime committed

10. Which of the following search methods offers the least safety to
officers?

a. wall search
b. standing search
c. kneeling search
d. prone search

11. Which search method is recommended for felony searches?

a. wall search
b. standing search
c. kneeling search
d. prone search
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12. The following steps for the wall search are listed out of sequence.
Write numbers next to each step to indicate the correct sequence:
1 for the first step, 2 for the second step, Fuld so forth.

a. Conduct the search on the left side of the suspect.
b. Secure the suspect's position for search.
c. Remove the suspect from the scene.
d. Establish your position for search.
e. Conduct the search on the right side of the suspect.
f. Handcuff the suspect.
g. Settle the suspect's position for search.

13. When an officer ands contraband or weapons on the suspect, where
should the officer keep the findings?

a. any bag which has the name and address of the suspect, date
and type of crime involved, and the officer's name on it

b. in a compartment of the law enforcement vehicle
c. places on the officers which correspond to the places on the

suspect where contraband or weapons were found
d. any safe place

14. List five rules to follow when handcuffing the suspect.

15. Which three of the following should the officer do when removing
the arrestee from the scene?

a. Hold handcuff chain at all times.
b. Take purse and spike-heeled shoes from female arrestee.
c. Engage the arrestee in conversation.
d. Refuse requests of the arrestee.
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16. From the following list, identify at least acix factors that must be
considerel under "totality of circumstances" with respect to due
process.

a. basic necessities
b. interrogation procedures
c. witnesses
d. arrest procedures
e. interviews
f. educational background
g. circumstances
h. conduct of officers
I. corpus delecti
j. mental capacities
k. evidence
I. age
rn. nationality
n. law enforcement training
o. criminal experience
p. associated cases
q. visitors

After you
whether you
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Answers to Pretest (I: D-4)

1. side rear

2. a

3. c

4. Any four of the following are correct:

"Don't move!"
"You are wider arrest."
"The charge is (name the charge)."
"I am a police officer at (name of police department).
"You have the right to be silent and to have an attorney to repre-
sent your case."

5. c

6. a

7. b

8. Any four of the following are correct:

submits peacefully
attempts to talk hisfher way out of the arrest
attempts to flee
resists the arrests aad assaults the officer
attempts suicide
attempts to receive help Ln escaping from relatives or frien

9. d

10. a

11. d

12. a. 5
b. 2
c.
d. 3
e.
f. 6
g. 1

13

14. Do not approach the suspeet from the front .
incapacitate the suspect before approaching him/her.
Maintain control dining the cuffing process.
Cuff the hands with the palms outward.
Double lock the handcuffs.
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15. a, b, d

16. (any six) a, b, d L, h, j, 1, m,
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Far questions 1-5, suvpose that two law enftwcement officers res d-
ing to a call that a liquor store is being robbed by three males have jit
arrived at the store to captire and arre3t the suspects.

1. Choose all things the officers should do when they approach the
suspects.

a. Cut off the escape route.
b. Watch the suspects constantly.
e. Plan actions to take for arrest.
d. Write down the suspects' physical and mental conditio in their

field notes.

2. Officer Smith whispered to Officer Orr that they should assume the
smspects were armed. Officer Orr said the suspects seemed to be
too young to be armed and she did not think they were. Who was
right?

a. Officer Smith
b. Officer Orr
c. both Officer Smith and Officer Orr
d. neither Officer Smith nor Officer Orr

3. As soon as Officer Smith saw the suspects, he fired a warning shot in
an attempt to help the store owner and other customers LI the store
not to worry. Officer Smith acted:

a. properly. The officer should be concerned about the security and
anxiety of bystanders and help them relax .

b. improperly. The officer should never fire a warning shot because
it may harm bystanders rather than helping them.

c. properly. Although it is advisable for the officer not to fire a
warning shot, it is necessary to fire in this particular situation .

d. improperly. The officer should have said "I am a police officer!"
before firing a warning shot so that customers would know it is
the officer firing a gun.

4. Immediately after the warning shot was fired, Officer Orr called for
assistance on her portable radio. Officer Orr's action was:

a. proper. The officer should call for assistance whenever it is
needed.

b. improper. The officer should not call for assistance because
since these two officers were assigned to this case, they shoUld
solve the problem.

c. improper. The officer should not use a portable radio .
d. proper. The officer should call for assistance whenever a gun is

fired.
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5. When the warning shot was fired, two suspects ran away. Officer
Smith was able to capture one suspect. Which of the following
should he say when arresting the suspect? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. "You are under arrest for the charge of robbery."
b. "I am an XYZ City police officer."
C. "Don't move!"
d. "I'm sorry if my shot frightened you."
e. "You have a right to stay silent and to have an attorney repre-

sent you."
f. "You look like a good person, and I hope you cooperate with us."

6. Suppose that a patrol officer spots a young male snatching a
woman's purse on a street and is about to capture the suspect. In
this situation, which of the following should this officer consider?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. If the suspect is arrested immediately, will there be any immi-
nent danger to the community or bystanders?

b. Should the suspect be handcuffed in front of bystanders or should
the officer take the suspect somewhere else for handcuffing?

c. If the arrest of the suspect is delayed because it's possible the
suspect has a knife and imminent danger exists, what is the
chance the suspect will flee?

d. If the suspect is arrested immediately, should the suspect be
searehed in public or taken to the police station for a search?

When making an arrest in the suspect's home, what should the offi-
cer do? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Search the house for evidence.
b. Handcuff and remove the suspect from his/her home as quickly

as possible.
e. Separate the suspect from the family and guard himiher clos
d. Inform the neighbors that an arrest will be made.

8. Suppose the law enforcement agency received a tip that a suspect
who burglarized a gas station two weeks ago works in the ABC
Printing Mop in town. Two officers are assigned to arrest the sus-
pect. What should they do when arresting the suspect in his/her
place of employment? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Notify the employer of the arrest tr. be made.
b. Inquire of the employer about the suspect's character, work

habits, personality, etc.
e. Protect the employer's interests.
d. Ask the employer to close the shop and tell the rest of the em-

ployees to take the day off.
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9. When an officer arrests the suspect, what kinds of reactions could
the officer expect from the suspect? List foga- kinds.

10. Which of the following is the most common general factor hi deter-
mining the amount of force to be used for the arrest?

a. officer's knowledge of the suspect
b. criminal records of the suspect
c. place where the arrest is made
d. type and seriousness of crime involved in arrest

11-14. Match the sewch methods in the left co unm with
ons in the right column by writing the letter of the de-
to the

Methods Descriptions

11. wall search a. It is the least safe
search method.

12. standing seaxch b. It is recommended
for a felony search.

13. kneeling search c. It is relatively easy
and convenient.

14. prone search d. It is the safest
method, if it is used
properly.

15. The following steps of wall searching are listed out of sequence.
Write numbers next to each step to indicate the correct sequence:
1 for the first step,-.2 for the second step, and so forth.

a. Securethe suspect's position for search.
b. Conduct the search on the right side of the suspect.
c. Settle th`e suspect's position for search.
d. Handcuff the suspect.
e. Establish your (officer's) position for search.
f. Conduct the search on the left side of the suspect.
g. Remove,the suspect from the scene.

16. Suppose Officer Lowe and Officei Parkinson arrested a suspect,
and Officer Lowe finds a jackknife in the inner pocket of the right
side of the suspect's leather jacket. Where should Officer Lowe
keep the jackknife?

a. in a bag carried in the law enforcement vehicle
b. in an inner pocket of the right side of Officer Lowe's jacket
c. in an inner pocket of the right side of Officer Parkinson's jacket
d. on a piece of clean cloth or handkerchief which will not con-

taminate the jaeklotife with fingerprints



17. When searching the suspect's mouth, Officer Lowe puts his fingers
in the suspect's mouth. He acts:

a. properly. Searching can be done most thoroughly by feeling the
mouth with fingers.

b. improperly. He should not search the mouth.
c. properly. Using fingers is a basic method of searching the

mouth.
d. improperly. He should have the suspect talk in order for him to

search the suspect's mouth.

18. When searching the left side of the suspect, which hand of the offi-
cer should be the control hand?

a. right hand
b. left hand
c. both right and left hands
d. does not matter whether it is the right or left hand

19. When Officer Lowe was about to handcuff the arrestee, Officer
Parkinson said the arrestee should not be handcuffed because the
suspect is a juvenile. Officer Lowe said that although the suspect
is a 17-year-old juvenile, she should be handcuffed. Who is right?

a. Officer Lowe
b. Officer Parkinson
c. both officers, because it can be done either way
d. neither Officer Lowe nor Officer Parkinson

20. When Officer Lowe and Officer Parkinson were taking the suspect
from the scene to the police car, the suspect said that she had to
go to the restroom very badly. What should the officers do?

a. Take the suspect to the restroom and wait for her outside the
restroom.

b. Ask a female at the scene to take the suspect to a restroom
nearby.
Refuse the suspect's request and say "no" to her.
Tell her not to trick law enforcement officers in such a manner.

Give the completed tumt to your instructor. After your instructor
cheeks your test, ask hinifher whether you may take the performan
test (I: D-4).
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Answers to

1. a, b, c

2. a

3. b

4. a

5. a, b, c, e

6. a,

7

8. a, c

9. Any four of the following are correct:

submits peacefully
attempts to talk his/her way out of the arrest
attempts to flee
attempts to commit suicide
attempts to receive help m escaping from friends or relatives

10. d

11. a

12. c

13. b

14. d

15. a. 2
b. 4
C. 1
d. 6
e. 3
f. 5
g. 7

16. c

17. d

18. a

19. a

20 . c
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Perfccmance Checklist
D-4: Search and Arrest

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
NA** Comments

Tasks

Notify the dispatcher of
your location.

2. Approach the suspect.

3. Apprehend the suspect.

4. Arrest the suspect.

Search

1. Settle the uspect's position
for the search.

2. Secure the suspect's position
for the search.

Establish your position for
the search.

4. Conduct the search.

Keep in proper places any contraband
and weapons found on the suspect.

6. Handcuff the suspect.

7. Remove the suspect from the scene.

8. Process the suspect for confinement.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Block L Law Enforcement System
Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations

ion 5: Stop emd Frisk



Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the legal standard for justifying a stop and frisk search.

2. Identify faetors which influence the stop and frisk procedures.

3. Identify guides to follow during a frisk search.

4. Identify in order the steps for proper frisk procedure for both male
and female suspects.

Given a subject playing the role of a suspect, the student will stop and
search the person for a weapon. The student must use the stop and frisk
method. Use the performance checklist to evaluate students work.
Their performance should be rated "A" (acceptable) on all items.



kthictiona1 GWde

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the legal standard for stop and frisk procedures and the fac-
tors that justify these procedures.

3. Make transparencies using the transparency masters provided in this
Guide.

.4. Describe and dcuss the guidelines which should be observed during
the frisking process.

5. For the practical exercise and the performance test, make sure to
check your school policy regarding liability hl students' safety and
matters of privacy, and adapt stop and frisk activities accordingly.
Make sure to use safe toy weapons for these activities.

6. Have your students do their practical exercises in your presence.
Observe and critique their performances.

7. For the performance test, select a student to function as a suspect
and give him/her instructions for hiding a "weapon" and role playing.
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Supporting Activities

Ask students to be alert for depictions of law enforcement officers con-
ducting a stop and frisk in movies and television shows and to critique
procedures used.
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toy weapons for practical exercise and the performance test
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(List any reference materials avail

1 GO

e to you.)
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Audiovisual Mal

toRand Frisk. Sacramento, Calif.: California Office of the State
Attorney General, (29 min., color film), 1973. Dist-AIMS.
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a. Step

eat will show you how much you already know about the subject
what to look for in this section. If you do well on this pre-

may let you skip this section or part of it. If you
on, elmpiy go to the next clonal

1. The legal standard required to justify a frisk search is

Two factors that influence a decision to conduct a frisk search are
and of a suspect.

Which guidelines should be followed during a frisk search? (Choose
all correct answers.

a. The search must be done with care and attention.
b. Frisking includes a complete search of all clothing.
c. The search must not be excessively rough or abusive.
d. Evidence found during a frisk may be seized.
e. A frisk search may be conducted in any sequence.
f. Purses, briefcases, and pockets may be emptied during frrnki
g. A person beLng searched should not be embarrEussed

unnecessarily.

4. An officer probes a suspect's hair using

5. Steps for frisk searching a male suspect are illustrated below. Indi-
cate the sequence of these steps by numbering each picture; 1 for
the fIrst step, 2 for the second, and so on.

b. Step c. Step

162

d. Step
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e. Step f. Step

a. Step

g. Step h. Step

6. Steps for frisk searching a female suspect are illustrated below.
Irtdicate the sequence of these steps by numbering each picture;
for the first step, 2 for the second, and so on.

b. Step

e. Step

144

f. Step

Aiter you
whether you

c. Step

g. Step

d. Step

h. Step

give it to yew instructor. Ask hkrk
section or take the posttest (1.7 D-5
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1. a reasonable Olen that crime has been or IS about to be
mitted and the suspect is er

2. appearance, behavlor

3. a, c, d, g

4. a perk or penqil

5. a. Step 6
b. Step 2
c. Step 5
d. Step 4
e. SteP B
f. Step 3
g. SteP 7
h. Step 1

6. a. Step 7
b. Step 1
c. Step 6
d. Step
e. Step 3
f. Step 2
g. Step 4
h. Step 5

I: D75 Stop and Fr



a. Step

1. The legal standard which jus dies an officer
and conducting a frisk search is:

a. any questionable behavior by a citizen.
b. a warrantlegs search.
c. a reasonable suspicion that a crime has been o

committed, and'that the suspect is armed.
d. a search warrant.

a civilian

going to be

2. Which factor(s) shown below influence(s) an officer's decision to con-
duct a stop and frisk search? (Choose all correct answers.

a. appearance
b. behavior
c. race
d. location

3. In the following list, choose the guides which should be followed dur-
ing a frisk search.

a. Frisking includes a complete search of all clothing.
b. Evidence found during frisk may be seized.
c. Person being searched should not be embarrassed unnecessarily.
d. Search must be done with care and attention.
e. Search must not be excessively rough or abusive.
f. Frisk search may be conducted in any sequence.
g. Purses, briefcases, and pockets may be emptied during frisking.

4. A law enforcement officer should probe an individual's hair using a:

a. baton.
b. pen or penciL
c. stick.
d. pistol.

5. Steps for frisk searching a male suspect are pictured below.
Indimte the sequence of these steps by numbering .L - e; 1
for first step, 2 for second, and so on.

b. Step e. Step
(cornued)

d. Step

D-5 Stop and Frisk



e. Step

a. Step

e. Step

f. Step g. Step h. Step

6. Seven steps for frisk searching a female susNct are pictured
below. Indicate the sequence of these steps by numbering each
picture; 1 for the first step, 2 for the second, and so on.

b. Step

Step

C. Step

g. Step

Cave the completed test to your ins _ _e .or.

d. Step



Amwers to Poette3t az D-5)

1. c

2. a, c

3. b, c, d, e

4. b

5. a. Step 7
b. Step 8
c. Step 2
a. Step 3
e. Step 4
f. Step 5
g. step 1
h. Step 6

6. a. Step 5
b. Step 1
C. Step 3
d. Step 7
e. Step 6
f. Step 4
g. Step 2
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Performance Checklist
I: D-S: Stop and Frisk

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Cornmen

Tasks

1. Require the subject to take proper
stance.

2. Check the hair and collar with pen,
pencil, etc.

3. Check the body area in the following
sequence:

shoulders and ar pits

both arms

shirt front ch area

waistband

buttocks

both legs

abdomen/crotch area

4. Remove all weapons.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable

NA=si
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Block I: Law Enforcement System
Unit E: Report Writing

I: E Report Writing
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Perfonnan_

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written test:

L Define or identify five basic functions of a law enfor e ent repor

2. Given hypothetical cases, identify which type of report would be
written for each case.

3. Identify basic information to be included in the report (six basic
questions); given fictitious reports, identify the types of basic
information the report contains.

4. Identify supplementary materials that could be included in the
report.

5. Identify three mottos for good repo t writing.

6. Identify how to prepare for a report, how to write a good report, and
how to review a draft of the report.

7. Given a sample report containing errors, identify which principles of
report writing have been violated.

8. Given a sample report containing errors, iden i y and correct
grammatical and other errors.

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to develop an
investigation report using the proper format when given sufficient
crime data, a dictionary, and necessary forms. Reports will be
evaluated according to the performance checklist included in this unit.
Performance should be rated "A" (acceptable) for all criteria listed in
the performance checklist.
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btrueboi

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the five basic functions of a law enforcement report.

Discuss activities of the law enforcement officer in terms of the
permanent record provided by the law enforcement report.

Discuss ways in which the report helps communicate the officer's
findings to other people concerned with the case or hisfher
activities.

Discuss ways in which the report Ian aid the planning division of
a law enforcement agency's central office.

Discuss which aspects of a crime the report should show for the
prosecution office, defense attorneys, and insurance companies.

Discuss ways in which the report is useful as a summary of in-
formation pertinent to the case.

3. Discuss four basic situations which require a written report.

4. Discuss and show the kinds of information and supplementary items
that should be included in the final report.

5. Discuss the three mottos of good report writing.

6. Discuss how to prep&re, wite, and review (check) the final report.

7. Discuss how to determine the questions of who, what, why, where,
when, and how using Appendix I.

8. Discuss commonly confused words, using Appendix H.

9. Obtain samples of reports from local law enforcement agencies.
Discuss strengths and weaknesses of each sample report.

10. Provide fictitious crime data including some supplementary
materials for your students to use in developing an investigation
report for their practical exercise and performunce test.
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tivities

Give students assignments to (1) find the most common mistakes
occurring in report writing and (2) bring in samples of both well-
written and poorly-written reports on any subject. Then discuss
their work.

2. Invite an officer from the reeord section of a law enforcement
agency to speak to your students.

3. Make a field trip to the record section of a law enforcement agency.

1 72
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1. Provide students with a few samples of both well-written and
poorly-written reports.

2. Provide data of hypothetical crimes and some supplementary
materials. Make sure the data include enough information for the
fact sheet, answers to six basic questions, list of names and
addresses of people involved, list of physical evidence, and sketch
maps or photographs.

3. Provide several different kinds of report forms, such as complaint
card, offense report, or traffic accident report. Have students
complete the forms and provide them with feedback on their
performance.

NOTE: See attachments for a few sample forms.
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COMPLAINT CARD
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OFFENSE REPORT POLICE DEPARTMENT
AND MULTI.PURPOSE

REPORT FORM
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This pretest will show you how much you akeady know about the subject
covered and what to look for la this unit. If you do well on this pretest,
your instructor may let you skip this wnit or part of it. If you cm-mot
answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. As a written record of an officer's activities, the law enforcement
report should include the officer's
and

2. By containing information pertinent to the case, the investigation
report can serve what three purposes?

The investigation report is abo a
for those who are concerned with The case or with theoifier's
activities.

4. List three ways in which the investigation report can be of help to
the planning division of a law enforcement agency's central office.

5. The investigation report is an aid to the prosecutor because he/she
depends on the report to obtain and/or decide what three things?



6. Match the type of report with the hypothetical case by writing the
number of the case next to the type of report.

Types of Reports

a. investigation report
b. accident report
a. offense report
d. complaint report

There was a severe
fight, and the
fighters were
arrested.

2. A large amount of
illegal drugs was
found in a deserted
house in a wooded
area.

3. A sedan and a pick-
up truck collided at
an intersection.

4. A man called to in-
form you that he
returned from his
out-of-town trip to
find that his boat
was missing.

7. In whici. of the following situations should you write a report or fill
out a form? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. A case of grand larceny was assigned to you for investigation.
b. A case of murder was assigned to your colleague, but you had

some valid information about the case.
c. While you were on duty, you arrested a white female and took

her into custody.
d. While you were off duty, a lady called you at home to complain

about the service she got from a law enforcement agency.

8. In order to get adequate information on a case for your report, you
should ask at least six basic questions concerning the case. (List
these six questions.)

9. List three supplementary materials you may need to include in your
final report.

For questions 10-13, fill in the blanks.

10. To foliow the first motto of good report writing, proper preparation
will enable you to " .11
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11. Proper preparation for report writing requires that you know your
and that you collect, shalyze,

the necessary information.and

12. To follow the second motto, consider the six basic principles of a
good report and " 11

as you write your report.

13. You will accomplish the third motto, "

report.
," by checking and editing your final

14. A sample portion of a final report is shown below. Which of the
principles listed below does this example violate? (Choose all
correct answers.)

Officer A and Officer B were despatched to an armed robbery at
the "Sundy" Inn as backup to Officer C. On entrance to rm. 123
Officer B saw 3 B/M holding 1 W/M face down, on the floor, be-
tween the two beds in the room. Officers A, B, and C handcufed
the suspect, W/M, and sat him on one of the beds. They asked the
witnesses to go out of the room with Officer C. At that time,
Officer C began interviewing the victim and witnesses, who seemed
to have gone through a lot of trauma.

a. all facts included
b. brief
c. truthful, factual, and unbiased
d. all information clearly presented, using correct gra mar,

punctuation, spelling, numbers, and abbreviations

15. Me example shown for question 14 contaLns grammatical, spelling,
and punctuation errors. Underline the errors on the sample itself
and write cc.:12ctions for them in the space below.

After you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him
whether you should study this unit or take the posttest (L
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knewers to Pretest (k E)

1. activities (or actions), observations, and findings (or discoveries)

2. Any three of the following are correct:

a complete word (or written) picture of an investigation
a the permanent record of the case

the basic reference to the case
the basis for the evaluation of what has been done
the basis for deciding further action in the case
the basis for prosecution
the report becomes "the case"

3. communication aid

4. Any three of the following are corre

It indicates a complete crime picture of the city or county.
It indicates the crime picture of a particular area within the city
or county.
It helps in deployment of personnel and equipment in keeping with
the crime picture at a given time.
Personnel can be concentrated in an area showing a rise in a
particular type of offense.
Personnel can be alerted to be on the lookout for signs of the
known modus operandi (M.0.) of the unidentified perpetrators in a
series of offenses.
It helps in the planning of the law enforcement budget.
It aids in the distribution of funds within the department.
It helps in long-range planning for the department to meet
changing crime conditions.
It can be the basis for pointing out the training needs of personnel.
Weaknesses and strengths of the department can be ascertained
and training programs developed to eliminate the weaknesses.
The report may be the basis for plans and actions by personnel and
agencies of whom the officer may be totally unaware.

5. Any three of the following are correct:

that an offense was committed
who perpetrated the offense
who was the victim
what evidence was available for prosecution
what witnesses should be subpoenaed
what the defense might be
what strategy s(he) should use to coun eract the defense

6. a. 2
b. 3
c. 1
d. 4 (1)

7; a, b, c



8. e Mao was involved?
When did it happen?
How did it happen?

What happened?
Where did it happen?
Why did it happen?

9. Any three of the following are correct:

sketch maps
plans

diagrams
photographs

10. get it all

11. audience (or readers), organize, check

12. make it clear

13. get it right

14. a, d

15. Officer A and Officer B were dispatched to an armed robbery at
the "Sundy" Inn as backup to Officer C. On entering Room 123,
Officer B saw 3 black males holding 1 white male with his fe
down on the floor between the two beds in the room. Officers A,
B, and C handcuffed the suspect, the white male, and sat him on
one of the beds. They asked the witnesses to go out of the room
with Officer C. At that time, Officer C began interviewing the
victim and witnesses, who seemed to have gone through a lot of
trauma.
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Prett

For questions 1-5: In the left column are five basic functions of a law
enforcement report. The right column lists ways in which the report
serves each fmrction. Match fmictions with thefr methods of service by
writing the correct letter from the methoth column next to each fuactiori

Functions Method; of Service

1. written record of officer's a. The report serves as
a basis for prosecu-
tion of the suspecas)

2. summary of the case and for evaluation
of the case.

3. communication aid b. The report lets the
officer's supervisors

4. aid to the planning division and colleagues as
well as the public

5. aid to prosecutors, defense know the types of
attorneys, and insurance crimes being
companies committed in their

community.

activities

c. The report indicates
basic facts such as
who the witnesses
and victims are and
what evidence is
available.

d. The report points
out the training
needs of the
personnel.

e. The report provides
information on the
activities, findings,
and observations of
the officer.

For questions 6-10: The following situation may require an officer to
write a report. ki the blank after each item, wile the type of report
required for each situation ff a situation dom not call for a report,
write "none" on the line next to the situation.

6. While patrolling in a vehicle, an officer witnesses a fight on the
street.

7. While traveling in another state, an officer notices that the
manager of a liquor store sells a bottle of whiskey to a 13-year d
boy.

8. About midnight one Saturday, an officer receives a phone call from
a lady asking the officer to come inspect the area around her house
because she just heard some noises at the window facing the back
yard.

I: E Report



Adams is assigned to a murder ease.

10. While :tatrolli
,

o _icer seeS a station wag n run into another

11 Which -two types of information does the foil° example
contai? (Circle the correct letters.)

"Officr Ben Johnson went to a laundromat whey ere two vending
rnachirmies were broken into and the rnahey stoln. When officer Ben
Johnsowl got there, nobody was in the leundroillat, 1234 Anywhere
Street. and all lights were turned off."

a. Wh=n did it?
b. Whre did it happen?
c. Whn did it happen?
d. What happened?

12. The resort shown below eon
questicrwens for report writing.
is not emnswered by the report -

flowers tC:ZaD Halve basic
the = following ques ions

Officr Susan Smith and I went to an Rale cbbery at 1001
Semincb-de Avenue, Room 2000 of the Happy WI.. In the room, three
(3) men= were holding the suspect, John Doe, Wit-th his face down on
the flowr. Officer Smith and I handcuffed the rouspect and asked
the thrimee men to step out of the room,"

a. WI-1=i did it?
b. Whit happened?
e. Whn did it happen?
d. Whre did it happen?

13, List thr7T-ee typls of supplementary nlEtteria1s yrkul may want to
inclucla in your final report.

14, What tharree mottos should you keep in mind in Dr-rder to write a clear
and varaid report?
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15 After the information for a report is collected, you should next
and

the letter of
the correct answer.

a. organize, minimize, and handle
b. analyze, change, and route
c. finalize, exTand, and report
d. organize, analyze, and check

16. A sample portion of a report is shown below. Which three
principles of good report writing does this example violate? (Circle
the correct letter.)

a. conciseness, accuracy, clarity
b. objectivity, completeness, clarity
c. legibility, accuracy, conciseness
d. completeness, accuracy, legibility

17. The following example contains errors in grammar, spelling,
capitalization, punctuation, and use of abbreviations. Rewrite it
with all your corrections.

On July 25 morning, this investigator was called at home by the

Police Department dispatcher and advised to go to 598 Parkway

Avenue and assist Officer Joe Crane in a Armed Robbery

Investigation. When this investigator arrived, I was led by Officer

Crane and Jimmy Peake. Officer Crane advised me of the

following details:

Mr. Peake was staying in Room 239 at the Trader Inn and a WM

knocked on his door very loudly. Mr. P answered the door, the WM

looked in and stated the wrong room. Mr P then closed the door.

In a few sec. another knock on Mr. P's door and he opened the door

again and the same W/M was standing there wearing a stocking

mask over his head and face and surgical gloves and pointing a very

old blue steel weapon. Although frightened Mr. P grabed the gun

and a fight eroued at that time. Jimmy was able to hold the

suspect down due to the number of people in the room that helped
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him. when he got in the room, Offieet Crane observed a W/M being

held down on the floor a veapOn and a mztocking mask and surgical

gloves. Mso when Officer Crane did i etody search of the suspect

he found room keys to the Trader Inn to. Room 103, 105 and 224.

The keys had been removedfrom the 0 in desk at the Wad r Inn.

Give the completed test to your irstroleter.
cheeks your test, ask him/her vhether you gn7 take the performance
test. 0:

instraetor
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Ar era to

1. e

2. c

3. b

4. d

5. a

6. offense report

7. none

8. complaint report

9. investigation report

10. traffic accident repor

11. b, d

12. c

13. Any three of the following are correct:

sketch maps
plans
diagrams
photographs

14. get it all
make it clear
get it right

15. d

16. b

17. Possible corrections and changes:

Line 1:

Line 3:

Line 4:

Line 7:
Line 8:
Line 9:

morning off with COin
mornimg with a cornrna a
change mid to to; change
armed robbery
delete capital from laves
Investigator to I OR chafee
change W/Iii to "bite vas%
change P to Peake; obange Riga aritit male
insert that it was after Stattettidda Deod after Mr.;
chaneo Peake

lain-sell la the before
twang
itIdelete capitals from

ehang this

chettsuge led to met



Line 102 change see., to seconds; add there was before another;
change P's to Peake's; add a comma after first door

Line 11: place a period after again; delete and; capitalize The;
change WA! to white male

Line 12: add a comma after face; change and to wearfmg; add a
comma after gloves

Line 13: add a comma after frightened; change P to Peake;
change grabed to grabbed; add a comma after trtm

Line 14: change that to the; change Jimmy to Mr. Peake
Line 15: change that to who;
Line 16: capltalize When; change WMI to white male
Line 17: add a comma after floor; add a comma after weapon
Line 18: add a comma after Also
Line 19: add a comma after suspect; add an s to Room; add a

comma after 105
Line 20: add a hyphen to sign-in

Rewritten report should look more like this:

On July 25,* morning, this investigator was called at home by
the Police Department dispatcher and advised to go to 598 Parkwa!
Avenue to assist Officer Joe Crane in an armed robbery
investigation. When I arrived,** I was met by Officer Crane and
Jimmy Peake, Officer Crane advised me of the following details:

While Mr. Peake was staying in RGOIT1 239 at the Trader Inn, a
white male knocked on his door very loudly. When Mr. Peake
answered the door, the white male looked in and stated that it was
the wrong rc,om. Mr. Peake then closed the door. In a few seconds
there was another knock on Mr. Peakets door, and he opened the
door again. The same white male was standing there wearing a
stocking mask over his head and face, wearing surgical gloves, and
pointing a very old, blue steel weapon. Although frightened, Mr.
Peake grabbed the gun, and a fight ensued at the time. Mr. Peake
was able to hold the suspect down because a number of people in
the room helped him. When he got in the room, Officer Crane
observed a white male being held down on the floor, a weapon, a
stocking mask, and surgical gloves. Also, when Officer Crane did a
body search of the suspect, he found keys to Rooms 103, 105, and
224 in the Trader Inn. The keys had been removed from the si -in
desk at the Trader Inn.

* or "in the" with no comma
* optional, may read: When this investigator arrived, he
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Student's Name:

Evaluator:

Perform &nee Checklist
h E Report Writin

Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

Tasks

1. The report contains fact sheet, body,
list of names, list of physical evidence,
and supplementary materials.

2. The fact sheet contains the case number,
date and type of incident, names of
principal people involved, their addresses
and phone numbers, and name of the officer
who prepared the report (in this case,
the student).

3. The body of the report includes infor-
mation about the six questions of WHO,
WHAT, WHERE, WHEN, HOW, and WHY.

4. The body of the report is:

complete
objective
clear
accurate
concise
legible.

5. The report is written with correct
pammar and English usage:

Spelling is correct.
Medical and legal terms
are not included.
Capitalization is correct.
Numbers are written correctly.
Only widely accepted abbreviations
are used.
Sentences are short simple,
and direct.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Evaluator% Rating
NA Comments

Tasks
6. The report is easy to read. should

be printed or typed.)

7. The fact or information sheet is
included.

8. Full names of all people involved, their
home and business addresses, and their
phone numbers are included in the
report.

9. All physical evidence is described in
the report.

10. Supplementary materials (sketch maps,
diagrams, or photos) helpful in under-
standing the case and its report are
included as needed.

11. The report was turned in on time.
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Here are the guidelines for determining WHO, WHAT, WHERE, WHEN,
NOW, WHY:

1. WHO?

Who was the victim?
Who discovered the crime?
Who saw or heard something of importance?
Who had a motive for committing the crime?
Who committed the crime?
Who helped the suspect?
Who made the report?
Who will sign the complaint?
viho was talked to?
Who worked on the case?
Who received the evidence?
Who marked the evidence?

2. WHAT?

What was the nature of the crime committed?
What do the witnesses know about it?
What actions did the suspect take?
What evidence was obtained?
What was done with the evidence?
What tools were used?
What weapons were used?
What action did the officer take?
What further action is needed?
What knowledge, skill, or strength was needed to commit the crime?
What other agencies were notified?
What was reported but did not occur?
What witnesses were not contacted?
What time was the crime committed?
What time was the crime reported?
What was your arrival time?
What time did you contact witnesses?

3. WHERE?

Where was the crime discovered?
Where was the crime committed?
Where were the tools or weapons obtained?
Where was the victim?
Where was the suspect seen?
Where was the witness?
Where does the criminal live?
Where does the criminal hang out?
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Where is s(he) now?
Where would s(he) most likely go?
Where was s(he) apprehended?
Where was the evidence marked?
Where was the evidence stored?

4. WHEN?

When was the crime committed?
When was the crime discovered?
When were the authorities notified?
When did help arrive?
When did the authc.rities arrive at the scene?
When was the guilty party arrested?
When was the victim last seen?
When will the complaint be signed?

5. HOW?

How was the crime committed?
How did the criminal get to the scene?
How did the criminal get away?
How did the criminal obtain information in order to commit the
crime?
How were the tools obtained?
How was the crime discovered?
How did you get your information regarding the crime?
How did you manage the arrest?

6. WHY.

Why was the crime committed?
Why were certain tools or weaons used?
Why was the crime reported?
Why were witnesses reluctant to talk?
Why was the witness anxious to point out guilty parties?
Why was there so much time before the crime -vas reported?
Why did the criminal use a certain M.O. in gaining entry?

Supplemental questions such as the following might also need answering:

With whom did the criminal associate?
With whom was the victim last seen?
With whom are the witnesses connected?
With whom did the criminal commit the crime?
With whom did you talk at the scene and at other places?
With whom did you work on the investigation?
With whom did you expect to find the suspect?
With what trade or profession are the tools associated?
With what other crime is this crime associated?
How much knowledge was necessary to commit the crime?
How much damage was done?
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How much property was taken?
How much money was taken (denominations)?
How much did the victim claim was stolen?
How difficult was it to carry the property away?
How much information are the witnesses not giving out?
How much is the victim withholding?
How much additiona1 information do you need to help solve the crime?

Adapted from Law Enforcement Officer Training. Basic Course.
1979, by Trade and Industrial Education Service, State Department of
Education, Columbus, Ohio. Used with permission.
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II
Words Confused in Meaning or Usage

Word Groups RxvImations

1. accomplice A guilty helper: an accomplice in a crime.
assistant One who gives aid or assistance: an assistant to

the President.

2. admitted The patient was admitted to the hospital. The
subject admitted that he stole the watch.

co m mitted The subject committed the offense. The officer
is committed to protecting the public.

submitted Turned in: submitted a resignation, submitted a
report to a superior, submitted a paper to an
instructor, submittl a recommendation for a
change in procedure. Yielded: submitted to the
authorities.

3. afflicted Having an affliction: afflicted with a disease.
inflicted Impoegd: A penalty was inilicted. He inflicte

his misery on his friends.

4. aggravated

annoy

5. allowed

Made more intense: aggravated battery,
aggravated rape.
Disturb, bother, irritate. (Aggravate should not
be used to mean annoy in law enforcement
documents.)

Smoking is allowed only in the rear of the
airplane. Each citizen is allowed his
Constitutional rights. The officer is allowed
half an hour for lunch.

thought The officer thouglit (not allowed) that the
witnegs was frightened.

6. allusion A reference to something: an allitzdon to Noah's
Ark.

illusion An unreal or mistaken visual image or
impression.

7. almost Nearly (adverb): Almost all members were
present.

most Quantity (adjective): Most officers are
competent.

8. among Arnow three or more things.
between Between only two things.

9. amount MeaSurement in bulk: an amount of money, an
amount of food.

number Things that can be counted: the number of
people, the number of cars.
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10. anxious

eager

11. apparent

evident

Worried: The subject was anxious about the
interrogation.
Anticipating with pleasure or hope: The child
was eager for Christmas Day to come.

Clear, visible; seeming, but not proved
scientifically or by facts.
Clear through proof or visible signs (through
evidence).

12. apt Having ability: an apt student. Suitable,
appropriate: an apt response.

liable Subject to, responsible for: liable to arrest,
liable for property stolen.

likely Probably: The subject will likely commit
another crime. (Liable and apt are inexact
when used to mean likely.)

prone Inclined, disposed to: prone to exaggerate.
(Prone implies a tendency, a habit.)

13. are

or

14. attributed

contributed

15. bad

badly

16. better

best

17. can
may

18. coherent

inherent

19. deceased
diseased

20. descent
dissent

Part of the verb "to be": The officers are en
route to the scene.
Conjunction: Either the victim or the witness is
mistaken.

Related to cause, Warned: He attributed the
accident to the wet street.
Gave one's share: He contdbuted to the
conversation. He contributed to the fund.

Unfortunate (adjective): a bad break.
Unwell, poor (predicate adjective): The patient
looks bad. He feels bad. The situation looks
bad.
Poorly, extremely (adverb): He performed
badls. He had a bulls broken foot.

Comparison of two things: The cake is better
than the pie.
The highest degree (comparing more than two
things): It was the best cake he had ever
tasted.

Able to, capable of: The child can feed himself.
Has permission: The child may eat his lunch now.

Sticking together, consistent, logical: a
coherent conversation, coherent speech or
expression, a coherent paragraph.
In the essential nature or character of a thing,
inborn: inherent talents.

Dead: Her husband is deceased
111: His lung is diseased.

The way downward (opposite of ascent).
Disagreement, to disagree (oppcsite of assent).



2L disin erested

unin erested

22. dotninant

dominate

domineering

23. each other

one another

Unbiased, objective, impartial, without vested
interest: The judge must be a disinterested
person.
Not interested, indifferent: The judge must be
a disinterested person, but he need not be
uninterested in the case.

Controlling (adjective): the dominant factor or
characteristic.
To rule or to control (verb): He dominates his
associates. She always dominates the
conversation.
Exercising overbearing control (adjective): His
neighbors described him as a domineering man.

Used with two: The two victims helped each
other escape.
Used with more than two: Members of the
police force assisted ow: another.

24. economic Referring to science or business: an economic
principle, economic conditions.

economical Inevensive or thrifty: an economical purchase,
an economical person.

25. emigrant One who moves out of a country: an emigriint
from France to the U.S.A.

immigrant One who moves into a country: An emigr&nt
from France is an immigrant in the U.S.A. (One
emigrates from a country and immigrates to a
country.)

23. eminent Distinguished, famous: an eminent author, an
eminent detective.

imminent Threatening to happen at once: A storm is
imminent. An arrest is imminent (about to
happen).

27. expected

suspected

supposed

28. facility

faculty

Looked forward to, was prepared for: The
officer expected to make an arrest within the
hour. They expeet2d company on Sunday.
Was suspicious, had doubts, distrusted: The
officer suspected that the subject was guilty.
Presumed, assumed, thought possible: He
supposed that his wife was visiting a neighbor.

Ease or skill: He moved with facility.
Buildings, equipment designed for a specific
function or service: police facility, educational
facility, hospital facrnty.
Power: the faculty of sight, one's mental
faculty. Teachers: the faculty of a university.



29. famous

notorious

30. fewer

less

31. good

well

32. hanged

hung

33. healthy
healthful

34. imaginary

maginative

35. implied

inferred

36. in
into

37. informant

informer

38. regardless

irregardless

Renowned: A famous person is well-known for
his good deeds or reputation.
hrfamous: A notorious person is well-known for
his bad deeds or reputation. (George
Washington is famons. Hitler is infamous or
notorious.)

Used with things that are counted individually:
fewer people, fewer reasons.
Used with nonspecific amounts: less cotton this
year, less money, less courage.

Used as an adjective: He is a good man. The
man is good. Fre feels good.
Used as an adverb: He drove well. He speaks
well. He responded anusually well.

The criminal was hanged. The executioner
hanged the criminal (referring to an execution).
The man hung the picture (not referring to an
execution).

A condition: a healthy person.
Contributing to health: a healthful exercise.

Not real: an imaginary illness, an im
playmate.
Of the imagination: imaginative literature, an
imaginative plan.

Suggested without saying: The witness implied
that he had doubts.
Refers to the reader's or the hearer's
conclusion: When he told her to "get lost,ff she
inferred that he meant for her to leave the
house.

One is in the room (is already there).
One comes into (enters) the room.

One who gives requested information: A
witness is an inIormtmt.
One who gives unsolicRed knowledge or news:
An informer tells on another for a reward.

Without regard or consideration: Re robbed the
bank, regardless of the consequence.
Mistakenly used for regardless. Only regardt
is correct.



39. judicial Referring to a judge or a court (adjective): a
judicial decision (one made by a judge or a
court), judicial robes (the robes of the judge).

judicious Showing sound judgment: The court made a
judicious decision.

NOTE: A judicial decision (one made by a
court) is not necessarily judicious (not
necessarily characterized by sound judgment).

40. justifiable Can be proved just: The action is justifiable.
justified Has been proved just, freed from guilt: The

action is justified. The subject was justified
(freed from guilt, proved not guilty).

41 laid Placed: The subject laid the pistol on the table.
lay Reclined: The victim lay face down on the

floor.

42. learn
teach

leave

let

44. manners

mannerisms

45. party

person

46. peaceable

peaceful

47. real

really

48. regular

regularly

The officer learns how to write a report.
The instructor teaches the officer how to write
a report.

Go out or away: leeve the room, leave home,
leavu town.
Allow, permit: Let us leave the room. Let the
witness tell his story.

One's habitual behavior: good masmers, bad
manners.
Peculiarities of acting or speaking: One of his
mannerisms was stroking his chin with his right
forefinger.

The person or persons on one of the two sides of
an action: the parties in a legal action.
An individual human being: One other person
was present.

NOTE: In the police report the officer does not
use party to mean subject, victim, and so forth.
He uses the specific word.

In a state of peace: a peaceable person, a
peaceable nation (one not inclined to disorder or
war).
Calm: a peaceful scene, a peaceful person.

Actual (adjective): the real thing, the al
reason.
Actually (adverb): really tired, really angry,
really did not know.

Used as an adjective: He was a regular
customer at the Happy Hour Bar.
Used as an adverb: He ate regularly at the Hot
Coffee Cafe.
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49. sa isfying Asat
desir
is due
them),

satisfactory A satksfactory
answer (one that

ewe (one that fulfills
issreditor (giving him what

quWrernents (fulfilling
doii*bt (answering it).
or nismance, a satisfactory
eet the requirements).

50. sensible

sensitive

51. sensual

sensuous

52. sever

severe

53. sit
set

54. who

whom

Perceptible to the five senses or to the mind,
having the capability too° perceive or to reáeive
impressions: A sensiblume person has alert senses
and an alert mind.
Relating to the senses: sensitive to pain.
Highly susceptible: aerinsitive to criticism.

Relating to the ptlysier_xl appetites; fleshly;
carnal; sometimes lewc.
Relating to the senses cx3r sense impression: A
minions description aptpeals to the physical
senses.

To cut, to separate (ver.m.b): The. victim stated
that he planned to sevesimb his relationship with
his wife.
Intense (adjective): a swevere disease, a severe
case of flu, a severe Qi:)d.

Sit down. The man Will sit.
Set the vase on the tahlae (place it there). He
set the vase on the tablwe yesterday (placed it
there).

Used as subject of a veb: The subject is the
same white male Itho riabbed the bank. (Who is
the subject of the verb "rarYrobbed".)
Used as an object: The = subject is the man
whom the witness saw, (Witness saw whom
object of the verb "saw"11.)
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.orThflon Confused Because of Their Smut s

WOW NOs Visplanatious

1, advice
advise

Noun: Give advice to the subject.
Verb: Advise the subject of his rights.

2. air We breathe the air.
heir She is the heir to the estate.

Elide
isle

4 allowed
aloud

A passageway: the aisle in the theater.
An island: the isle of Capri.

Permitted: No beer is allowed.
Orally: Read aloud.

Wry We aro all rea
dy He has already gone.

6, all togearzher
altogethemer

7, altar
alter

13, ascent
assent

assis
assis

tendanIce

attendant-As

bale

bawl

i.a bare

bear

base

Ail as a group.
Completely, wholly.

The altar is in the church.
You must &ter (change) the plans.

Movement upward: the ascent up the hill.
Understanding, approval, agreement: HSsent, or
give assent, to the decision.

Aid: Give us asskstance.
Those who give assistance or aid: We have
three asststan

Presence: Fifty people were in attendance.
Attendance was good.
Those who attend, escort, or serve others: The
hospital attendants are efficient.

Provide ball for the arrestee. Bail out of the
airplane. Bail water out of the boat. The bail
(handle) of the bucket.
A large bundle: A bae of cotton.

Play bail.
The child can bawl loudly.

Naked or unadorned: the bare han
walls.
Bear a burden. Llo not feed the bear.

the baxe

Location: first base in baseball, a base of
operation, a CB radio base, a military base.
Tone: The singer has a bass voice. Tie plays a
bass guitar.
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16. beat

beet

Spend a weekend at the beach.
This is a beech tree.

The subject beat the victim: the winner beat
the loser. The police officer walked the be-ikt.
The beet is a vegetable.

17. berry Eat a berry
bury Bury the dead. airy the money. lEkwy the

evidence.

18. berth

birth

19. blew
blue

Location: The berth where the ship anchors,
the berth (bunk) on the ship or the train.
Space: give wide berth to.
Coming into existence: the birth of a child, the
bh-th of the kittens, the birth of an idea or a
plan.

The officer blew the whistle.
The sky is blue. The man feels blue (sad).

20. boar A wild hog.
bore To tire: bore a person, to be a bore. Drill:

Bore the hole.

21, board

bored

22. born

borne

Board the train. &mad up the windows. Clean
the chalkboard. The boards of the roof are
red. They lived on the seaboard of France.
He bored a hole. The movie bored him.

Came into existence: A child was born. An
idea or plan was born.
Carried: He has borne the burden. The mother
has borne the child.

23. brake Brake the car slowly.
break Break the relationship. Break the glass.

24. bread
bred

25. bridal

bridle

26. buy
by

27. canvas

canvass

28. capital

capitol

Eat the bread.
The stable bred a winning line of horses.

Referring to the bride: the bridal gown, the
bridal shower.
Restraint: The horse wears a bridle. Briae
your tongue. Show offense: Don't bridle at the
suggestion.

a screwdriver.
Sit by the stream. The car whizzed

Material: an artist's cwwas, a tent made of
can
Survey: Camvass the neighborhood for votes.

The main one: capital letter, capital
punishment, capital city.
A building: the Capitol in Washington, D.C.



29 ceiling
sealing

30, cell

sell

31, cent
scent
sent

32 cite
sight
site

The ceiling of the room is painted white.
Be careful sealing the envelope. Sealing off the
crime scene is necessary.

^lose the prison cell. The cells in the body are
micraqcopic.
Sell the car.

A penny is one cent.
The hounds followed the sce odor).
The man sent a note.

Point out: cite an example, eit a reason.
That which is seen: a gory swit.
The position (specific location) of a thing: the
site of the new police facility, the site of the
statue, the site of the town.

33. climb Climb the fence.
clime A geographical region or its climate: a tropical

:me.
34, coarse Unrefined: coarse sand, (maim language.

course A coarse of study, the course (route) of the
ship, of course.

35, colonel
kernel

36, complement

compliment

31, core

corps

38, creak
creek

Colonel Jones is our o
Core: kernel of corn, the nut.

That which completes: The tie is an attractive
complement to the suit. The predicate noun is
a complement to the linking verb.
A tribute: He paid a compliment to his friend.

The core of the apple, the ewe of the
argument.
The corps of engineers, the Air

A sound: The boards creak.
A stream.

39, days Plural form of day.
daze Stupefied or stunned: in a daze from the blow

on the head, in a daze from the bright light.

40, dear A dear friend, a dear price (high).
deer An are ,kial.

41, descent
dissent

42, dew
do

due

The way downward (opposite of ascent).
Disagreement, to disagree (opposite of assent).

The dew is on the grass.
Verb: Do this.
Owed: The balance due, the report is due. Fit
or appropriate: due cause. Adequate,
sufficient: due time, due process. Because of:
due to the delay.



43. die dying)
dye (dyeing

44. dual
duel

45. earn
urn

46. fair

fare

47. flea
flee

48. flew
flue

flu

49. flour
flower

50. fore

four

51. forth

fourth

52. foul
fowl

53. gait
gate

54. gamble

gambol

55. gorilla
guerilla

56. grate

great

57. grisly
grizzly

Cease to exist.
Color: Dye the shirt. The dye was red.

Twofold: a dual pu pose.
A contest between two people: Fight a dueL

Earn money, earn respect.
Vase: an ancient urn, an urn for ashes.

Fair weather, fair complexion, fair play, fair
treatment, State Fair.
Fee: Pay a fare. Go through a bad experience
or condition: fare badly. Menu: the bill of
fare.

The flea bites the dog.
The suspects flee.

The bird flew away. The airplane flew.
The floe in the chimney, the flue pipe in an
organ (musical instrument).
Colloquial abbreviation of influenza: He has
the flu.

Use flour to ma-ge bread.
The rose is a flower.

Forward, advanced, toward the front: forelimb,
forepaw, forefathers, forerunners.
Number: four victims.

Onward or outward: Go forth from the
building. Come forth from hiding.
From the number four: the fourth offense.

Bad: a foul ball, a foul odor, foul play.
A bird.

Way of walking: the gait of the horse.
Close the gate in the fence.

Take a chance; wager; bet: Gamble the money
away. Gamble on the outcome.
Bound, spring, dance, leap in play: The lambs
gambol on the grass.

An animal.
Revolutionary: guerilla warfare, the guerilla
who burned the village.

Rasp: to grate a lemon, grate the teeth, grate
the nerves, the grate in the stove.
Large in size, magnitude, intensity, or
importance (an adjective): a great officer.

Horrifying, ghastly: a grisly scene.
Grayish: a grizzly bear.



groan
gn3wn

59. hair
hare

60. hall
haul

61. heal
heel

62. hear
here

63. Heard

herd

64. hole

whole

65. holy
wholly

66. hour
our

67. idle

idol

A moaning sound.
The man is grown. The child has grown (past
participle of the verb "to grow").

The hair on the hsad, the hair on an animal.
Group of animals including the American rabbit.

The hall in the house is long.
Haul the trailer.

Physicians heal the sick.
The heel is a part of the

Hear the sound.
Come here.

He heard the sound (past tense of the verb to
hear").
There is a herd of cattle.

Opening: a bullet hole in the wall; a hole in the
ground; a hole in the pocket.
Entire: the whole thing; the whole truth; the
whole apple.

Sacred: Roly Bible, a holy man, a holy place.
Completely, absolutely.

Time: an hour a the day.
Pronoun: our country.

An idle'person is unoccupied. An idle thought is
worthless. Idle fix-ids or idle hours are not being
used properly. An idle person is lazy. The car

An image of a god: a stone idoL An object of
great devotion; The singer is a teenager's idol.

68. innocence State of being innocent: The evidence proved
his bumeence.

innocents Blameless or naive persons: the innocents
abroad.

69. it's Contraction for "it is."
its Possessive pronoun: The dog lost its leg.

70. knead Press: Snead the dough to make bread.
need Require: need food or clothing, be in need.

71. knew The witness knew the subject (past tense of the
verb "to know").

new A new ear, a new.coat, a new person.

72. knot
not

Tie a knot. Deal with this knotty problem.
Negative: He is not here.
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73 know The witnesses know the subject (present teme
of the verb "to know").

no Negative: No firlgerprints were lifted.

74. lain The man has lain down to rest (past participle
of the verb "to lie").

lane Path: Walk down the lane. The highway has
four lanes.

75. lead

led

Chemical element: the lead in the pencil, the
lead in a bullet.
The victim led the officers to the kitchen (past
tense of the verb "to lead").

76. lessen Decrease or reduce.
lesson Teach a kason. Learn a lesson. Read the

lesson.

77. lie

lye

Faehood: He told a lie. He will lie under
oath.. Recline: The babies lie in the crib.
Lye is used in soapmaking.

78. loan Borrow: Make a loan.
lone Without company or associates: the lone

assailant.

79. made

maid

80. main

mane

81. meat

meet

82. medal

meddle

He made a million dollars (past tense of the
verb nto make").
The maid cleans the apartment on Thursdays.

Chief or principal: the main one, the main
point, the mein subject.
Hair: the horse's ramie, the lion's mane.

Flesh: meat of an animal, the meat of a nut
(edible part).
Encounter: Meet my friend. Meet at 10:00
a.m. The track meet ended.

Award or pendant: a reli "ous
of honor.
Interfere, show an unnecessary interest:
meddle in the affairs of another.

TE1

83. metal Chemical substances: iron, tin.
mettle One's courage, honor, fortitude, spiritual

strength.

84. muscle
mussel

Exercise strengthens the muscles.
Marine mollusk: mussel shells.

85. on Come on; on the table.
own Possess: own property. Admit to: owm the

crime, own a weakness.
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86. pain

pane

87. pair
pare

88. pale
pail

89. patience

pat; ants

90. peace

piece

Ache, a soreness, hurt: in pain, the pain of
parting.
Glass: the window pckne.

A unit of two: a pair of shoes.
Peel: Pare the apple.

Lack of color: a pale face, a pale light.
A bucket.

The ability to wait, to endure: One needs
patience.
Clients: the doctor's patients, the patients in
the hospital.

Absence of conflict: to keep the peace,
disturbing the peace, a peace treaty.
A portion: a piece of pie, a piece of evidence,
"a piece of the action."

91. peal Sound: The bells peaL
peel Pare: Peel the apple. Peel the wrapping from

the package.

92. pedal A bicycle pedal, a piano pedal.
peddle Sell from place to place: The merchant peddles

his goods.
petal The Wilal of a flower.

93. peer

pier

Look: peer inside the closet, peer behind the
door.
The pier in a bridge, the pier where a boat is
tied.

94. plain In plain sight, plqin language, plain food, &tin
living, the platro of Texas.

plane Flat, level, even; a tool; an airp

95. pray
prey

96. precedence

precedents

97. presence

presents

98. pride
pried

Pray to God.
Victim of violence: The hawk swoops down
upon its prey. To seize or attack: The criminal
will prey on his victim.

Priority in time, importance, or rank: One
thing has precedence over another.
Justifications: Previous court rulings can serve

ts for later rulings. There are two
nts for the current ruling.

Your presence is requested. His presence at the
scene was suspicious. Presence of mind is beini6
alert.
Bring presents to the children.

He has pride in his work.
He pried open the door (past te e of the verb
"to pry").
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99. principal

principle

100. rain
reign

rein

The main one: principal of the school, prine
reason, principal crime.
Rule or basis: principle of behavior; principles
of physics.

Rain makes the streets wet.
A period of rule; a king's reign, Miss America's
reign.
Restrain, restraints: rein the emotions, the
strap on the horse's bridle.

101. raise Movement upward: raise the window, raise a
child, raise a salary, get a raise, raise the price.

rays The rays of the stm, X-rays.
raze Wound: raze the skin. Demolish: raze the

building.

102. rap Rap on the door.
wrap Wrap the package. Wrap up the investigation.

103. read He read the report (past tense of the verb '
read").

red Blood is red.

104. real

reel

Actual, not imaginary, not an image: a real
occurrence, a real reason.
Spool: Yarn is wound on a reeL Whirl: reel
around, a drunk reels-

105. residence There is the victim's residence.
residents The residents of the apartment live there.

106. right The right way, the right thing to do,
motives, right answers, the rizht lane, the right
side.

rite Ritual: a religious rite, ete of initiation.
wright Maker: A playwright, a wheelwright.
write Write a letter. Write a report.

107. road The car travels on the road. The patient is on
the road to recovery.

rode He rode the horse (past tense of the verb "to
riden).

rowed They rowed the boat (past tense of the verb "to
row").

108. role

roll

109. sail

sale

Part: the officer's role in the investigation, the
actor's role in the play.
RoU the ball. The wheels roll- Eat a roli with
dinner. Cali the roll of officers. The roli
(roster or list) of officers is updated.

Sail the boat. Sall around the world. The hawk
sails. The san of the boat is blue.
They had a garage sale.
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110. scene

seen

L. sea
see

112. seam

seem

113. sense

The scene of the crime, the scene in a movie,
the scene of the accident, a scene between a
husband and wife.
The officer had seen such a situation many
times before (past participle of the verb "to
see").

The ocean.
Observe, have sight of, understand.

The line or fold at which two things are joined:
the seam in the dress, the seam in the scar,
seam up the trousers.
Appear, give the appearance of: Does the
witness seem agitated?

The five physical senses; intelligence; meaning
(in the sense of). Perception or discernment: a
sense of money, a sense of right and wrong, a
sense of direction, good sense, horse sense,
cern mon sense, to sense that something is
wrong.

since Sfnee the victim was not at home, the burglar
escaped. The President was elected two years
ago and has since been re-elected. Since
February 5, 1977, the subject has not been seen.

114. sew Sew the dress. Sew up the wound.
sow Sow the seed. Reap what you sow.

115. shear Cut: shear sheep, shear hair, a pair of shears.
shear Thin, transparent: a sheer dress. Pure,

undiluted, unqualified: sheer foolishness.
Steep: a sheer cliff.

116. shone The sun shone. The waxed floor shone.
shown Has displayed or made clear: has shown the

movie, has shown his displeasure (past participle
of the verb "to show").

117. soar Birds soar in the sky. Prices sow. One's spirits

sore Painful; angry: sore foot, a sore on the foot,
sore about the separation.

118. soared
sword

119. sole

soul

120. so e

SUM

The birds soared in the sky. Prices soared
A weapon.

Bottom: the sole of the shoe. Only: the sole
reason.
The spirit as distinguished from the body.

General amount: some part, some person, some
of the people.
Fixed amount, total: a sum of money, the sum
of one's experience.



121. son
sun

122. stairs
stares

123. stake

steak

124. stationary

station .ry

125. steal
steel

126. tail
tale

127. tear
tier

128 than
then

129. their

there

130 threw
through

131. throne
thrown

132. tied

tide

133. to
too
two

134. toe
tow

135. troop

troupe

He is the son of the mayor.
The sun shines.

The stairs in the house are steep.
She stares at the scene.

He put a stake in the ground. There was a
stake-out to catch the subject.
F a steak.

In one place, not moving: The house is
stationary.
Write a letter on stationery.

Did he steal the car?
Metal: a steel rod, a ateel fence. Strengthen:
steel oneself for the worst.

The tall of the dog the tall end.
Tell a tale.

He shed a tear.

Layer: A row is a tier.

Comparison: more than enough.
Time: Then the victim led the officer to the
kitchen.

Pronoun: The officers escorted the subject to
thek police vehicle.
Place: There were two subjects. Ten people
were there.

He threw the ball.
Enter thxough the front door. The dates include
May 1 tlrough July 31. (Thru is not an
acceptable spelling.)

The king sits on a throne.
He has thiown the ball (past p
Verb "to throw").

ticIple of the

The subject tied the vi im's hands (past tense
of the verb uto tie").
The sea was at ebb tide.

He proceeded to the scene to search the room.
The insult was too much. They came along, too.
Two subjects were under suspicion.

She broke her toe.
Tow the wrecked car.

Company unit of soldiers, a troop of
patrolmen.
Performers: a troupe of actors or show people.
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136. vain
vane
vein

137. vale
veil

Proud: a vain man. To no avail: in vain-
A weather vane shows wind direction.
The blood flows through the veins. She spoke ir
a humorous vein.

A v3Iley.
Covering: a veil over the face.

138. vial Container: a vial of medicine.
vile Mean, low, objectionable: vile weather, vile

language.

9. waist
waste

140. wait

weight

The belt is too small for his waist.
Don't waste the food.

Wait for someone to arrive. Wait on the
customers in the restaurant.
Her weight is 100 pounds.

141. waive Give up: waive one'f, rights.
wave A wave in the ocean, wave one's hand in

greeting or farewell.

142. ware

wear

143. way

weigh

Goods bought and sold: stoneware, silverw
hardware, wares.
You will need to wear your jacket.

The way to go, in every way, a way of life, a
right-of-way.
Measure: weigh tipe produce.

144. weak Opposite of strong: a weak man, a weak leg.
week Period of time: one week, last week, next

week.

Adapted from Manual on Report Writing. Marion County SherifVs
Office, OcRla, Florida. Used with permission.
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Obiecliv v

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

Identify the document which provides for the establishment of a
federal court system.

2. Identify by number the constitutional provision which states the
duration of office for a federal judge.

Identify characteristics of trial and appellate courts, including
geographical jurisdiction and procedures.

4. Identify the types of jurisdiction held by the three levels of federal
courts.

5. Identify which court of cp
cases.

jurisdiction in Florida federal

Define the terms "original iction," "appellate jurisdiction,"
"tyranny."

7. List at least three kinds of cases the Supreme Court chooses to hear.

8. List the two main responsibilities the Supreme Court must consider
in making its decisions.
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Briefly review the historical background of the Constitution, point-
ing out the concerns of the write, aho included Article ifi, Section
1 in the Constitution. Display a copy of the original document in-
cluding this article, if available.

3. Discuss the philosophy of the federal court system.

4. Point out the provis ns set forth in the one brief paragraph called
Section 1.

5. Review the development of the judicial system from its inception in
Article DI to the system which operates today. Emphasize the ex-
tensive impact it has on our democratic way of life today.

6. Describe the structure of the federal court system, giving the char-
acteristics of each level in the system. Clarify the role of the
Supreme Court and its various junsdztions in relation to the lower
courts.

7- Clarify any questions students may have about objectives ermino-
logy, concepts, or diagrams as they go through the unit.
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Using debate teams, discussion groups, or written assignments, discuss
these t ics:

The advantages and disadvantages of our system of checks and bal-
ances of governmental power contrasted with other governments'
approaches to criminal justice.

The question of balancing protection of the individual and protection
of society. Although the newspaper article, "Now the question is:
Who isn't a bit crazy?", included in Reference Materials, is not
concerned with the role of the Supreme Court, the Hinckley verdict
points out some difficulties in establishing that balance and deciding
the issue between social safety and personal freedom. The article
may be duplicated and used as a bwis for discussion.



Reference Mate

The material in the Student Guide is very basic and does not go into
great depth in any of the subject areas. If you desire to cover the ma-
terial in greater depth, the following texts are recommended sources of
information:

Berkley, Giles, Hackett, and Kassoff. Introduction to Criminal Justice.
Boston: Holbrook Press, Inc., 1976.

Charnelin, Fox, and Whisenand. IntroductIon to Criminal Justice.
Englewood Cliffs, N J: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1979.

Cole, George F. The American System of Crimmal Justice. North
Scituate, MA: Duxbury Press, 1979.

Hemphill, Charles F., Jr. Criminal Procedure: The Administration of
Justice. Santa Monica, C year Publishing Co, Inc., 1978.

kiternational Association of Chiefs of Police. Law Enforcement Legal
Review. 13 First Field Road, Gaithersburg, MD. A periodical that
summarizes Supreme Court decisions; various issues.
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John Hinckley fried to kill President Reagan in order to impress actress
Jodie Foster and was found not guilty by reason of insanity.

But was he crazier than John Gacy, who killed 33 young men and boys
and buried most under his suburban Chicago house? Was he crazier than
Richard Chase, the "Sacramento vampfre" who killed six people and
drank their blood?

Or Dew lin June Corner, who was said to believe that blacks were meant
to be cooked and eaten like chickens and that she was killing a rabbit
when she strangled a 5-year old black boy in Oakland, California?

All three of those defendants were found sane and convicted; Hinckley
was not.

Was he crazier than Sirhan Sirhan, Jack Ruby, Arthur Bremer or thou-
sands of others across the country each year who commit hideous and
bizarre crimes but are found sane and sent to prison?

After the outcry over the Hinckléy verdict Monday, the underlying
questions remain.

ITho is insane? WIlo is so far from reality to be not accountable for
their actions? How can we tell? And, ultimately, who is to decide?

Carol Bitner, a Peoria, lliinois, housewife and mother of three small
children, summed up the reaction to the Hinckley verdict.

9t doesn't seem r t," she said. "Maybe something is wrong with him.
But still, he tried to take somebody's life."

"That does not mean that they should not be punished for hurting other
people and hurting society."

Dr. Stanley Portnow, head of the American Academy of Psychiatry and
Law, disagreed: "There are people with mental diseases and mental de-
fects who are not cognitive of their wrongdoing."

He said those people should not be held accountable any more than a
child who finds a loaded gun and accidentally shoots a playmate.

John Monahan, a researcher at the Institute of Law, Psychiatry, and
Public Policy at the University of Virginia, said studies show that only 1
in 20 people in prison are psychotic.

"Most people who commit crimes are not severely mentally ill," he said.

He also said a new study shows how rarely the insanity defense is
successful: Of an estimated 10 million arrests in 1978, there were only
1,625 defendants found innocent by reason of insanity.
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But Jules Gerard, a law professor at Washington University in St. Louis,
said Hinckley was no crazier than many other people who do not commit
crimes.

"Fifteen percent of the population in this country has the same kind of
personality disorder as Hinckley, and these people should not be allowed
to shoot anyone with immunity," Gerard said.

The controversy over the insanity defense, like so many legal questions,
is a classic confrontation ofmdividual rights versus protection of
sode . Society wants to take the humaAitariEn ViZw that people who
are not responsible for their actions should not be punished. At the
same time, society wants to be protected from crime and the notion
that criminals can use legal loopholes to get away with murder.

Critics say the irwanity defense does too much to help_the individual and
not enough to protect society. In the last seven years, eight states have
approved laws to keep people who win insanity verdicts behind bars
either in prisons or mental institutions. At least 20 other states are
considering similar changes.

Psychiatrists, as in the Hinckley trial, take center stage in what lawyers
call "swearing conteats" when the insanity defense is raised. Prosecu-
tion and defense experts swear back and forth under oathdepending
upon which side is paying their fees of up to $100 an houras to
whether the defendant was sane or insane at the time of the crime.

In the Hinckley case, the burden of proof was on the prosecution to
show that Hinckley had the "substantial capacity" to either tell right
from wrong or keep himself from doing wrong. Judge Barrington Parker
instructed the jurors that they had to be sure beyond a reasonable doubt
if they found Hinckley sane.

Henry Steadman, a state criminal justice researcher in New York, said
that with all the conflicting expert testimony, it was only reasonable
for the jurors to have doubts about Hinckley's sanity.

9 don't see how the jury could have found anything else, based on those
instructions," Steadman said.

The inconsistencies from case to case show how the insanity defense has
failed to reconcile science and law and has produced odd twists to the
proceedings. Such as the Chicago man who pleaded insanity and defend-
ed himself, putting his psychiatrist on the stand to testify that he was
mentally ill and then doggedly cross-examining the prosecution psychia-
trist who said he was sane.

Or like the trial in Washington, where the defense psychiatrist said
anyone who did what the defendant did had to be insane. The
prosecution psychiatrist then testified that the defendant was saneit
was the defense psychiatrist who was mentally ill.

The 50 state and 11 federal court jurisdictions in this country have at
least 19 different definitions of insanity. The statutes czt few states,
such as New Hampshire, offer no definition of insanity
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Those states simply leave it to the jury to decide insanity cases, accord-
ing to many legal scholars.

"In the end, that's what a Puy does anyway: A jury makes its decision
based primarily on common sense," said Frank Osanaka, a Naperville,
lilinois, behavorial consultant who worked for the prosecution in the
John GacY case-

Terrence MacCarthy, the Chicago lawyer who heads the Ameriean Bar
Association Task Force on Nonresponsibility for Crime, said the
Hinckley case may have been an aberration because the jury did its job
too well. Instead of following their urges to come back with a more
popular verdict to punish Hinckley, they followed the judge's instruc-
tions to the letter.

"It's only common sense, said Senator Charles Grassley, we-Republi-
can, who ealled for a tougher federal insanity law, "that if an individual
is intellectually astute enough to Om his oval travel itinerary, equip
himself with sophisticated weaporm, handle logistics in a strange city
well enough to be in the right place at the right time, then he should be
considered capable enough to bear responsibility for his actions."

"Now the Question Is: Who Isn't A Bit Cra " Tallahassee Democrat,
27 June 1982. Used with permission.
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visual Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pret - A-1)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on this pre-
test, yaw instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. ff you
eannot answer a cpiestion, simply go to the next questi

1. Which of the following documents provides for the establishment of
a federal court system?

a. U.S. Constitution, Article 111
b. Declaration of Independence
a. Bill of Rights, Fifth Amendment
d. U.S. Constitution, Article I

2. Which of the following most accurately reflects the duration a fed-
eral judge may hold office?

a. for a four-year term
b. for the same term as the president
c. during good behavior
d. until a new president takes office

3. Which of the following most accurately describes the type of juris-
diction held by the U.S. District Courts9

a. appellate jurisdiction only
b. original jurisdiction only
c. appellate and original jurisdiction
d. preliminary hearings only

4. Which of the following most accurately describes the type of juris-
diction held by the U.S. Court of Appeals?

a. appellate jurisdiction only
b. original jurisdiction only
a. appellate and original jurisdiction
d. preliminary hearings only

5. Which of the following is the federal appeals court having jurisdic-
tion of Florida cases?

a. Florida Court of Appeals
b. Fifteenth U.S. Court of Appeals
c. Florida Supreme Court
d. Eleventh U.S. Court of Appeals

6. Which of the following best describes who hears and decides the
cases in the U.S. Court of Appeals?

a. panel Of three judges
b. jury and one judge
c. federal grand jury
d. jury appointed by the Supreme Cou t

II: A-1 Fede al Cour
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7. Which of the following most accurately describes the type of juris-
diction held by the U.S. Supreme Court?

a. appellate jurisdiction
b. original jurisdiction
c. preliminary hearings
d. both appellate and original jurisdiction

8. Which type of court in the federal system has the largest geograph-
ical jurisdiction?

a. U.S. Customs Courts
b. U.S. Court of Appeals
c. U.S. District Courts
d. U.S. Supreme Court

9. Which of the following best describes the term "original jurisdic-
tion"?

a. authority to hear and decide cases appealed from a lower court
b. authority to try the facts and law involved in a ease and rule on

guilt of the accused
c. right to hear preliminary presentments
d. right to reconsider decisions of previous court

10. 1That is the best definition of the term "tyranny"?

a. justice for the individual
b. abuse of power
c. use of governmental power
d. due process of law

11. Which is not a responsibility of the Supreme Court?

a. to review cases from the lower courts
b. to balance protection of society and the rights of the individual
c. to protect tyranny
d. to interpret laws and check their agreement with the

Constitution

12. Because the Supreme Court is requested to hear thousands of cases,
it limits itself to those dealing with important issues. Cases it con-
siders fall into four broad categories. List at least tkree of these.

After you futish this pietest, give it to yoa inshructor. Ask kimtker
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (1: A-1).
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&nswers to A-1)

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. a

5. d

6. a

7. d

8. d

9. b

10. b

11. c

12. At least three of the following should be ed:

a. constitutional questions
b. issues of national importance
c. conflicting decisions made in lower courts
d. those issues involving private rights
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1. Which of the folio ing provides for the establishment of a federal
court system?

a. Bill of Rights
b. Declaration of Independence
e. U.S. Constitution, Article I
d. U.S. Constitution, Article ifi

2. What protection does a federal judge receive from the above
document?

a. security in office until a new president takes office
b. protection provided by bodyguards
c. security in office during good behavior
d. a term of ten years

For questions 3-5, match each court listed on the left with its appro-
priate kW of Jurisdiction by writug the correct letter on the line by
the cowt name.

3. U.S. Court of Appeals

. U.S. Supreme Court

5. U.S. District Courts

Jwisdiction

a. original ;urisdiction
b. appellate jurisdiction
c. both original and

appellate jurisdiction

For etch of the statements in question 6-12, indicate the court or
courts involved by writing the correct letter from the list below on the
line before each statement.

14

a. trial courts only
b. appellate courts only
c. both trial and appellate courts

6. nis type of court is considered a court of inferior
jurisdiction.

7 . Witnesses are often caUed to give testimony in this court.

8. If found guilty, a defendant may ask this court to review the
case.

9. Rvidence is ruled admissable or inadmissable in this court.

10. Decisions of this court are limited to errors of law or errors
in procedure.

11. Juries may be present in this court.

12. At least one judge is present during sessions for this court.

II: A-1 Federal Courts



13. Which courts in the federal system require a panel of judges to
make a ruling?

a. U.S. District Courts and U.S. Court of Appeels
b. U.S. Court of Appeab and U.S. Supreme Court
c. U.S. Supreme Court arid U.S. District Courts
d. U.S. Grand Jury and U.S. District Courts

14. Which type of court in the federal system has the largest (geo-
graphical) jurisdiction?

a. U.S. District Court
b. U.S. Court of AppeRis
c. U.S. Supreme Court
d. U.S. Customs Court

15. Which federal appeals court has jurisdiction in Florida eases?

a. Florida Supreme Court
b. The Eleventh U.S. Court of Appeals
c. The Fourth U.S. Court of Appeals
d. Florida Court of Appeals

16. In a tyrannical government, which of the following will probably
not occur?

a. A suspect may be punished without trial.
b. The government abuses its power.
e. The individual is oppressed.
d. The decendant receives due process of law.

17. Which of the following most closely defines "appellate jurisdic-
tion"?

a. authority to review cases from an inferior court
b. authority to interpret the facts presented
c. first opportunity to rule on the guilt or innocence of the

accused
d. authority to use a jury to review a case

18. Because the Supreme Court is requested to hear thousanes of cases,
it limits itself to those dealing with important issues. Cases it con-
siders fall into four broad categories. List at least three of these.
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19. When making its decisions, the Supreme Court must balance two
responbibilities. iThat are they?

a. tyranny &nd moderation
b. rights of the individual and protection of society
c. right to free speech and right to remain silent
d. right to bear arms and right to safety

CAve the completed test to
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1. d

2. c

3. b

4. c

5. a

6. a

7. a

8. b

9. a

10. b

11. a

12. c

13. b

14. c

15. b

16. d

17. a

18. At least three of the following should be listed:

a. constitutional questiorm
b. issues of national importance
c. conflicting decisions from lower cour s
d. those issues involving private rights

19. b

II: A-1 Federal Cou s
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Block The Courts
Unit A: U.S. Court SysLern
Section 2: Florida Court
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Block LI: The Courts
Unit A: U.S. Coat Systern
Section 2: Florida Court System
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Knowledge

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the court in the Florida system having original jurisdiction
over misdemeanors.

2. Identify the court in the Florida system having original jurisdiction
over felony crimes.

3. Identify the courts which have appellate jurisdiction.

4. Identify which court in the Florida system hes both original and ap-
pellate jurisdiction.

5. Identify Florida's court of last resort on issues of state law.

6. List the sequence of courts through which an appeal would normally
flow following a felony conviction.

7. Identify the duties of the various personnel in the court setting.

S. Identify the title of the prosecuting attorney in Florida.

9. State the number of judges required to hear a case in each of the
state courts.

10. List at least three advantages of having judicial process.
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Instructional Gui

Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

Review the information presented in Unit A-1, Federal Court
System.

Briefly review the historical background of the Florida Constitution
and display a copy of the constitution, if available.

4. Discuss the provisions set forth in Article V. Section 1, for the es-
tablishment of the Florida court system, and compare this article
with Article III, Section 1, of the federal Constitution.

5. Describe the structure and functions of the Florida court system and
compare them with the structure and functions of the federal
system.

6. Describe the path of an appeal through both the Florida court
system and the federal system; compare and contrast the two
systems.

7. Discuss the advantages of the judicial process for an accused person.

8. Discuss the positions and duties of officers working in the Florida
court system.

9. As students go through the unit, clarify any questions they may have
concerning terminology, concepts, or diagrams.
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I. Invite officers of the court to speak to your c18S3 about the state
court system.

2. Duplicate and distribute the editorial, "Add Judge, New Ideas to
Help Speed Justice," which is included in the Reference Materials.
Notice that it reinforces several points made in this section which
could be brought out in a class discussion.

23 7
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Reference Materials

Hemphill, Charles F. Criminal Procedure: the Administration o
tice. Santa Monica, CA: GcdyèPüblihuió.,

Supreme Court of Florida. Tallahassee, FL: State of Florida, 1982.
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ors See lt
Add Jue, New Ideas to Help

Kept

When Leon County Circuit Court Judge Charles Miner talks about the
overwhelming criminal caseload that fills his days and sometimes his
nights, he's talking about a problem with roots that run throughout
society.

He's talking about economy and growth and a government that some-
times gets in its own way. In the past decade, Florida has become the
second fastest growing state in the country, after Nevada, and it's find-
ing that such popularity causes plenty of growth pains: Too little water
and too much waste and sewage; too few jobs and too much crime.

In a recent New York Times series on the Sun Belt, Florida is character-
ized as "the national sandbox" that is being made to pay the piper for
maladroit phmning. In trying to live up to the expectations of 10 mil-
lion Floridianshalf of them newcomers in the last decadethe state is
&Bowing overdevelopment and crime to destroy the quality of life that
made it so attractive in the first place.

Those statewide problems figure into Judge Miner's dilemma: How one
man can deal effectively with the predictable boom in crime that has
accompanied Leon County's own 44 percent population increase in the
past decade.

Miner, the only one of eight judges in the 2nd Judicial Circuit who
handles solely criminal cases, also feels the frustrations of a fearful
electorate that has demanded more aggressive crimefighters in public
office. Until those Floridians see that building more and more jails and
adding more and more police is at best an uninspired and at worst a
limited solution to crime, there will never be enough Charles Miners to
handle the workload.

State Attorney Don Modesitt promised the voters he would reduce plea
bargaining and he has. The result has been more and more trials. When
the caseloads get too heavy, crime hard-liners will be surprised to see
criminals go free because they didn't get the speedy trials the constitu-
tion guarantees. If they are perceptive, they will also see that plea bar-
gaining Ls not only expedient, but also an essential and realistic part of
the criminal justice system.

When Charles Miner notes that halfway through this year his felony
caseload is just 20 cases shy of the total caseload in 1980, it's largely
because bad-check cases, treated as misdemeanors until Modesitt took
office,.account for 41 percent of the leap in the number of all felony
cases last year. Merchants, strapped by economic stresses, deserve to
have their problems with "paperhangers" taken seriously. Still, bad-
check eases create mountains of paperwork and take up enormous
amounts of time.
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Frivolous Motions

What can be done to alleviate Judge Miner's problemshort of realign-
ing an entire society or sending five million new Floridians trooping
back North? Ultimately, and probably sooner than that, the Legislature
will have to provide for another Judge to help Miner. His fellow judges
in civil and juvenile divisions occasionally mercifully lend a hand, but it
is not feathering the court's nest to add another judge in a circuit that
has not had an additional judicial position since 1973.

Until that happens, however, administrative changes might ease the
strain. Circuit judges should be more strict with dilettante attorneys
who file frivolous motions simply to build up thick cases and impress
their clients or legal brethren. Leon County has more lawyers per
square inch than almost anywhere e)se in Florida. Circuit judges simply
cannot indulge them in unnecessary litigation.

Circuit judges would also benefit from more-than-occasional assistance
of law clerks to help with research so that they can oecasionally get
ahead of the game. As it is, a harried circuit judge may not have seen a
case file in months until opposing attorneys are standing before him.
Federal court judges, who have time to familiarize themselves with
cases before a hearing, frequently cut short long-winded explanations of
motions they have already read. Full time law clerks could also stretch
a judge's time by assisting in legal research prior to a ruling. Judge
Miner, for example, said he reviewed 50 Supreme Court cases before
one recent sentencing.

This fall, the Supreme Court will review the needs of the 2nd Judicial
Circuit prior to making recommendations to the 1983 Legislature. If
Judge Miner can keep his thumb in the dike until spring, logic and the
numbers indicate that help should be on the way.

"Add Judge, New Ideas to Help Speed Justice," Tallahassee Democrat
11 July 1982. Used with permission.
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Pretest (1: A-2)

w you how much you akeady know about the sat
to look for in this secbotv. if you do well on this pre-

may let you skip thb section or pert of it. If you
:marmot answer a cpwition, simply go to the next question.

1. In which court is a misdemeanor case first heard?

a. circuit court
b. district court of appeals
c. county court
d. Florida Supreme Court (also called state supreme court)

2. Which court has original jurisdiction in felony cases?

a. Florida Supreme Court
b. district court of appefas
c. county court
d. circuit court

3. Which of the following would never be an appellate court?

a. county court
b. circuit court
c. district court of appeals
d. state supreme court

4. Which of the following is the state court of last resort on issues of
state law?

a. county court
b. circuit court
c. state supreme court
d. district court of appeals

5. Which of the following is the correct sequence of appeals following
a felony conviction?

a. circuit court, district court of appeals, county court, U.S.
Supreme Court

b. county court, circuit court, state supreme court, US. Supreme
Court

c. district court of appeals, circuit court, state supreme court
d. circuit court, district court of appeals, state supreme court,

U.S. Supreme Court

6. Which of the following has both original and appellate jurisdiction?

a. district court of appeals
b. county court
c. state supreme court
d. circuit court 242
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7. Which of the following couTts
one ju e?

a panel of judges, rather

a. county court and the district court of appeals
b. district court of appealP emd the state supreme court
c. circuit court and the state supreme court
d. clrcuit court and the dbtrict court of appeals

B. Which of the following is the proper title of prosecuting attorneys
in Florida?

a. district attorney
b. state attorney
c. circuit attorney
d. county attorney

9. Which duty is not usually assigned to the trial j

a. making a decision on the guilt or irmocence of the defendant
b. making decisions on points of law
c. determining the sentence when a defendant has been found

guilty
d. prosecu

state"
the defendant in the name of the "people of the

10. Which of the following would be one duty of the defense a orney?

a. prosecuting cases in county and circuit courts
b. providing legal counsel for the accused
c. defending the state in all suits against the state
d. determining the sentence of the defendant

After you finish thi
whether you should

- A-2 s em

give it to your instruetor. Ac him/her
his section or take the pttest (th A-2).
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&maws to Pretest U A-2)

1. c

2. d

3. a

4. c

5. d

6. d

7. b

8. b

9. d

10. b
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Postt -2

1. In which court is a misdememor case first heard?

a. circuit court
b. district court of appeals
c. county court
d. state supreme court

Which court has original jurisdiction in felony cases?

a. state supreme court
b. district court of appe
c. county court
d. circuit court

3. Which of the following would never be an appellate cou ?

a. dbtriet court of appeals
b. state supreme court
c. county court
d. circuit court

4. Which of the following Is the
state law?

of last resort on issues of

a. county court
b. circuit court
c. state supreme court
d. district court of appeals

5. Which of the following is the correct sequence of appeals in a
felony conviction?

a. circuit court, district court of appeals, state supreme court,
U.S. Supreme Court

b. circuit court, district court of appeals, county court, U.S.
Supreme Court

e. county court, circuit court, state supreme court, U.S. Supreme
Court

d. district court of appeals, circuit court, state supreme court,
U.S. Supreme Court

6. Which of the following has both original and ap llate jurisdiction?

a. district court of appeals
b. county court
c. state supreme court
d. circuit court

System



7. Which of the following requires a th ee-judge panel to he

a. circuit court
b. state supreme court
c. U.S. Supreme Court
d. district court of appeals

es?

8. Which of the following is the proper title of prosecuting attorneys
in Florida?

a. district attorney
b. state attorney
c. circuit attorney
d. evinty attorney

9. Which of the following is the primary responsibility of the bailiff?

a. maintaining order and security in the courtroom
b. taking accurate transcripts of testimony, motions, and a e-

ments in the court
c. setting bail for the accused
d. maintaining the docket and court records

10. Which of the following would not be a duty of the prosecuting
attorney?

a. brining to trial defendants in comity and circuit courts
b. representing the state in cases which involve the state
C. providing legal counsel for the accused
d. acting as state attorney within a particular circuit

11. List three advantages of the judicial process.

Give the completed
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&wirers to Postteert (l1: A-2)

1. c

2. d

3. c

4. c

5. d

6. d

7. d

8. b

9. a

10. c

11. Three of the followirg should be oritioned (exact wording not
required):

system of logic and reason ratherthan en-zotion
judge provides legal vidance baled upon t=iccepted standards
opportunity for review of case
cowl records made public
fair impartial trial and judgment poss' e
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Knower

Upon Completion of this section, your studeiit should be able to do the
following in a written test:

1. Identify the kinds of local courts presently- in Florida.

2. Identify 1nwhich court and in which divigic=m a particular kind of
case is fint heard.

3. IdentifY probable duties for a county cOtt judge in a small, medium,
or la county.

4. Identify probable duties for ircuit coitt Judge in a small, medium,
or Iarge may.

5. Identify the role of the chief judge of the ircuit court.
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Have your students follow the
the Student Guide.

2. Review the information presented hl Sections 1 and 2 of this unit in
order to clarify the position of the local courts in the overall court
system.

ence recommended in How to Use

3. Dhicuss the structure of county courts usually employed by larger
counties, the functions of the county court divisiona, and the types
of eases first heard by those divisions.

4. Discuss the structure of the circuit courts and outline the divisions
within these courts which are commonly made for handling cases of
different types. Discuss the functions of each division and ease
types first heard by each.
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Supperting Aeti

Invite an officer of the county court to talk with your class concern-
ing the specific function of the court.

2. Have students develop a flowchart depicting the progress of various
types of cases through the local court level to the U.S. Supreme
Court.
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Mater

e ence materials a'aiiab1e to you.)
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(List any audiovisual materiab available to you.)



Pretesi ! A-3)

This pretest will show you how m
covered and what to look for in this section-
test, your inztructor may let you skip this section or part of i
cannot answer a question, aimpW go to the next

1. Identify the two local courts presently used in Florida.

a. county and circuit courts
b. justice of the peace and traffic courts
c. municipal and county courts
d. circuit and family courts

2. Which of the following are not handled by the county co s?

a. traffic violations
b. small claims involving up to $1,500
c. landlord/tenant disputes
d. felonies

3. In which division of a local court would a felony fIrst be heard?
(Assume a large county, like Dade.)

a. county court, criminal division
b. county court, felony division
c. circuit court, probate division
d. circuit court, felony division

4. In a large county, which division of a local cou t would have original
jurisdiction in a misdemeanor case9

a. circuit court, misdemeanor division
b. county court, criminal division
C. circuit court, probate division
d. county court, juvenile division

5. Which of the following best describes the kinds of cases that a
county court judge in a small county would hear?

a. delinquent and dependency cases
b. traffic violations, felonies, and civil disputes (involving up to

$5,000)
c. civil disputes involving more than $5,000, misdemeanors, and

traffic violations
d. landlord/tenant disputes, misdemeanors, and traffic violations
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6. Which of the following best describes the kin
court judge in a Lqrge county would hear?

a. misdemeanors and felonies
b. civil disputes involving less than $5,000
c. only cases involving juveniles
d. misdemeanors and wills

one circuit

7. What is the main responsibility of the chief judge of the circuit
court?

a. to coordinate the caseload in the circuit
b. to divide crimes into misdemeanors and felonies
c. to hear a wide variety of cases, such as misdemeanors and traffic

violations
d. to determine where and when a case can be appealed

Aiter you finish this pretest, give it to your ijtructor. A him/her
whether you Miould study this section or take the wettest A-3).



1 a
2. d

3. d

4. b

5. d

6. c

7. a
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A4)

Which at the follouwing is presently a local court in Florida?

a. nunlicipal eoUr-rt
b. juaticeof the pomeace court
e. circuit court
d. family court

Which at the folioving is not heard originally by the Florida Circuit
Court?

a. traffic vloiatioarna
b. civil sults invoL_ving over $5,000
c. felonies
d. dependency of Tn-uvenileS

3. In a large eounty, uch as Dade, which division of a local court would
have orig-inel jUriaciction in a civil case involving $10,000?

a. unty court, evil division
n. rcuit court, purobate division
c. circuit court, cvil division
d. county court, fIony division

4. In a entail county, uch as Franklin, which court or division would
have original jurieciRiction in a traffic violation case?

a. eouaty court
b. emits? court, rnmisdemeanor division
c. circuit Coe, traffic division
d. circuit eourt

5. Which of the folloving duties would likely be performed by one
county court judge in a large county?

a. hearing all type=s of county cases
b. hearing all type of civil cases involving less than $5,000
c. hearing only reidemeanors, but in several counties
d. hearing only tesffic violation cases in one county

6. Which of the follovr-s-ing duties would likely be performed by a circuit
court judge In a mew-odium-sized county, such as Leon?

a. hearing all type of circuit cases
b. hearing only tryiderneanors, but anywhere in the circuit
c. hearing only pro--bate cases, mostly in the home county
d. hearing both tra_ffic and juvenile cases, rotating around the

circuit
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7. What is the main responsibility of the chief judge of the circuit
court?

a. to determine when a county court case can be appealed
b. to hear a wide variety of cases, such as misdemeanors and traffic

violations
c. to classify crimes which have been committed in the circuit into

misdemeanors and felonies
d. to organize and balance the number of cases the other circuit

court judges will hear

Give the completed test to your instructor.

2
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M A-3 Local Courts

1. c

2. a

3. c
4. a
5. d

6. c

7. d

A-3)
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Block II: The Courts
Unit B: Criminal Jitlec
Section 1: Pretrial Processes



Knowledge

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the three functions of the magis rate presiding over the
presentment of an accused person.

2. Identify the purposes of each of the pretrial procedures.

3. Identify the purpose, size, procedures, and the two possible vote out-
comes of the grand jury in Florida.

4. List and define the most common pleas which accused persons enter.

5. Identify four common types of pretrial defense motions and the
situations or reasons for making them.

6. Identify the definitiow for the following vocabulary and terminology
used in this section:

presentment
binding over
an information
released on one's own recognizance
to waive
indictment
true bill of indictment
no bill
venue
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the purposes of each of the pretrial procedures.

3. Discuss the functions of the magistrate presiding over the present-
ment of an accused person.

4. Explain the purpose a Florida grand jury serves in the pretrial pro-
cess, as well as its size, procedures, and two types of decisions
rendered.

5. Discuss the common pleas which an accused person may enter during
the arraignment.

6. Explain four common types of defense motions which may be filed at
pretrial hearings. Discuss why the defense attorney makes them and
give examples.

7. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in objec-
tive 6. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.

You may wish to use the summary, "Pretrial Path of a Criminal
Case," for a class discussion.
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irl

1. Have students identify the roles of persons involved in the court pro-
cess as preparation for the mock trial activity suggested for Section
2 a thW unit

2. Have students bring in newspaper clippings which mention the
various pretrial processes and the court officers and juries involved
in the cases.
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armee Materials

(Add any reference materials available to you.)

Chang, Dae H. Fundamentals of Crimin Justice: A Syllabus and
Workbook. Geneva, EL: Paladin House Publishers, 1977.
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Audiovisual Materials

any audiovisual materials available to you.)

II: B-1 Pretrial Processes
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Prete

This pretest will show you how much
covered and what to look for in thW
tent, your hid:rector may let you
cannot &ewer a question, simply go

1. Which of the following is not a function of the magistrate presiding
over the defendant's first court appearance?

a. advising the accused of his/her constitutional rights
b. advising the accused of the charges against him er
c. setting the amount of bond
d. determining reasonable probability of guilt

2. Which of the following best describes the purpose of the preliminary
hear

a. determining guilt beyond a reasonable doubt
b. determining if there is sufficient evidence to believe the accused

committed the offense
c. determining guilt beyond all possible doubt
d. giving opportunity for the accused to present his/her defense

3. If one is indicted by a grand jury, the next steo is:

a. the arraignment.
b. paying penalty fees.
c. going to jail.
d. being released.

4. Which of the following s a emen s is not true LI the grand jury in
Florida?

a. The grand jury hears only one side of the ease.
b. The purpose of the grand jury is to determine whether the ac-

cused should be tried.
c. The grand jury is made up of 15 registered citizens.
d. All hearings are secret.

5. Which of the following best describes the purpose of the
arraignment?

a. to provide the accused an opportunity to enter a plea, or answer
the accusation

b. to determine whether the guilt of the accused seems likely
c. to determine guilt beyond a reasonable doubt
d. to provide the accused an opportunity to testify before the grand

Jl-try
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6. List the three most common pleas an accused person may make,
and briefly define each.

7. What pretrial motion would the defense file if s(he) felt there was
bias against the client Ln the community9

a. motion to suppress evidence
b. motion to suppress a confession
c. motion to separate codefendants
d. motion to change venue

For questions EIA1, write the let er of the definition on the line in front
of the term on the left.

Terms

8. presentment

9. to waive

10. binding over

11. an indictment

After you fii
whether you

2

Definitions

a. voluntarily give up some
right of procedure

b. judge determines the next
procedure, which is then a
legal requirement for the
defendant

c. one possible result of the
grand jury vote meaning the
case should go to trial

d. one possible result of the
and jury vote meaning the

case should not go to trial
e. first appearance before a

judge, when jurisdiction
passes from the executive
(police) branch to the judi-
cial branch

ve it to your imtructor. Ask him/her
tion or take the posttest 01: B-1).
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1. d

2. b

3. a

4. c

5. a

6. The fo owing should be listed with definitions (exact wording not
necessary ):

a. Guilty: the accused admits guilt in the crime as stated, or
admits to a lesser offense.

b. Not Gunty: the accused denies guilt, and a trial date is set.

c. Nolo contendere: guilt is assumed for criminal purposes, and
the defendant does not challenge that. The defendant is then
sentenced. However, for any civil suits that follow, this plea
cannot be used to establish guilt.

II: B-1 Pretrial Processes



Which of the following is not a function of the magistrate presiding
over the defendant's first court appearance?

a. binding defendant over to a grand jury
b. appointing public defender, if necessary
c. advising the accused of his/her constitutional rights
d. advising the accused of the charges against him/her

2. Which of the following best describes the purpose of the preliminary
hearing?

a. giving opportunity for the accused to present his/her defense
b. determining guilt beyond a reasonable doubt
c. determining if there is sufficient evidence to believe the accused

might have committed the offense
d. determining guilt beyond all possible doubt

3. When the grand jury votes, there are two possible outcomes. They
are:

a. finding the accused guilty or not guilty.
b. an indictment or a no bill.
c. a warrant or a subpoena.
d. an information or an indictment.

4. Which of the following statements is not true of the grand jur ?

a. It hears both sides of the case.
b. It is made up of 18 registered citizens.
c. Its purpose is to decide whether or not the accused should be

prosecuted.
d. All hearings are secret.

5. What is the primary purpose of the arraignment?

a. to legally pass control of the accused from one branch of gov n-
ment to another

b. to eliminate unfair evidence from the upcoming trial
c. to allow the accused a chance to answer charges against him/her
d. to decide whether a trial should be held

6. List the three most common pleas an accused person may make, and
briefly define each.
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7. What pretrial motion would the defense likely file if s(he) thought
the defendant did not play a major role in the crime?

a. motion to dismiss the case
b. motion to separate codefendants
c. motion to change venue
d. motion to supprecs a confession

For questions 8-11, mite the lett...3r of the defmition on the line by the
number for the term.

Terms

8. venue

9. presentment

10. an information

11. to waive

Give the completed t

2 o

Definitiona

a. a grand jury vote indicating
that there is not enough
evidence for a jury trial

b. to voluntarily give up some
right of procedure

c. first appearance before a
judge, when jurisdiction
passes from the executive
(police) branch to the
judicial branch

d. place or location
e. a formal charge filed by the

prosecutor which then leads
to the arraignment
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&rowers to B-1)

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. a

5. c

6. The following should be listed wi h de -initions (exact wording not
necessary):

Gulity: the accused admits guilt in the crime as stated,or
admits to a lesser offense.

b. Not Guilty: the accused denies guilt and a trial date is set.,

c. Nolo contendere: guilt is assumed for criminal purposes, and
the defendant 4óes not challenge that. The defendant is then
sentenced. However, for any civil suits that follow, this plea
cannot be used to establish guilt.

7. b

8. d

9. c

10. e

11. b
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Block The Courts
Unit B: Criminal Justice Process
Section 2:
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Kno-

Upon completion of this sec ion, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the principal roles and responsibilities of the judge, the jury,
the prosecutor, and the defense attorney in a jury trial.

2. Identify the defense attorney's legal and ethical responsibility to
his/her client.

List and explain brietiy the two kinds of challenges used in ju y
selection.

4. Identify the four kinds of questioning which a witness may undergo
and the differences among them.

5. List two motions the defense often makes when the sta e has com-
pleted its case.

6. List and explain three characteristics of admissable evidence and of
inadmissable evidence.

7. Identify the correct use of the following %MC?. ulary and terminology
used in this section:

charging the jury
polling the jury
hung jury
direct, real, and circumst
to extradite/extradition
to acquit/acquittal
to rebut/rebuttal
jurisdiction over the person
voir dire
directed verdict
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Instructional Ginde

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Review the information on court officers and their duties which
presented in 11: A-2, Florida Court System, and in II: B-1, Pretr;a1
Processes. Discuss the principal roles and responsibilities of those
officers in a jury trial.

Discuss the defense atto ney's legal and ethical responsibility to
his/her client.

4. Discuss the historical reasons for including "trial by jury" in the fed-
eral Constitution. This right was set forth in the Colonial Declara-
tion of Rights of October 19, 1765 and the Declaration of October
14, 1774. Article Ill, Section 2, of the federal Constitution provides
for trial by jury hi federal criminal cases; the Sixth Amendment is
directed more specifically toward states in criminal cases; and the
Seventh Amendment guarantees a jury in civil cases when the
amount in question exceeds twenty dollars. While these provisions
relate to trials in federal courts only, they were the basis for trial
by jury provisions in state constitutions.

Explain the process of selecting and challenging jury members.

Explain the types of witnesses who may be called to testify at a trial
and differentiate among the four kinds of questioning they may
undergo.

7. Explain the purpose of motions in the trial process. Describe and
give examples of motions the defense often makes when the state
has completed its case.

8. Discuss and give examples of the four types of evidence. Distinguish
between admissable and inadmissable evidence and give examples of
their effects during a trial.

9. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in objec-
tive 7. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.
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1. After students have completed the text and review questions, you
may wish to provide them with copies of the article, "Jurors expe-
rience metamorphosis, going from reluctant to respectful," found on
page 68, with suggestions for discussion. This article may also be
used as a basis for written assignments if class discussion is not
appropriate.

2. Once you present the pretrial and trial processes, you can organize
your class to hold a mock trial. If you prefer, you can save this
activity until the end of il: B-3, Posttrial Processes.

3. Discussion suggestions for "Jurors experience metamorphosis, going
from reluctant to respec,ful."

This article generally discusses the role of the jury, but also de-
scribes some thoughts and feelings of jurors. You may ask students
how they think they would feel. Be sure students understand the vo-
cabulary, such as "metamorphosis." Ask which court the juror is
serving in (U.S. District Court).

Note that this article reinforces several points brought out in theGuide.

role of the jimy
judging the evidence
jury members, imbiased r presentatives of the community
different kinds of juries (grand, civil, criminal) chosen from jurypool
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Jurors experience metamorphosis,
going from reluctant to respectful

By CAROL IELEBLOI
aliCOOP Trews

CHICAGO The immediate reaction of a true blue,
patriotic American citizen recently subpoenaed for feder-
al jury duty waa to try to get ocit of it.

She quickly learned, however, that no one gets out of
jury duty, though-there is bushed tea echoing through the
hallowed halls of jutice that a woman 81/2 months preg-
nant was recently excused by a kLndly judge until next
vear.

When pleas from other corraled jurors of extreme
difficulty, health problems and potential loss of wages, job
bpportimities and lovers were ipored, she was almost
ready to face the truth: She was going to serve it was
going to be inconvenient, and she and her family would
probably live throuth It

What no one ever told her, Mouth, is this: Alrnost
without realiring it, within a few days of showing up in the
'ury and court roome a strange metamorphosis would
take place. Within hours or days of being sworn in by the
judge, she would go through a process that would culmi-
nate in her believing that she was a perfect juror.

Almost before she knew what wu happening, she as a
juror was constantly deferred to and reminded by the
judge, clerk_ counsel and witnesses that her re-

ility was enormous and respect for her heartfe't .
So she began to believe, too, that she wa% indeed, a very
important person,

"Despite myself, I slowly began to believe in the im-
Onnsiveness of the American judicial system when it
works = and my role in it," said the reluctant juor. "I
began to develop strong enrotions of respect, admiration
and even love for the other jurors I served with. We were
special people, in this together, saving our country."

e reports that it was only a matter of moments until
she thok the next step and became almost insufferably
snobbish about the important responsibility she had as a
juror and that others, who were not juror% could never
understand.

The panel she served on was made up of six jurors and
one alternate It included blacks and whitee city dwellers
and suburbanite% young and old, some who were strug-
gling fmancially and others who bad it made A homemak-
er was lriendly with a man who repaired trucks. A
blacksmith and a journalist shared the same horror sto-
rks about their teen-agers. An electrician and a business-
man never stopped talking about cars_

She came to believe that without juries such as hers,
honest, caring, intelligent, fair, honorable, above all preju-
dices, even their favorite ones, there is no doubt that the
American way of life would not work.

Thhr was a far cry from the first day she showed up for
30 days of service and filed into the courtroom of the chief
judge for that month. The happiness felt by those there
was apparent in that all thy seats in the back of the room
were filled first, and people had to be led forcibly to the
rows in front.

Her learning process began with a serious talk from
the judge who explained how important jurors are how
grateful everyone mu to see them and how the entire
wart system knew they didn't want to be there in the first

A blue handbook called "Handbook for Jurors Serving
in the United States District Court," published by the Judi-

al Conference of the United States, was distributed. And,
the making of the perfect juror, she say% began while she
was reading paragraphs about duties, responsibilities and

e vital role jurors perform in the American system of

words of the booklet intoned: "Efficient jurors are

'We did talk constantly about the
importance of making a decision, of
wanting to do what's right, of what it
means to have Such power over other
people's lives. And, we worried, if we
made the wrong decision, would lightning
strike us dead?' a juror

men and women of wand judgment, absolute honesty and
a complete sense of fairness." She knew immediately
those phrases described her perfectly.

Still, the complete message hadn't sunk in yet She
held her breath in fear as the chief judge announced he had
to pick nine people at random firk the grand jury. People
on civil and criminal juies generally serve only a few
days or a few weeks, he explained. But grand Junes are
unpredictable Nine names were drain and those chosen
led away by a marshal, possibly, she thought, never to be
seen again.

The remaining jurors were taken by a marshal to the
jury room. Here, she was lectured again about the job she
had to do. A color movie made some time in this century,
was shown. It traced how average women and men are
chosen to serve their country as jurors and how well they
fulfill their function.

"This is the exact jaoint the process began to work on
me," the juror said. "I came away with a glimmer of an
idea that I, too, might want to be the bait juror in the
world."

By the time a judge called a handful of jurors to be
considered for duty in a specific case most of them still
wanted to be anpatere else she says. Yet, at the same
time, it was really all pretty intriguing, wasn't it? She was
hooked.

When the jury she served on was sworn in, once again
the judge delivered a long, friendly and serious talk about
the honorable work they must perform "By this time, we
were convinced of our importance and the dignity of our
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job." she reported. She sat up straight in her hardback
chair.

Daily, she and the other jurors were thanked by the
judge, who reminded them once again of their responsibil-
ities. Attorneys deferred to them. Witnesses were fright-
ened of them_ averyone showed them respect.

Alone in their cubicle off the courtroom, the jurors
were not allowed to discuss the case. "But we cUd talk
constantly about the importance of making a decision, of .

wanting to do what's right, of what it means to have such
power over other people's lives," the jnror said. "And, we
worried, if we made the wrong decision, would lightning
strike us dead?"

The process was working. By the time the judge ex-
plained that he judges the law and the jury judges the
evidence, she and the other jurors were completely in-
volved and dedicated. They believed in the jury system
and that they were, indeed, the best people in all the
world.

They talked sympatheUcally about what the /Beckley
jurors mint have gone through to make their decision.
"For the first time I understood bow the Washington jury
must have agonized, worried and pondered," she said_

When her jury finally made a decision on their case,
they did to only after much careful deliberation and soul-
searching. Deep in her heart, she knew it was the best
decision a jury ever made, made by the best jury in the
world.

From Jurors experience metamorphosis, going from reluctant to
respectful," Tallahassee Democrat, 23 September-1982. Used with
permission.
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(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (1: 8-2)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
crmrered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on this pre-
test, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following is not a responsibility of the judge in a crimi-
nal trial proceeding?

a. to interpret points of law
b. to determine whether or not evidence is admissable
c. -co charge the jury
d. to interpret the facts presented during the trial

2. in addition to determining the verdict, which of the following is the
responsibility of the jury?

a. interpreting the truth of the facts presented
b. interpreting the law as it applies to the case
c. determining whether or not evidence is admissable
d. proving the guilt of the defendant beyond reasonable doubt

Which of the following is the defense attorney's responsibility to
his/her client?

a. to prove his/her guilt beyond reasonable doubt
b. to avoid persuasive emotional argument before the jury
c. to make little effort in defending the client if s(he) thinks the

client is guilty
d. to have hisTher client acquitted by whatever legal and ethical

mewls available

4. Which of the following statements is true concerning challenges of
prospective jurors?

a. A challenge for cause is a way to weed out people who have
biases.

b. A peremptory challenge may be used an unlimited number of
times.

c. A peremptory challenge must be explained.
d. The challenge to the jury follows closing statements.

5. The first questioning of a witness by the attorney who called the
witness to the stmd is called:

a. crossxamination.
b. direct examination.
c. recross-examination.
d. rebuttal examination.
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6. The second (or opposing) attorney tries to discredit the witness
during:

a. cross-examination asid redirect examination.
b. direct examination and rebuttal examination.
c. cross-examination and direct examination.
d. cross-examination and recross-examination.

7. After the state attorney has presented the case against the defen-
dant, the defense attorney will often file a motion. Which two are
the most common at that point?

a. motion to dismiss the case for lack of evidence or motion for
change of venue

b. motion for direct verdict of guilty or motion to dismiss the case
for lack of evidence

c. motion to choose new jurors or motion for direct verdict of not
guilty

d. motion to dismiss the case for lack of evidence or motion for
directed verdict of not guilty

8. Facts presented as evidence during a trial should be:

a. relevant and immaterial.
b. irrelevant and material.
c. given by an incompetent witness and relevant.
d. relevant and given by a competent witness.

9. The opposing attorney should raise an objection if the evidence
being presented is:

a. physical.
b. immaterial.
c. relevant.
d. direct.

10. Which of the following best explains what is meant by "charging the
jury"?

a. when the judge explains to the jurors their legal responsibilities
b. when the jury is sequestered in a hotel during a trial
c. when the jury is charged with negligent behavior for not reach-

ing a verdict and is dismissed
d. when each member is asked how s(he) voted in reaching the

verdict

11. If an accused person escapes to another state, the prosecuting state
does not have:

a. to extradite him/her.
b. jurisdiction over him/her.
c. to prove guilt in court.
d. to find him/her.
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12. evidence refers to physical objects.

a. Direct
b. Real
c. Relevant
d. Competent

13. When the judge questions each juror on the verdict, it is ea

a. charg ng the jury.
b. hanging the jury.

c. polling the jury.
d. voir dire.

14. After the defense closes its case, the state attorney has a
chance Emy evidence which may have weakened the sta
CFISP.

a. to acquit
b. to direct
c. to extradite
d. to rebut

e's

After you rmish this pretest, eve it to your instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should stuay this section or take the poattest B-2).
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1. d

2. a

3. d

4. a

5. b

6. d

7. d

8. d

9. b

10. a

11. b

12. a

13. c

14. d
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2

Which of the following best explains the prosecutor's responsibility
in a criminal trial?

a. to prove the guilt of the defendant beyond all reasonable doubt
b. to interpret the law as it applies to any phase of the proceedings
c. to interpret the facts as presented at the trial
d. to decide which evidence is admissable in court

2. Which of the following is not a responsibility of the judge?

a. to rule on questions of law
b. to determine which evidence can be admitted
c. to prove the defendant guilty
d. to maintain proper order and dignity in the proceedings

Which of the following is true about the defense attorney?

a. If s(he) discovers the defendant is guilty, s(he) should request
that the case be dismissed.

b. Whether the defendant is guilty or innocent, the defense attorney
should provide adequate legal defense.

c. The defense attorney should not use strategies such as persuasive
argument, objections, motions, or cross-examination.

d. The defense attorney should always prepare an opening state-
ment which answers points in the prosecutor's opening statement.

4. List and briefly explain the two kinds of challenges used in jury
selection.

5. The examination is first conducted by the attorney who
called the witness.

a. cross-
b. direct
c. recross-
d. redirect

6. Ln the examination, the opposing attorney tries once again to
create doubt about the witness in the minds of the jurors.

a. cross-
b. direct
c. recross-
cl, redirect 284
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7. List two common motions filed by the defense after the prosecutor
has finished presenting his/her ease.

8. List and explain three characteristics of good evidence.

9. An opposing attorney should raise an objection when evidence is:

a. real.
b. direct.
e. physical.
d. irrelevant.

10. Which of the following is the best example of "polling the jury"?

a. when the judge instructs the jurors about their legal
responsibilities

b. when a potential juror is questioned during the selection process
c. when each member is asked how he or she voted on a verdict
d. when the jury is dismissed because it cannot reach a verdict

11. If an accused person escapes to another state and is captured there,
the prosecuting state will begin

a. extradition procedures
with jurisdiction over the person

c. circumstantial evidence procedures
d. voir dire proCedures

12. evidence is that presented by an unbiased eyewitness.

a. Circumstantial
b. Immaterial
c. Direct
d. Real

13 f the jury cannot reach a verdict, it is called a jury.

a. hung
b. charged
c. acquitted
d. directed
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14. If the state attorney believes some of the evidence presented
damaging to the state's case, s(he) takes the opportunity for
a(n)

a. acquittal
b, rebuttal
c. extradition
d. directed verdict

Give the omp1eted test to your instructor.
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Answers to Posttest

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. Challenge for cause: used by either attorney to aini -ate weed
out prospective jurors who show bias in beliefs or attibusudes. It may
be used any number of times.

Peremptory challenge: used by either attorney a lirnitd number of
times to dismiss a prospective juror. No reason is give- for
dismissal.

5. b

6. c

7. motion to dismiss for lack of evidence
motion for directed verdict of not guilty

8. relevant: facts must be related to the case
material: facts must be important to the case
competent- facts must be presented by credible witne=ses

9. d

10. a

11. a

12. a

13. a

14. b
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Lemming

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the two postconviction motions filed at the trial court level.

2. Identify the poasible reasons for granting the postconviction
motions.

Identify the action required of a F orida trial jury after it finds a de-
fendamt guilty of a capital crime.

4. Explain the sentencing guidelines which were adopted in 1983.

5. List and explain three possible results of a review by an appellate
court.

6. Identify the correct use of the following vocabulary and terminolagy
found in this section:

indeterminate sentence
allocution
remand
disposition
to convict
restitution
incarceration
to reconvene
leniency
capital punishment
to suspend
directed verdict of acquittal
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Review the pretrial and trial processes to es ablish the context for
discussing the posttrial process.

Discuss the two postconviction motions which may be filed at the
trial court level. Give examples of when a defense attorney might
file these motions and the judge night grant them.

4. Describe the action required of a Florida trial jury after it finds a
defendant guilty of a capital crime.

5. Explain the sentencing options available to a trial judgz-. Discuss the
purposes of each option.

6. Discuss conditions warranting the three possible results of an appel-
late court review. Give examples.

7. Call attention to the vocabulary listed in objective 6. _ nswer ques-
tions concerning any of the terms.

8. Briefly review the total criminal justice process from pretrial
through posttrial activities.

2 0
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1. If your class did not hold a mock trial following the previous unit on
trial processes this may be the appropriate time to organize such an
activity.

2. Use the following scenario as a topic for discussion:

You are the judge and must sentence two defendants, both convicted
of the same offense. One you sentence to probation and one to two
years in prison. A newspaper reporter asks you to explain that dif-
ference. What reasons might you give?

291
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(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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This pretest wall show you how much you already iniow about the aubjec
covered and what to look for in this sectica. if you do well on this pre-
test, your instructor may let you sidp this section or part of it. ff you
cannot answer a question, &imply go to the next question.

Which of the following are common postconviction motions filed at
the trial court level?

a. motion for directed verdict and motion for change of venue
b. motion for a new trial and motion for change of venue
c. motion to suppress evidence and motion for a directed verdict
d. motion for directed verdict and motion for a new trial

2. Which of the following are grounds for requesting a verdict of not
guilty?

a. a flaw or error in the state's case
b. discovery of new evidence
c. request for appellate review
d. a problem in the defendant's background

Which of the following actions must the jury perform following a
guilty verdict for a capital offense?

a. Send a letter to the judge giving reasons for capital punishment.
b. Conduct a presentence investigation.
e. Reconvene for the purpose of recommending fo or against the

death penalty.
d. Reconvene to hear the defense argue against the verdict.

4. Under the new sentencing guidelines, a criminal's sentence will be
determined by:

a. a jury.
b. personal evaluation by a judge.
c. a formula.
d. a court of appeals.

5. Under the new sentencing guidelines, a judge has to fIle a written
explanation:

a. only when a sentence is less than the guideline.
. only when a sentence is more than the guideline .

c., any time a sentence is more or less than the guideline.
d. when a sentence is neither more nor less than the guideline
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6. Wiiiáh of ihe following is not a likely result of an appeal?

a. agreement with trial court decision
b. reversal of conviction by trial court
c. remand for the trial court to retry the case
d. calling witnesses to the appellate court to testify

Choose the bt-,t word to complete the sentences in questions 7 and 8.

7. The defendant made a request for before the sentencing.

a. leniency
b. capital punishment
a. restitution
d disposition

8. After the judge sentenced Jane Smith to two years in prison, she
faced in the Women's Correctional Institution.

a. incarceration
b. conviction
c. allocution
d. restitution

After you rmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask himther
whether you should study this section or tutke the posttest B,3)
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Answers to Protest (LE: B-3)

1. d

2. a

3. c

4.

5. c

6. d

7. a

8. a
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Peattezt IL. 8-3)

1. Which of the following is commonly filed after conviction?

a. motion to change the verdict
b. motion to change venue
c. motion to separate defendants
d. motion for presentence investigation

2. Which of the following are reasons for filing a motion for a new
trial?

a. discovery of new evidence, discovery of a health problem of the
defendant, or inadequate defense

b. alleged error by jury, inadequate defense, or good behavior of the
defendant

c. improper evidence allowed, incompetent defense, or alleged
error by jury

d. error in charging the jury, discovery of new evidence, or good be-
havior of the defendant

Which of the following actions must the jury do in capital cases, fol-
lowing a guilty verdict?

a. Reconvene for the purpose of recommending for or against the
death penalty.

b. Conduct a presentence investigation.
c. Reconvene to hear the defense argue against the verdict.
d. Write a list of reasons for capital punishment.

4. Under the new sentencing guidelines, a criminal's sentence will be
determined by:

a. a court of appeals.
b. personal evaluation by a judge.
C. a jury.
d. a formula.

Using the new sentencing guidelines, sentencing will be based upon:

a. past convictions, age of criminal, and severity of crime.
b. degree of criminal's loss, age of victim, and severity of crime .
c. amount of fine, severity of crime, and degree of victim's injury

or loss.
d. severity of crime, past convictions, and degree of victim's loss or

injury.

6. List and briefly explain the three possible results of an appeal.
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7. The presentcice investigation report sometimes includes a recom-
mendation about the of the ease.

a. restitution
b. disposition
c. incarceration
d. conviction

8. When the defendant appears for sentencing, s(he) may present sever-
al reasons during the to show why s(he) thinks the punWhment
should be light.

a. conviction
b. trial
c. allocution
d. restitution

Give the completed your instrue
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Anew

1. a
2.

3. a
4. d

5. d

6. The answer should include the following (exact words not necessary):

The appellate court may agree with the trial court. The case
could go on to the next level.

The &ppellate court may reverse the decision of the lower court.
Reasons for the reversal could include incorrect procedures, inap-
propriate evidence, wrong instructions to the jury, and so on.

The appellate court could make a remand for a retrial, giving spe-
cific instructions to the trial court.

7. b

8. a
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Block II: The Courts
Unit C: Criminal. Law
SectIon 1: Cowl:national Faun
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Objectives

Knowlee bjectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the provisions of the first three articles of the United
States Constitution.

2. When given a controversial situation associated with a case, identify
which amendment (1, 4, 5, 6, or 14) the defense could use in arguing
that there has been a violation of rights.

3. Identify the area of criminal law most af ected by the decision of
Mapp v. Ohio.

4 Explain the most important effect of the Miranda v. Mizona deci-
sion on criminal law.

5. Explain the most im.urtant effect of the Gideon v. Wainwright deci-
sion on criminal law.

Identify the definition of these terms as used in this sec ion:

exclusionary rule
self-incrimination
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Instructional Gui

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Display a copy of the United States Constitution and/or provide
copies for students to read. Have students refer to the specific
articles and amendments as they are explained and discussed,

Identify and evlain the provisions of the first three articles of the
U.S. Constitution.

4. Identify and explain the provions of the First, Fourth, Fifth, Sixth,
and Fourteenth Amendments. Emphasize their importance as con-
stitutional foundations of criminal law.

5. Display a copy of the Florida Constitution and provide copies for
students to read. Compare the articles and amendments in the
Florida Constitution with their counterparts in the US. Consti-
tution.

6. Encourage interested students to check the many books a% ailable in
a law library (if available). Some of these volumes, published at
least once a year, summarize court decisions at various levels. The
United States Supreme Court Reports, for example, lists and then
summarizes all cases heard by the Supreme Court for each term.
Much detail about each case is presented, including its background
and history, its progress through the courts, the arguments of the
counsels presented to the Supreme Court, the opinion of the Court,
the separate opinions of the justices (when given), and the Supreme
Court decision.

7. Discuss the Mapp v. Ohio, Miranda v. Arizona, and Gideon v.
Wainwright cases and answer students' questions about them. Em-
phasize the importance of each case to criminal law.

8. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in objec-
tive 6. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.
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Aetivi es

Have students bring in newspaper clippings which refer to court
decisioro. Use appropriate cases for discussing constitutional
foundations of the decisions.

2. Use pretest questions 3 and 4 as bases for class discussion.

Invite an attorney, law student, or paralegal person to speak to your
class about how cases are recorded.
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Audioviuq Matcrai

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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This pretest will show you how mu
covered and what to look for in this seetion If you do well on
test, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If you
cannot answer a iestion, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following is the source for basic human rights in the
United States government?

a. first three articles of the Constitution
b. Fourteenth Amendment
c. Bill of Rights
d. Declaration of Independence

2. Which of the following is true about the balance of powers?

a. The executive branch enforces the laws, the judicial branch
interprets them.

b. The legislative branch makes the laws, the juthcial branch
enforces them.

c. The judicial branch interprets laws, the legislative branch
enforces them.

d. The executive branch makes the law, the legislative branch
interprets them.

During the trial, the defendant stated, "Well, I was at the police
station, see, sittin' in a small room alone with this big cop, and he
kep' askin' why I did this, and what I hoped to gain from it. Finally,
to shut him up, I scid I did it."
The defense attorney could probably argue that this situation is a
violation of the:

a. First Amendment.
b. Fourth Amendment.
e. Fifth Amendment.
d. Sixth Amendment.

4. In a small rural county, a brutal kidnapping and murder had shocked
the people of the area. When a suspect was finally arrested, the
newspaper printed these statements about the case: "We are pleased
that the murderer has finally been caught. Let us hope justice is
done" and "Our community will best be served by ridding itself of
such monsters." When the defense attorney motioned for a change
of venue, the judge denied the motion, saying- that the trial should go
on without delay.
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If the defendant is found guilty, an appeal based on the
Amendment, guaranteeing the right to an impartial jury, would be
honored.

a. First
b. Fourth
c. Sixth
d. Fourteenth

5. The Fourteenth Amendment gunran ees that all citizens in all
states shall have:

a. due process of law when accused of a crime.
b. the right to life and liberty.

freedom of worship.
d. the right to bear arms.

6. Th.. Gideon v. Wainwright decision helped clarify the right to:

a. due process of law.
b. counsel.
c. silence.
d. privacy.

7. Which has been the most influential in search and seizure
procedures?

a. Mapp v. Ohio
b. Miranda v. Arizona
c. Vrst Amendment
el, Fifth Amendment

8. Which has been the most influential in defining what makes a con-
fession legal?

a. Mapp v. Ohio
b. Gideon v. Wainwri ht
c. Miranda v. Arizona
d. The Fourth Amendment

9. In a sentence or two, explain what is meant by the "exclusionary
rule."

3 7
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10 iefly explain what is meant by "P n cr rn i nat ion .Tt

After you
whether you should

o your instructor. Ask him/her
'on or take the posttest (at C-1).
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Answers to

1. c

2. a

3. c

4. c

5. a

6. b

7. a

8.

9. Something similar to the following (exact words not necessary):
Evidence or confession:5 that are gathered illegally or without
proper prGcednres cannot be accepted during the trial. They are
clarified by various court decisions.

10. Evidence, statement, or confession which suggests onets own guilt.
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Postt

1. Which of the following establishes separation of go iernmental
powers in the United States?

a. Articles of the Constitution
b. Bill of Rights
C. States' Rights Articles
d. Fourth Amendment

2. Which of the following statements is true?

a. The legislative branch interprets laws, and the executive branch
enforces them.

b. The executive branch enforces the law, and the judicial branch
interprets it.

c. The legislative branch makes the law, and the executive branch
interprets it.

d. The judicial branch interprets the law, and the executive branch
akes the law.

3. During the trial, the defendant stated that she did not know the
men were politze officers when they burst into her apartment. They
presented no search warrant. They told her they were looking for a
Mr. Sand. She said she didn't know any Mr. Sand. While they were
searching her apartment, they found several ounces of cocaine
which they eized as evidence. Then they arrested her.
The defense attorney would probably have good reason to argue
that the drug is not valid evidence, based on which amendment? (as
of 1983 Statutes)

a. First
b. Fourth
c. Fifth
d. Sixth

4. In his trial for second degree murder, Bill's lawyer explained that
she had been appointed to his defense following his previous law-
yer's resignation. At his arraignment, Bill had pleaded not guilty of
second degree murder. His present lawyer wondered if a guilty
plea to manslaughter (accidental murder; murder without intent)
would have been better. Because of the faulty counseling, Bill
could probably appeal a guilty verdict based on the:

a. First Amendment.
b. Fourth Amendment.
c. Fifth Amendment.
d. Sixth Amendment.
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5. Which a endment specifically protects citizens from state laws
which might lessen their freedom?

a. First Amendment
b. Fourth Amendment
c. Sixth Amendment
d. Fourteenth Amendment

6. Which item has been most important in expanding the right to
counsel?

a. Gideoli 7. Wainwright
b. .Mapp v. Ohio
c. Miranda v. Arizona
d. Sixth Amendment

7. Which item has been the mos
privacy?

a. Gideon v. WeLrrEtri ht
b. Miranda v. Arizona
c. Mapp v. Ohio
d. First Amendment

t in prote one's

8. Which item below has determined that the police must warn the ac-
cused of hN/her rights in order to obtain a valid confession?

a. First Amendment
b. Fomth Amendment
e. Gideon v. Wainwright
d. Miranda V. Mizona

9. Which of the following N true of the exclusionary rule?

a.
b.
C.
d.

evidence which is heard exclusively in court
the dismissal of biased jurors
evidence which cannot be used in court
the right to exclusive counsel

10. Which of the following best explains self-incrimination?

a. statements which might prove one's own guilt
b. defending oneself in court
c. dismissal of biased jurors
d. plea bargaining to receive a lighter sentence

Give t.ae completed test to yzir ntructor.
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1. a

2. b

3. b

4. d

5. d

6. a

7. c

8. d

9. c

10. a
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Block H: The Courts
Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 2: Florida Criminal Law
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Knowledge Objecti

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify by title the group of laws defining Florida's substantive
criminal laws.

2. Identify the three assumptions which are important to the concept
of "Rule of Law."

List the four elements that establish an act as criminal.

4. Identify three ways in which punishment can be increased and the
possible reasons for each.

Identify four crimes considered to be forcible felonies.

6. Identify the key word or phrase which separates first-degree murder
from second- or third-degree murder.

7. Identify the definitions or appropriate use of these terms as they
appear in this section:

culpable
negligence
assault
battery
aggravated
felony
capital
misdemeanor
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1. Rave your students follow tie eequence recommended In How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Provide copies of the "Floria Criminal Code" for your str=udents to
real Give a brief backgrotmrid eif the &v. 7lent and intitution of
this code as part of Florida TT RSV

Discuss the "Rule of Law" arfl explain Its three assumptice=ms.

4. Explain the four elements vilielich establish an act as erirnix_anaL

5. DISCUSS the classifications air cnimes and their penalties Ei.ecording to
Florida Statutes. Explain thine variations in penalties accoDarding to
the facts of the crime.

6. Discuss the crimes in the eaMegory of forcible felonies.

7. Discuss the sections of Chap---ter 782 dealing with hornicids which
are included in the student laterials, Clarify the differex-xices be-
tween the various homicide crirnes, emphasizing the fact that "pre-
meditation" is the key to elsirying shornicide as first-de-egree
murder.

S. Call attention to the vocabu=ary and terminology listed in z objec-
tive 7 Answer questions coreerning any of the terms.
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SIVporriiIR A/Activities

The followingag .47-cenario may be used for class discussion or the basis for
written sash ments:

Consider TortUcisEtt could happen if there were no laws defining crIme. In a
certain land, a citizen named George was taken from his home by the
local pollee bcbecause be had been "smerkiling." He was thrown in a cold,
dirty jail tvileelere he has been waiting for six months. During this time,
he wonders wywhat his crime, "smerkiling," means. He doesn't remember
doing anythirmig wrong, but thinks how hard it is to keep up with authori-
tythey ehernmge the rules all the time. Where are the crimes defined?
No one realim,r seems to know. If he has a trial, will he receive a short
sentence, a virevhipping, or be executed? To George, it is all very vague,
and he doesnm_n know what will happen next. As the days pass, he gets
more and noaore anxious and feels ready to scream or confess, but to
what?

What Oise vaiamtages does George have in this type of society?

Possible ideae_ts to include:

no laws too define crime
no laws to define procedures for trial
no laws VI' -"zth establish the punishment
no guaxantE3 ee of justice
no protectiblion from intrusion or from fear
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Reference Materials

(Add any reference materials available to you.)

Florida Statutes. Statutory Revision Division. Tallahassee, FL: State
of Florida, 1981.

3 7
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AuWovisaal Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest( =...-2)

vrifi show you how much you 3ready know about the mbject
covered and what to look for in this sectictain. If you do well on this pm-
test, you in=structor may let you skip this ection or part of it. If you
cannot answmistr a question, simply go to Om next question.

1. Which of the following is the title of tl-ie group of laws defining
Florida's substantive criminal laws?

a. Floria Criminal Code
b. Floria Statutes Annotated
e. FloritMa Statutes
d. Cdr.:ILI-lel Procedure Code

2. List threem assumptions which are part f the "Rule of Law."

3. Often in ::. trial, the prosecutor has to porove that a crime was com-
mitted. ,eghat four elements add up to crime? (Choose four letters
for your .1-1swer.)

a. guilty mind b. causation c. effect
d. trial e. use of a weapori f. harm or injury
g. guilty act h. motive

4. List at least two ways in which punishrment can be increased folio
ing the ocz,nviction.

A conviJt-ed offender's length of sentene may be changed based on
the presertence investigation report. %That are two possible reasons
why a termini may be extended?

6. Which of fthe following is not considered a forcible felony?

kidnaping
b. burglawy
c. forgern7
d. aircra=t piracy
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7. What is the phrase that identifies a murder as first- rather than
second- or third:legree?

a. culpablc negligence
b. premeditated design
c. forcible felony
d. depraved mind

For questis 8-10, select the term from the list below that best com-
pletes the statement. Write the letter for the term on the blank line.

a. culpable f. negligence
b. assault g. capital
c. misdemeanor h. felony
d.
e.

aggravated
battery

i. forcible

8. For a(n) y the minimum term of imprisonment is one year.

9. A person may be found guilty of manslaughter because of

10. A(n) felony is the most serious charge a suspect can face.

Atte: you fmksh this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him
wilether you should study this section or take the posttest (U1.: C-2 ).
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2

1. a

2. The following should be listed:

a. no crime without law
b. no punishment without law
c. no crime without punishment

3. a, b, f, g

4. Two of the folio ng:

a. a fine may be added
b. the basic term of imprisonment may be extended
c. a felony may be reclassified to a higher degree

5. a. previous convictions
b. dangerous behavior patterns

6. c

7. b

8. h

9. f

10. g
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Postt (1: C-2)

Which of the following is the title of the group of laws defining
Florida's substantive criminal laws?

a. Florida Statutes Annotated
b. Criminal Procedure Code
c. Florida Statutes
d. Florida Criminal Code

2. Which of the following is not am assumption of the "Rule of Law"9

a. no crime without pimishment
b. no imprisonment withriut trial
c. no punishment without law
d. no crime without law

List the four elements necessary to establish an act as criminal.

4. If justified, the punishment for a convicted offender can be in-
creased. Which of the following methods are provided for by
statute?

a. imposing a fine, extending the term of imprisonment, and
requiring forced labor

b. extending the term of imprisonment, changing the conditions of
imprisonment, and reclassifying the felony

c. imposing the death penalty, reclassifying the felony, and impos-
ing a fine

d. imposing a fine, extending the term of imprisonment, and re-
classifying the felony

5. Choose two reasons why a convicted offender's punishment might be
increased.

a. circumstances of the crime (such as use oi a gun) and previous
convictions

b. kifluenee of the media and testimony of witnesses
c. role in the crime and use of a weapon
d. insanity plea and criminal behavior patterns
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6. Which of the following is not considered a "forcible felony"?

a. embezzlement
b. use of a bomb
C. arson
d. manslaughter

7. Which phrase identifies a homicide as firstdegree rnurde

a. carelessness toward human life
b. accidental killing
c. premeditated design
d. aggravated battery

9

For questions 8-10, select the term from the list bekm that best com-
pletes the statement. Write the letter for the term on the blank

a. culpable f. negligence
b. assault g. capital
c. misdemeanor h. felony
d.
e.

aggravated
battery

i. forcible

120

8. For a(n) the maximum term is one year.

9. A charge of assault may be increased to assault if a weapon
is used.

10. When one is accused of a(n) felony, execution or life impri-
sonment are possible sentences.

mpleted test to your instructor.
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Answers to

1. d

2. b

3. The following should be listed:

a. guilty act
b. guilty mind (or mens rea)
C. harm or injury
d. causation

4. d

5. a

6. a

7. c

8. c

9. d

I 0. g
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Block ll: The Courts
Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 3: Florida Criminal Procedure
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-1: e

T.,..pon completion of this section your students should be able to do the
fcwallowing on a written test:

Identify the function of procedural law.

Identify the minimum and maximum number of persons composing a
regular county grand jury.

Identify the primary purpose of a statewide grand jury.

4 Identify the three age classifications for offenders in Florida.

5. Identify the state department responsible for children judged as
delinquents.

6._ Identify the correct definition of these terms as used in this section:

disposition
adjudicate
contempt (of court)
writ
summons
surety bond
procure
usury
perjury
execute
extortion

3 6
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Gal

Have your students follow the sequence recommended in ci
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the function which procedural law servo, Distinuish be-
tween substantive law dealing with rights, clutio,and liatftdities and
adjective law which is the law regulating procedure.

3. Review the information on grand juries which vies present_,ed in pre-
vious sections as you discuss the provisions of Chapter SO.
concerning Grand Jury and the Statewide Granary Act-

4. Discuss the postconviction laws and the stipulations of th three age
classifications of persons convicted of violationot the criw-ninal
statutes.

5. Describe the responsibility of the Department efllealth a_wid Reha-
bilitative Services in cases involving juvenile delinquents. Describe
other state, county, and community services Which deal vr-th persons
in each of the categories of persons convicted dviolation of the
criminal statutes.

6. Call attention to the vocabulary and termihologylisted in -objec-
tive 6. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.

327
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Ppieling

toite representatives of various state, county, and community
woups the_t provide services to persons convicted of violations of the
whInal sMatutes to speak to your class.

14avegtucints investigate and make written or oral reports about
ttleservies available to persons convicted of violations of the

liIa satutes.
4nage fem-r students to visit a library that has the Florida Statutes
Etlidtolod= at some of the relevant chapters.
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Materials

(Add any reference materials available to you.)

Florida Statutes. Statutory Revision Division, Tallahassee, FL: State
of Florida, 1981.
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oviva1 Materials

(List eray audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Fret: t

wffi let you know how much you already know about the
t to look for in this section. If you do well on

ctor may let you skip this section or part of it.
wer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. The function of procedural law is to:

a. regulate procedure in carrying out substantive law.
b. regulate procedure of the appellate process .
C. provide for rehabilitation of offenders.
d. set out procedures of youthful offender& disposition .

2. How many persons are there on a regular county grand jury?

at is the purpose of a sta ewide grand jury?

4. List the three age categories of offenders in Florida.

5. Which department of state government in Florida is responsible for
those judged as juvenile delinquents?

For questions 6-10 choc
the correct letter.

being defin

6. A(n) is an officIal command to appear in court.

a. writ
b. surety bond
c. usury
d. summons

7. "To adjudicate" meam

a. to write
b. to summon
c. to judge
d. to procure
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S. If anyone shows disrespect while in court, that person can be
charged with:

a. contempt.
b. perjury.
c. a summons.
el extortion.

9. To force or threaten someone in order to get money is called

a. perjury
b. extortion
c. a writ
d. usury

10. Another term for final settlement of a case is ts final

a. summons
b. writ
c. adjudication
d. disposition

Aiter you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him er
whether you should study this section or take the posttest C-3).
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Answers to Pretest (H: C-3)

1. a

2. between 15 and 18

3. The purpose of a statewide grand jury is to detect and eliminate or-
ganized crime across county lines; to try cases which involve crime
occurring in more than one county.

4. The three ategories are:

juvenile delinquent under 18 years
youthful offender: 18 to 21 years
adult offender: over 21 years

5. The department in Florida is the Department of Health and Rehabi-
litative Services (HRS also acceptable as an answer).

6. d

7. c

8. a

9. b

10. d
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Posttest (IL C-3)

1. The function of procedural law is to:

a. regulate procedure of the appellate process.
b. set out procedures for sentencing youthful offenders .
e. regulate procedure in carrying out substantive law.
d. provide for rehabilitation of offenders.

2. Which of the following are the correct minimum and nlI -T.112,) num-
ber of persons composing a regular county grand jury ir Ida?

a. between 15 and 18
b. between 15 and 30
e. between 20 and 30
d. between 18 and 21

Mich of the following best describes the primary purpose of a
statewide grand jury?

a. to investigate corrupt county officials
b. to investigate crime outside the state
c. to investigate intercounty organized crime
d. to investigate federal crimes

4. Which of the following best identifies the age range provided for by
the "youthful offender act"?

a. 17 years old but under 25
b. at least 18 but not yet 21
c. at least 18 but not yet 25
d. at least 17 but not yet 22

5. Wilich of the following state departments is responsib e for children
judged as delinquent?

a. Department of Corrections
b. Department of Criminal Investigation
c. Department of State
d. Department of Health and Retwbilitative Services

For questions e10 choose the word behAg defined. Circle the correct
letter.

6. If someone knowingly lies under oath while in court, that person
could later be charged with:

a. contempt.
b. perjury.
c. a summons.
d. surety bond.

3 4
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7. A statewide grand jury has jurisdiction over cases of
means using threats or force to obtain money.

a. perjury
b. gambling
c. extortion
d. usury

, which

8. The of a case refers to the sentencing and final settlement.

a. disposition
b. writ
c. extortion
d. summons

9. "To adjudicate" means

a. to judge
b. to write
c. to summon
d. to explain

10. When a sentence is carried out, one can say it has been

a. stayed
b. procured
c. adjudicated
d. executed

mpleted test to your
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Answers to Posttest (11: C-3)

1. c

2. a

3. c

4. b

5. d

6. b

7. c

8. a

9. a

10. d
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Block Id: The Courts
Unit D: Juvenile Courts
Section 1: Juvenile Court System
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Explain the influence of parens patriae on the juvenile justice
system.

2. Distinguish between two kinds of wards of the state: dependent
children and delinquent children.

Identify the terminology predominantly used in juvenile court and
the corresponding terminology of the adult criminal court.

4. List and explain at least three differences between the juvenile
court end the adult criminal court.

5. Identify what rights each of several Supreme Court decisioro has
provided in the practice of juvenile justice.

6. List and explain at least three criticisms of the parens patriae court

7. Use and define the following vocabulary and concepts found in this
section:

vagrancy
truancy
incorrigible (incorrigibility)
adjudicate (adjudication)
punitive
parens patriae
solicitous
to waive jurisdiction
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InstrAictional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the juvenile justice system in America, including
following:

early traditions
parens patriae
institutions for juvenile delinquents
development of juvenile court system
civil and criminal court proceedings

3. Discuss the impact of certain Supreme Court decisions on the juven-
ile justice system.

4. Discuss some of the problems in the juvenile justice system and the
possible solutions.
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Activities

1. Following the pretest, students should read the objectives. Encour-
age them to look for the vocabulary words (listed in objective 7) as
they read through the text.

2. Invite a local resource person, such as a juvenile judge, to visit the
class and discuss hisfher experiences. Suggest questions that stu-
dents might ask, such as:

"How well do you think the juvenile justice system works?"
"What kinds of cases do you see most often?"
"How are different cases handled at disposition?"

3. Have students divide into two groups. They should consider whether
or not there should be juvenile courts; one group should support such
courts and the other should criticize them.

4. On the blackboard (or an overhead transparency), make two columns:
Advantages and Madvantages. Ask students to list the advantages
and disadvantages of parens patriae and its influence on juvenile
justice.
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Faust, Frederic L. and Brantingham, Paul J., editors. Juvenile Justice
Philosophy- Readings Cases and Comments St Paul MN- West Pub-
lishing Co., 1977.

Florida Department of Law Enforcement. Crimp in Flori : 1982
Annual Report. Tallahassee, FL: State of Florida, 1983.

international Association of Chiefs of Police. Law Enforcement Legal
Review. Gaithersburg, MD. NOTE: For copies of this periodical you
may write the association at 13 First Field Rd., Gaithersburg, MD 20871
or call (301) 948-0922.

Janeksila, Galan N. "Youth, Delinquency, and the Juvenile Justice Sys-
tem." In The Fundamentals of_Criminal Justice: A S liftbus and Work-
book edited by Da.e H. Chang, Geneva, IL: Paladin House Publishers,
1977.
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(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (LI: D-1)

This pretest will show you how much you already know
covered mid what to look for in this section. you do well on this pre-
test, your inatructor may let you skiv thia section or part of it. If you
cannot mower a qution, sdmptif go to the meat question.

List and explain two ways the philosophy of parens patriae influ-
enced the juvenile justice system.

2. Explain the major differences bet een a dependent child and a de-
linquent child.

Habitual truancy is grounds for being co idered

4. A petition in juvenile court serves somewhat the same purpose as
a in adult criminal court.

a. request for dismissal
b. request for counsel
c. conviction
d. complaint

5. When a child is found guilty of deiinqu'nt behavior in the juvenile
court, the phrase used is:

a. conviction of crime.
b. guilty of felony.
c. finding of involvement.
d. petition of delinquency.

6. In juvenile court, an adjudicato y hearing has a function similar to a
in adult criminal court.

a. conviction
b. complaint
c. trial
d. dispositional hearing 343
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7. Which of the follow -g is no= a difference betweerisr- juvenile courz-t
and adult court?

a. language
b. atmosphere
c. due process
d. goals

8. The decision in Shioutakon v District of Colurehia established
which of the folloTh7Triiiiits

a. rights against self-incriation
b. right to counsel
c. right to trial by jury
d. right to cross-examine witnesses

9. Which of the the Supreme Commurt decisions establisl-med that trial 1=y
jury is not required in juvenibi...e cases?

a. In re Winship
b. In re Gault
c. Kent V. United States
d. McKeiver v. Pennsylvania__

10. A juvenile's right to appeal a decision made in jraVemille court is
guaranteed by the deision.
a. In re Winship
b. In re Gault
c. Kent v. United States
d. Shioutakon v. District of =olumbia

11. List at least three criticisrna wi-of the philosophy of .arren,s_ patrifte eels
it occurred in juvenile court.

Complete sentences 12-15 so that the word in bold is deJtined

12. Someone who is inwrrigible

13. The philosophy parens patriae places the we fare of the child in thr-ie

hands of

3 4
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14. When a juvenile is picked up far magran s(he)has probably been

15. A juvenile court may waive juri23dietion or
so that a ease can be handled differently.

After you finish this pretest, give it to your hastrueter. iVsk him/her
Whether you should study this seetiotra or btke the posttest (11 1)-1).
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Answers to Pretest D-1)

1. Something similar to the following sMiould be stated:

o The attitude shown by juvenile emr-zrt is generally protection and
guidance toward the young offendr.

o Language used in juvenile court i$ less harsh and is distinct from
adult court language.

2. Something similar to the following sh=ould be stated:

Although both are wards of the state, the dependent child has not
committed aerime. S(he) lacks prop.ier care and may be homeless.
The delinquent child is one who has b-wroken a law.

3. dependent

4. d

5. c

6. c

7. c

8. b

9. d

10. a

11. Three of the following should be listecsd:

Legal rights of the child were not pdorotected because of informal
proceedings.
The goal was impossible to carry cunt because judges were not
social workers (or because judges w--ere not properly trained; did
not have a background in psycholog, etc.).
Juvenile delinquency was not stoppd, so society was not pro-
tected from violence.
Juvenile crimes were unfairly punisUbed, and sometimes too
strictly.

12. . cannot be changed; cannot be corrnvected

13. . . . the government; the king

14. . . . wandering idly from place to placese; hanging around

15. . . . give up its right to handle the case
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Posttest (II: D-1.)

The philosophy of parens patriae in uenced the juvenile court sys-
tem toward:

a. due process of la
b. formal procedures.
c. guidance and treatment.
d. safeguarding Constitutional rights.

For questioos 2-4, choose either
blank.

2. A child who habitually skipped school used to be considered
a

3. If a child is badly neglected by hWher parents, the state may be-
come the guardian, ar d the child is considered a

4. chilth.en do not usually appear in court.

5. A petition in juvenile court proceedings is the document by which a
child is:

a. charged with an offense.
b. arrested.
c. found guilty of a crime .
d. requesting dismissal of the charge.

6. In juvenile court, a disposition hearing is similar to in adult
criminal court.

a. a corn
b. a trial
a. an adjudicatory hearing
d. sentencing

7. List and explain three main differences between juvenile court and
adult criminal court as discussed in this section.

8. Which decision establishes that accused juveniles should be found
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt before being punished?

a. Shioutakon v. District of Columbia
b. Kent v. United States
c. Ln re Winshi
d. McKeiver v. Pennsylvania
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9. Which of the following rights for juveniles was not part of the
Gault decision?

a. right to legal counsel
b. right to jury trial
c. right to appeal
d. right to confront witnesses

10. Which decision insures that a pi.'oper hearing is held befo e a case is
transferred from juvenile to adult criminal court?

a. Shioutakon v. District of Columbia
b. Kent v. United States
c. In re WinshiQ
d. McKeiver V. Pennsylvania

11. Three of the following statements were criticisms of the idea of
parens patriae in juvenile court. Which one was not a criticism?

a. The system was too lenient toward the juvenile offender.
b. The system was too harsh, punishing the juvenile more strictly

than an adult for the same offense.
c. Judges weren't properly trained to do "social work."
d. Formal proceedings violated constitutional rights.

12. In general, adult criminal court is in its
judgments than juvenile court.

a. more solicitous
b. fairer
C. more punitive
d. more incorrigible

13. children do not seem to benefit much from rehabilitation
and treatment.

a. Vagrant
b. Punitive
c. Delinquent
d. Incorrigible

14. In order to move a case to adult court, the juvenile court
must

a. waive jurisdiction
b. provide counsel
c. take punitive action
d. adjudicate the case
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15. At one time, children who were were alleged to be
delinquents.

a. lenient
b. truants
c. workers
d. solicitous

Gi

3 4 9
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Answers to Pstt

1. e

2. delinquent

3. dependent

4. dependent

5. a

6. d

7. Someththg similar to the following should be stated:

Goals are different: in juvenile court, the goal is to rehabilitate;
in adult criminal court, the goal is to judge.

The atmosphere is different: juvenile court is much more in-
formal (much less tense) than adult court.

The language is different: different terms are used in juvenile
court and are meant to sound less harsh.

8. c

9. b

10. b

11. d

12. c

13. d

14. a

15. b
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Block 11: The Courts
Unit D: Juvenile Courts
Section 2: FlorIda Juvenije Court La-
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OW_

Knowledge Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the court which has the origLnal jurisdiction over all matterE
concerning the custody and welfare of children in Florida.

State the short title of Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes.

List at least three purposes of Chapter 39.

4. Identify the roles and decision-making responsibilities of: the law
enforcement officer, the intake counselor, the state attorney, and
the juvenile court judge.

Identify the following terminology whIch is used in this se on:

petition for delinquency
complaint
detention hearing
waiver hearing
adjudicatory hearing
disposition hearing
community control
predisposition report
intake

6. List in order and briefly summarize the dec ion points in the juven-
ile justice process.

7. State how long the court has jurisdiction over a child once that child
has been fotmd delinquent.

8. L&t at least three criteria which should be taken into account when
deciding whether or not a juvenile is to be tried in adult criminal
court.

9. Define the following vocabulary words:

discreet/discretion
sanction
restitution
to divert/diversion
to waive/waiver
to adjudicate/adjudicatory
disposition
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended Ln How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the jurisdiction of juvenile courts and the Florida Juvenile
Justice Act and its purpose.

3. Discuss the Florida juvenile justice system using the flow diagram
(Figure D-3) included in the Student Guide. Some students may
benefit by seeing the diagram before reading the section, so they
can refer to it as they read.

4. Discuss the interaction between various governmental agenci
personnel who are concerned with juvenile justice.
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Supporting Activitim

Following the pretest, students should read the objectives for this
section. Encourage them to look for the terms and vocabulary in-
cluded in objectives 5 and 9 as they read.

Invite an intake counselor from the Department of Health and Reha-
bilitative Services (FIRS) to discuss his/her experiences with the
class. Possible topics might include: the kinds of cases most often
dealt with; how likely it is that a child will actually face a judge; the
role of HRS in aiding justice; trends in the kinds of offenses that are
committed; suggested improvements.

3. When students have finished reading the text, it may be helpful to
discuss the two summary charts with the alFms to be sure that there
are no questions about them.
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Re erenm Materials

(Add any reference materials available to you.)

Florida Statutes. Statutory Revision Division. Taljhee, FL = State
of Florida, 1981.
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any audiovisual materiab available to you.)
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2

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in thk{ section. If you do well on this pre-
test, your histructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next questi

1. The court which has jurisdiction over all matters concerning custody
and welfare of children in Florida is the

2. Chapter 39 of the Florida Statutes is called the

3. List and briefly explain at least three purposes of Chapter 39.

4. Who receives the predisposition report?

a. judge
b. intake counselor
a. arresting officer
d. detention officer

5. Who files a petition for delinquency?

a. judge
b. intake counselor
c. arresting officer
d. state attorney

6. Who files a motion for a waiver hearing?

a. judge
b. intake counselor
c. arresting officer
d. state attorney

7. Who recommends detention for a particular child?

a. judge
b. arresting officer
a. arresting officer and intake counselor
d. intake counselor and state attorney
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&mowers to (l: D-2)

1. circuit court

2. Florida Juvenile JustIce Act

3. Three of the following should be mentioned (exact wording is not
necessary):

to protect society by strengthening rehabiliation and applying ap-
propriate sanctions
to protect the moral, emotional, mental, and physical well-bei
of the child
to assure that the prosecution and disposition of a juvenile
charged with an offense are fair and impartial
to assure that basic rights are protected during the procedures
to preserve and strengthen the family whenever possible

4. a

5. d

6. d

7. c

8. d

9. b

10. c

11. f

12.

13. a

14. Three of the following should be mentioned:

following the arrest
at intake, when the child could be referred to a treatment pro-
gram, counseling, etc.
dismissal of the case by the state attorney
following the adjudicatory hearing, when it is found that the
child has not violated a juvenile act
released following successful completion of a treatment pro-
gram, or following the 19th bkthday
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15. c

16. The court may have jurisdiction until that child is 19.

17. Three of the following should be listed:

previous offenses committed
circumstances of the present offense
background and history of the child
safety of the public

18. a

19. d

20. b
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Posttest W: 13-2)

The court with the original jurisdiction in cases involving the wel-
fare of children in Florida is the:

a. local court.
b. circuit court.
C. District Court of Appeals.
d. county court.

2. Which of the following is the short title for Chapter 39 of the
Florida Statutes?

a. Florida Juvenile Justice Act
b. Florida Crime-Control Act
c. Juvenile Criminal Court Act
d. Juvenile Court and Penalty Act

Two of the purposes of Chapter 39 are to protect society by empha-
sizing offender rehabilitation, restitution, or appropriate sanctions
and to protect the welfare of the child. List and briefly explain two
other purposes.

4. Three of the following are often responsibilities of the HRS intake
counselor. Which one is not?

a. receives report from law enforcement officer
b. decides the child has committed a delinquent act
c. prepares predisposition report
d. recommends treatment or prouam for a particular child

Three of the following are often responsibilities of the state
attorney. Which one is not?

a. files a motion for a waiver
b. approves nonjudical action for a child
a. files a petition for delinquency
d. files a predisposition report with the court
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6. The judge presides at various hearings and may make several deci-
sions in a particular case. Which of the following is not a judicial
decision?

a. whether or not a child should be detained
b. whether or not a child has committed a delinquent act
c. whether or not a child should appear in court
d. what penalty a child who has committed a delinquent act should

face

7. Who recommends detention for a particular child?

a. the intake counselor
b. the judge
c. intake counselor and state attorney
d. arresting officer and intake counselor

Complete sentences 8-12 with the best concept or term l.ted from a-11
below.

a. community control e. waiver hearing
b. detention f. predisposition report
c. adjudicatory g. disposition hearing

hearing h. intake (HRS)
d. petition for

delinquency

8. The law enforcement officer reports on details of a crime for

the

9. If a(n) is filed the case will then go to juvenile court.

10. Following an arrest, violent or dangerous juveniles may be sent to a

crisis home or some other kind of

11. If a juvenile is found to have committed a delinquent act, s(he ) next

must attend the where the penalty is determined.

12. At a(n) , jurisdiction is changed from juvenile court to the
adult court system.

13. What decision point follows the detention hea

a. adjudicatory hearing
b. disposition hearing
e. predisposition report
d. intake
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14. What decision
three options.

follows the intake primed e. Explain at least

15. At what point is it decided that an accused juvenile did commit an
alleged offense?

a. at the adjudicatory hearing
b. at intake
c. when state attorney reviews the HRS recommendation
d. at a waiver hearing

16. Once a child has been found delinquent, the court may retain juris-
diction until the child:

a. serves the sentence.
b. reaches 19 years of age.
c. reaches 21 years of age.
d. commits smother crime.

17. Which of the following would probably not be considered when mov-
ing a case from juvenile cowl to adult criminal court?

a. predisposition report
b. seriousness of alleged offense
c. previous contact with HRS
d. protection of society

-ons 18-20, match the definitions on the left with th
terms on the right.

18. a change in direction;
a move away

19. repayment for loss
or damage

20. penalty for viola-
tion of a law

a. restitution
b. sanction
c. diversion
d. discretion

Give the completed test to your instructor.

2
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1. b

2. a

3. Two of the following should be listed:

to assure that the prosecution and disposition of a charged
juvenile are done fairly (and prudently)
to assure that basic rights are protected in these procedures
to preserve and strengthen the family as much as possible

4. b

5. d

6. c

7. d

8. h

9. d

10. b

11. g

12. e

13. d

14. The state attorney may decide to:

approve the HRS recommendation to refer to a treatment
program.
dismiss the case.
move the case into the adult criminal court system .
file a petition for delinquency, so the case goes to juvenile court.

15. a

16. b

17. a

18. c

19. a

20. b

;/.
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Upon completion of this unit your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written test:

l. Identify the main characteristics of the blood feud tradition of
justice.

2. Identify the two main historical traditions in correctional philoso-
phy, and identify which is most common in Loday's correctional
system.

3. Identify the basic concepts of the common law tradition and the
civil law tradition and describe how they differ.

4. Identify the characterties of the Pennsylvania system, the Auburn
system, and the Elmira system.

5. Identify the differences between the beliefs o
Positivist schools of criminology.

6. Define the following terms:

indeterminate sentence
to deter/deterrence
penitence
solitary confinement
corporal punishment
capital punishment
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Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Di _muss the blood feud tradition of justice and cite historical
examples if possible.

3. Discuss the two main historical trends in correctional philosophy and
relate their development and Lnfluence to modern correctional
philosophy.

4. Discuss the history of the development of common law and civil law
and contrast the two concepts.

5. Discuss the historical and religious setting which influenced the de-
velopment of the Pennsylvania correctional system. Explain the
characteristics which made the system unique at that time.

6. Compare the characteristics ef the Auburn correctional system with
those of the Pennsylvania system.

7. Discuss the Elmira system and the philosophy of reform as the goal
of confinement. Explain the indeterminate prison sentence, produc-
tive labor, education, parole, and reform which are characteristics
of the Elmira system.

8. Discuss the concept of "school." Explain, compare, and contrast the
characteristics of the Classical and Positivist schools of
criminology.

9. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in Objec-
tive 8. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.
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Have your students discuss their views concerning the two ap-
proaches to correction: punishment and treatment. Plan a debate
and have each team defend a point of view.

2. The newspaper article which is included on page 8, "Seventy yeeli_
later he wanted to tell the truth behind a lynching," may be
duplicated or read to your class as a topic for class discussion.
Points to emphasize might include the folloVaring:

the lack of justice, humanity, or faiimess in mob action
the possibility of error in a mob's emotional judgment
that the emotional reaction of venge&nce is more harmful than a
rational, unbiased judgment
that the lack of courage on the part of the young witness and the
lack of moral conviction on the part of the parents led to injus-
tices (Should they have acted otherwise?)
how society is endangered by uncontrolled mob action
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(List any aud ovisual materials available to you.)
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1982.

70 years later he wants to tell
the truth behind a lynching

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) An 83-year-old man claims
he could have saved a Jewish pencilmaker from a Georgia
lynch mob had he told tbe truth during a sensational mur-
der trial nearly 70 years ago.

In a case that contributed to the resurgence of the Ku
Klux Klan and the birth of the Anti-Defamation League,
Leo Frank was sentenced to death in 1913 for killing 14-
year4Md Mary Phagan at a pencil factory in Atlanta where
Frank was a supervisor and Phagan was an employee.

After his sentence was commuted, Frank was hanged in
an oak uove by a mob of vigilantes who called themselves
the Knights of Mary Phagan.

In a copyright Story published Sunday in The Tennes-
sean, Alonzo Mann said he is sure Frank was innocent of the
murder and that the prosecutors star witness a sweeper
at the National Pencil Co. killed the girl in a 8120

robbery.
"At last I am able to get this off my

heart," said Mann, who now lives in
Bristol, Va. "I am making this state-
ment because. finally. I want the record
clear."

Mann, who was a 14-yeLrld office
boy at the pencil factory at the time of
the murder, told the newspaper that
"Jim Conley, the chief witness against
Leo Frank, lied under oath.... I am

_ convinced that he, not Leo Frank, killed
Mann Mary Phagan."

Conley died in 1962:
Georgia Attorney General Michael Bowers said Sunday

he could not comment on Mann's story because, "I don't
know anything about the case."

doubt that anyone who dealt with it from a legal
stand- int is still around," Bowers said.

Mannsaidthatonthedayofthemurder , April 28, 1913,
be had left the factory to meet his mother and watch the
Confederate Memorial Day parade, but was unable to find
her apd returned to work.

"Inside the door, I walked to the stairwell," Mann said.
"I looked to my right and I was confronted hy a scene I will
remember vividly until the day I die."

Mann said he saw Conley alone, holding the limp girl
near a trap door leading to the factory's cellar.

"He wheeled on me and in a voice that was low but
threatening and frightening to me, he said: 'If you ever
mention this ru kill you.' "

Mann said he ran home and told his mother we- at he had
seen at the factory, but she told him to forget it in hopes of
protecting the family and her son from publicity.

-After he was convicted, my mother told me there was
nothing we could do to change the jury's verdicL" Mann
said '.'My father agreed with her. I continued to remain
silent."

John Seigenthaler, president and publisher of The Ten-
nessean, said Mann passed two lie-detector tests adminis-
tered by Ball Investigative Agency.

Mann told The Tennessean that Conley had asked for a
dime to buy two beers earlier on the day of the murder. but
Mann refused lie said Mary Phagan had gone to see Prank
to get $1.20 in pay.

"I am convinced that she left the pay window and was

Ap

A mob hangs Leo Frank in 1915
Me was convicted of killing a 74-year-old

coming down the stairs or had reached the first floor when
she met Conley... I am confident that I came in just
seconds after Conley had taken the girl's money and
grabbed her. I do not think sex was his motive, I believe it
was money. Her pay was never found in the building after
she died."

Frank's death sentence was commuted by Georgia Gov.
John Marshall Slaton, but in August of 1915, a group of
vigilantes stormed the Jail and dragged Frank out at gun-
point. He was lynched about 175 miles away from the
Milledgeville, Ga., jail in an oak grove outside Marietta.
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This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this mdt. U you do well on thki pretest,

instructor may let you sldp thti imit or part of it. If you cannot
-on, simply go to the next question.answer a

1-11, circle the correct letter.

1. Which of the following are characteristics of the early form of jus-
tice called the blood feud?

a. The offender was judged and punished fairly in the king's court.
b. The offender was punished by the king.
c. The offender was punished without public trial.
d. The offender was rehabilitated by the victim or his family.

2. The trend today in correctional philosophy is toward:

a. more efficient blood feud practices.
b. reforming the offender.
c. harsh physical punishment .
d. fewer prison reforms.

The two main traditions in the history of correctio be sum-
marized by which statement?

a. Either the offender should be punished or the offender should be
reformed.

b. Either the offender should be imprisoned or the offender should
stay free, but pay money to the victim.

c. Either the offender shouk ...arn his living in prison or the offend-
er should pay money to the victim.

d. Either the prisoner should never be released or the prisoner
should be released only after solitary confinement.

4. Which one of the following is true about the common law tradition?

a. It influenced the legal systems of continental Europe.
b. Decisions of the judges were collected and passed on.
c. Decisions of judges were collected and added to the Justinian

Code.
d. Its roots were in the Roman body of law.

5. Three of the following statements exvlain why prison reforms were
necessary in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Which of the
following is not a reason?

a. There was too much time for meditation.
b. Physical punishments were extreme.
c. Physical conditions were terrible.
d. Prisoners were not separated by sex or age.
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6. Which of the following is true about the Pennsylvania system?

a. It influenced the European correctional systems.
b. Solitary confinement was considered too harsh for prisoners
c. Punishment was considered better than treatment.
d. Prisoners worked silently together during the day.

7. Which statement is true of the Auburn system?

a. The Quaker religion was a major influence on it.
b. Visits of prominent citizens were encouraged.
c. Solitary confinement was used during both the day and night.
d. Prisoners worked silently together during the day.

8. Which of the following prison systems was the first to use indeter-
minate sentences in North America?

a. Auburn system
b. Elmira system
c. Pennsylvania system
d. Classical system

9. Which one of the following is rot true of the Classical school of
criminology?

a. Specific punishment was attached to a specific crime.
b. The actions of the criminal were excused.
c. Punishment was considered a deterrent.
d. The individual was responsible for his/her behavior.

10. 'Three of the following systems stressed imprisonment as reform.
Which one used imprisonment primarily as punishment?

a.. English penal colonies
b. Pennsylvania system
c. Elmira system
d. Positivist school

11. The Positivist school of criminology was based on the belief that:
(Choose one.

a. the individual is responsible for hisTher behavior .
b. the individual cannot be reformed.
c. the punishment should fit the crime.
d. the punishment should take the criminalTs characteristics into

account.

12. In your own words, define an indetermina e sentence.
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13. In your own wor _, define penitence .
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1. c

2. b

3. a

4. b

5. a

6. a

7. d

8. b

9. b

10. a

11. d

12. Student's response should include the idea that the sentence is for
an indefinite period of time; the offender will serve fora flexible
time period, rather than for a set number of years; the the served
depends upon the behavior of the offender.

13. feeling sorry for one's crime
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circle the correct letter.

=Ile punishment of suspects in the blood feud tradition:

a. was based on emotion.
b resulted in a crime-free society .

has disappeared from modern society.
d. - was very just.

2, %%Which of the following have had the goal of reforming the offender?

the modern corrections system and the Auburn system
the blood feud tradition and the Pennsylvania system

c._ the Walnut Street jail and the English penal colonies
d_ the Pennsylvania system and modern corrections system

3. air-lassification of prisoners by sex, age, and offense, the use of pro-
dt__Ictive labor, and a policy of firmness and fairness first appeared in
va-liich American institution?

a-- Connecticut mine jail
b._ Walnut Street jail

Positivist school
di. _ Auburn prison

4. WIThich statement is closest to the correctional philosophy of today?

The prisoner should have heavy doses of solitary confinement.
The prisoner must be punished harshly for misbehavior in prison.
The prisoner should have several hours of meditation training.
The prisoner should be given the opportunity to reform.

5. biTnich of the following is a difference between the civil law tradi-
tice=m and the common law tradition?

8. Civil law is based primarily on judicial decisions; common law is
based primarily on church decisions.

b. Civil law influenced continental Europe; common law influenced
the English speaking countries.

c. Trial by jury was used in civil law courts, but not in cornmon law
courts.

d. Citizens of all classes could be appointed judges in the civil law
courts; only members of the noble class could be appointed com-
mon law court judges.
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6. Which of the following is true about the PennsylverLda system?

a. Prisoners worked silently together during the da:37.
b. It was influenced by the Quakers and prison refabrm groups.
c. It was based on the belief that solitary confinerraent was not ef-

fective treatment.
d. It attached specific punishment to specific crirm s.

7. Produce Fe work during the day, solitary confinememt at night, and
harsh discipline were/are features of the:

a. modern corrections system.
b. PenrLsylvania system.
c. Auburn system.
d. Walnut Street jail.

8. Which of the following systems emphasized productive labor,
education, parole, and reform?

a. Auburn system
b. Classical system
c. Elmira system
d. Pennsylvania system

9. Which of the following is true of the Classical schoe=t1 of
criminol

a. The punishment should fit the crime since punisiment is a
deterrent.

b. The individual cannot be blamed for criminal beR-zavior; the pun-
ishment should fit the crime.

c. Punishment is a deterrent and individuals can b reformed.
d. Punishment is for revenge and individuals are reponsible for

criminal behavior.

10. Which of the following is not a concept of the Positavist school?

a. An individual is not responsible for his criminal i=oehavior.
b. Reform is preferable to punishment for the crirminal.
c. The punishment should fit the crime.
d. The punishment should fit the criminal.

11. Which of the following stressed the use of imprisonrment to
rather than to reform the prisoner?

a. English penal colonies
b. Positivist school
c. Elmira system
d. Pennsylvania system
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12. In your own words, define the term "deterrent.

13. In your own words, define the term "solitary eon nzalent."

Give the completed test to your ins
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to

1. a

2. d

3. b

4. d

5. b

6. b

7. c

8. c

9. a

10. c

11. a

12. Student's response should include the idea that a deterrence is
something that keeps people from doing something, often through
fear; for example, punishment deters crime.

13. something similar to "confinement, or Imprisonment in isolation."
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Block HI: Correetons
Unit B: Government Corree
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Know ti

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written test:

1. Identify three kinds of local confinement facilities and their
functions.

2. Identify the responsibilities that state correc ional facilities have to
society.

marize the two main conclusions renched by the Florida State
islature when it examined the Florida correctional system.

4. Define the Correctional Improvement Plan.

5. List at least four duties of the state Department of Corrections.

6. List at least three lands of federal correctional facilities.

7. Compare the three levels of correctional systems, considering gov-
erning agencies, the types of inmates and their level of criminal
involvement, and the length of inmates' sentences.

8. Define the following terms used in the field of rrections:

misdemeanor
jurisdiction
binovative program
reintegration
recidivism
incorrigible
to habilitate/habilitation
to rehabilitate/rehabilitation
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Inztructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Briefly review the historical background of corrections emphasizing
the development of confinement facilities and their functions as
they exist today.

3. Describe the three kinds of local confinement facilities arid their
functions as they operate in communities today.

4. Explain the responsibilities which state and federal correctional
facilities have to society.

5. Discuss the evaluation of the Florida correctional system which
was made by the state leglature in the early 1970s and the
outcome of the evaluation.

6. Describe and discuss the Correctional Improvement Plan which was
passed by the Florida state legislature in 1975.

7. Give an overview of the state Department of Corrections and de-
scribe the duties assigned to the department.

8. Describe the correctional facilities provided by the federal rec-
tions system and the ftmctions of each.

9. Compare the local, state; and federal correctional systems in terms
of governing agencies, types of inmates or crimes involved, and the
length of sentences of inmates.

10. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in Objec-
tive 8. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.

3 4
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1- Assign in-depth, oral or written reports on the three levels of the
correctional systems.

2. Arrange a tour of any state and local correctional facilities that are
within your area.

Invite an officer of a correctional facility to speak to your class
concerning the function and operation of the facility.
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Reference Materiab

List any reference ma erials available to youi
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Audiovisual M

au "ovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (ffb

This pretest will show ou hov much you aeady imow about the subjec
covered and what to look for in this unit. if you do well on thi-s pretest,
your inclzuctor may let you skip this miit or part of it. If you cannot
simmer a question, simply go to the next iestion.

List thrc-a local correctional facilities and what each is used for.

2. What is the main responsibility of state correctional institutions to
society?

3. List two main problems found by the Florida state islature's study
of the ilorida correctional system.

4. W1-1',..th of the following best defines Florida's Correctional Improve-
ment Pl (Circle the correct letter.)

a. a plan developed by the Department of Corrections every ten
years

b. a plan passed by the Florida state legislature to be used as a
guide for the Department of Correctiorm

c. a long-range plan proposed by the Bureau of Prisons in 1968 for
improving federal correctional institutions

d. a ple-i which every state correctional institution has to submit to
the state legislature every year on how to improve the quality of
state correctional institutions

3.38
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5. The Correctional Improvement Plan includes several ideas for pro-
grams. Which one is Dot a goal? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. to better rehabilitate prisoners
b. to prevent prison riots
c. to prepare the inmates for release
d. to stop prisons from being schools for crime

6. List four duties of the Department of Corrections in Flor

7. Lt three kinds of federal correctional facilities.

8. For which crime would someone m st likely be incarcerated in a
federal prison? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. gambling
b. smuggling across the state lines
c. drunken driving
d. assault

9. Which agency has jurisdic i n over the state prison? (Circle the
correct letter.)

a. bureau of prisons
city government

c. Department of Coffee ions
d. bureau of corrections

10. In which facility would someone be sentenced to spend 180 days?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. state prison
b. state correctional institution
c. minimum security prison
d. jail

3
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Witch the following terms with their m
th.Ameanft by the number of the term.

iPtetras

11. misdemeanor

12. jurisdiction

13. innovative

14. reintegrate

15. recidivism

16. incorrigible

17. rehabilitation

After you fmish ti
whether you should

a.
b.
C.

d.
e.
f.

g.

e letter of

to become pa
new
number of former prisoners
returned to prison
beyond hope of correction
range of authority
less serious crime which
may be punished by a fine
or short sentence
act of reforming someone

, give it to your instructor. Ask him/her
this unit or take the posttest alb W.
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Mowers to

1. jail: where suspects are housed when awaiting trial or serving a
short sentence
lo.z.k4ips: where suspects are held up to 72 hours until the prelimi-
nary hearing or during investigation
workhGase (jail faira or camp): where minimum custody offenders
work in a minimum security correctional facility. They may have
access to agricultural, vocational, and alcohol and drug treatment
programs.

2. to confine sentenced prisoners until they are ready to retuxn to
society or until they have served the time required by law

3. Offenders were not successfully rehabilitated.
Prisons were actually schools for crime.

4. b

5. b

6. Any four of the following are correct:

carrying out the Correctional Improvement Plan
commitment of prisoners
supervinion and care of inmates
having responsibility for prison facilities
treatment and rehabilitation of prisoners
training of workers in the department
proviang probation and parole services

7. At least three of the following should be listed:

maximum security prison
medium security prison
minimum security prison
halfway houses (community treatment centers)
community program office
federal correctional institutions

8. b

9, c

10. d

11. f

12. e

3 1

13. b

14. a

15. c

16. d

17. g
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teat (M:

1-7, circle the eormet letter.

1. What kinds of correctional facilities does the local government run .

a. community treatment centers and halfway houses
b. jails, lock-ups, and workhouses
e. federal correctional institutions
d. road prisons

2. What are the maLn responsibilities of jails? (Circle all correct
answers.

a. to house suspects awaiting trial or serving a short sentence
b. to hold suspects up to 72 hours until the preliminary hearing
c. to provide rehabilitative services, especially alcohol and drug

rehabilitation
d. to prepare the inmates for transfer to farms or camps where

they can have vocational education training

3. Those offenders who need minimum custody and minimum security
are sent to:

a. jails.
b. lock-ups.
c. workhouses or jail farms.
d. state road prisons.

4. What is the main responsibility of state correctional insti u ions to
society?

a. to keep dangerous people out of society
b. to keep prisoners until they are ready to retirn to free society
c. to categorize the prisoners into three classes and confine them

accordingly
d. to make sure that inmates are treated properly and awarded all

constitutional and human rights

5. What were the main problems which led to the Florida state legisla-
ture's study on the Florida correctional system?

a. The jails were overflowing, and crime techniques were actually
taught in prison.

b. There was no chance for recreation, and offenders caused
trouble.

c. Offenders were not rehabilitated effectively, and there was no
hope for early release.

d. Crime techniques were actually taught to prisoners by other
inmates, and offenders were not effectively rehabilitated.
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6. What is the Correctional Improvement Plan?

a. a Florida document recommending plans for improving the state
correctional system

b. a list of which treatment programs are appropriate for different
types of prisoners
a local plan used as a model by many cities for jail
improvements

d. a federal document recommending improvement of the s
correctional system

7. Which was not a goal of the Correctional Improvement Plan?

a. prevention of prison riots
b. preventing prisons from being schools for crime
c. helping inmates to prepare themselves for release
d. better rehabilitation of prisoners

8. List four duties of the Department of Corrections in Florida.

9. List at least -three kinds of federal correctional facilities.

thdicate the appropriate level of the correctional systems for 10-16
below. Write L for local, S for state, and F for federal level, by each
number. (You may use more than one letter for an item.)

10. Bureau of Prisons

11. Department of Corrections

12. a person sentenced to two months for accepting stolen
goods

13. a person convicted of murdering two people; one in New
York and another in Chicago

14. a person convicted of bank robbery in Miami and sentenced
to five years in prison

15. vocational training available

16. counseling services are available at halfway houses

393
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Terms

witing the letter of
molter of fJe appropriate term.

Megratngs

17. incorrigible

18. innovative

19. jurisdiction

20. misdemecuior

21. recidivism

22. reintegrate

23. rehabilitate

Give the completed

a. range of authority
b. almost beyond hope of

correction
c. less serious crime which

may be punished by a fine
or short sentence

d. new and experimental
e. to become part of
f. number of former prisoners

returning to prison
g. to r2store or return to

good health
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Answers to

1. b

2. ap b

3. c

4. b

5. d

6. a

7. a

8. Any four of the following are correct:

carrying out the Correctional Improvinent Plan
-6 commitment of prisoners

supervision and care of inrnates
responsibility for prison facilities
treatment and rehabilitation of prisonrs
trebling of workers in the department
providing probation end parole service

9. Three of the following should be listed:

maximum security prison
medium secuxity prison
minimum security prison
halfway houses (community treatment 4eenters)
community program offices
federal correctional institute

10. F

11. S

12. L

13. S

14. F, S

15. 8, F, or L

16. S, F

17. tx.

18. Mt

19. a_

21. f

22. e

23. g
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Block SI: Correetion
Unit C: Prison Sao ety
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Unit

Rather than being self-contained, as 01 previous units have been, this
unit is dependent upon the set of materials called Jail * pub-
lished by the U. S. Government Printing Office. This set has been dis-
tributed to the teachers of criminal jiistice assistance programs in
Florida as part of the criminal justice package, so your institution
should have a set. Be sure it is available for students as they begin this
unit.

The unit is organized into a "Chart of Objectives and Required Reading"
which presents what the objectives of the unit are and which pages
should be read to learn what is required. Ail reading is found either in
Book 3: Jail Climate, of Jail Operations, or in the materials prepared
as handouts (as for Objective 6). Students may be interested in brows-
ing through other pages, of course, but the tests are based only on the
required pages.

As with other units, administer and score the pretest. Then have the
students work through the whole unit. You might emphasize that the
objectives should help them to focus their reading.

There are review questions for the students which allow them to sel
check and review any material they are unsure about before the
posttest.

When each student fee epared, s(he) will take the posttest.

* For additional sets, contact The Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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ChELrt of Objectives and Reifred Reading

Know(

After completing the required reading listed in the right-hand column,
you should be able to do the objectives given on the left-hand side of
the chart.

Objectives of the Unit d'

1. Define the term "jail climate"
and the elements which help to
create it.

Book 3: Jail Climate,
pp. 1, 5-6

2. List possible similarities
between one's first day in
jail, and the first day as
a hospital patient.

pp. 2-4

Identify the critical times
during confinement when a
prisoner may have a lot of
emotional strain.

PP- 71 2-13, 23-25

4. Identify two actions the jail
officer can take to help a
prisoner during the critical
times.

pp. 25-32

5. Describe the behavior and
procedure an officer should
observe when searching
prisoners.

pp. 14-22

6. List and briefly explain
three causes of frustration
which might be felt by a
prisoner.

Student Guide, this unit

* Unless otherwise noted, all sources are from a series of books called
Jail Operations by Alice Howard Blumer (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office, n.d.)
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Imtructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to USE
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the concept of jail cli ate, its importance, and the element:
which help to create it.

If any students have had experiences as hospital patients, have them
describe their feelings. Relate feelings of tenseness, discomfort,
fear, embarrassment, and anxiety to the emotions which a new
prisoner might feel.

4. Discuss the concept of critical times during confinement. Suggest
typical situations and have students react to them. Describe actions
which the jail officer can take to help prisoners during critical
times.

5. Discuss behavior and procedures which an officer should observe
when searching prisoners. Point out actions and procedures which
are not acceptable.

6. Mt-plain and discuss causes of frustration which might be felt by a
prisoner. Suggest tylAcal situations and have your students react to
them.
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Activities

Invite the jail officer of your iocal facility who works directly with
prisoners to speak to your class about prison society as viewed by the
prisoner and by the jail officer.
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Pret C)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subjeei
covered and what to look for in this unit ff you do well on this pretest,
your instructor may let you skip this unit or part of it. If you cannot
answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of these statements best describes jail cli ate? (Circle the
correct letter.)

a. a measurable part of the jail, similar to temperature
b. the total set of rules of a jail
c. the tension caused by visitors
d. the overall atmosphere determined by the jail officer's attitudes,

behavior, and the treatment of inmates

2. List four similarities between the experience of a new hospital
patient and a new jail inmate.

3. Which of the following is not usually considered a critIcal time for
the prisoner? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. following the visit of a family member
b. following the prisoner's court appearance
c. the search procedure
d. when the prisoner is first admitted
e. when the prisoner is requested to do some task

4. What is the best way to treat a prisoner during critical times?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. It is best to leave the prisoner alone, a_nd not try to talk too
much.

b. Since they know the prisoner, either the arresting officer or the
lawyer should be called.

c. If the prisoner seems upset, the officer should ask if there is a
problem and then listen carefully to the problem, and if neces-
sary, seek professional help.

d. Corlt with the administration concerning the unhappy prisoner.
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4o

5. Describe the behaviors and attitudes a jail officer should observe,
and should not observe, while searching prisoners.

6. Frustration is caused by goals. (Write the correct letter in
the blank.)

a. obstacles to
b. setting
c. reaching
d. ignoring

7. Frustration caused by occurs when the prisoner must choose
between different patterns of behavior. (Write the correct letter
in the blank.)

a. the environment
b. the trial
c. conflict
d. goals

After you fmish this pretest, give it to your irfruetor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this unit or take the pos est (Ill: C).

422
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Mowers to _

1. d

2. At least four of the following should be listed:

unfamiliar surroundings
new routines
they must do what others tell. iu
painful and/or embarrassing examinations
different clothing (uniforms)
dependence on others for daily care
feelings of tension, amxiety, fear

3. e
4. c

5. The jail officer should:

maintain a professional attitude
allow privacy, if possible
treat the prisoner with considera n.

The jail officer should not:

make inaultirg, personal remarks
handle the prisoner roughly
apologize for doing the search
hesitate to do the search well.

a

7. c

4 3
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Posttest (ra:

1. Which elements are most impor ant in establishing jail climate?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. the jail officer's attitude, way of performing duties, and treat-
ment of prisoners

b. the officer's ability to memorize and follow rules and regulations
c. the presence of a jail chaplain or priest and a chapel
d. the physical comfort of the prisoners based on temperature,

space, and recreational opportunities

2. List four similarities between the experience of a new hospital
patient and a new jail inmate.

Which two of the following could be considered critical times for the
prisoner? (Circle the correct letters.)

a. when a prisoner is ordered to mop floors
b. when being admitted
c. during a strip search
d. following an argument with a fellow prisoner

4. Choose the jail officer's best response to the following situation by
circling the correct letter.

While being visited by his wife, the prisoner, Jake, discovered that
his wife might lose her job and was worried about money. Jake was
upset after the visit, probably because he couldn't help her. The jail
officer could try to help by:

a. discussing the matter with sympathetic prisoners to get helpful
ideas.

b. calling the wife and requesting her to skip the next visiting day
because she upset Jake.

c. listening to Jake while he told about his problems, and then
contacting the social worker who has worked with the family
before.

d. calEng the wife's boss and angrily telling her not to fire Jake's
wife.
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For statements 5-10, uldi.cate whether the jail officer's behavior would
or improper dwring a body search. Write S before three which

should be done and SN before those which should noT be done.

5. Be considers "--. of the prisoner.

6. Apologize to the prisoner for the inconvenience.

7. Keep control by shoving the prisoner, if necessary.

8. Make personal remarks which could be insulting.

9. Do the search quickly if the prisoner looks embarrassed.

10. Maintain a professional attitude.

11. When a prisoner feels that s(he) can't possibly reach any educa-
tional or training goais because s(he) has experienced only failure,
frustration is caused by (Write the correct letter in the
blank.)

a. the environment
b. personal characterisths
c. the past
d. ability

12. When the prisoner wants to reach certain goals which lead to self-
improvement bet finds the unfamiliar surroundings, the strict rules
and regulations, or impleasant fellow prisoners too much of an ob-
stacle, s(he) May feel frustrated due to (Write the correct
letter in the blank.)

a. personal characteristics
b. the past
c. too little supervision
d. the environment

Give the completed test to your imsfructor.

4 5
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Arswers to Posttest (1:11:

1. a

2. At least four of the following should be listed:

tmfamiliar surroundings
new routines
they must do what others tell them
painful and/or embarrassing examinations
different clothing (uniforms)
dependence on others for daily care
feelings of tension, anxiety, fear

3. b, c

4. c

5.

6. SN

7. SN

8. SN

9. SN

10. S

11. b

12. d
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Block Ul: Corrections
Unit D: Probation and Pwole
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Knowl_ _

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. List the main differences and similarities between probation and
parole.

2. Identify historical facts about probation and parole.

3. List at least three advantages of parole over completing a sen ence
in prison.

4. Identify the Florida Pardon Board and its characteristics.

5. State a disadvantage of probation which the judge must consider.

6. Identify when Lnmates become eligible for parole in Florida.

7. Identify the main duties of the probation and parole commission.

8. List the main duties of the probation and parole officer.

9. Define what is meant by a linker.

10. List community resources which a parolee or probationer may be
required to use.

11. Define the following terms:

to post bail
to lease
to incarcerate
composite
affidavit
pardon

408
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uctional Guide

L Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
USe the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the differences and similarities between probation and
parole.

3. Dbcuss the historical development of probation and parole. A
time-line chazt depicting this development is included in the stu-
dent materials for this unit.

4. Discurs the advantages of parole for a prWmer over completion of
a sentence in prison.

5. Thcplain the early Florida Pardon Board which was created in 1985.
Emphasize the problems which developed with its methods and
functions.

lain the overriding factors which a judge must balamce when
considering probation of a prisoner, i.e., upholding the law and pro-
tecting society while providing an opportunity for the prisoner to
return to a productive and law-abiding life in society.

7. Explain the parole process in Florida.

8. Discuss the main duties of the probation and parole commission.

9. Discuss the duties of the probation and parole officer and explain
hisfher role as a linker.

10. Discuss the community resources which a parolee or probationer
may be required to use and point out the resources available in your
area.

11. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in Objec-
tive 11. Mswer questions concerning any of the terms.
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1- Invite a probation and parole officer to speak to your class about
hisfher job and experiences.

2. Have students interview persorm working with offenders in
community-based corrections and report to your class.

3. Have students bring stories from the newspapers related to proba-
tion, parole, crowded prisons, the role of imprisonment, and so on.
The topic is especially rich in dizcussion possibilities. (Copies of
some articles are included with these materials with suggestions for
discussions.)

4. Discuss the chart, "Route to Freedom through Probation and
Parole," which is included in the sumrnaiy section of the Student
Guide. This will be especially helpful for students who are not fa-
miliar with flow charts.

Discuss and analyze the following three paraphrased newspaper
articles:

Newspaper Article Number 1

Ereerpts from "Picture told a story that put him in Ann:*

A man swirzing his 8-year-old son in the sunshine was in the wrong
place at the right time when his photograph appeared Tuesday on the
front page of the Tallahassee Democrat.

It was a picture of irony that landed him behind bars the same day.

A probation and parole officer with the Department of Corrections saw
the feature photo while he was taking a coffee break. He said aloud:
"Well, what do you know? There's my client."

He hadn't seen his client since last spring.

"I saw the picture," said the officer, "and s ill didn't really recognize
him until I saw the (caption).

"Then it immediately came to mind," he said, "that the judge had issued
a warrant for his arrest in May of 1981."

The suspect, 27, was released from prison in 1977 after serving three
years for a burglary. He was under parole supervision for two years.

"He had almost made it off parole," the officer said. "He had only two
months to go when he stole a girl's stereo. She lived right down the
street from him. He stole it and sold it on the black market.

* Adapted from the Tallahassee Democrat.
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The judge wanted to send him back to prison for the grand theft offerte
thaL was committed while he still was under parole supervision.

But The suspect, slightly handicapped and plagued with physical preb-
lern. had a friend in his parole officer,

"At that time I thought, 'Maybe I can help this guy,' " the officer said.
"He seemed more pathetic than bad. So I went to bat for him and told
the .-udge I thought I could work with him."

The offender was placed on five years'probaTion. He got a job as a
labomrer with a septic-tank company.

But it wasn't long before he refused tocooperate in fulfillingprobationza
recpwirements.

"He -wouldn't work and stopped showing up for his appointmen " his
parcwible officer said. "I later came to the commlusion that he WaS
ils owl a merry-go-round ..."

He iled a complaint and the judge signed a warrant for his arrest.
"(TItrsday) I called up the sheriff's department," the parole officer said 1,
"awn I said you know we've got a warrant over there on this man?

"Sine---e he's made the local news, I think it's time to pick him up."

The sheriff's department said there was no warrant on file. But the
paro-le officer sent over a copy from his inactive warrants file.

Offiials speculated that somewhere along the line the warrant was
loSt

It wia_sn't long before officers picked the suspect up from his residence.
He ;was taken to the county jail where he was chtzuged with violation of7
probation on the original grand-theft probaticsn, burglary of a dwelling,
and etty theft.

"fiNin I saw that picture, it triggered my mind," the officer said.

Disomussion: Newspaper Article Number1. Several issues axe brought
out an this article which may lead to an interesting class discussion,
inehmading:

theme relationship of the probation and parole officer and theprobatiorna-
er (client). Note the officer's comment, who thought he could "help
th=is guy . ." He says he "went to bat for him and told the judge I
thmaught I could work with him."

thom duties of the probation and paroleofficer. Although he really
WEEnted to help his client, he realized he miast report his client for
faMing to keep the probation requirements. This attitude is related te-a
thme goal of protecting society through super-vision. The duties of
fflng a complaint (which led to the judge's warrant for arrest),
rni.king an appearance in court, and keeping regular appointments
WI-Lb his various clients are also implied.
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Ne

the hope of rehabilitation for the offende, as well as his probation
requirements:

He was to work, and hopefully, readjut to society.

He was supposed to cooperate with th officer.

He was supposed to keep appointment with the officer.

The events that happen when probation is violated.

Complaint is filed by the officer.

Offender iS charged with violating proation.

Offender must appear in court again w-liere the judge may incar-
cerate him or plan him on extended p.--obation.

cia Number 2

Excerpts from "Sheriff will tell commission Ximow to heV jail conditions":*

One month ago the county jail was 240 inmatesand the
sheriff was worried.

On Wednesday, he said it was time for actio.

Once again the jail, with 242 inmates, had sLrpassed the limit of 226 set
by the state Department of Corrections.

"It's at a point where I can no longer sit bacl= and wait for the state to
do someth- the sheriff said.

He is scheduled to meet with the county corm_ rnissioners at 12:30 p.m.
today at the county courthouse to dcuss his proposals for solving the
overcrowding situation, he said.

While he said he had no intention of cutting tzback on arrests, he has spe-
cific proposals that he says will punish crirnimals without overloading
the jail.

"There are a lot of violent criminals being ar-ested," he said. "But
about 49 non-violent innates were released t.on the Alternative Work
Program.

"Had we not had that, where would they have gone?"

His first proposal would help alleviate the prc=Dblem by sending non-
violent criminals to a circuit-wide work farm serving six counties.

"I think that inmates should be truly punished rather than locked up
behind bars," he said. "A person who is workivrig will have no idle time
to sit there with nothing to do.

* Adapted from the Tallahassee Democrat.
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'The work concept will be rehabilitative because they will be doing
s.z.vamething constructive.

"Sometimes we're having to turn them away and that's not healthy," the
s-ieriff said. "We need to get away from the permissive attitude that
r--ou can commit a crime amd not be punished for it."

(=31ther alternatives the sheriff and the Jail Oversight Committee have
f --Dund to ease the overflow include scheduling additional days for sen-
t-ncing of convicted offenders, the alternative community service pro-

ram, transporting repeat offenders immediately to state prisons with
LThe judge's approval and sometimes releasing inmates convicted of
malinor offenses.

only other proposal would call for the expansion of the jail.

lait county commissioners have already turned a deaf ear to that idea.
(=Me county commissioner said last month that spenang any more money

the jail is low on his priority listAmless ordered by a federal court.

said Wednesday he never intended to suggest that he would oppose
e=xpansion of the jail. But he reiterated that there are other priorities,
smich as better stormwater drainage and expansion of the county
e .5'4011r Mouse.

I-We said the county already is trying to help with the overcrowded si
tmon by taking weekend prisoners and putting them to work for the
cunty.
"W do not want to see us in the same situation as some other counties,"
tie commissioner added. For instance, in other counties, they have lit-
ewally stopped incarcerating all others except those convicted of
flonies. The others are out on bail or their own recognizance because
ti=l_ ere is no place for them.

TMe county has argued that the state should pick up the tab for the jails
bcause many of the inmates are waiting to be sentenced or
tansferred.
Thin..tt the state says it's the county's responsibility.

IIihe sheriff said he also feels the state has a responsibility to jails.
stmAid he is optimistic that the county will get some help if legislators
ptss a proposed state tax increase. Thirty percent of the proposed
irtmcrease has been earmarked for jails. Passage of the bill could mean
$al..5 million for the county jail in addition to the present $1.3 million
overating budget, the sheriff said.

1Veanwhile, sporadic outbreaks of violence, mattress fires, and cases of
in_rnates sleeping on the floors have been reported.

Er.it the sheriff and the jail director denied that such incidents had oc-
cuarred because of overcrowded conditions. However, because of the
nm_ture of the jail environment, such incidents do happen, they said.
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Newsaper Article Num

"First of all, the state has required us to use mattresses that don't
burn," the director said. ". . . So I don't know anything abonctattre ss
fires.

About the ts: You will have them in jails and prisons. Maybe a
little lace-slapping is happening and going unreported."

DiscusFam: Newspaper Article Number 2. Although this arti ele does
not deal specifically with probation and parole, the jails, too, are facing
alternatives to imprisonment because of overcrowded conditi-os and an
undesirable jail environment. Other facts which could be mentIoned
include:

the jurisdictional issues which were mentioned in a previousunit. The
limit on the jail population has been set by the Department dCor-
reetions (a state agency).

The county government is responsible for finding soluticroto
overcrowding.

The county government would like some financial suppoytfrom
the state, which it may or may not receive.

the punishment/treatment issues of corrections which were men-
tioned in a previous unit.

The sheriff states that the farm would be a punishment; he is
against "the permissive attitude that you can commit a .erbne an
not be punished for it."

He also states that the "work concept will be rehabilita
tive . ." Which of these do you think is the most aectarate pic-
ture of a work farm?

that the main issue, again, is that of alternatives to imprisoment. In
addition to the work farm, several other alternatives are mentioned,
including:

Alternative Work Pro a_ (release from jail. for several hour
work)

release on bail or on recognizance (as in Broward County-)

prisoners working weekends for the county.

ts from "Overerowde4 jail causing problems for eoLtatytre

With the county jail filled to roughly 10 percent over its capacity, the
sheriff knows he has more than just a lir ole county problem on his
hands.

* Adapted from the Florida Flambeau.
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Fie met with courty commissioners at the coun-A? courthouse yestrday
to discuss aiterntives in a situation which, evrsTone evades, ha win gone
from bad to wor.e.

1...st November, -Zile jail housed 168 people. Toiuclay, ZI2larnatesB:16
heads over the maximum of 226 set by the Departrteratof Correcions
await county actaon in slightly cramped quarte=es- 'Members go im up
arid down, but thire's no getting around a few sz4:lbering facts.

According to a sleriff's office spokesperson, rapw.proXinisiely 30 arrr=ed
robbery suspects have been jailed over a two-trmoratb Period. Crirnee in
the county is up percent from last year ancia a statelde trend : indi-
cates more arress by community law enforeemont agencies than t any
point-in state his-&ory.

"Probably 80 perent (of the prisoners at the ccurity jail)haven't yo-et
been convicted," said the sheriff. "But 11rn conineed everyone ota
there needs to bft there.'

Mi present agreezi a crisis is at hand. Commissm--ioners asked the sh.xeriff
about the kinds oP questions pertaining to the troblem" that ar
rant closer serutiany.

Among the major questions were:

Is it constitutir=mal to keep pretrial detainees al the jail?

Twi the event of a lawsuit (against the covinty) what I<efactors on-
cerning conditiarins at the jail would come to 1.g-tit?

What, if anythisr-ag, can be done about "transiet loriwoors who staay
for short perios of time at the county jail en route to inhaler de-
tention facilitits?

Are there genem-al problems with the Departtrerit of Corrections =

the sheriff said hve had been in touch with judge. Ircuu the second fYis-
trict circuit, whil-s includes this county.

"I've concluded th-at this isn't just our problem," toe said, hit's everyw
body's. The worst thing about overcrowding is e_...viare efect.H

According to the heriff, potential criminaB heaas abont the jail
situation and thinEc "I'll go ahead and commit a ri--trae,. because I pro-coba-
bly won't get punihed for it (as there won't be a_wav placeto put tne if
Irin caught)."

His favorite propoosal, which also met with enthi.siaSt commission
approval, involvecN setting up a circuit-wide prise=an fernn. The farrn
would be a cooperaative enterprise calling on all =or its reldents to "-spitch
Inn on various wor3c tasks-most of which would 1=ie land-oriented.

One commissioner- said she "loved" the idea (of tflia farre)but a fejlcvf
commissioner saia he might favor improving the ourrerxt work releam se
program (whereby certain prisoners are released into theconununit-Ly

4 1
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perform various services). He said he liked the idea of having a farm,
but pointed out that any such undertaking would He some distance into
the future.

"We need solutions now," he said. TT le sheriff's spokesperson said he
favored the circuit-wide farm concept for several reasons.

First, he said, taxpayers would benefit from a joint effort, which would
pool funds from different cminties.

"If we keep expanding the jails," he said, "soon we'll have these thirty-
story complexes that nobody will be able to live with."

Secondly, he said, the prisoners would benefit by having better outdoor
and overall recreational space.

Expanding the jail had been the most frequently discussed option to this
point, but county officials have consistently said that their budget pre-
cluded any such actionat least until other higherTriority matters are
dealt with, such as stormwater drainage improvement and expansion of
the county courthouse (which also ties in, ironically, with the over-
whelming recent increases in court eases).

The sheriff wound up asking the corn mission for a written directive.

At the close of the jail discussion, one commissioner commented that,
while nothing had been decided absolutely, he perceived a positive "shift
in tone" on the commission% part.

"Most of our discussion ;thus far," he said, "has centered on how we're
going to build a Dater jail. Now the emphasis is, let's start
looking at alternatives."

Aiticle Number 3. Although the subject o
clipping is the same as Number 2 (the possibility of a work farm),
several other issues are raised, includ

the increasing crime rate.

the backlog of prisoners awaiting trial.

the delay of ptmishment as encouragement to crime.

these major questions raioed by county commission:

Is it constitutional to keep pretrial suspects in jail?

Are any laws being broken because of the way the jail is presently
being run? (Overcrowding, for example, has been called "cruel
and unusual punishment.")

Can anything be done about priscmers who are on their way to
another facility?

Are there any dputes or proble
rections jurisdictions?

4
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these benefits of the or - farm idea:

pooling the funds of sveral countle to save tax doilsrs

ving prisoners more 2iving space

providing a practical ar-nd useful exprience for prisoners

supplying food for use in the correctons system.

4 17
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Reference Materials

(See ne articles included in this un
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(List any audiovisual materials eyailable to you.)
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Pretest

This pretest will show you how much you akeady know about the subjeci
covered mid what to look for in thia unit. If you do well on this pretest,

instmetor may let you skip this unit or p&rt of it. if yco cannot
answer a question, simp4 go to the next question.

In questions 1-4 and 6-10, circle the correct letter.

1. Probation and parole are alternatives to imprisonment. What is one
major difference between them?

a. During parcle only, the offender is carefully supervised.
b. During probation only, the offender is often required to partici-

pate in self-improvement programs, such as drug rehabilitation.
c. The parolee has served a portion of the sentence in prison; the

probationer has not been imprisoned.
d. The probationer has no restraints or requirements, except to re-

port to the probation and parole officer, but the parolee has
many.

2. iThich state was first to try and use successfully a system of
probation?

a.
b.
C.
d.

Florida
Massachusetts
Pennsylvania
New York

What was a ticket of leave?

a reward for good behavior which allowed earlier release from
prison which was given to prisoners in England and Ireland
a ticket issued to all prisoners when they were released from
prison at the end of their sentences
an extension added to a prisoner's sentence if he had attempted
to escape
a ticket issued for good behavior which allowed prisoners an
opportunity to eat with their families once a week

4. The first U. S. institution to use parole was the:

a. Walnut Street jail.
b. Washington, D.C., Federal Prison.
c. Elmira reformatory.
d. Pennsylvania State Prison.
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5. List ttLree reasons why parole might be preferred over having
offender complete the sentence in prison.

6. In Florida in 1885, the first Pardon Board was created. Which of
the following was not true?

a. Pardons were always granted fairly and justly.
b. The Pardon Board had too many cases to consider without

having enough time to do so.
c. The Pardon Board could be influenced by money, friendship, or

emotional arguments in the prisoner's favor.
d. The governor served as a member.

7. What is a disadvantage to probation which the judge must consider?

a. It costs more than imprisonment.
b. The offender may be dangerous to society.
c. The offender may be able to work.
d. The offender needs to learn how 'to live behind bars.

8. In Florida, when do inmates become eligible for parole?

a. after serving one year
b. after collecting several tickets of leave
c. after serving six months
d. the day they begin their sentences

9. What is not one of the duties of the Parole and Probation Com-
mission?

a. to decide on parole for an offender
b. to decide on probation for an offender
c. to decide on what requirements or restrictions the parolee must

follow
d. to read presentence reports and eligibility interviews

10. Which of the following is not part of the responsibility of a proba-
tion and parole officer?

a. supervision of probationers
b. presentence investigatiorm
C. linking offenders to appropriate programs in the community
d. decision about the term ( 2ngth) of sentence

421
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Mim.tch the definitions, 11-17, with the terms, a-g,
of -the term by the number for the correct defmition.

Iflnitioi
11. to give something

as security, usu-
ally money, to
guarantee a pris-
oner's appearance
in court

to rent (or hire)
by contract

to imprison, put
in prison

14. anything which has
several parts

15. a legally sworn state-
ment, taken under oath

16. emphasis on rehabili-
tating the offender in
the community, instead
of in prison

17. release of prisoner
granted by the
governor

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g-

Terms

composite
pardon
to lease
to post bail
affidavit
to incarcerate
community4msed
corrections

IL In what way is a probation and parole officer considered a linker?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. The officer links probationers and parolees into a network.
b. The officer links the probationer to helpful family members.
c. The officer links those being supervised to programs in the com-

munity which will help them.
d. The officer links the world of crime to the world of crime-

fighting by finding out information from the parolees.
19. List three programs which a parolee or probationer may be requiredto use.

Anew you fthish this pretest, give it to your irtutor. Ask him/her
whetaer you should study this unit or take the -ye, LEL D).
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Answers to Pretas

1- c

2. b

3. a

4. c

5. Any three of the following:

less expensive than imprieN=rnent
vidance and couaseling avaailable
prisoner may be more cgilte, ent
prisons are overcrowded
adjustment to society is eat--sier
society is protected bec4a)e of supervision
more opportunity for retorturn

6. a

7. b

8. d

9. b

10. d

11. d

12. c

13. f

14- a

15. e

16. g

17. b

18. c

19. Three of the following shuiit be listed:

vocational training
employment services
health services
drug treatment prograin
alcohol abuse treatment
educational program

am
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Pcettest (mM D)

two differences between probation and parole.

2. List two similarities between probation and parole.

3. State ane disadvantage of probation.

4. in Florida, when do most inmates become eligible for parole?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. after serving one day
b. after serving six months
c. after collecting several tickets of leave
d. after serving one year

5. Which of the following is not one of the duties of the Parole and
Probation Commission? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. to read presentence reports and eligibility interviews
b. to decide on probation for an offender
c, to decide on east requirements and restrictions the parolee must

follow
d. to decide on parole for an offender

6. List three responsibilities of the probation and parole o ficer.

111-15 -7g617-7-
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7. Which state first t ied and successfully used a system of probation?

8. What was a ticket of leave? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. an extension added to a prisoner's sentence if he had attempted
to escape

b. a ticket issued for good behavior which allowed prisoners an
opportmity to eat with their families once a week

c. a ticket issued to all prisoners when they were released from
prison at the end of their sentences

d. a reward for good behavior which allowed earlier release from
prison in England and Ireland

9. List three reasons why parole might be preferred over hay' of-
fender complete the sentence in prison.

10. in 1885, the ffrst Pardon Board was created in Florida. Which of
the following statements is not true? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. The Pardon Board could be influenced by money, friendship, or
emotional arguments in the prisoner's favor.

b. The governor served as a member.
c. Pardoas were always granted fakly and justly.
d. The Pardon Board had too many eases to consider.

11. List at least three programs in the community which the probation-
er or parolee may be required to use.

12. What is meamt by a linker? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. someone who carried supplies from one prison to another
b. a member of the Parole Board who passes information from the

Board to the public
c. a person, often a parole and probation officer, skilled in match-

ing offenders to the appropriate community programs
d. a parolee who links the world of crime with the world of crime-

fighting by reporting criminal beravior of others to the police
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For each of the followkg sentences, choose the best word to nu hi the
blank. Write the letter of pow &rower choice on the blank.

13. The probation and parole officer has to complete the
offender before the Parole and Probation Commission meets.

a. pardon b. bail c. composite

the

14. Dangerous offenders are usually rather than receiving pro-
bation.

a. leased b. incarcerated c. interviewed

15. Since the governor believed the prisoner was inriocent, he
the prisoner.

a. paroled b. posted bail for c. pardoned

16. The officer prepared which gave details of the crime.

c. probationa. an affidavit b. a rumor

mpleted teat to your instructor.
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Answers to Posttest (M

1. Probation is determined by a ju e- parcLe is determined by the
Parole and Probation Commission.

With parole, part of the sentence has been served Ln prison; with
probation, the offender has not been imprisoned

2. With both probation and parole, supervision is requked.

Restrictions and requirements (known as the terms of the probation
or parole) must be kept.

3. The offender may be dangerous to society.

4. a

5. b

6. Three of the following should be listed, but the first item
included:

supervision of parolees and probationers
writing of reports, such as the presentence investigation reports
and the preparole reports
appearance in court sessions and parole hearing
preparation of affidavits amd warrants
investigations

7. Massachusetts

8. d

9. Three of the following should be listed:

less expensive than imprisonment
guidance and counseling available
prisoner may be more content
prisons very crowded
adjustment to society is easier
society ki protected because of superv ion
more opportunity for reform
adjustment to society will be easier
idea of being given a second chance may help to reform offender

10. c

4 2 7
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11. Three of the follow

vocational tr
program to treat drug abuse
educational programs
program to treat alcoholic abuse
employment services (Job searches)

a health services

d be listed:

12. e

13. c

14. b

15. c

16. a

4 28
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Block IM Corrections
Unit E: Jail Crperatiams and Treatment ProgTa
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Urn

As in Unit C, this unit is not self-contained, and is dependent upon the
set of materials called Jail Operations,* published by the U.S. Govern-
ment Printing Office. This set has been distributed as part of the
Criminal Justice Package, so your institution should have a set. Be sure
it is available for students as they begin this unit.

The unit is organized by topics and objectives as shown on-rfru hart of
Objectives and Required Reading," with corresponding pai0 .tke kt.'enees
to Jail Operations or references to the material included WAIL E. The
students should keep the objectives in mind while reading mad studying
all pages indicated. Some may wish to browse through ex--za pages, of
course, but the tests cover only the listed pages.

As with other units, administer and score the pretest. Then have the
students work through the whole unit. You might emphasize that the
objectives should help them to focus their reading.

There are review questions for the students which will provide an oppor-
tunity for sell-checking and for reviewing material they are unsure
about before the posttest.

* For additional sets, contact The Superintendent of Documents, U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402.
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auurt of

After completing the required reading listed in the -hand column,
you should be able to do the objectives given on the e -hand side of
the chart.

Objectives for t c:

1. Identify the twos of officers
who bring prisoners to jail
for commitment.

Book 2: Jail Qrat ions,
PP- 3-4

2. Identify the items that each
of these officers should
check before accepting cus-
tody of the prisoner.

State what the jail officer
is to do if the prisoner is
young or sick.

pp. 5-14, 19, 21-25

_

pp. 35, 37 40, 47-50, 91
Book 6: SpecIal Prisoners,

3-10

4. Identify satisfactory descrip-
tions of articles taken from
prisoners at the time of
admittanc

Book 2: Jail Operations,
pp. $1-56, 93

Objectives for topic:

Define contraband and give
examples.

p. 59

2. Distinvish between a strip
search rind a frisk search
and state the reasons for each.

pp. 65, 115

3. List the appropriate steps for pp. 93-95, 81-82
conducting a strip search.

4. Identify other security
measures which are used
in Jails.

pp. 138-143, 155-157, 165-166,
169

* Alice Howard Blumer Jail Opera ashington, D.C.: U.S. Gov-
ernment Printing Office)
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Objectives for topic:

1. Identify the results of
prison supervision and the
results of poor supervision.

Book 4: Supervision,
P- 3

2. State at least three things
a jail officer can do to in-
sure that tasks will be done
properly by prisoners.

pp. 6-10

3. Identify at least four kinds
of behavior to avoid in
order to maintain authority
over prisoners.

pp. 27-32

4. Identify at least four items
to consider about a prisoner
when s(he) is being considered
for trusty status.

pp. 107-112

5 Identify which tasks are ap-
propriate for a trusty, and
state when supervision of
these tasks is necessary.

pp. 113-117
Book 2: Jail Operations,
pp. 173-174

6. List at least four rules which
should be observed when esco
ing a prisoner outside the jail.

pp. 189-194

Objectives for topic:

1. State the difference between
discipline and punishment.

2. Distinguish between examples
of prisoner behavior which
should be disciplined and
those which should be
punished.

Book 5: Disci line
pp.1-2

pp. 2-5

3. Differentiate between formal
and informal disciplinary
measures indicating when each
is appropriate.

4. State two principles for
handling violent inmates.

pp. 4, 5-24

pp. 29-32
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Objectives for topic:

1. Identify the main tyltes of
treatment programs which are
available in state prisons.

2. Identify the types of health
ixeatment which are available
to inmates of state prisons.

Student Guide, this unit,
"Treatment Programs"

Student Guide, this unit,
"Treatment Programs"

Ob ectives for topic:

1. Define the different kinds of
egal Ialease of prisoners.

Book 2: Jail 0 rations,
pp. 97-99

List the steps an officer
should take to confirm a tele-
phoned releeLse order.

p. 100

3. Identify -,roper procedures
for prisoner release includ-
ing prisoner identification,
rettam of personal property,
ELnd release orders.

PP-M
03, 105, 107-10_
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss admission procedures for jail operations. Include types of
officers and the credentials required of officers who bring prisoners
to jail for commitment. Explain special procedures for young or sick
prisoners and discuss the importance of recording a complete de-
scription of articles taken from prisoners at the time of admittance .

discussing jail control and security, define contraband and have
students suggest examples. Describe the steps followed in strip and
frisk searches and dcuss reasons for each step.

LI. Emphasize the importance of good supervision in jail operations and
describe the probable results of poor supervision, citing examples
which have received attention by the news media. Include in your
discussion how a jail officer should and should not behave. Discuss
the philosophy of prisoner trusty status and the advantages, con-
straints, and cautioms involved. Emphasize the rules to observe
when escorting a prisoner outside of the jail or other correction
facility.

5. Discuss the difference between discipline and punishment and give
examples of prisoner behavior which should be disciplined or pun-
ished. Describe formal and informal disciplinary measures and ex-
plain when each is appropriate. Emphasize the importance of fol-
lowing the principles for handling violent inmates.

6. Discuss the various treatment programs available to prison inmates
emphasizing those programs available in state prisons.

7. Describe the different kinds of legal release of prisoners and the
proper procedures involved h.t each. Explain the steps to be followed
to confirm a telephoned release order.
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I. If a tour of a jail facility was not arranged or included in your sup-
porting activities for Unit B, this experience would be valuable at
this time. If the visit was made, review the observations made at
that time concerning jail operations.

2. Invite a jail officer to speak to your class concerning the topics cov-
ered in this unit.

4 5
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Reference Materials

Go Ike, JosepI. Oontrol of Prisoners. San Jose, Calif.: Criminal
Justice Educe ion and Resource System .
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Andiovimal materlab

Prisoner Control and Trans
color film)

otoro- 1974. (10 mfri., 16 mm
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likE Jail

This pretest will &KM you how much you
covered and what to look for in this unit. If you do well on this pretest
your Instructor nifty let you skiv this imit or pirrt of it. ff you cannot
answe a question, simpW go to the next question.

In questions _le the correct letter.

1. Which of the following is required of all officers who bri
prisoners to the jail for commitment?

a. business card
b. legal papers signed by the governor
c. commitment paper sigrned by the arresting officer
d. official identification

2. Which one of the following officers does not bring prisoners to jail?

a. local law enforcement officers
b. admissions officer
c. U. S. marshal
d. parole officer

3. If a prisoner to be admitted is obviously ill, what would be the best
action for the jail officer to tEtke?

a. Check the prisonert pulse and temperature.
b. Micourage the prisoner to sleep.
c. Proceed with normal admittance procedures.
d. Call a doctor.

4. Which of the following descriptions of prisoner property is in-
adequate?

a. one wide-band gold ring with small diamond
b. one Timex gold-colored watch with black band
c. one ballpoint pen, with the label Sheaffer's, black with silver-

colored top
d. one wide-band silver-colored bracelet, with inscription: 'To Bill

from Jo, 1980"

5. Write a brief definItion of contraband.

6. A
(Fill in the bl
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7. Which of the following does not need to be checked during a strip
search ."? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. lini_txgs of clothing
b. fale teeth
C. eer -. and mouth
d. beca sheets

8. Which =3f the following measures does not have to be done often to
mainta_in jail security? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. pstwolling the jail with trakied dogs
b. inssecting jail cell bars
C. coicrIting prisoners
d. eon-trollirg keys and key usage

0. Good smipervision in a jail will resillt in employees who will do what
is reguared, and an environment that is
(Fill in the blank.)

10. In ordear to be sure that a prisoner will complete a job assignment
correely, the supervor may need to: Choose all correct
answer.)
a. thraten the prisoner.
b. showv the prisoner how the task should be done.
a. evalltuate the performance of the prisoner.
d. giv a trusty the job of checking the prisoner.

11. Which =of the following is appropriate behavior for a jail officer?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. goswaping with prisoners to establish good relationships
b. giviwv legal and marital advice to prisoners
c. beirmg a buddy to certain prisoners so they will help you later
d. showving a prisoner hlw to do a task

12. When choosing a prisoner for trusty status, what item is not
importEw_nt? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. The prisoner is popular.
b. The prisoner works well with minimum supervision.
c. The prisoner does not cause disciplinary problems.
d. The xnisoner understands and follows directions.

13. A trustsw should be closely supervised when: (Circle the correct
letter.)

s. eleamling the security area.
b. wasFaing pans in the kitchen.
c. typig cell assignments.
d. typig the week's menus-

4 3
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14. To avoid losing a p isoner when that prisoner is being transported
outside the jail, list at least four rules to observe.

15. is defined as a penalty for some offense. (Fill in the blank
wit-9ithe letter of your choice.)

a. punishment b. discipline

16. RI the following examples of prisoner behavior, indicate whether
the prisoner should be punished or disciplined. Write F on the lines
by the situations where punishment is indicated; write D where dis-
cipline is indicated.

a. The prisoner jumps a jail officer.
b. The prisoner bumps into another prisoner in the food

line causing food to spill.
c. The prisoner moves around and causes confusion in a

count of prisoners.
d. The prisoner talks back to the officer trying to make

the officer angry.
e. The prisoner does not follow orders to clean the cell.

17. Choose either informal or formal discipline for the following state-
ments. Indicate your choice by writing I for informal or F for
formal on the line in each statement.

a. If a prisoner has caused confusion during a prisoner count,
discipline should be used.

b. --discipline involves talks with the prisoner.
c. discipline is essentially a warning for the prisoner.
d. diacipline should be tried first with a prisoner.

18. State two principles for handling violent inmates.
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19. Within the state prison system, which of the following is not a
treatment program offered to the prisoner? (Circle the correct
letter.)

a. vocational training
b. drug treatment programs
c. GED certificate training
d. commimity-based programs

20. Which type of health care should be available for prisoners?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. analyses of health problems
b. psychological counseling
c. dental care
d. emergency care
e. all of the above

For 21-25, match the
nition on the left. Wri
the definition.

Defmition

21. Someone pays a stated sum as
a promise that the accused
person will appear for the
triaL

22. Another jurisdiction files a
document with formal charges
against a prisoner who has
completed his/her sentence;
prisoner is released to them.

23. Prisoner plans to attend a
funeral.

24. Prisoner becomes seriously ill.

25. Release is ordered by the court.

"th the correct deli-
pe the number of

Type of Release

a. completion of
sentence

b. release to a
detainer

e. transfer to hospital
d. found not guilty
e. posting bail
f. temporary release
g. transfer to another

jail ,

26. If telephone releases are allowed at a particular jail,
steps that the jail officer should follow before releas
when such a request is made.

ist three
a prisoner

A. A
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27. Which of the following is not appropriate for checking the identity
of the prisoner to be released? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. questiona asked which only the prisoner can answer
b. plastic "I-dent bands" worn by prisoners
c. photographs taken at admission
d. fingerprints taken at admission

From the &rt of womb given below, choose those answers
this sentence true: (Write the letter of your =slyer choice on the num-
bered lines.)

When a prisoner is to be released, the release order should be care-
fully checked to be sure all (28) are fulfilled, and that it is
(29) by a(n) (30) person.

a. documents
b. legal requirements
c. issued
d. authorized
e. identified
f. clever

31. If the prisoner claims some of his/her personal property is missing
upon release, the proper procedure is to: (Circle the correct
letter.)

a. list and describe what is missing put it on file, review later.
b. list and describe what is missing, prisoner signs list in front of

jail officer, list is then shown to administrator.
c. give the prisoner appropriate amount of cash to cover the loss.
d. question the prisoner again, recheck list, file a brief report.

After you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Mk him/her
whether you should study this unit or take the posttest
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E)

1. d

2. b

3. d

4. a

5. articles which are not issued or authorized for use by prisoners,
items which the prisoners are not supposed to have, or something
similar

6. strip

7. d

8 a
9. orderly, controlled

10. b and c

11. d

12. a

13. c

14. Four of the follow ng should be mentioned:

Search the- Plisoner thoroughly before leaving.
Do not af'1117,_ that handcuffs are escape-proof.
Do not reveal details of the trip to prisoner.
Keep the prisoner within sight.
Stay alert until prisoner is turned over to the next authority or
until returned to jail.
Keep your firearm concealed f you carry one.

15. pumishment

16. a. P
b. D
C. P
d. D
e. D
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18. Do not try to subdue a violent prisoner alone.
Do not harm the prisoner.

19. d

20. e

21. e

22. b

23. f

24. a

25.

26. a Following the phone call, look up the telephone number of the
releasing authority who gave the verbal release order.
Call that number.
Cheek to insure that the release order is the same as the first
call indicated.

27. a

28. b

29. c

30. d

31. b

4 4
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Posttest (m:

1. Which of the following is required of all officers who bring prisoners
to the jail for commitment? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. business card
b. official identificalion
c. legal papers signed by the governor
d. commitment paper signed by the arresting officer

2. Which of the following officers does not bring prisoners to jail?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. local law enforcement officers
b. parole officer
c. admissions officer
d. U. S. marshal

3. If a prisoner to be admitted is young and inexperienced, what is the
best action for the jail officer to take? (Circle the correct letter)

a. Assign prisoner to a cell near officer to help adjustment.
b. Assign prisoner to one of the bigger cells for company.
c. Assign prisoner to a cell with Em older prisoner to learn the

ropes.
d. Assign prisoner to a cell away from older, experienced prisoners.

4. Which of the following is the best description of a prisoner's ring?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. one thin golden-colored band; no stones
b. one wide-band golden-colored ring with two red stones
c. one wide silver-colored ring with the inscription, "To Lonny for-

ever, 1981"
d. one wide-band gold ring with two sapphires; inscription: "To AUL

from KW, 1980"

5. What is the definition of contraband? Give two examples.

6. A search is done while c othes are on the
prisoner. (Fill in the blank.)
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7. Which of the following does not need to be checked during a strip
search? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. jail cell bars
b. cast
c. linings of clothing
d. feet

8. What action is not a necessary part of jail security? (Circle the
correct letter.)

a. frisk search
b. examining mattresses
c. probirg faucets and drains
d. assigning trusties to count prisoners

9. Poor supervision in a jail may result in all the following except:
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. disciplisiary problems.
b. escapes.
c. poor prisoner morale.
d. prisoner cooperation.

10. State at least three things a jail officer can do to be sure a prisoner
completes assigned tasks correctly.

11. To keep respect, the jail officer should probably not: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. show a prisoner how to do an assigned task.
b. let a trusty mop floors.
c. give advice to prisoners.
d. gossip with prisoners.

12. When choosing a prisoner for trusty status, which item is least
important? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. The prisoner understands and follows directions.
b. The prisoner does not cause disciplinary problems.
c. The prisoner is well-liked by fellow inmates.
d. The prisoner works well with little supervision.

13. Which of the following is not an appropriate task for a trusty?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. typing names of prisoners
b. bringing keys from the security area to the jail officer
c. mopping floors within the security area
d. serving food to cells
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14. To be sure a prisoner does not escape when that prisoner is being
transported outside the jail, list at least four rules which should be
observed.

15. The purpose of dcipline is not to punish the prisoner, but to
the prisoner.

Fill in the blank.

16. In the following examples of prisoner behavior, indicate whether
the prisoner should be pimished or disciplined. Write P on the lines
by the situations where punishment is indicated; write D where
discipline is indicated.

a. The prisoner refuses to bathe.
b. The prisoner acts sulky and does not follow orders.
c. The prisoner moves around during the prisoner count

causing confusion.
d. The prisoner receives some dope from a visiting friend.
e. The prisoner makes remarks about the jail officer to

friends causing them to laugh.

17. Choose either informal or formal discipline for the following state-
ments. Indicate your choice by writing I for informal or F for
formal on the Line in each statement.

a. For the second time, a certain prisoner has refused to do a job
that was assigned. It is appropriate to use discipline.

b. discipline involves conversation with the prisoner.
c. discipline should be tried first with a prisoner.
d. discipline involves writing a report for the

s,l-rrimistration.

18. State two principles for handling violent inmates.
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19. Within the state prison system, which of the following is not a
treatment program offered to the prisoner? Circle the correct
letter.)

a. opportunity to earn the high school equivalency certificate
(GED)

b. drug treatment programs
C. vocational training
d. employment services

20. Which of the following kinds of health care are available for
prisoners? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. emergency care
b. psychiatric counseling
c. dental care
d. self-diagnosis of health problems

For 21-25 match the type of release on the right
nition on the left. Write the letter of the release
the dermition.

Definitioc

21. Another jurisdiction has filed
a document with formal charges
against a prisoner who has
completed his/her sentence.

22. Ftisoner attends a funeral M
the family.

23. Prisoner is released by
the court.

24. Someone pays a standard sum
of money as an assurance that
the accused person will appear
for the trial.

e correct defi-
by the number of

'Iwype of Release

a. completion of
sentence

b. release to a
detainer

c. transfer to hospital
d. found not guilty
e. posting bail
f. temporary release
g. transfer to another

jail

g. transfer to another
jail

25. Prisoner becomes seriously ill.

26. If telephone releases are allowed at a particular jail, list three
steps the jail officer should follow before releasing a prisoner when
such a telephoned request is made.
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7. When a prisoner Ls released to another officer, what two itern of
the officer's should be checked before the prisoner is released

Furorn the gat of words below, choose those tunswers which niLke thE0
sentenee Mac (Write the letter of your answer choice on the naunebered

When a prisoner ls to be released, the release order should be are-
fully checked to be sure all (28) are fulfilled, axici that
it is (29) by a(n) (30) person.

a. clever
b. docarnents
a. issued

d. authorized
e. legal requirements
f. identified

21E. If the prisoner claims some of his/her personal property is rnising
at the time of his/her release, the proper procedure is to: (Cir---cle
the correct letter.)

OWve

a. question the prisoner again, re-,heck the list, file a brief reort.
b. give anappropriate amount of ssh to cover the loss.
c. list a_nd describe what is missing, put the list on file, and re--nview

it later.
d. list and describe what is missing, have the prisoner sign the list

in front of the jail officer, and then show the list to
adMinistrator.
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Answers

1. b

2. c

3. d

4. d

5. articles which are not issued or authorized for use by prisone=-5, or
a similar statement. Examples include drugs, weapons, sharix- in-
struments. Money, watches, and other items way be conside=-ed
contraband in certain jails.

6. frisk

7. a

8. d

9. d

10. Give clear orders.
Make sure the prisoner understands orders,
Teach the prisoner how to do the job, if necessary.
Make frequent cheeks on the prisoner's work.
Evaluate the prisoner's performance.

11. c and d

12. c

13. b

14. At least four of the following should be listed (slightly differet
wording can be considered as correct):

Search the prisoner before beginning a trip.
Do not depend upon handcuffs alone.
Do not reveal detaila of the trip to prisoner.
Keep the prisoner within sight.
If you are carrying a firearm, keep it concealed..
Stay alert until prisoner is turned over to the next authority= or
until returned to jail.

15. teach, correct, educate, or rehabilitate

16. a, b, and e could probably be handled with disciplinary measi- ires
(D)

and d are serious, and usually require some kind of punishrent
(P)
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17. a. F
b.
C. I
d. F

Do not try to subdue a violent prisoner alone.
Do not harm the prisoner.

19. d

20. a,

21. b

22. f
23. d

24. e

25.

26. Following the phone call, look up the telephone number of the
releasing authority who gave the verbal release order.
Call that number.
Check to iroure that the release order is the same as the first
call indicated.

27. official identification card
badge
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unit F: Juvenile Carmel:Ions

1: Juvenile
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Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a witten test:

1. Identify the main character's ics of juvenile corrections and explain
how they differ from those of adult corrections.

2. Identify the hbtorical relationship between the juvenile court sys-
tem and juvenile corrections.

Identify differences between formal and informal corrections.

4. Explain or define these concepts related to juvenile corrections:

restitution
community4Iased corn
halfway houses

a wilderness camps
residential institutions

aavenTier----ackgr d

CMS
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the maLn characteristics of juvenile corrections and contrast
them with the characteristics of adult corrections. The chart in the
nimmary of this section will aid in this discussion.

3. Review the historical information on juvenile corrections presented
h.' previous units and blocks. Trace the development of practices for
handling juvenile offenders up to the present.

4. Explain formal end informal corrections and give examples of each.

5. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed Ln Objec-
tive 4. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.

4 5 4
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1 Write the following statement on the blackboard or overhead
transparency:

All juveniles fmmd guilty of a crime should be locked up in
tution to teach them a lesson.

Ask students to write a one-page pape (a) stating whether they
agree or disagree with the statement and (b) giving reasons for
their opinion.

Follow up their written opinion with a class discussion.

2. Read the following case summary to the class and ask the students
to play the role of juvenile court judge. To what kind of corrections
program would they assign this juvenile?

Mark, age 15, was found guilty of stealing a car for the purpose of
joyriding. When committed by an adult, joyriding is a misdemeanor.
At his hearing, Mark stated that he had intended to bring his neigh-
bolas car back and had only "borrowed it" for a while. (The neighbor
had reported the car stolen.)

This is his first case in court. However, the local police have picked
him up a few times for vandalism and possession of marijuana. Until
now, he had always been released to his parents.

He has a C average in class Emd has caused minor problems in school.
Since his appearance in court, Mark's parents have tried to discipline
him. In fact, his father may be on the abusive side in his disciplin-
ing. Mark has been uncooperative and angry toward his parents and
his counselor.

One solution might be the middle route of a halfway house or camp to
change Mark's environment, since that seems to be part of the problem.
This kind of program would impose more control and restriction on him.

On the other hand, one could argue that he would benefit from supervi-
sion, work opportunity, and drug counseling. Perhaps the family would
agree to voluntary counseling as well. A community-based approach
might be better so Mark could fulfill these obligations while living at
home.
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Reference Materials

Martz, Carl and Rove Ili, Rebecca, eds. Criminal Justice. New York:
Scholastic Book Services, 1978.
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Audiov"

"Police Juvenile Officers and Certification Issues," National Council of
Juvenile and Family Court Judges, 1979, (Audio-cassette) Box 8978,
University of Nevada, Reno, NV 89507_
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Pretest (E: F-1)

This pretest will show you how much you akeady know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on this pre-
test, yow- instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If you
carmot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

&iefly ex=pblin how juvenfie corrections differ from adult corrections
for items 1-4.

1. The goal that is emphasized:

The kind of governmental agency which is most likely to handle the
corrections:

3. The correctional agency's attitude to a d the individual:

4. Role of the court:

5. Which of the following statements is true concerning juvenile cor-
rections in the past? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. The judge had little to do with corrections.
b. Corrections and court processes were not clearly separated.
c. Paren,s patriae only had a small influence.
d. Family and the judge worked closely to treat or correct the

juvenile offender.
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6. Which of the following statements is true concerning informal
corrections? (Circle the correct letter.)

a. Assignment to a corrections program is always made by the
judge.

b. Records are kept carefully, so it is easy to find out how many
participate.

c. Schools are never involved.
d. Corrections may take place before the offender appears in

court.

7. Which of the following is true concerning formal corrections?
(Circle the correct letter.)

a. Police officers often make these corrections decisions.
b. The program is decided following court procedures.
c. It includes actions taken by teachers, parents, and church

leaders.
d. All accused juveniles take part in it.

For westions 8-12, give a brief explanation of each item in relation to
Nvemle corrections:

S. restitution

9. community-based corrections

10. halfway house

11. wilderness camp

12. residential institution

After you finish this pretest to your instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (ffl: F-1).
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&Ewers to Pretest (ffl: P-1)

Answers should be similar to the following:

1. Programs that emphasize rehabilitation are used as much as pos-
sible in juvenile corrections; a recent trend is toward stricter dis-
position for adult offenders.

2. AgencIes such as social services, health and rehabilitation, arid wel-
fare handle juvenile corrections; a department such as corrections
handles adult corrections.

3. Attitudes of protection rehabilitation, and giving the juvenile
another chance are reflected in juvenile corrections; stricter atti-
tudes, such as givfrig the adult offender "what s(he) deserves," are
common in adult corrections.

4. The juvenile offender may be assigned a corrections program with-
out court procedures; the adult offender is assigned a corrections
program following a trial.

5. b

6. d

7. b

To receive four points, the student should have something simIlar to the
following for four of the terms:

8. restitution: paying back someone for loss or damage; may include
volunteer service work to pay back the community.

9. comnumity-based corrections: most preferred form of juvenile
correction, where the juvenile lives at home and takes part in work
projects, treatment programs, education, and so on.

10. haffway homes: small houses where the juvenile spends at least
part of the day in intensive treatment, counseling, therapy. Most
are short-term residential facilities.

11. wilderness camp: outdoor environment, away from home, where
the offender has a chance to learn self-discipline, cooperation, and
survival skills.

12 residential facility: long-term, full-time residence; usually for a
juvenile who has a serious discipline problem. Ideally, therapy, vo-
cational training, and recreation are provided during the day.

4 G
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Posttest WE: F-1)

In quelrti circle the correct letter.

1. Which of the following state nts is truer for juvenile correctiors
than for adult corrections?

a. Corrections programs are handled by a department called
corrections.

b. Rehabilitation is the main goal.
e. Justice toward the offender is more important than protecting

his/her reputation.
d. Restitution for the victim is the main goal.

2. Which of the following statements is truer for juvenile corrections
than for adult corrections?

a. There is a trend toward stricter sentencing.
b. CommunityAxised corrections usually cannot begin until the

offender has appeared in court.
c. The suspect's name may appear in the newspaper.
d. A governmental department or agency which focuses on social

services is often responsible for corrections.

3. Which of the following statements is truer for juvenile corrections
than for adult corrections?

a. The attitude that society should be protected leads to stricter
disposition.

b. The offender's initials rather than name are used when his/her
case is appealed.

c. A governmental department such as social services or social
welfare is responsible for corrections services.

d. The offender is often assigned to a treatment program without
going to court.

4. Which of the following s ate ents could be said about juvenile
corrections in the past?

a. The judge had little to do with corrections.
b. Parens patriae had only a small influence.
c. Both family and judge worked closely to treat or correct the ju-

venile offender.
d. Corrections and court processes were not clearly separated.

4 61
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5. Which of the following statements is true of informal corrections?

a. The judge makes the assignment, and the parents are closely
involved.

b. Police officers carry on plea bargaining, and records must be
carefully kept.

c. The accused juvenile does not appear in court, and counselors
may assign him/her to a corrections program.

d. Records must be carefully kept, and the juvenile may partici-
pate in weekend work programs.

6. The influence of parens_patriae, using community programs and
avoiding the court process, is characteristic of:

a. formal corrections.
b. informal corrections.
c. adult corrections.
d. restitution in corrections.

Match each dermitdon on the left with a concept on the right by writi
the letter of the concept by the number of the definition.

Definhion

7. The offender has to pay a.
back the victim for loss b.
or damage.

This is an example of a
program where the of-
fender is away from home
and in a much different
environment.

9. While living at home,
the juvenile must meet
certain requirements,
such as work, school,
and counseling.

10. This is the most serious
type of correction for
juveniles who need full-
time care and treatment.

c.
d.
e.
1*.

Give the completed test to yom irtructor.

4 6

halfway house
cornmunity-based
corrections
residential institution
restitution
wilderness camp
disposition
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(111: F-1)

1. b

2. d

3. a

4. d

5. c

6. b

7. d

8. e

9. b

10.

- F-1 JuveiT1éCà
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Block 111: Corrections
Unit F: Jirvenile Corrections
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Correcti

F-2 Florida Juvenile Corre _10

4 6 4
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Knowl

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
iollowing on a written test:

1. State what JASP is and identify some of its characteristics.

2. Identify the difference between nonjudicial and judicial handlings of
juvenile cases.

Identify the differences among the categories of formal co reetions.

4. Distinguish among certain Health and Rehabilitative Services (HRS)
corrections programs by their descriptions, characteristics, and
purposes.

5. Identify what the data indicate about recent trends in juvenile
corrections.

6. Identify three agencies having control over juvenile offenders and
tell which legislative chapters apply to each.

7. Use and define the following vocabulary words found in this se ion:

arbitrate/arbitrator
criterion/criteria
to diversify/diversified
furlough
to innovate/innovative
petty larceny
to restrict/restrictive
sanction
vandalism

F4 Florida JuveniR Corrections
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Instructional Guide

1. lain the JASP Program.

2. Discuss the differences between nonjudicial handlings and judicial
handlings of cases, and the kinds of corrections involved in each.

Discuss the broad categories of formal corrections and how they
differ.

4. Discuss some of the HRS programs, especially their purposes and
characteristics.

5. Discuss the charts (Figures-1 and -2) and be sure the students under-
stand how to interpret them. Discuss the data shown concerning
trends in juvenile corrections.

6. Discuss Chapter 959 and its influence on HRS programs in juvenile
corrections: how programs are innovative and diversified.

7. Call attention to the vocabulary and terminology listed in Objec-
tive 7. Answer questions concerning any of the terms.
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Activities

k the class how they would go about deciding whether or not a
particular corrections program is successful (how they might
evalimate a program).

Suggestions:

interviewing the juvenile offenders assigned to it
interviewing counselors and other people working with the
juveniles
following up on those who completed the program
studying how much it costs

2. Invite a juvenile court judge or an HRS counselor to address the
class on juvenile corrections.

Discussion topics:

how s(he) chooses or recommends a program for a particular
juvenile
what programs seem to be particularly successful
what trends s(he) has noticed in the juvenile corrections system
what trends s(he) has noticed in attitudes toward juvenile crime
and corrections
lihat improvements s(he) would suggest

4 7
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Reference Materials

Department of Healthp. and Rehabilitative Services. Communit -Based
Treatment Centers, lEILS Manual 175-2. Tallahassee, Fla.: State of

Department of Health_ arid Rehabilitative Services. Community Control
and Furlouini HES MErival 175-3. Tallahassee, Fla.: State of Florida,
1981.

Department of Heal& and Rehabilitative Services. Florida State Train-
ing HRS IVianal 175-4. Tallahassee, Fla.: State of Florida,
1982.

Florida Center for Ch-Viclren and Youth. The F.C.C.Y. Newsline.
Tallahassee, Fla., n.d.

Hellmich, Nanci. "Juwenile Alternative Services Program: Volunteers
help put kids back on --ight road." Cocoa Beach Today, Nov. 6, 1982, pp.
1D, 5D.

Kirsch, Susan J. 9.12illarerth and Families: Statistical Packagi
81/82. Tallahassee, 171La.: Department of Health and Rehabilitative
Services, 1983.
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (ffl: F-2)

will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do wen on this
test, your imstructor may let you skip this section or part of it. ff you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. What do the initials JASP stand for in juvenile corrections?

In questions 2-15, circle the correct letter.

2. What kind of offender would most likely be involved in JASP?

a. someone 17 or 18 years old, who has been in trouble before
b. someone committed to the department
c. an arbitrator
d. a young offender caught destroying property

What is the main purpc3e of JASP?

a. to correct the offender by going to court
b. to teach the offender a lesson
c. to make restitution to the victim
d. to correct the offender without going to court

4. Community control, commitment to HRS, and adult sanctions are
categories of:

a. nonjudicial handlings.
b. voluntary correction.
c. formal corrections.
d. sanction and rehabilitation.

5. Which of the following is a short-term residential program?

a. TRY center
b. training school
C. JASP
d. halfway house

6. Which of the following includes time camping in the wilderness?

a. training school
b. Project S.T.E.P.
c. JASP
d. S.T.A.R.T. center
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7 . In which of the following 's the offender least likely to plan his/her
daily activities?

a. JASP
b. TRY center
c. training school
d. halfway house

8. A juvenile may be classified as
in the:

a. HRS.
b. Department of Corrections.
c. Associated Marine Institute.
d. training school.

1 outhful offender" when placed

9. When a juvenile has committed an offense but the judge withholds
adjudication, the juvenile may be placed:

a. on community control.
b. in the Department of Corrections.
c. in the training school.
d. on furlough.

10. The judge may assign a juvenile to a corrections program much like
probation, called:

a. commitment to the departmen (HRS).
b. commitment to corrections.
c. community control.
d. nonjudicial handlings.

11. After a juvenile is found to have committed a delinquent act, the
judge most often:

a. commits the child to the department (HRS).
b. turns the child over to the Department of Corrections.
c. goes through nonjudicial proceedings.
d. releases the child to his/her parents.

12. Which of the following is true concerning recent trends in Florida
juvenile corrections?

a. Juvenile crime is increasing steadily in the state.
b. There are more juveniles in restrictive rather than nonrestric-

tive corrections programs.
a. The trend since 1969 has been toward more strictness in juven-

ile correctionsmore training schools, longer sentences, and so
on.

d. The most common type of juvenile corrections is nonjudicial
community-based programs.

4
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Which of the following agencies is responsible for planning a state-
wide program for control of juvenile delinquency in Florida?

a. State Circuit Court, Juvenile Division
b. Department of Corrections
c. Department of Health and Rehabilitative Services
d. Department of State

14. Which of the following is the short title for Chapter 958 of the
Florida Statutes?

a. Florida Youthful Offender Act
b. Florida Juvenile Justice Act
c. Florida Corrections and Treatment Act
d. Florida Social Services Act

15. In addition to the HRS and the Department of Corrections, which
state agency has responsibility for juvenile offenders?

a. Department of State
b. State Circuit Court, Juvenile Division
a. Department of Social Welfare
d. Department of Administration, Juvenile Division

or numbers 10-20, give a brief definition for each item:

16. arbitrator

17. diversified

18. vandalism

19. to restrict

20. criterion

After you fLnish this pretest, give it to your inetructor. Ask him
whether you should study this section or tgLke the poetteNt (11:1: F-2 ).

zi 7 9
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iwers to (M: F-2)

1. Juvenile Al erna ive Services Program

2. d

3. d

4. c

5. d

6. b

7. c

8. b

9. a

10. c

11. a

12. d

13. c

14. a

15. b

Definitions for 16-20 should be somewhat similar to the following:

16 a third party who hears different sides in a conflict and decides
how the conflict should be settled

17. varied; having several different parts or options

18. damage or destruction of property

19. to keep within certain limits

20. a standard to measure by or compare to
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Posttest (i11: P-2)

ka questions 1-15, circle the correct letter.

What is the main purpose of JASP?

a. make restitution to the victim
b. correct the offender without: going to court
c. correct the offender by goinj to court
d. teach the offender a lesson

2. Often an important requirement of JASP is that:

a. the offender appear without delay before the judge.
b. the offender be committed to the department .
c. a curfew is imposed on the offender .
d. the offender pay restitution.

3. What kind of offender would most likely be involved in JASP?

a. a girl running away from home
b. a 16-year-old who has been in a training school
c. a young offender caught shoplifting
d. a 24-year-old committed to the department

4. When cases are handled through the court process, their corrections
fall into the following categories:

a. commtmity control, commitment to HRS, and adult sanctions
b. formal and informal corrections
c. voluntary counseling sessions and community control
d. community-based corrections and full-time residential

5. Which of the following is a short-term residential treatment center
where youths learn to share duties and solve everyday problems
together?

a. halfway house
b. community control center
c. TRY center
d. training school

6. Which of the following separates the juvenile of ender from the
community?

a. JASP
b. training school
c. halfway house
d. TRY center 474
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7. Which of the following could be described as a small group living
together in the wilderness, learning survival ski1lq, sell-discipline,
independence, and cooperation with others?

a. Associated Marine Institute
b. Project S.T.E.P.
c. START center
d. JASP

8. Which of the items listed below allows control of the committed ju-
venile to continue beyond age 19?

a. Department of Corrections
b. Department of HRS
c. training school
d. TRY center

9. When a juvenile is found to have committed a delinquent act, the
judge receives recommendations for:

a. programs in the Department of Corrections.
b. programs in community controL
c. programs in HRS.
d. programs in nonjudicial hanllngs

10. The judge may assign a juvenile to a corrections program much like
probation, called:

a. commitment to the department.
b. community control.
c. commitment to corrections.
d. nonjudicial hand

11. A juvenile may be classified as a youthful offender when placed in
the:

a. Department of Corrections.
b. trainkig school.
c. Associated Marine Institute.
d. HRS.

12. Which of the following is true concerning recent trends in juvenile
corrections in Florida?

a. The most common type of juvenile correction is commitment to
HRS.

b. Community control is the type of formal corrections used least
often.

c. More juveniles are under adult sanctions titan are committed to
HRS.

d. The trend in juvenile corrections has been toward community-
based programs and away from restrictive programs.
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13. Which chapter of the Florida Statutes establishes the Department
of Corrections as responsible for youths convicted as adults?

a. Chapter 39
b. Chapter 958
c. Chapter 959
d. Chapter 598

14. Which chapter of the Florida Statutes establishes HRS as the pri-
mary department responsible for juvenile corrections?

a. Chapter 39
b. Chapter 958
c. Chapter 959
d. Chapter 598

15. Which agency listed below interacts with the HRS and the Depart-
ment of Corrections in determining how a case will be handled in
corrections?

a. State Circuit Court, Juvenile Division
b. Department of Social Welfare
c. State Supreme Court, Juvenile Division
d. Department of State

Complete each of the followmg sentences
best word from the list below (a4c). Write the letter o
choose in the bliudc for each sentence.

a. arbitrators g. innovative
b. counselors h. petty larceny
c. criteria i. restriction
d. disorderly conduct j. sanction(s)
e. diverrified k. vandalism
f. furlough 1. probation

16. If an offender being released from a training school needs continu-
ing supervision, s(he) will be placed on

17. is the destruction of property.

18. A juvenile court judge will consider several when determin-
ing whether a juvenile offender should be committed to the
department.

19. Voluntary often decide how young juveniles should pay for
their offenses based on testimony from those invo!wed.

20. A set of corrections programs makes it easier to find the
right one for each individual offender.

Give the completed test to your instructor.
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(11: F-2)

1. b

2. d

3. a

4. a

5. a

6. b

7. b

8. a

9. a

10. b

11. a

12. d

13. b

14.

15. a

16. f

17. k

18. c

19. a

20. e

-2 Florida Juvenile Co ec Ks
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Objectives

Rao

Upon completion of this unit your students should be able to do the fol-
lowing on a written tests

1. Identify the characteristics of conflict.

2. Describe equal protection as set forth in the Constitution.

3. Identify the source of the principles that form the foundation for
law enforcement.

4. List four causes of poor human relations in law oen o cement.

5. Identify how emotions affect behavior.

6. List the characteristics of emotionally stable behavior.

7. Identify important characteristics of attitudes.

8. Identify the effects of threats and challenges on law enforcement
officers.

9. List the three abilities needed for proper handling of contacts with
citizens.

10. Identify seven remedies for poor human relations in law
enforeement.
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Instru

Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the characteristics of conflict:

can be inter/intra personal or group
assumes some type of opposition between at least two individuals

laces "target" in a position to suffer from and respond to attack)
evolves from both feelings of opposition and actions resulting
from such fee
may be a struggle for o

Discuss the principles which form the foundation of law en o e-
ment:

The Constitution guarantees certain rights and freedoms.
All individuals must receive equal protection.
Law enforcement personnel must understand the origin, scope, an
limits of their authority.

4. Provide students with copies of the Constitution and bills which pro-
vide law enforcement authority.

Describe equal protection as set forth in the Constitution.
Define justifiable and reasonable force.
Discuss limitations and restrictions on authority.
Discuss authority for arrests.

5. Dbcuss the four causes of poor human relations in law enforcement
presented in the materials. Emphasize that there are other causes
of problems, however the four major oaes are:

lack of emotional stability
poor or unacceptable attitudes
effects of threats and challenges
poorly handled contacts with clients.

6. Discuss how emotions affect behavior. Emphasize these pain

Psychologically how we "feerhappy, sad, etc. May be classified
as pleasurable or painfuL The intensity and duration of these
feelings vary.
Physiologically, changes in breathing, blood pressure, pulse rate,
huidular secretions, digestive system, and composition of blood

may cause system imbalances. These changes motivate individ-
uals to take "action" as the system tries to restore balance.
Emotions give direction to our behavior, i.e., how we react to our
surroundings.
Emotions affect behavior by progressing through four steps:
awareness, arousal, organic reactions, adjustive behavior.
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lain that emotionally stable behavior is:

appropriately expressive
reasonably predictable
customarily consistent
variable within normal limits to fit the occasion
under control (no unusual volatile, sudden, or erratic reac ions).

8. Discuss problems caused by poor attitudes. Attitudes are:

an orgailized and relatively unchanging combination of feelings
and knowledge about someone or something, which influences
behavior
habits of mind or preexisting dpositions that cause certain
reactions
learned and developed as a result of experiences
generally not neutral and cause one to act in a biased manner
affected by cultural and ethnic differences.

9. Discuss the effects of threats and challenges in law enforcement.
Threats and challenges:

may be received and sent
create stress which affects a person's motives and goals
cause individual reactions
differ, that is, a threat is a state of mind in which injury to one's
psychological or physical self is anticipated
differ, that is, a challenge is a dere which, if not successfully
met or avoided, becomes a threat
we an attempt to gain superiority or control
may be real, clearly expressed, implied, imagined, or a bluff
must be perceived as such to be effective
are perceived in the role of an officer by some citizens.

10. List abilities needed for handling contacts with citizens:

ability to observe accurately
ability to interpret realistica
flexibility in choosing action tu be taken

11. Discuss seven remedies for poor human relations in law
enforcement:

Observe the professional code.
Use physical exercise to dissipate pent-up inotons.
Play thfrd-party role in conflict situation.
Promote arid maintain mental health.
Pay attention to your attitudes.
Parry threats and challe es.
Practice courtesy.

Discuss courteous behavior.
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1. Invite local law enforceent personnel to speak to your students
about human relations in law enforcement.

2. Suggest scenarios of law enforcement situations involving human
relations and have your students rolel,lay a typical episode.

4 4
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any materials available to you.)
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Ith pretemit will show you how much _

covered emml what to look for fa this smilon.
tat, your Wwwtruetor may let you skip II& section or
moot seawswer a queatiout simply go to the neil

1. Intrapemsonal conflict means:

a. conMlict between groups of people.
b. confnict within a group of people .
e. conralct between people.

eonMict within a person.

Conflicis involve: (Choose all correct answe .)

a. som type of opposition.
th a striuggle either for or against someth"
c, an irmaylied struggle.
d. flelim-irta displayed in action .

3. The equaml protection clause olthe Constitution provides
enforeel=ent officers must: (Choose all correct answers

a. put lwacel laws before state and federal laws.
malc errests when they feel there is cause.

e. use Morce only when justified and reasonable .
d. be emalor blind.

hat law

4. Law enf4=ircement is based on principles which originate in:

a. depatment rules and regulations.
b. local laws.
c. state laws.
d. the -43nstitution.

5. List four causes of poor human relations in law enforcement.
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6. Emotions involve psychological and physiological reactions. The
following is a list of emotional reactions: (Place an S before the
psychological react:on.% an II before the physiological reactions,
and an 0 before those you believe do not belong in either list.)

a. fear
b. increased pulse
e. quickened breathing
d. seething hate
e. extreme happiness
f. sudden anger
g. rise in blood pressure

h. change in
digestive
system
change in
blood com-
position
glandular
secretions

7. Lbt three characteristics of emotionally stable behavior.

8. Which of the following are true of attitudes? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. Attitudes are generally not neutral.
b. Attitudes are learned.
c. Attitudes are constantly changing.
d. A very strong attitude is a prejudice.

9. Which two of the following items explain why threats and chal-
lenges may be described as two-directional?

a. Criminals threaten and officers challenge.
b. The authority an officer represents may be considered a threat

or challenge.
c. Criminals challenge, then threaten.
d. Officers are threatened and challenged by citizens.

10. What three abilities does an officer need to have to handle contac s
with citizens in a positive way?
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11. Which of the following techniques or approaches is moat important
in handling day-to-day human relationships?

good attitude
b. physical exercise
4o. courteous behavior
a.. mental health

12-19 are based on experiences which an officer might en-
Answer each question in respouae to the situation which is
before the questIon(s).

12. SZTUATION: Officer Smythe answered a call to investigate a dis-
turbance. On his arrival he found two men in a bar having a fight.
One of the men was a friend of his. His friend was drunk and was
attacking the other man.with a knife. Officer Smythe should:

a- break up the fight and leave.
b- follow professional code for an officer.

take his friend home and sober him up
d_ just talk to his friend.

13 SITUATION: Suppose that a patrol officer sees a man standing on a
narrow ledge of a building threatening to jump. The police officer
is told that the man is upset because his wife recently left him and
that the man had been released from a mental institution only a
short time ago. As the officer approaches the man on the ledge, he
threatens to jump. At this point, it would be appropriate for the
pcdice officer to say:

a- "I dare you to jump. You won't do i
b- "Come off that ledge, Romeo."
c. "Get off that ledge; everybody has troubles."
d- "Your wife has just arrived; come on in and talk to her."

14. The police officer pulls the man to safety. The man then calls the
officer a racist pig. in response to the insult, the officer answers,
"I just saved your life, you fool." The officer's remark was:

a- appropriate; police officers should net be insulted.
b- inappropriate; the officer should not have displayed his anger.c- appropriate; he put the man in his place.
d- inappropriate; the officer should have said, "Your wife was right

all the time."
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15. SITUATION: Suppose that paint was sprayed on the window of a
ground floor apartment one night. The following day the tenant of
the apartment stopped a passing patrol officer and showed her the
painted window. The tenant believed that the spraying was done by
a boy living in the apartment building and asked the officer to
make the boy remove the paint. The officer should:

a. tell the tenant to forget itthat "boys will be boys."
b. tell the hoy's parents to punish their son.
c. tell the boy's parents that they are responsible for removing the

paint.
d. tell the tenant to discuss the matter with the parents.

SITUATION: Officer Sherill, on foot ps.trol several blocks away
from the United Nations, encounters a crowd of people in front of a
building. The officer forces his way through the crowd to find a
man dressed as Mickey Mouse. Officer Sherill asks the man, "what
seems to be the matter?" The man answers, "I have been appointed
Disneyland's representative to the United Nations, and I am here to
take my seat." Sherill laughs, and in a loud voice heard by the
crowd says, "Donald Dick is Disneyland's official representative.
Go see him." Officer Sherill then quietly says to the man,
"Disneyland is not a real country. Therefore, it is not entitled to
be represented at the United Nations."

16. Officer Sheri 11's question to the man was:

a. appropriate; Sherill in this way assured the man that he would
get the help he needed.

b. inappropriate; Sherill should have first calmed the man down.
c. appropriate: the question led to the source of the trouble.
d. inappropriate; Sherill should have ordered him to leave.

17. Officer Sherill reacted to the man's answer:

a. properly; the officer had tried to indicate to the man how silly
his story was.

b. improperly; the officer should not have laughed at th
c. improperly; the man's reply was not funny.
d. properly; the man's reply was funny.

18. Officer Sherill's remarks heard by the crowd were:

a. inappror late; the crowd gained the impression that the officer
believed the man.

b. appropriate; they tended to reduce the tension.
c. inappropriate; he should not have made fun of the man.
d. appropriate; they indicated to the crowd that Officer Sherill

knew how to handle the situation.
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19. Officer Sherill's remain'
resentative. Go see him,

a. inappropriate; the offieerat that rtmoint should not have dis-
agreed with the man's story.

b. appropriate; the man wculdbe recptive to the explanation.
c. inappropriate; the offieershould hive been truthful to the man.
d. appropriate; it indicated to the main that the officer wa3 there

te help him.

aid _ ci.= is Disneyland's official rer

ve the test o your Instructor. Ask him/
section pm- take the wettest (IV: A).
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1. d

2. a, b, d

3. c, d

4. d

5. a. lack of emotional stability
b. poor or unacceptable attitudes
c. effect of threats and challenges
d. poorly handled contacts

6. a.
b.
C.
d.
e.

. f.
g.
h.
1.
j.

7. kny three of the follow
a. appropriately expressive
b. reasonably predictive
c. customarily consistent
d. varies (within normal limits) to fit oceasion
e. under control

8. a, b, d

9. b, d

10. a. ability to observe accurately
b. ability to interpret realistically
c. flexIbility in choosing action to be taken

11. c

12. b

13. d

14. b

15. d

16. c

4 2
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17. b

18. c

19. a
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L intergroup conflict e

a. conflict between groups of people.
b. conflict within a gToup of people.
a. conflict between people .
d. conflict within a person.

2. Which tkree of the following phrases describe conflict? (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. causes target of actions to be aware of and suffer from the
actions

b. begins with feelings of opposition
c. struggles only against someone or something
d. causes feelings of opposition to be displayed in actions toward

someone or something

The principles on which law enforcement is based orIginate in:

a. local laws.
b. the Constitution.
c. state laws.
d. department rules and regulations..

4. The Constitution provides equal protee ion to all citizens. This
means: (Choose ali correct answers.)

a. arbitrary power over the individual.
b. arrest only according to authority given .
c. protection regardless of race.
d. use of maximum force at all cost.

5. Which of the following cause problems in human relationships in law
enforcement? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. the effect of threats and challenges
b. the Constitution
c. lack of emotional stability and poor attitudes
d. contacts with citizens which are poorly handled

6. Emotions progress through stages. Arrange the following emotional
stages in sequential order: (Place 1 before the first stage, 2 before
the second, and so on.)

a. corresponding behavior
b. arousal
a. awareness
d. organic reaction

4 4
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7. Emotions may be described ast (Choose an correct wers.)

a. being completely in the mind.
b. having no effect on the way we behave.
c. expressing only pleasurable feelings.
d. having physiological as well as psychological components.

8. Emotionally stable behavior may be described as: (Choose all cor-
rect mswers.)

a. reasonably unpredictable.
b. varying to fit the occasion.
c. appropriately expressive.
d. customarily inconsistent.

9. Attitudes may be described as: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. stored away tendencies to act.
b. mind sets with which we are born.
c. habits of mind.
d. constantly changing.

10. Which of the following statements describes threats and challenges
in law enforcement? (Choose au correct answers.)

a. They are interchangeable terms.
b. They must be perceived as such in order to be effective.
c. They are always clearly expressed.
d. They rime an attempt to gain superiority or control over another.

11,- Which of the following are abilities an officer should have in order
to handle contacts with citizens properly? (Choose an correct
answers.

a. ability to observe accurately
b. ability to make arrests
c. flexibility in understanding
d. ability to interpret realistically

12. An officer who takes the third-party role in a conflict:

a. allows the participants in the conflict three choices.
b. favors a third party in the conflict.
c. is objective and neutral.
d. is subjective and preferential.
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Questions 13-20 ewe based on experiences which an officer might
encounter- Answer each question in response to the situation which is
presented before the question(s).

srruATION: Officer Sheri II, on foot patrol several blocks away from
the United Nations, encounters a crowd of people in front of a building.
The officer forces his way through the crowd to find a man dressed as
Mickey Mouse. Officer Sheri 11 asks the man, "What seems to be the
matter?" The man answers, 9 have been appointed Disneyland's repre-
sentative to the United Nations, and I am here to take my seat." Sheri II
laughs, and Ln a loud voice heard by the crowd says, "Donald Duck is
Disneyland's official representative. Go see him." Officer Sheri 11 then
quietly says to the man, "Disneyland is not a real country. Therefore, it
is not entitled to be represented at the United Nations."

13. Officer Sheri 11's question to the man was:

a. inappropriate; Sheri 11 should have ordered him to leave.
b. appropriate; Sheri 11 in this way assured the man that he would

get the help he needed.
c. inappropriate; Sherill should have first calmed the man down.
d. appropriate; the question led to the source of the trouble.

14. Officer Sheri II reacted to the man's answer:

a. properly; the man's reply was funny.
b. improperly; the man's reply was not funny.
c. properly; the officer had laughed to indicate to the man how

silly his story was.
d. imprope ; the officer should not have laughed at the man.

15. Officer Sherill's remarks heard by the crowd were:

a. inappropriate; he should not have made fun of the man.
b. appropriate; they indicated to the crowd that Officer Sherill

knew how to handle the situation.
c. inappropriate; the crowd gained the impression that the officer

believed the man.
d. appropriate; they tended to reduce the tension.

16. Officer Sherill's remark, "Donald Duck is Disneyland's official rep-
resentative. Go see him," was:

a. appropriate; it indicated to the man that the officer was there
to help him.

b. inappropriate; the officer at that point should not have dis-
agreed with the man's story.

c. appropriate; the man would be receptive to the explanation.
d. inappropriate; the officer should have been truthful to the man.
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17. SITUATION: Suppose tht- paint was sprayed on the window of a
ground floor apartment one night. The following day the tenan_ of
the apartment stogr.reci a passing patrol officer and showed her the
painted window. The tenant believed that the spraying was done by
a boy living in the apartment building and asked the officer to
make the boy remove the paint. The officer should:

a. tell the tenant to discuss the matter with the parents.
b. tell the bog's parents that they are responsible for removing the

paint.
c. tell thE boy's parents to punh their son.
d. tell the tenant to forget itthat "boys will be boys."

18. SITUAIION: Suppose that a patrol officer sees a man standing on a
narrow ledge of a building threatening to jump. The police officer
is told that the man is upset because his wife recently left him and
that the man had been released from a mental institution only a
short time ago. As the officer approaches the man on the ledge, he
threatens to jump. At this point, it would be appropriate for the
police officer to say:

a. "Get off that 1 e everybody has troubles."
b. "Your wife has just arrived. Come on in and
c. "1 dare you to jump. You won't do it."
d. "Come off that ledge, Romeo."

0 her."

19. The police officer pulls the man to safety. The man then calls the
officer a racist pig. In response to the insult, the officer answers,
9 just saved your life, you fooL" The officer's remark was:

a. inappropriate; the officer should have said, "Your wife was right
all the time."

b. appropriate; police officers should not be insulted.
c. inappropriate; the officer should not have displayed his anger.
d. appropriate; he put the man in his place.

20. SITUATION: Officer Smythe answered a call to investigate a dis-
turbance. On his arrival he found two men in a bar having a fight.
One of the men was a friend of his. His friend was drunk and was
attacking the other man with a knife. Officer Smythe should:

a. just talk to his friend.
b. take his friend home and sober him up.
c. follow professional code for an officer.
d. break up the fight and leave.

Give the _ mpleted test to 'yir instructor.
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Panw

1. a

2. a

3. b

4. b, c

5. a, c, d

6. 4
2
1
3

7. d

8. b, d

9. a, a

10. b, d

11. a, d

12. c

13. d

14. d

15. a

16. b

17. a

18. b

/9. c

20. a
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Block IV: Community Relations
Unit B: Criine Prevention
Section 1: Deveicp and MrAmge Community Prevention
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objeenves

Know liv

Upon completion of this section, youi- students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the two main community crime prevention programs.

2. Sequentially list the steps a citizen takes to implement Youth
Crime Watch.

3. Sequentially list the five steps for implementing Neighborhood/
Apartment Watch.

4. Identify the role law enforcement agencies should take in com-
munity crime prevention programs.

5. Identify the five steps for maintaining Neighborhood/Apa tment
Watch.

6. Identify the benefits of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch.

7. Identify the benefits of Youth Crime Watch.

8. Identify the benefits of Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol.

9. Identify the benefits and procedures of a home security inspection.

10. Identify the benefits and procedures of Operation Identification.

11. Identify the benefits of a crime prevention advisory committee.
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Instructional _ulde

Have your students folloi, the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the need for crime prevention efforts as well as the benefits
which follow. Relate the objectives of the unit to your community
situation.

3. Discuss Neighborhood/Apartment Watch and the benefits of its pro-
grams. Dtribute available brochures or other materials about
these organizations. Identify and discuss the steps for implementing
and maintaining such programs.

4. Discuss tha pawpaw and benefits of Youth Crime Watch. Distribute
any available brochures or other materials on this organization.
Identify and discuss the steps for implementing and maintaining such
a program.

5. Discuss the services availablP through Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch and Youth Crime Watch. Services provided by these pro-
grams may include:

Block Watch
Operation Identification
Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol
Home Security Inspection
Crime Prevention Advisory Commit ee

If applicable to your program, use the following examples of crime
prevention efforts that are fncluded in this unit of the Instructor's
Guide:

Operation Identification Card
citizens Mobile Patrol Programs
Neighborhood Crime Watch
Youth Crime Watch
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1. Have students select one of the programs presented or design a dif-
ferent one for crime prevention and then develop a plan for imple-
menting and maintaining the progam in either your town or an imag-
inary community.

2. Invite representatives from the local crime prevention programs and
law enforcement agencies to make presentations to your students
about the purposes, benefits, implementation, and maintenance of
crime prevention programs.
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Reference Materials

Residential . Office of the Attorney General, Tallahassee FL,
1977.

Residential Bur de 's Guide. Office of the Attorney General,
Tallahassee, FL, 1977.
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Forms and Samples

1. home security survey or checklist
2. brochures and information sheets on crime prevention programs

which follow
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OP2 `fi

OPERATION IDENTIFICATION RECORD
Valuable property should be marked with an electric engraver or any sharp etching tool with your Florida
Drivers License numter (FL DL ) If you are not a driver, you can obtain an I.D. card
and numter from any Division of Drivers Licenses Issuing Station. Avoid marking on removable parts such
as lids, doors, plates, etc.

Items which cannot be marked, antiques, china, coins, etc., should be photographed in color with the
owner's identification. A complete description of the article should be written on the back of the
photograph.

SUGGESTED ITEMS FOR MARKING: Bicycles, T V '5, stereos, tape recorders, cameras, appliances,
sporting goods, guns, typewriters, sewing machines, clocks &id watches, power tools, lawnmowers,
outboard motors, golf clubs, etc. Credit card numbers should also be recorded.

Property marked with your Drivers License Number FL DL

MANUFACTURER
ARTICLE AND MODEL SERIAL NUMBER LOCATION MARKED

Keep this list in a secure place, DO NOT SEND A COPY OF THIS LIST TO THE POLICE,

From Nei borhood Watch: Discussion Leader's Guide Office of the
Attorney General, Tallahassee, FL.
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:rows Mobile ra

The City of North Miami Beach is a metropolitan community that ex-
tends approximately 45 blocks east and west and 50 blocks north and
south. It is the largest northernmost city in ncrtheast Dade County.
Located within the boinidaries of our city are four public schools, one
jitnior high school, one setior high school, and the north campus of
Florida International University. Three major shopping centers are
within the corporate city limits or immediately adjacent. In addition to
this, 3,000 businesses require protection from this government entity.
The City of North Miami Beach has 5%000 residents that dwell in single
family homes, high rise condominiums, multi-:amily homes; motels, and
trailer parks. At any given time, approximately seven pohce officers
and their supervisors are charged with the entire responsibility of
protecting the citizens of our city.

Also located within the City of North Miami Beach, or immediately
adjacent, are several major utilities, i.e., Florida Power & Light, with
approximately 128 vehicles leaving two major yards; Peoples Gas, with
approximately 46 vehicles leaving one local yard; Storer Cable, with
approximately 55 vehicles; and the City of North Miami Beach Public
Utilities and Public Works (water, sanitation, parks and recreation, code
enforcement, and city officials) with an excess of 200 vehicles. This is
a total of 429 service-type, radio-dispatched vehicles operating within
or adjacent to this corporate entity.

This program was conceptionalized to make use of these hundreds of
sets of eyes, ears, and human senses that are mobile and have two-way
communication within our immediate area. One uniformed police offi-
cer was assigned to each of these separate public services. These three
officers were given conspicuously painted white police cars with bold
lettering, stating "Community Protection Unit," written on all sides,
thereby enabling the public and utility employees to readily identify the
particular officer assigned to their particular utility.

Loss of these three uniformed officers from the patrol division gained
143 sets of eyes and ears per officer reporting everything and anything
of police or emergency nature that transpfres anywhere in our vicinity.
These utility employees were ffrst trained in basic reporting procedures
and what comprised typical police calls for service. The utility com -
nies, seeing the value of public sentiment to be gained from this pro-
&Tam, installed in each of the three vehicles permanently mounted
radios on their frequency so that the police officers can receive the call
and retransmit it to the police dispatcher or appropriate service needed
and respond to the call in a much shorter period a time than it would
take to go through the regular telephone chain.

Since August 2, 1982, the hiception of this program, emergency, felony,
misdemeanor, and all manner of police calls have been received.

A fourth program evolved out of Citizens Mobile C.B. Patrol, whereby
screened and trained volunteer citizens patrol the City of North Miami
Beach during peak crime hours and areas, paying particular attention to
those incidents which prove most bothersome to the police department.
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These individuals first attend a roll call before going out and are
updated to the current problems in the community and then
inconspicuously go out hito the community and patrol in their private
vehicles using police hand held radios and transmitting on a designated
frequency. They are in direct contact with a police officer at all
times. A base imit is set up and manned at the police department next
to the police dispatcher in order to have direct communication with all
patrol officers at any given time. These volunteers never exit their
vehicle, carry any type of weapons, and never attempt to chase or
apprehend anyone. Since September 1981, tl irtoeption of this
program, hundreds of calls have been received and reports made.

By relieving these four officers from normal patrol duties, these pro-
grams have in fact gained hundreds of individuals interested and in-
volved in sharing the police responsibility, and our community is a safer
place to live, work, and socialize. Ln fact, several subjects have told
our detective bureau that they go elsewhere to commit their crimes be-
cause North Miami Beach is too tough!

From Citizens Mobile Patrol Pro Tams, City of North Miami Beach, FL.
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Neighborhood Crime Watch
Community Welfare: Neighbors Helping Neighbors

BLOCK CAPT
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Nei&hborhood Crime Watch

Crime has been increasing in St. Petersburg and the nation in recent
years. In fact, with the country's current economic conditions, crime
statistics are expected to show yearly increases.

The City of St. Petersburg Police Department is working to reduce
crime, and needs the help of every citizen in this effort. Property
crimes account for 90 percent of all crime and occur in EU of the neigh-
borhoods in the city. Neighborhood residents need to involve them-
selves in the fight against crime by working with the police department
and other residents.

Hun&eds of burglwies last year could have been prevented had resi-
dents closed and locked their doors and windows. The removal of keys
from car ignitions would have thwarted countless auto thefts. Mid had
bicycles, stereos, radios, and jewelry been properly protected and iden-
tifiable, thefts could have been substantially reduced.

What can citizens do? The Neighborhood Crime Watch program has
been designed to encourage citizen participation in reducing crimes for
neighborhoods. It is a program of police personnel and residents of a
community working together to achieve a common goal. Residents are
taught by the police to protect their own property, have concern for
their neighbor's property, and observe and report suspicious activities
immediately to the police. Reporting suspicious people and actions
when observed may prevent a crime or help apprehend criminals.

Awareness and involvement are key elements of Neighborhood Crime
Watch. Many of the crimes reported to the St. Petersburg Police De-
partment would not have occurred had people used a few basic crime
prevention techniques and had neighbors become involved in the protec-
tion and safety of the area they live in. A sense of community welfare
can develop with nei bors helping neighbors..

How to Canize NeigNcdiood Crime Watch in Your Must

If Neighborhood Crime Watch is not operating in your area, you can or-
ganize a gToup by arranging with your neighbors a convenient time and
place to meet. Once the meeting date and location is known, call the
St. Petersburg Police Department Crime Awareness Office at 893-7621
and ask a representative to explain the Neighborhood Crime Watch pro-
gram at your meeting.

At the first meeting the police department will present a film and dis-
cuss crime in the city and the importance of reporting suspicious activi-
ties immediately to the police communications center. A permanent
Neighborhood Crime Watch Coordinator should be named if the group's
organizer cannot serve in that capacity. Each block in the neighborhood
should then be organized and a block captain appointed. The residents
on a block should keep a map showing the address and telephone number
of each resident in the area nis information will be useful when
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reporting suspicious activity in the neighborhood to the police communi-
cations center.

Once the blocks are organized, a communications network can be estab-
he. Information about crime problems or suspicious activities can be

disseminated throughout the area. Should a crime pattern start devel-
oping in a neighborhood, the Crime Awareness Office would call the
Neighborhood Crime Watch Coordinator who would call the block cap-
tains. Each block captain would call another resident mid that resident
would call two more residents until all residents in the area were
inform

Police Crime Awareness
Office 93-7621

Neighborhood Watch
Coordinator

Block
Captain

Resident

LReziden

Resident

Resident

Ltesident

Resident

Block
Captain

Residen

Resident

Resident

Resident

Resident]

Resident

An individual resident can also initiate the information exchange by re-
porting suspicious activity to the police department and then calling the
block captain (who will call ;mother block resident) and the Ne bor-
hood Crime Watch Coordinator (who will inform the other block
captains so all residents in the neighborhood are advised

Neighborhood Crime Watch is a simple but effective pr am: citizens
and the police working to solve one of the city's most serious problems.

From "Neighborhood Crime Watch," by the St. Petersburg Police De-
partment, S . Petersburg, FL.
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All About Youth frime Watch
A Program of Citizens Crime Watch

Youth Clime Watch hi

In the

At the Secondary Level

A network of students who care enough about themselves, their friends,
and their schools to do something about crime in their schools. The
"something" they are asked to do, reduced to its simplest form, is to
observe and report crime anonymously. Less simply, they are asked to
alter attitudes and to use peer pressure to change their schools into
pleasant, safe places where learning can more effectively take place.
Please note: they are not "narcs." They are the decent majority of stu-
dents who are tired of being victims.

These students have an adult team to help themvolunteers, school ad-
ministrators, police officers, and school security personnelbut Youth
Crime Watch, at its best, is STUDENTS, solving THEIR problems in
THEIR schools.

Officer McGruff stars in a play written for children. He asks the chil-
dren to:

1. Request that their teachers set up an anonymous reporting system.

2. Observe crime accurately.

3. Report anonymously.

4. Ask the PTA to start a Crime Watch in the neighborhood around the
school.

5. Join together to let children doing bad thLngs know THEY DON'T
LIKE IT!

Youth Crime Watch Is Priasented At A Series of Meetings

The school principal, an adult volunteer, and an advisor selected by the
principal for leadership qualities, discuss Youth Crime Watch at the
preliminary meeting.

The Youth Crime Watch Speaking Teamthe adult speaker, a police of-
ficer, a school security officer, and two students from a successful
Youth Crime Watch schoolspeak to 20-30 representative students at
the core group meeting.

The Core Group members form the nucleus of the Youth Crime Watch-
They publicize Youth Crime Watch and recruit members for the Ex-
tended Core Group.
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The Extended Core Group Meeting is composed of school leaders the
original Core Group, athletes, cheerleaders, Student Council members
all of whom work to excite enthusiasm among the student body before
the Assembly.

Each school's Assembly Meeting is chaired by the school's own Youth
Crime Watch chairman, who is fritroduced by the school's principal. The
Youth Crime Watch Speaking Team addresses the student body. Student
speakers from other Youth Crime Watch schools are the most effective
members of this team.

End results: nn anonymous reporting system is set up; crime in the
school decreases; students develop pride in themselves and their school;
and the school becomes a more positive learning environment.

me Comments on Youth Crime Watch

"... Students are developing additional pride in their schools and have
accepted this effort as a serious and meaningful responsibility."

Leonard Britton, Superintendent
Dade County Rublic Schools

"Dealing with juvenile offenders and reducing juvenile crime has been a
major concern of every police department. Several programs have been
initiated to deal with the problem, but I feel that Youth Crime Watch
has been the one program where significant results have occurred ....
In this day and time, the Youth Crime Watch Program is needed and es-
sential in dealing .,v1Li, crime in our schools and community."

Bobby L. Jones, Director
Metro-Dade Police Department

. Youth Crime Watch works! It works because a great number of
students do care about their school and are willing to do something
about it. It aLso works because students who might be inclined to vio-
late rules and policies never know who is watching!

William Noble, Principal
Miami Springs Junior High School

". .. A program that was initially designed to combat crime in the
school became a catalyst for promoting a total positive feeling about
the school. A strong sense of school pride spread throughout the stu-
dent body and we completed one of the finest years in our school's
history."

Jeff Miller, Assistant Principal
Miami Norland Senior High School

is new, safe way of fight ng crime has given students a new per-
ception of their schools and, more importantly, of themselves."

Albert Moris, Student
Miami Coral Park Senior High School
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You Can Help By:

being a part of the Adult eaking Team at elementary or secondary
school presentations.

sponsoring an elementary school Youth Crime Watch.

helping develop a Safe Homes network for elementary school
children.

serving on the Youth Crime Watch Advisory Board.

working on Publication and Publicity Committees.

organizing Citizens' Crime Watch in areas surrounding your school.

serving on the Telephone Committee from your home.

working with individual schools to enrich their Youth Crime Watch
programs.

serving on Feeder Pattern Councils for your area schools.

serving on Contest Committees.
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Yes, I Want To Get Involved And As Soon Ais Passible

Name

Home Address

Business Name

Business Address

Home Phone iness Phone

I would like to heti start, or be a part of Youth Crime
Watch in my school

I would like to serve on the following committees:

Being a part of the Adult Speaking Team at secondary 0
school presentations.

Safe Homes
Speakers Bureau, Secondary Schools
Mementary Schools
Feeder Pattern Councils
Contests and Awards
Rublications
Publicity
Concerned Famili (Drug Education in
your neighborhood

I would like to donate the following tax-deductible services:

Office Equipment*
Printing 0
Advertising 0
Other 0
(Please descri

*This may include used office furniture, typewriters, addlng machines,
calculators, etc.

My taxleductible contribution is enclosed.

51 4
From "All About Youth Crime Watch: A Program of Citizens Crime
Watch," by Dade County, Inc., Miami, FL.
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This pretest will show
covered and what to look for in
test, your instructor may let you
cannot emswer a qiestion, simPlY go

List the names of two volunteer

airead know about the subject
on. If you do well on this pre-
section or part of it. If you

e next questi

e prevention programs.

2. Which of the following steps should be part of the plan to start a
Youth Crime Watch? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Elect student officers.
b. Conduct a school assemb
c. Appoint an adult committee of three .
d. Conduct follow-up activities.

Which steps should be followed when starting a Neighborhood/Apart-
ment Watch? (Choose 82 correct answers.)

a. Have a fund-raising event.
b. Have a motivational meeting followed by an organiza ional

meeting.
c. Have an organizational meeting followed by a motivational

meeting.
d. Target a neighborhood.

4. Law enforcement agencies:

a. have time and personmel to set up and run crime prevention
programs.

b. provide support by presenting programs, demonstratiow, and
school assemblies.

c, disapprove of volunteer crime prevention programs.
d. prefer that organizations or political groups run crime orevention

programs.

5. Strategies which would be good for maintaining a crime prevention
program after it has been started in a neighborhood are: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a.
b.
C.
d.

meetings of block captains twice a year.
start-up strategies repeated every year.
newsletters and media coverage .
monthly watch group meetings.
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6. Neighborhood/Apartmen Watch provides: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. development of cohesiveness among participants.
b. crime deterrent features for the community.
c. police patrols around the clock.
d. supervision of unattended residences.

7. Students who participate in Youth Crime Watch: (Choose all cor-
rect answers.)

a. develop bonds with law enforcement officers.
b. learn how to make arrests.
c. learn to overcome the unwritten code against "ratting."
d. develop school pride.

8. The Citizens Radio Mobile Pat ol:

a. makes arrests when criminals are caught in the act.
b. consists of personnel of the local law enforcement agency.
c. reports possible criminal activity to law enforcement agencies

over CB radios.
d. works only on major highways.

9. When a home security inspection is made: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. a checklist is provided for the resident to fill out.
b. observations are noted on a survey or checklist by the program

representative.
e. a representative of the crime prevention program inspects the

home with the resident.
d. recommendations are made to the resident for correcting weak-

nesses in his/her home security.

10. Operation Identification: (Choose al correct answers.)

a. increases the value of stolen goods.
b. is a deterrent to stealing.
a. is a program for property marking.
d. uses a person's social security number for identification.

11. What services are provided by crime prevention advisory commit-
tees to neighborhoods wanting to begin crime prevention programs?

a. training for law enforcement officers
b. advice, materials, and presentations
c. paid director for the program
d. advice on forming an advisory committee

finish this pretesf., give it to your instructor. Mk him
should study this section or take the poattest TV: B-
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Answers to Pretest (IV: B-1)

1. a. Youth Crime Watch
b. Neighborhood/Apartment Watch

2. b, c, d

3. b, d

4. b

5. a, c

6. a, b, d

'7. a, c, d

9. b, c, d

10. b, c

11. b
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Posttest

1. In the following list, which are the two main crime prevention
programs? (Choose ali correct answers.)

a. Youth Crime Watch
b. Community Crime Watch
c. Neighborhood/Apartment Watch

2. The three recommended steps for implementing Youth Crime Watch
w'e included in the following list: (Write a 1 before the fkst step, 2
before the second, and 3 before the third.)

a. Appoint a student committee.
b. Conduct follow-up activities.
c Conduct a school district meeting.
d. Appoint three people to an adult committee.
e. Conduct a school axqembly.

3 _lye recommended steps for implementing Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch we listed below. Arrange them in the sequence in which they
shoudd be accomplished by writing 1 before the first, 2 before the
second, and so on.

d.
e.

Hold a motivational meeting to present the purpose.
Target a neighborhood for the program.
Compile information and crime statistics for the
community.
Publicize the program to make the community receptive.
Hold an organizational meeting to set up the three
primary services.

4. The residents or a neighborhood plagued with theft are implementing
Neighborhood/Apartment Watch. What activities can they expect
the local law enforcement agency to do? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. Conduct home security surveys.
b. Operate the program for the neighborhood.
c. Provide orientation and training to volunteers.
d. Provide extra patrol for the neighborhood.

5. Five recommended steps for maintaining Neighborhood/Apartment
Watch programs are included in the following list: (Write a + before
those which are recommended steps and an 0 before those which
were not recommended.)

a. Publish newsletters and use media coverage for
activities.

b. Change block captains every six months.
c. Have watch group meetings each month.

18
(continued)
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d. If possible, hire a staff to work with the local law en-
forcement agency.

e. Repeat TIstart-up" strategies every few years.
1. Have block captain meetings each month.
g. Replace ineffective block captains if necessary.
h. Have block captain meetings twice a year.
i. Have the local law Enforcement take over once the pro-

em is operating.

6. What are the benefits of Neighborhood/Apartment Watch? (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. Participants develop a feeling of cohesiveness.
b. A log of residential crime is kept.
c. Supervision of unattended residences is provided.
d. Participants may arrest criminals when caught.

7. Youth Crime Watch within a school: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. creates a bond with law enforcement.
b. reinforces noncriminal behavior through positive peer pressure.
c. reinforces the unwritten code of not "ratting" on peers.
d. creates school pride.

8. A member of Citizens Radio Mobile Patrol may: (Choose all cor-
rect answers.)

a. make arrests.
b. not make arrests.
c. report suspicious activity to the law enforcement agency over

his/her CB radio.
d. patrol major highways to catch speeders.

9. When a home security check is made:

a. a checklist is given to the resident to fill in.
b. the crime prevention program takes care of correcting weak-

nesses in home security.
c. a representative of the crime prevention program inspects the

home with the resident.
d. landlords of apartments are legally required to correct weak-

nesses.

10. Participants in Operation Identification: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. engrave their social security numbers on valuable items.
b. photograph items which cannot be engraved.
c. receive decals to put in their windows warning that their valu-

able property is marked.
d. increase the value of their property on the stolen property

market.
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11. The Crime Prevention Advisory Committee: (Choose ail correct
Emswers.)

a. provides awareness advice to neighborhoods that want to begin
a program.

b. trains members in law enforcement.
c. advises the local law enforcement agency on crime prevention.
d. provides a systematic channel for introducing programs to

neighborhoods.

Give the completed test to yoIr instru_
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Block W: Community Reintions
Unit B: Crime Prevention
Election 2: CVime Prevention Through Environmental Plamirg
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your s udents should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the three conditions that must exist for a crime to occur.

2. Identify the potential crime condition that can be eliminated by en-
vironmental planning.

List the three stages at which architectural design can help prevent
crime.

4. List two attributes of a residence that will discourage a potential
intruder.

5. Identify the type of fence that is best for crime prevention
purposes.

6. List two attributes of residential envhonment design that allow
patrol observation.

7. Identify two ways in which an actively used neighborhood recrea-
tional facility helps prevent crime.

8. List three sources of increased costs when energy cos
lessened by reduced ligiAing.

9. Identify two features of exterior door design that will help prevent
crime.

10. List three types of locks available for exterior doors.

11. Identify ways in which shrubbery can both encourage and discour-
age crime.

12. List the four types of burglar alarm systems.
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence reco
Use the Student Guide.

ended in How to

2. Review the crime prevention programs presented in Section 1 of
Unit 8 as a lead-in to the material in this section on crime preven-
tion through environmental p

3. Discuss the three conditions that must exist for a crime to occur.
Rxplain that although the desire and ability of a would-be thief
cannot be externally controlled, the, opportunity for theft can be
eliminated or reduced by environmental planning.

4. Discuss the three stages in which architectural design can help pre-
vent crimes, and suggest samples for each stage.

5. Discuss the two most effective residential features (visually unob-
structed windows and doors and well-lighted areas) for discouxaging
potential intruders. Explain that chain link fences aLso allow unob-
structed surveillance by patrolmen and concerned neighbors and
are, therefore, better than privacy fences.

6. Discuss the two features (wide streets and widely spaced homes) of
residential environments which allow easier observation by patrols.
Discuss the presence or absence of these features in selected areas
of your community.

7. Discuss the fact that activity and the presence of people is a deter-
rent to crime in that vicinity; use recreational facilities and other
public areas as examples. Point out the benefits of an actively
used neighborhood recreational facility for the prevention of crime.

8. Discuss the importance of adequate lighting throughout a nei bor-
hood and community as a crime deterrent. Exlain why reduced
lighting fosters criminal activity and increases costs to taxpayers.

Show actual examples or illustrations of door construction, empha-
sizing that solid core construction is the only type recommended
for good security. Also discuss the importance of hanging doors so
that hinges are protected and choosing locking systems that are
adequate for the physical design and security requirements.

10. Show examples (or illustrations) of the %lime basic types of locking
systems. Point out the advantages/disadvantages of and degree of
security provided by each type.

11. Discuss how the placement of shrubbery in the environmental de-
sign of residential and commercial property encourages or discour-
ages crime.

4
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12. Discuss the four types of burglar alarm systems. Have resents-
tives of security system companies demonstrate their products for
your students.

13. Invite law enforcement personnel to present a program to your stu-
dents on crime prevention through environmental planning. Con-
sider a panel discussion including representatives from law enforce-
ment, residential and commercial architecture firms, the local
building code commission, and local crime prevention programs.
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y actv1ties which may facilitate learning for
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What You Mould Know About Bazglar Alarm
Reference Materials (continued)

le Comisany

Things to Watch For

Make sure you deal with an established firm with a proven history of
service and performance.

All of the employees of the alEmm company who sell or service alarm
equipment, and thus have access to yow home, should be bonded.

The company should be willing to supply a list of nearby homeowners or
commercial installations who are satisfied customers and who may be
contacted for references. You should also check the reliability of the
firm and its equipment with the Better Business Bureau.

After you've selected the company (or companies), call and make an ap-
pointment with a representative to meet with you. Be sure to get the
name of the person who will be caning on you. When the alwm is in-
stalled, try to have all members of your family present for instruction.
It is always advisable to obtain two or three bids from different compa-
nies to insure a competitive bid and a greater exposure to the variety of
alarm systems available.

The alarm company should make a written proposal and give you a copy
of the contract you will be signing. Make sure you read it thoroughly.
Never sign a contract which does not list all the points of protection or
itemize the equipment installed. No reliable firm will offer a "life-
time" guarantee. And if your salesman says your system will reduce
your insurance premiums, don't take his word for it. Check with your
agent. Also, make sure their maintenance contract is in order and the
agreement stays with the home even though it may be sold.

Remember that your property and perhaps your personal safety are at
stake. What appears to be a "bargain" may actually prove to be an
easily compromised or extremely limited alarm system. In this regard,
be sure that the sensor devices (magnetic contacts, motion detectors,
pressure mats, screens, etc.) to be installed are Underwriters Labora-
tory, Inc. approved for burglary protection. Your alarm company repre-
sentative can show you the listing of the equipment in a UL publication.

Here are some ways to check the quality of your system.

Complete systems should operate on house current and/or back-up
battery-supplied current. (Self-contained, trickle-cell, battery-
powered units are satisfactory if equipped with a reliable testing
device.)
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The system should have some monitoring device to alert the home-
owner if any malfunction exists prior to operation.

The audible alarm features of the system should be heard in any part
of the protected premise, and loud enough to alert neighbors and/or
passersby.

Temporary losses of power, such as blackouts, which cause the system
to change over to battery power should not trigger an audible alarm.

Any external components of the system should be made as inacces-
sible as possible so that intruders find it difficult to cut through wires
or cables outside the home in an attempt to deactivate the system.

Main components of the system should meet the electrical safety
standards set by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc.

Internal wiring should be installed Ln conformity with the standards of
the Electrical Code.

If you have a fire alarm installed with your burglary system, it should
include a "test facility" for checking to see if it is functioning cor-
rectly.

Make sure warning decals are displayed, advertising your home is pro-
tected by an alarm system.

Reset featureevery alarm system using an audible annunciator
should have a reset feature to turn the bell and/or siren off after
sounding for a maximum of 15 minutes.

There are a number of systems available. But you should know that
there is no such thing as a burglar alarm system that will make your
house burglacproof 100 percent of the time. However, a good alarm
system can deter or detect most intruders and will afford an added
measure of security when you are away from your house or business.

Preference for the desired level of security and type of system used
depends entirely upon your budget and the design of your building. The
cost of an alarm system varies greatly, not only because of the equip-
ment, but also due to other considerations such as the distance to the
alarm company, local telephone rates, the amount of wiring required,
the construction materials of your home, etc. If it is connected to a
monitoring service such as an alarm company central station, answering
service, or other (telephone) facility, there is a monthly service charge
plus telephone line rates.

You and Your Alarm Syitem

The effectiveness of your system depends on you. Understand how it
works, and what it takes to keep it operating properly. Ask the com-
pany to give you written instructions for the operation and testing of
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your system. Alarm companies are requested to provide these instruc-
tions. Be sure to let your neighbors know you have an alarm system and
ask them to call the police if the alarm is activated.

Perimeter Alarms

The basic home system is a simple closed ckcuit loop system consisting
of contacts or screens on doors and wuldows. Most are designed to ring
a bell or activate a siren, Emd/or illuminate the area to scare off an in-
truder. This will usually scare away most residential burglars.

There are several types of sensors used on perimeter alarm systems
which include:

a. Magnetic Contacts. One of the most widely used residential devices
is sn electro-mechanical contact consisting of a magnet in one
sealed enclosure and a switch in another sealed enclosure. They are
attached to doors, windows, transoms, and other openings, and wired
to a central control box.

b. Screens. These special screens have
wire. They are usually custom made
be protected.

unobtrusive, built-in alarm
fit the particular window to

c. Pressure Mat. Basically this is a flat switch operated by pressure
from a foot step. It is usually installed under carpeting next to en-
trances, windows, and stairways, and other areas where a burglar
would likely travel through the home. The mat may also be used for
spot protection on the interior of a perimeter system.

d. Photoelectric Beam. Small, unobtrusive sensors are installed in hall-
ways, large rooms, stairwells, and other similar areas. Any interrup-
tion of the beam by a person walking through it causes an alarm.
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e. Ultrasonic (Motion Detection). Any movement withLn the protected
area triggers an alarm. The unit should not be instEilled where there
is likely to be normal traffic in the house at odd hours, or where it is
subject to large amounts of wind turbulence from open windows or
heater or air conditioning vents.

1. fiRcrowave (Radar). This system is similar to ultrasonicit detects
motion in a specific area. The difference is that the mnit operates
at a higher frequency and does not use air as a transmission medium.
Care must be taken in the intallation to avoid accidental alarms due
to the protection waves traveling beyond the required coverage
area. It must be FCC approved. This unit is generally not recom-
mended for home use.

g. Sotmd Units (Noise Deteztion). The systems operate by detecting
noise. They are generally limited to use where there is low ambient
noise.

h. Passive Infmred System. This system is a detection system operat-
ing in a mode similar to the photoelectric beam and can be applied
to cover a room or hallway.

ity (Proxim ). This system is useful for protecting safes,
iles, cabinets, etc. The major drawback of this system is that it

will only detect a person several inches in proximity to the object
being protected.

Closed Circuit Television. One system of some limited use to the
homeowner is the TV camera. This can be marmed so that the home-
owner can view or tape who is at the door, or with some sophisti-
cated systems and adequate lighting, can view the complete
exterior. The monitor can be a vacant channel on your television set
or a special CC TV monitor. Obviously, these systems play no part
in protection when the homeowner is not present.

k. Audio Systems. These systems operate by detection of noise with
the use of sensitive microphones. When an intrusion takes place,
every sound is picked up and relayed via phone lines to a central
station. This unit is generally not recommended for home use.

NOTE: You may abo wish to consider having a fire alarm (smoke de-
tection ionization) system installed along with your burglary system
have the company give you an estimate for both. It is often economical
to take care of it all at once.

From "What You Should Know About Burglar Alarm stems," Sarasota
Police Department, Crime Prevention Bureau, Sarasota, FL.
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Audiovisual Materials

Introduction to Crime Prevention. R. Hardin 1974: Motorola Telepro-
gram Center, Northbrook, IL.

Riot Prevention. Color. 1975. Police Science Productions. North
Hollywood, CA.
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Pretest (IV: B-2)

test will show you how much you already know about tha subject
covered mid whItt to look for in this section. If you do well on this
test, your instructor may let you Jap this section or part of it. If you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question-

1. A condition which must exist for a crime to occur is: (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. financial support.
b. desire and ability.
c. opportunity.
d. a "get-away" car .

2. Which potential crime condition can be eliminated by planning the
environment?

a. financial support
b. desire and ability
c. opportunity
d. nget-away" car

Architectural features designed for security can help deter a cri
nal at three stages in commission of the crime. Circle the three
stages from the list below.

a. discourages a potential criminal during contemplation of a crime
b. encourages criminals to work in pairs
c. increases intrusion time
d. increases potential for capturing the criminal after intrusion

4. Which of the following measures will make a residence less attrac-
tive to a thief? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. privacy fence
b. porch light left on while resident is out
c. doors and windows visually unobstructed
d. well-lighted residence and surrounding property

Which type of fence is best for crime-prevention purposes?

a. hedge
b. wooden privacy fence
c. chain link fence
d. picket fence

6. Patrolling a residential subdivision is easier if the area has been
designed with: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. wide streets.
b. sidewalks and curbs.
c. homes widely spaced.
d. buried power lines.
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7. Crime prevention is made easier when a neighborhood recreation
facility is actively used because: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. people may be more physically fit.
b. people who know each other will work together to prevent

crime.
c. a facility which is used discourges crime.
d. criminals don't take time for recreation.

8. When lighting of an area is reduced to save energy costs, what
three items show increased costs? (Choose three.)

a. emergency services
b. criminal investigation
c. welfare payments
d. taxes

9. Ali exterior door which has been designed with crime prevention in
mind has which of the following features? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. It is hung with protected hinges.
b. It is of solid core construction.
c. It is of hollow core construction.
d. It is hung flush with the frame.

10. Which of the following are basic lock ty (Choose all corre t
answers.)

a. key-in-the-knob
b. security lock
c. dual lock
d. dead bolt

11. How can landscaping be planned in order to deter burglars?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. Plant low hedges or bushes around windows or doorways.
b. Plant high hedges or bushes around windows or doorways.
c. Plant shrubs with thorns or stickers near windows.
d. Plant thick hedge around property.

12. List four types of burglar alarm systems.

After you fmish this pretest, give it to your instruct Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the
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ers to Pretest (W: B-2)

1. b,

2. c

3. a, c, d

4. c, d

5. c

6. a, c

7. b, c

8. a, b, d

9. a, b

10. d

11 a, c

12. magnetic contact
motion detectors
pressure mats
screens
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Posttest (TV: 8-2)

What conditions must exist for a crime to occur? (Choose all cor-
rect answers.

a. ability and desire on the part of the potential criminal
b. transportation
c. standard MO
d. opportunity

2. Which of the conditions listed below can be eliminated by planning
the physical environment9

a. ability and desire on the part of the potentia
b. transportation
c. standard MO
d. opportunity

a

A burglar is on the prowl, hoping to find a place that is not secured
so that an entry can be made. S(he) comes to a residence with a
chain link fence and well-lighted yard and decides tc pass it up. At
which stage of crime commission was this decision made?

a. contemplation
b. lengthened intrusion time
c. shortened capture time
d. none of the above

4. The burglar continues to prowl, looking for a place to enter. S(he)
passes a residence with no lights on and high shrubbery along one
side of the house. There is a sliding glass door on this wall. The
door is locked, but the lock is a deadbolt with an extension bolt. The
burglar proceeds to pry open the hollow bolt of the lock. At which
stage of crime commission was this action taken?

a. contemplation
b. lengthened intrusion time
c. shortened capture time
d. none of the above

5. Wliat architectural features designed for secwity of a residence can
help deter a criminal? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. well-lighted residence and surrounding property
b. exterior brick construction
c. minimum number of windows
d. doors and windows visually unobstructed
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6. If you wanted to fence in your yard, which of the following would
provide the greatest security from burglary?

a. picket fence
b. chain link fence
c. thick hedge
d. wooden privacy fence

7. To allow maximum observation for officers patrolling a neighbor-
hood, the neighborhood layout should include: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. wide streets.
b. sidewalks with curbs.
c. homes widely spaced.
d. tree lined streets.

8. An actively used neighborhood recreational facility helps prevent
crime because: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. busy people don't have time to commit crimes.
b. it is easier to organize people into Neighborhood Apartment

Watch if they know each other.
c. a facility which is used discourages crime.
d. residents are more physically fit.

9. The following negative economic effects result when a city decides
to cut back on area lighting: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. higher criminal investigation and emergency services costs
b. higher interest rates
c. erosion of tax base
d. all of the above

10. An exterior door with which of the following features will help pr
vent crime? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. hollow core construction
b. solid core construction
c. hung flush with frame
d. hung with hinges protected

11. List three types of locks which are availble for use on exterior
doors.
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12. How can landscaping be planned to deter burglars? (Choose ali cor-
rect answers.)

a. Plant high hedges or bushes around windows or doorways.
b. Plant low hedges or bushes around windows or doorways.
c. Plant a thick hedge around the yard.
d. Plant shrubs with thorns or stickers near windows.

13. List the four types of burglar alarm systems.

Give the eomple
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era to (IV: B-2)

1- a, d

2 d

3. a

4. b

5. a, d

6. b

7. a, c

8. b, c

9. a, c

10. b, d

11. key-in-the-knob lock
deadbolt lock
rim lock

12. b, c

13. magnetic contact
motion detectors
pressure mats
screens
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Instructor Guie Answer Key

A
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Block I: Law Enforcement

I: Law En orcement
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Unit A: of Law Riforeement
Answers to Review Questions (I: A)

1. a, c

2. b

3. b, c

4. e

5. e

6. d

7. b

8. a

9. a, b, c

10. c

11. Any four of the following is a correct wer:

emergency rescue units
police ambulance system
street signs
streetlights
house numbers
children's hospital
schools for the poric
helping to find work for the unemployed
peace officer (or officers de_paix)

12. community, king

13. watchman (or constable), sheriff

14. c

15. d

16. a, c

17. Pendleton, Civil Service

18 b c, d

19. d

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this unit,
ask your instructor for the posttest (b A).
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Unit B: Law Enforeement Codes of Ethics
Answers to Review Questions (1:

1. to provide the foundation of acceptable performance in public and
private life and to provide guidelines to meet these standards

2. life, constitutional, liberty, equality, justice

3. force, violence

4. faith, trust, ethics

5. private

6. affiliation, prejudice

7. impartially, malice

8. responsibilities, limitations

9. refuse

10. authority

11. confidence, trust

12. Peeian Reform (in England in 1829); Police Code of Ethics
Canons of Police Ethics (1956)

13. Any four of the following are correct:

_954);

primary responsibility of the protection of life and property
equal service to everybody
limitation of authority (warning against the misuse of power)
cooperation with other public officials
private and personal conduct

14. i

15. j

16. k

17. h

18. g

19. f

20. e

21. d

22. a
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23. b

24. c

25. b

26. c

If you feel confident ye achieved the objectives for this unit,
ask your mstructor for the pttt (L
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Unit C: Constitutional Law and Law Ettforeem
Answers to Review Questions (I: C)

1. It is the fundamental law of our nation which established the repre-
sentative government of, by, and for the people, and established
the foundation of the criminal justice system. It is a body of basic
principles a_nd laws that determines the power and duties of the
United States Federal government and guarantees certain rights of
U.S. citizens.

2. seven (7), twenty-four (24)

3. making, executing (carrying out), interpreting

4. Article III (3 or three)

5. Article II (2 or two)

6. the first ten (10) of the 24 amendments

7. First, Fourth, Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments

8. freedom of religion
freedom of speech
freedom of the press
freedom of assembly
freedom to petition for redress of grievance

9. permit

10. crowd control
arrest of regulation violators (lawbreakers

11. They are protectors of public interest as well as guardians of indi-
vidual rights; therefore, they must weigh the importance of public
interest and individual rights in each case and perform their duties
accordingly.

12. orderly conduct of group and com unity

13. search, seizure

14. student B
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15 four of the following are correct:

a The warrant must be ismed and signed by the prope,- official,
such as the magistrate or another judicial official.
It must be issued ki the name of the state or federal government.
It must designate an individual or class of individuals to serve the
warrant.
The state must be given as a class so that any officer can serve
the warrant.
It must include the description of the place, things, or persons to
be searched, seized, or arrested.
It should describe the nature of the charge and the objects.
It should indicate that the warrant is issued because of evidence
that the place, things, or persons are involved in the crime. In
other words, the warrant must be issued on a "probable cause."

16. no (Self-incrimbiation under the Fifth Amendment refers only to
statements, not real evidence.)

17. double jeopardy, self-incrimination

18. grand jury indictment

19. student B

20. Fifth

21. due process, equal protection

It you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for th unit
ask your instructor for the posttest
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Unit th Law Enforcement era
Seution 1: Patrol
Answers to Review Questions

1. to remove the desire and the opportunity to commit a crime

2. Any four of the following are correct:

checkfrig business or residential areas for security
checking suspicious persons
checking abandoned vehicles
securing crime scenes
conducting stake-outs
making arrests

3. protection of life and property

4. foot, vehicle, and special

5. motorcycle, marine

6. a, d

7. c, d

8. Any two advan

foot patrol

and 1(-9

or each type as shown below are correct:

Officers come in closer contact with more people than car
patrol.
Officers have a better opportunity to develop more informants.
Officers can develop a good working knowledge of the physical
layout of the beat.
Officers are available to handle calls for aid.
Officers may be able to anticipate an incident before it becomes
too difficult to control.

vehicular petrol

The law enforcement department has be ter area coverage.
The officers can respond quickly to calls for aid.
It takes fewer officers to cover an area than with foot patrols.
The officers can pursue a suspect for greater distances.

s,ecia1ized patrol

Patrol activities can be done more efficiently and
comprehensively.
A sense of pride can be developed within the department.
A sense of pride can be developed within the community.
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9. Any two dice or each type as shown below are correct:

foot patrol

Officers are limited by the speed of their movement.
Officers are limited in the amount of equipment they can c
Pursuit is difficult and limited.
Supervion of foot patrol officers is difficult.
The cost of operating foot patrol areas is expensive.

hicUlar patrol

There is little direct contact with the citizens except when
answerLng calls.
The officers may be 'unfamiliar with the physical layout of the
patrol area.

P, The officers may be unfamiliar with local problems.

ialized patrol

There is little direct contact with the citizens except when
answering calls.
The officers may be unfamiliar with the physical layout of a
patrol area.
The officers may be unfamiliar with local problems.
Attitude problems within the department may develop between
,mits or patrol sections.
Specializations may cause a lack of involvement by officers in
other departmental activities.
The cost of implementing specialized units is very high.

13. a. F
b. V
c. V
d. S
e. F
f. S
g. F

14. a. V, S
b. V, S
e. S
d. F
e. F
1. S
g. F

if you feel con 'dent that you have achieved the objectives for this see-
'on, ask your instructor for the posttest D-1).
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D: baw Enforcement Operations
Section 2: Crime Scene Procedures
Answers to Review Questions (I: D-2)

1. accident investigation, criminal investigation

2. to obtain information concerning the crime
to identify the suspect(s)
to reconstruct the actions and events

3. interviews, interrogations

4. direct
circumstantial

5. Any seven of the following are correct:

Protect the crime scene.
Render assistance to the injured.
Effect the arrest of the suspect, if possible.
Locate and identify witnesses.
hterview the complainant and witnesses.
Maintain the crime scene and protect the evidence.
kiterrogate the suspect, when possible.
Note all conditions, events, and remarks made at the scene.
Arrange for the collection of the evidence.
Report the incident fully and accurate
Yield the responsibility to the follow-up investigators.

6. a. sketcher
b. note taker
c. photographer
d. officer in charge
e. administrator of first aid
f. evidence collector
g. measurer
h. guard
i. interviewer
j. fingerprinter

. a. Mark initials, date, and chamber number on side of case.
b. Mark initials on base or pack in container and mark the

container.
c. Place inside the open end or place information on a sm,

of paper and insert it in the cartridge.
d. Clear side of case and mark initials.
e. Seal in container and mark the container.
f. Mark inside and outside, and place separately in pack
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8. Any of the following are correct:

Be knowledgeable of investigation procedures and laws.
Understand people.
Be able to communicate with individuals at their own level.
Keep personal prejudices out of the investigation.

9. wall or grid search: Officers line up along one side of room
agaffist the wall and proceed across room to opposite wall; then
line up agaimst the wall to their left and proceed across room to
opposite wall, stopping when evidence is located.
strip search: Officer moves back and forth across room in strips
or paths until room is covered.
inward spkal sewch: Officers start at outer perimeter or wall of
scene and mark a circle of the crime scene, working in towards
the center.

li" you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for th
section, ask your instructor for the pesttest (1: D-2).
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Unit D: Law Enforcement Operations
"on 3: Accident Inv

Answers to Review Questio D-3)

1. d

2. g

3. a

4. f

5. i

6. b

7. j

8. c

9. h

10. e

11. Any five of the following are correct:

pedestrian
motor vehicle in transport
motor vehicle on other roadway

a parked motor vehicle
railway train
pedalcyclist
animal
fixed object

a other object (including o e- road vehicles)
hit and run

12. a fatal injury
incapacitating injury
nonincapacitating injury
possible injury
no injury

13. a, d

14. traf icways, vehicles, people

15. b

16. c
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17. (1) responding to the accident
(2) arriving at the accident scene
(3) protecting the scene
(4) checking for injuries
(5) clearing the accident scene
(6) conducting the investigation
(7) completing an accident report
(8) issuing a traffic citation
(9) completing the accident scene investigation

18. photographs of all physical conditions and evidence
measurements of all physical evidence
type of road and its condition
weather conditions
condition of vehicle
interviews to check background of driver
report of medical examiner if autopsy is required

19. d

20. o accurate descririon of vehicle involved, including make, model,
color, and license plate number
direction in which the vehicle left scene
extent and location of damage to the vehicle
number of passengers in the vehicle and their description
identifying marks such as parking stickers, inspection tags,
school stickers, organization decals, and company decals
physical evidence carried away by the vehicle when it left the
scene

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for
lion, ask pow instructor for the posttest (I: D-3
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Unit Th law Enforcement Operatior
&ction 4: Search md Arrest
Answers to Review Questions (I: D-4

1. caution
planninz
preparation
manpower

2. c

3. a, b

4. a, b, e

5. a

6. rear (hack ), side

7. a, b, d

8. a, b

9. a, d

10. b

11. b

12. Any three of the following are correct:

submits peacefully
attempts to talk hisTher way out of the arrest
attempts to flee
resists the arrest and assaults the officer
attempts suicide
attempts to receive help in escaping

13. b

14. a, b, d

15. a

16. Any six of the following are correct:

age of the suspect
arrest procedures used
basic necessities of the suspect/offender
conduct of law enforcement officers
criminal experience of the suspect/offender
educational background of the suspect/offender
interrogation procedures
mental capacities of the suspect/offender
nationality of the suspect/offender
visitors
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17.

18. d

19. b

N. a
2L a. 2

b. 4
C. 1
d. 3
e. 5
f. 7
g. 6

22. b

23. Do not approach the suspect from the front.
Incapacitate the suspect before approaching.
Maintain control during the cuffing process.
Cuff the hands with the suspect's palms outward.
Double lock the handcuffs.

How do the practical exerc
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Unit D: Law Meoreement Operati
Section 5: Stop and Frisk
Answers to Review Questions (I: D-

1. d

2. b, d

3. a

4. c

5. a. 3
b. 1
c. 2
d. 5
e. 7
f. 6
g. 4
h. 8

6. a.
b. 5
c. 2
d. 1
e.
f. 4
g 6
h. 8

Now do the practiee1 exercises for
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Unit 13: Report Writing
Answers to Review Questions I: E-a)

1. a written record of the officer's activit es
a summary of information pertinent to the case
a communication aid to other officers
an aid to the planning division of central offices
an aid to prosecutors, defense attorneys, insurance companies

2. a, b, d

3. a, b, c

4. b, c, d

5. a, b, a, d

6. c

7. a

8. a

9. a or a

10. a

11. field notes, final report

12. a, b, c, d

13. Who was involved?
What happened?
When did it happen?
Where did it happen?
How did it happen?
Why did it happen?

14. sketch maps, diagrams, photographs

Now continue with the re3t of Unit E, Report Writing.
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Unit R:
Answers to Review Questions (I: E-b)

1. get it all, make it clear, get it right

2. collect, organize, cheek

3. readers (or audience)

4. accuracy, completeness, conciseness, objectivity, clarity, legibility

5. d

6. b

7. a

8. 6, 20

9. fact sheet, body (text) of the report, list of names, list of evidence
diagrams, and photographs

10. a

11. a

12. b

13. a, b, c, d

14. a

15. (1 ) "is" is missing in the 1Ast sentence
(2 ) "grabbed"
(3) use of abbreviation "B/M"

Now do the Practical Exercise for this section (b E-43).
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Block 11: Th 9 Courts

U: The Courts
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ELS.
Section 1: Federal Courts
Answers to RevIew Questions A-1)

1. a

2. c

3. b

4. a

5. d

6. a

7. d

8. b

9. The Supreme Court must balance:

protection of sociaty
protection of individual rights (or the rights of the accused).

10 Your answer should friclude four of the following:

Trial court may use a jury; appellate court doesn't.
Witnesses and defendants appear in a trial court but not in
appellate court.
Trial court has original jurisdiction; appellate court has appellate
jurisdiCtion (or authority to review).
Trial court is called a court of inferior jurisdiction; appellate
court is court of superior jurisdiction.
Trial court has responsibility to make first decision in a case;
appelkte court reviews this decision.
Trial court interprets the facts, making decisions about the truth
and falsity of evidence presented; the appellate court is not as
concerned with fact, but with legal procedure and points of law.

11. Your definitions should include ideas similar to these:

appellate jurisdictionthe authority of the appellate court to
review cases of the lower court.
tyrannythe cruel and unjust use of force, power, or author ty by
a government.

If you feel eonfident that you have achieved the objectives for thb
-ction, ask your instructor for the posttest (u.: A-1).
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Unit la U.S. Court System
Section 2: The Florida Court System
Answers to Review Questions A-2)

5. a

6. f

7. j

8. d

9 j

10. h

11. a

12. a

13. e

14. d

15. b and h

16. g

17. f

18. Your answer should kiclude any four of the following:

Process is based on legal principles rather than emotion.
Mere is opportunity for review of one's case.
The trial is public.
Judge provides legal guidance based upon accepted standards.
It provides a fair, impartial judgment .

if you feel confident that you have acIneved the °Nee "yes for th-
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (II: A-2).
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Thnit A: U.S. Court System
Section3:
Answers to Review Questions (II: A-3)

1. The t No kinds of local courts are the county courts and the circuit
courts. The county courts are lower courts. The circuit courts
have jurisdiction in one or more counties, depending on population
and number of cases heard. The circuit court hears county court
cases that have been appealed.

2. small county
judge(s) will
hear all cases

3. small circuit
judge(s) will
hear all cases

4. c

5. f

6. e

7. b

8. a

9. a

large county
traffic division
civil division
criminal division

(misdemeanors)
magistrate division

Caseloads are divided by these divisions, so one
judge hears only one or two kinds of cases at a
time (there may be a rotation of judges among
the divisions).

large county
civil division
criminal division (felonies)
juvenile division
probate division

Caseloads are divided up by these divisions, so
one judge will hear only one or two kinds of
cases at a time; sometimes judges serve in the
different divisions in rotation.

10. The chief judge of the circuit administrates and coordinates all thecases in the circuit. S(he) reassigns judges as needed throughoutthe circuit.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instnictor for the posttest (11: A-3).
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Unit B: "mina Justice Process
Section Prethal Processes
Answers to Review Questions (H: B-1)

1. You should have listed at le
is not necessary):

he following (exact wording

a. explains to the defendant exac ly what the charges e
b. advises the defendant of constitutional rights
c. sets the amount of bond
d. appoints a public defender, if necessary
e. releases some prisoners on their own recognizance

2. c

4. F

5. T

6. F

7. c, e

8. c, f

9. e, b

10. c, g

11. c, d

12. You should indicate that the procedures occur in this o der:

(1) presentment
(2) preliminary hearing
(3) grand jury
(4) arraignment
(5) pretrial hearings

13. These three pleas should be listed (exact wording of explanation not
necessary):

a. guilty: the accused admits guilt in the crimes as stated, or
admits to a lesser offense.

b. not guilty: the accused denies guilt, and a trial date is set.
c. nolo conte guilt is assumed for crt:-ninal purposes, and the

defendant will net challenge that. The 62fendant is then sen-
tenced. However, for any civil suits that follow, this plea can-
not be used to prove guilt.

14. d

15. a
5 62
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16. c

17. c

18. i

19. a

20. g

21. b

22. e

23.

24. h

if you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section your instructor for the posttest (HI B-1).
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Unit B: Crim
Section 2: Thal Processes
Answers to Review Questions (II: B-2)

1. d

3. a

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. d

8. a

9. Your answer should include the ideas that: a diallenge for calm is
a challenge to a prospective juror which is used to weed out those
people with biases or prejudices. If someone believes in the death
penalty, the defense may ask for dismissal. If the person already
believes the defendant is guilty because of pretrial publicity, the
defense may dismiss that person for cause. Questions asked by the
attorneys will uncover these biases and attitudes, so that the jury
finally chosen is unbiased and impartial.

10. Your answer should include the idea that: a peremp
is used by either attorney to dismiss a possible juror, and no reason
has to be given. The number of times this can be used is limited,
however.

11. cross

12. redirect

13. dieect

14. The two motions are as follows:

a. motion to dismiss the case for lack of evidence
b. motion for a directed verdict of not guilty from the judge

15. b

16. j

17. i

18. b

19. k
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20. c

21. 1

22. e

confident that you have achieved the
your instructor for the posttewt B-2
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Unit B: Criminal Justice Process
Section 3: Posttrial Processes
Answers to Review Questions (II: B-3)

1. Your answer should include something similar to the following:

a. motion for directed verdict of acquittal; filed to request that
the judge override the jury, especially if there is an obvious
error in the state's case

b. motion for a new trial, filed if an error has been made, such as:
an error by the jury
discovery of new evidence
inadequate defense
improper evidence allowed
error in charging the jury

2. c

3. any time a sentence exceeds or is less than the guidelines

4. Your answer should include something similar to the following:

The appellate court may agree with the verdict of the trial
court. In that case, the case may proceed to the next level of
court.
The appellate court may reverse the decision of the trial court.
Reversal may be due to wrong procedures, evidence which should
not have been admitted, incorrect instructions to the jury, etc.
The appellate judge may remand a new trial, giving special
instructions to the trial court.

5. e

6. b

7. d

I confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
ask your instructor for the posttest 11: B-3).
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Unit C: Criminal law
Section 1: Constitutional Foundations
AA-Iswers to Review Questions (II: C-1)

11: C-1

1. c

2. b

3. a

4. c

5. Sixth

6. Fourteenth (Although the Fifth is also concerned with due process,
the mention of two states makes the Fourteenth a better answer.)

7. Fourth

8. Fifth

9. Fkst

10. The Mapp v. Ohio decision is important because it established that
evidence seized illegally cannot be used durthg the trial.

11. The bliranda v. Arizona decision is important because it established
that confessions must be obtained legally in order to be accepted in
court. The suspects must be made aware of their rights before
making a confession.

12. The adeon v. Wainwright decision is important because it estab-
lishes the right to have defense counseling, even if one cannot pay
for it. Such counseling is no longer limited to the most serious
crimes.

13. self-inarimination: stating something about a case which might
suggest one is guilty.

14. exclusionary rule: excluding evidence from court because it was il-
legally gathered.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (II: C-1.).
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Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 2: Florida Criminal Law
mswers to Review Questions (II: C-2)

1. There is no crime without lawboundaries between acceptable
and nonacceptable behavior are established by law.
There is no punishment without lawlaw gives the right for
society to punish wrongdoers; punishment is established by law.
There is no crime without punishmentthe ideal is that all crimi-
nals are justly punished.

2. a. guilty act
b. guilty mind (mens rea)
c. harm or injury to someone
d. causation

3. a. m- emeanor: any criminal act punishable by a term of impri-
sonment for one year or less.

b. felony: any criminal act that is punishable by death or by im-
prisonment for at least one year.

c. capital felony: any criminal act punishable by death (by elec-
trocution).

4. Your answer should include two of the following:

a. A fhle may be added to aid the victim or to compensate society.
b. The term may be extended, for previous convictions or for dan-

gerous criminal patterns of behavior in the offender.
a. A felony may be reclassified to a higher degree if a firearm was

used during the crime.

5. Your answer should include five of the following:

treason
murder
manslaughter
forcible rape
forcible sodomy
aggravated battery
use of a bomb

6. premeditated desigrn

7. b

8.

9.

10.

a

a

robbery
burglary
arson
kidnapping
aggravated assault
aircraft pu.acy

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objec
section, ask pow instructor for the posttest (IL C-2).
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Unit C: Criminal Law
Section 3: Florida Criminal Procectures
Answers to Review Questions (II: 0-3)

1. Procedural law gives the foundation for carrying out substantive
criminal law. These procedural laws are like rules that all agree to
follow.

2. Between 15 and 18 persons serve on a regular county grand jury.

3. The purpose of a statewide grand jury is to investigate (and try)
cases involving statewide or intercounty organized crime.

4. Three age categories of offenders are as follows:

a. juvenile delinquent: under 18 years
b. youthful offender: 18 to 21
c. adult offender: over 21

5. Department of Health and Rehabilita ive Services (or HRS)

6. e

7. a

8. b

9. e

10. d

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instructor for the poattest al: C-3
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Unit D: Juvenile Courts
Section 1: Juvenile Court System
Answers to Review Questions 11: D-1)

1. Your answer should include the following:

a. attitude of guidance, protection, and rehabilitation toward the
young

b. milder language used in juvenile court than in adult criminal
court

2. T

3. F

4. T

5. F

6. d

7. a

8. b

9. c

10. Three differences are as follows:

a. goa1sIn juvenile court, the goal is to rehabilitate; in adult
criminal court, the goal is punitive judgment.

b. atmosphere in ...1=--Juvenile court is much more informal than
adult court.

c. languageDifferent terms are used in juvenile court and are
meant to sound less harsh.

11. d

12. a or c

13. c

14. b

15. e

5
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.riyenU Court

16. The following criticisms should be mentioned:

Legal rights of the child were not protected because of informal
proceedings.
The goal was impossible to carry out because of limited
resources (judges without trafriing in psychology, sociology, social
work, etc.).
Juvenile delinquency was not stopped, and society was not
protected.
Juveniles were unfairly punished, and punishment was sometimes
too strict.

17. d

18. b

19. f

20. c

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for th
section, ask your instructor for the p-sttest 13-1).
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Unit D: JuvenF_e Courts
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Court Laws
Answers to Review Questions D-2)

1. circuit court

2. Florida Juvenile Justice Act

3. a. to protect society by strengthening rehabilitation, and applying
appropriate sanctions

b. to protect the moral, emotional, mental, and physical well-
being of the child

c. to assure that the prosecution and disposition of a charged ju-
venile are done fairly and prudently

d. to assure that basic rights are protected in the procedures
e. to preserve and strengthen the family whenever possible

4. c

5. e

6. a

7. e

8. a

9. c

10. d

11. a

12. e

13. d

14. h

15.

16. The seven decision-making steps are as follows:

(1) Law enforcement officer decides whether the accused child
should be released to hisfher parents or pret;ented to the HRS.

(2) At the detention hearing it is decided whether a child should
be detained or not.

(3) Intake counselor decides whether to refer the child for nonju-
dicial action, or for judicial (court) action.

(4) State attorney decides whether to approve nonjudicial action,
dismiss the case, send the case to the adult criminal court sys-
tem, or file a petition for delinquency (juvenile court).
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At the adjudicatory hearing, a judge decides whether the claild
has committed a delinquent act.
At the disposition hearing, a judge decides whether the child
should go to a community control program, or be committed to
the department (Hits).
Following a child's participation in a program, first the HR
personnel and then the court will decide whether the child i to
be released.

17, 77Three of the following should be listed:

4E3.. previous offenses committed
a. circumstances of the present offe e

background of the child
. safety of the public

repayment for loss or damage
I. use of care and prudence in judgment

to change direction or course
i. penalty for violation of a law

feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
ask your instructor for the posttest (11: D-2)
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Unit A: oil of
Answers to -flleview Questions (M: A)

3, T

T

9, T

5, P

6, P

7, T

8, c

9, I)

10. civil

11, comment=

17. console:7k=

13, civil

14 eorn1TorL

15, civil

16,

P

ill C

15, 0

20, P

21, P

22, 4

23, 3

24, 1

25. 7

25. 6
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27. 2

28. 5

29. A sentence w th an iadefinite time; a range of time to be spent.

30. A deterrent is something that keeps people from doing something;
because of fear of punishment, the idea of punishment deters
crime.

31. In solitary confinement, a prisoner is locked up or imprisoned
alone. There is no contact with other prisoners.

32. When an individual feels sorry for the wrong s(he) has done, often
after quiet thinking (meditation), s(he) may fee/ penitence and be
open to reform.

33. This is punishment by death.

1 confident that you have achieved the objectives o is tuna,
wk your imtoructor for the posttest OM
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Unit B: Government Corrections
Answers to Review Questions

1. (1) Offenders were not successfully rehabilitated. They were not
able to adjust to society once they were released. They could
not find employment.

(2) The prisons were actually schools for crime, with older, expe-
rienced criminab passing on their knowledge and experience in
crime.

2. b, 0, d

3. Class h incorrigible criminals, probably cannot be rehabilitated.
possible to rehabilitate.

Class M: probably can be rehabilitated.

4. NOTE: For these definitions, a dictionary definition is not re-
quired, but check to be sure you understood how these words were
used in the text.

a. Recidivism means the number of former prisoners who commit
crimes and are returned to prison.

b. Ineorrizible means almost beyond hope of correction; cannot be
reformed.

c. A misdemeanor is a less serious crime, usually punishable by a
fine or short sentence.

d. Jmisdietion refers to the range or extent of authority, or the
territory over which tigis authority is exercised.

e. To reintegrate means to work back into, or to become a part of.
f. An innovative program is one which introduces something new.
g. To habilitate someone means to develop a person to a condition

of good mental, emotional, and physical health so that the per-
son contributes to society.

h. To rehabilitate someone means to restore or return a person to
a condition of good mental, emotional, and physical health.

5. d

6. a

7. b

8. b

9. a

10. Any four of the following are correct:

a. vocational training
b. educational opportunities
c. treatment and diversion
d. job placement help for released inmates
e. intensive supervision of prisoners on probation

5
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11. b

12. a

13. c

14. d

15. a

ve achieved the objeetJye this unit,
011.:
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Unit C: Prison Society
Answers to Review Questions (11: C)

ail climate is the atmosphere of a jail. The jail officer helps to
influence climate by his/her attitude toward the prisoner, the
treatment of the prisoner, and the performance of his/her duties.

2. The unfamiliar surroundings may make both a prisoner and a pa-
tient feel uncomfortable. There are new routines, and other people
order them around. There are tests and examinations which can be
painful and sometimes embarrassing. The person's clothing is re-
placld by uniforms of the institution. The person is dependent upon
others for basic needs and daily care. Both prisoner and patient
may feel tense, uncomfortable, anxious, and afraid.

3. Critical times for a prisoner are those times of stress which may
cause the prisoner to feel especially tense, bitter, and hostile. The
jail officer may help during these times by acting in a professional
manner (during searches, for example), treating the prisoner with
consideration, being willing to listen if the prisoner needs to talk
about a problem, and contacting professional help if necessary.

4. A family visit may be a critical time for a prisoner if s(he) receives
new or disturbing information. The prisoner may feel helpless and
unable to change the situation.

5. What the jail officer should do during a body search:

maintain a professional attitude
allow the prisoner some privacy, if possible
treat the prisoner with consideration (consider the feelings of the
prisoner; imagine himself/herself in the prisoner's position)

What the jail fIfficer should not do during a body search:

make insulting, personal remarks
handle the prisoner roughly
apologize for doing the search (it is a required duty)
hesitate to do the search well and completely

6. The environment can be a source of frustration because of obsta-
cles such as not being able to do what you want (freedom of move-
ment is missing), not being able to choose goals, not getting en-
couragement from fellow inmates, and to.l.ring strict rules and
regulations.

7. There are several confl!ets which may cause frustration in the pri-
soner. Acting positively rather than negatively, being cooperative
rather than uncooperative, and accepting constructive goals may bedifficult.

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this twit,
ask your instructor _or the posttest (FII: C).
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Unit D: Probation and Parole
Answers to Review Questions (III: D)

1. Five or six of the following should be listed:

Probation is cheaper than imprisonment.
The offender is supervised so that society is protected.
Guidance and counseling are available.
Mjustment to society wil2 be easier.
Probationer can be heVed by community programs available.
Being given a second chance may help to reform the offender.
Prisons are overcrowded.
It gives a better chance at rehabilitation.

2. The suspect or offender is released:

if found not guilty.
when sentence is completed following imprisonment.
when sentence is completed following parole.
when sentence is completed following probation.

3. a. 2
b. 3
C. 1
d. 1

4. Conditions of probation are
assigned.

; a probation End parole officer is

5. Conditions of parole are set; a probation and parole officer is
assigned.

6. The offender appears before the judge, and the probation decision
is considered again.

7. _The parolee's case Is considered again by the Probation and Parole
Commission.

8. The offender is imprisoned.

9. Probation is determined by a judge, parole by the Probation and
Parole Cnmmission.

With parole, part of the sentence is served in prison. With proba-
tion, the offender L not imprisoned.

10. Both parolees and probationers are under the superv ion of a pro-
bation and parole officer.

Terms and conditions must be me (restrictions and requirements
must be kept).

11. a

12. d 5 0
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13. Any four of the following should be listed:

vocational training
employment services
health services
educational programs
drug treatment
alcohol abuse treatment

14. c

15. post bail: to give something as security, usually money, to gu
antee a prisoner's appearance in court
to lease: to milt or hire by contract
to incarcerate: to imprison, put in prison
composite: anything which has several parts
affidavit: a legally sworn statement, taken under oath

release of prisoner granted by the governor

16. Any three of the following are correct:

less expensive than imprisonment
guidance and counseling available
prisoner may be more content
prisons very crowded
adjustment to society easier
society protected because of supervision
more opportunity for reform

17. c

18. The offender may be dangerous to society.

19. to decide on parole for an offender
to decide on what requirements or restri tions the parolee must
follow
to read presentence reports and eligibility interviews

20. supervision of probationers
presentence investigations
linking offenders to appropriate programs in the community

21. The officer links those being supervised to programs in thr =om-
munity which will help them.

lf you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this milt,
ask your tnstructor for the posttest 0111:
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Unit E: Jan one and Treatmen
Answers to Review Questions (III: E)

1. a, e

2. a, c

3. a, c, f

4. a, g

5. b

Make a list of all personal items turned in by the nrisoner, and be
sure to:

copy all identifying labels
describe condition of article
write a brief description of article.

7. clothing search
artificial devices search
body search

8. Your answer should include four of the following:

cell search
security inspections (check of bars, glass panels, etc.)
official prisoner count
weapons storage security
key control

9. a, b, c

10. a

11. the well-being of other prisoners; or other prisoners

12. d

13. d

14. informal; formal (Your answer must be in this order.)

15. Never attempt to subdue a violent prisoner alone (get help from
another officer).
Avoid striking or otherwise harming the prisoner.

16. release to a detainer: another jurisdiction has filed a document
with formal charges against a prisoner who has completed his/
her sentence; prisoner is turned over to the other jurisdiction.

of ban: prisoner is released if another person pays a
stated sum which guarantees that the accused person will appear
for trial.

5 82
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17. e photrmzraphs taken at admission
fingerprints taken at admission
plastic ul-dent bands" worn by prisoners

18. The first step when returning a prisoner's personal property is to
compare all items being returned to the list made at the time of
admission.

If you fóel confident that you have achieved
ask your instructor for the posttest (m E).

this unit,
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Unit F: Xi/venue *erections
Section 1: juvenile Correctioto Background
Answers to Review Questions F-1)

4

1. Three of the following should be listed;

a. goal of rehabilitation, whenever possi le
b. governmental branch responsible for cic.rrections is a social ser-

vice, social welfare agency, youth serw-ices bureau, or something
sim ilar

c. protection of the individual (juvenile oTfender)
d. court role is minor and may be avoided

2. Your answers should be similar to the idear_ here, but putting them n
in your own words is fine:

a. It is better to help the child to change to change cianditions,
rather than to strictly punish him/her.

b. Each juvenile offender can be treated Etrid helped individually
through a social services agency. The on,ffender may be assignee
to various kinds of treatment programs,, counseling, or work
participation,

c. The child is protected from lasting darmage because his/her rec-
ord is still clear, publicity is not allowftd, and community-based
corrections programs (living at home) eitX"e preferred over
incarceration,

d. Adult corrections usually don't begin /instil after court proce-
dures have established guilt. In juvenil corrections, the juve-
nile offender may be assigned to ahem-salve programs and avoid
court procedures altogether.

3. c

4. F

5. I

6. I

7. F

8. I

9. This means paying back someone for loss on- damage; it may include
volunteer service work to pay back the corm rnimity.

10. This is the most preferred form of formal ji.ivenile corrections,
where the juvenile lives at home and takes part in work projects,
treatment, education, and so on.

11. The juvenile spends at least part of the day- in intensive treatment
or counseling sessions; some are for short-berm residence, while
others are day programs only.
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In the outdoor environment away from home the offender has a
chance to learn self-discipline, cooperation with others, work skills,
and survival skills.

13. Long-term, full-time residence is usually for juveniles who have
been in trouble before and have serious problems. Ideally, therapy,
vocational training, and recreation are provided during the day.

feel confident that you have achieved the objeztives for this
section, ask your histructor for the posttest (WI: F-1).
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Unit F: Juvenile Corrections
Section 2: Florida Juvenile Correctic
Answers to Review Questions OM F-2

1. JASP stands for Juvenile Alternative Services Program.
Its main purpose is to handle corrections outside the juvenile colirt
system; also, it gives the juvenile offender another chance.

2. d

3. b

4. a

5. b

6. c

7. cl

8. e

9. a

10. DC

11. CC

12. DC

13. CC

14. HRS

15. HRS

16. F

17. F

18. T

19. F

20. F

21. b

22. a

23. b

24. c
5 6
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5, h

2 6, b

?1, d

213,

2g, a

SO, f

joa feel condritht Volt 'manse achieved the objectives for this
seem, ask yoSsalf illatrctor for - the posttest (122 P4).
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Block IV: Community Relations

PI: Community Relations
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tVnit M Efumn Re
Answers to Review Questions (nr: A)

1. a, c

2. a, c, d

3. a, b

4. d

5. lack of emotional stability
poor or unacceptable attitudes
effect of threats and challenges
poorly handled contacts

6. a

7. appropriately expressive
reasonably predictable
customarily consistent
flexible (withir rtormal limits ) to fit occasion
under control

8. b, c

9. a, d

10. ability to observe accurately
ability to interpret realistically
flexibility in choosing action to be taken

11. c

12. b

13. d

14. a

15. a

16. b

17. b

18. d
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19. a

20. b

21. b

you fee confident that you have achieved the obJeetive for this unit
your inztructor for the posttest (Ph A).
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Unit B: Crime Preventioe
Section 1: Develop and Manage Community Crime Prevention
Amswers to Review Questions (IV: B-1)

1. Neighborhood/Apartment Wa ch
Youth Crime Watch

2. b, c, e, g

3. d

4. c, b, e

5. c, d, f, g

6. a, b, c, d

7. a, c, d

8. b

9. b

10. b, c

11. b

12. YCW

13. N/AW

14. N/AW

15. YCW

16. N/AW

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for th"
section, ask your iinatzuctor for the posttest (IV:
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Unit B: Crime Prevention
Section 2: Crime Prevention through Fnvironmental
Answers to Review Questions B-2)

1. a. desire
b. ability
c. opportunity

2. opportunity

3. a. discourages potential criminal during contemplation
b. increases intrusion time
c. increases pcitential for capturing the criminal after intrusion

4. Any two of the following are correct:

a. doors and windows visually unobstructed
b. well-lighted residence and surrounding property
c. 180-degree viewer installed in exterior door
d. decals in window showing that residence is protected by various

crime prevention programs

5. b; does not obstruct surveillance

6. Any two of the following are correct:

a.
b.
C.

homes widely spaced
streets should be wide
good lighting

7. a. easy to organize people who know one another
b. facility which is used discourages crime

8. a, b, c

9. Any two of the following are cor ect:

a. solid core construction
b. protected "hung" side
c. 180legree viewer installed in door

10. key-in-the-knob lock:
advantage
simple to install

11. deadbolt lock:
adv&ntage
provides a high degree of
security

5 2

disadvan e
provides only medium
security

disadvan e
if installed near a win-
dow, a burglar could
reach in and unlock it
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12. rim lock
advantage
a sophisticated Osadbolt lock,
provides higher degree of
security

dizadvantage
if installed near a win-
(3.3w, a bmglar could
reach in and unlock it

13. It provides a hiding place for burglars to work.

14. Sticker or thorn plants can keep burglars away from windows.

15. a. magnetic contact
b. motion detectors
c. pressure mats
d. screens

g you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
sec "on, ask yecr instructor for the poattest (IV: B-4).
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Objectives

Irmowleclge Objectives

Upon completion of this unit your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the reasons why physical fitness is a requirement of
criminal justice occupations.

2. Identify the reasons why professional and selfvaluations of your
health are important in preparing for a criminal justice career.

Identify the 5 basic routines of the beginning exercise progra
the exercises and standards for each.

4. Identify the 10 secondary exercise routines.

5. Descebe the jogging and the runnin routines.

Performance Objectives

For the period of a school year, demonstrate physical fitness by com-
pleting all of the items on the physical fitness performance checklist.
You or your aide should use the Performance Checklist to evaluate your
students' progress. Their performances should be rated "A" (acceptable)
on all tasks on the checklist.
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bwtructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to U-
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the reasons why physical fitness is a requiement in criminal
justice occupations. Emphasize that physical fitness must be;
maintained throughout a career.

3. Discuss the reasons why a preprogram medical evaluation is
necessary and the type of medical examination recruited.

4. Discuss the importance of preprogram self-evaluation, pointing out
occupational requirements, conditions, and constraints which should
be considered in malcing a career choice within the criminal justice
occupations. Guide the students in making sincere assessments of
their abilities and capabilities and their dedication to meeting the
requLrements of their chosen career.
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ment, and _

1. chair, bench, or stool, approximately 17 inches high
2. bench or stool, 12 inches high
3. clock or watch with sweep hand
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Referere Materi

Physical 7itness for Law Enforcement Officersj Federal Bureau of
Investigation, U.S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)

V: A Physical Fitness
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Pretest V: A)

will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for Ln this unit. 11 you do Weil on this pretest,
your inatxuctor may let you skip this unit or pimt of it. If you cannot
answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Endurance is the first goal of total physical fitness for criminal jus-
tice occupations because of the frequent need for:

a. prolonged physical activity.
b. maximum output for short periods.
c. special rescue techniques.
d. special knowledge.

2. Criminal justice personnel must have the physical ability to insure
their own survival, as well as the ability to:

a. rescue others from natural disasters.
b. rescue others from man-made disasters .
c. rescue others from criminal activity.
d. all of the above

Passing a medical stress test before entering a criminal justice
occupation is necessary because the occupation re "res:

a. maximum physical exertion without a warm-up period.
b. prolonged physical activity.
c. coping with high emotional stress situations.
d. all of the above

4. Self-evaluation of physical ability is important to help determine:

a. your willingness to continue a rigid physical fitness program.
b. your physical condition compared to established standards .
c. both a and b
d. neither a, b, nor c

5. Which of the foilowing are required in this program prior to starting
the exercise routine?

a. Pass a medical stress test evaluation.
b. Complete Kasch Pulse Recovery Test satisfactorily.
c. Complete the Cooper's Walk/Run Test of 1 mile in 12 minutes .
d. all of the above

6. The purpose of the squat-thrust exercise is to develop your:

a. balance.
b. flexibility.
c. agility.
d. power.
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7. To develop power, which of the following exercises are recom-
mended? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. push-ups
b. standing broad jump
c..: pull-ups

vertical jump

8. For which secondary exercise routine do you touch the right hand
to the left toe and the left hand to the right toe?

a. warm-up
b. arm circles
c. jumping jacks
d. windmill

9. The secondary exercise routine should begin with:

a. warm-up.
b. neck rolling.
c. abdominal stretches.
d. any of the exercises.

10. Which of the following is considered to be the time/distance de-
scription of jogging?

a. 1 mile in under 8 minutes
b. 1 mile in 10 minutes
c. 3 miles in 30 minutes
d. all of the above

11. When jogging, the jogger's foot strike is: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. on the heel, rocking forward.
b. flat-footed.
c. on the toes, then dropping to flat foot.

only on the toes.

12. Which of the following running standards is required by the end of
the program?

a. 1 mile in 10 minutes or less
b. 1 mile in 8 minutes or less
a. 3 miles in 30 minutes or less
d. 5 miles in 30 minutes

After you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask bun
whether you should study this unit or take the posttest (V: A).
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Arwts to V: Ai

1. a

2. d

3. d

4. c

5. d

6. c

7. b, d

8. d

9. a

10. b

11. a, b

12. c
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Posttest (V: A)

1. Physical fitness is a requirement of the criminal justice aide pro-
gram because:

a. officers must be capable of saving themselves.
b. officers must be able to rescue others .
c. officers must have sufficient energy for extended periods of

physical exertion.
d. all of the above

2. Officers must have a high degree of strength, agility, endurance, and
coordination. Which of these should be the first goal of a physical
fitness program?

a. strength
b. agility
c. endurance
d. coordination

3. Before beginning the criminal justice aide program, you should pass
the following tlst(s): (Choose all correct answers.)

a. ECG at rest
b. Cureton's Breath-Holding Test
c. Cooper's 12-minute Walk/Run Test
d. Kasch Pulse Recovery Test

4. Self-evaluation before beginning the program is important because:

a. K will eliminate the need for a medical exam.
b. you must be willing to continue your physical fitness program for

the rest of your career.
c. you may be assigned to a desk job.
d. all of the above

For questions 5-9, match the exercises with their routines by writiig
the correct letters next to numbers 5-9. (Remember, some routines
include more than one exercise.)

Woutines

5. balance

6. flexibility

7. agility

8. strength

9. pc)

6 7

Exercises

a. standing broad jump
b. push-ups
c. squat thrusts
d. stand on toes, heels

together, eyes closed,
arms forward

e. trunk extension
f. sit-ups
g. vertical jump
h. pull-ups
i- trunk flexion

ess



For ons 10-19, match the action descriptions with the seco
exercises listed below by writing the correct letter next to each
numbered item.

Secondary Exercises

10. warm-up

11. stretching and
deep breathing

12. neck rolling

arm circles

14. half-knee bends

15. knee-pull to chest

16. trunk bendshands
to ground

17. windmill

18. abdominal stretches

19. jumping jacks

20. The distance/timL. Idard for

a.
b.
c.
d.

3 miles in 30 minutes.
1 mile in 3 minutes.
1 mile in 10 minutes.
none of the above

Action Descriptions

a. Bend knees until upper
thighs are horizontal.

b. Bring left knee up, grab it
with both hands, and pull it
to your chest.

c. Bend body upward forcin
head down between arms,
compressing abdominal
muscles.

d. Do light exercises.
e. Do small circles with hands

and arms
f. Roll neck slowly forward,

backward in a clockwise
manner.
Touch right hand to left toe
and left hand to right toe.
Irthale as you stretch both
arms overhead.
Jump to straddle position
and clap hands overhead.
Bend trunk downward until
palms are flat on floor.

g.

h.

"ng is:

21. Which of the following statements are cor ec
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. Bend elbows with hands almost on chest.
b. Arch the back so that buttocks protrude.
c. Breathe through the mouth and nose.
(71. Move with long strides.
e. Foot strike is flat-footed or on the heel.

22. The distance/time standards for running are: (Choose ali correct
answers.)

a. 3 miles in 25 to 30 minutes.
b. 3 miles in 15 to 20 minutes.
e. 1 mile in 8 minutes.
d. 1 mile in 10 minutes.
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23. You should not try to run 3 miles until:

a. you can run a mile in 8 minutes or less without fatigue.
b. you can jog a mile in 10 minutes or less without fatigue.
c. you can walk a mile briskly without fatigue.
d. you can do all of the above.

Give the completed test to your instructor. Alter your instructor
cheeks your test, ask hLmiber whether you may talce the performance
test.

6 _?9
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Answers to Posttest (V: it)

1. d

2. c

3. b, c, d

4. b

5. d

6.

7. c

8. b, f, h

9. a g

10. d

11. h

12. f

13. a

14. a

15. b

16. j

17. g

18. c

19. i

20. c

21. a, c, e

22. a, a

23. d

14
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Performance Meeklist
V: A Demonstrating Physical Fitness

Student's Name:

Evaluator:

Tasks

Date:

Evalwatort Rating
NA** Comments

Before beginning the exercise routine:

o complete the Cureton's Breath-
Holding Test.

o complete the Kase' Pulse Recovery
Test in 3 minutes or less with an
average or above pulse rate.

o complete the Cooper's 12-Minute
Watk/Run Test by completing at least
1 mile in 12 minutes.

2. Following the directions given for be-
gLnning exercise routines, meet the
standard for each of the following:

o To develop balancemaintain posi-
tion for 20 seconds without shifting
feet or opening eyes.

o To develop flexibility:

Trunk flexionfrom indicated posi-
tion, touch floor with fingertips 20
times.

Trunk extensionfrom indicated
position, raise chin until 18 inches
off floor; repeat 5 times.

o To develop agilitycomplete 4 or
more squat thrust routines in 8
seconds or less.

o To develop strengthperform at least

4 pull-ups

15 push-ups

25 sit-ups.

1
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Tasks Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

o To develop powerperform

a standing broad jump equal to
your height.

a vertical jump of 18 inches or
more.

3. Following directions, perform each of
these secondary exercise routines without
undue breathlessness or fatigue:

o warm-up accomplished through light
exercises

o stretching and deep breathing
routine performed 4 to 6 times

o neck-rolling routine repeated
twice

o arm circles routine repeated 2 to 4
times

o half-Imee bends routine repeated 10
to 20 times

o knee-pull to chest routine repeated
10 to 12 times

O trunk bendshands to ground routine
repeated 4 to 6 times

O windmill routine repeated 10 to 12
times

o abdominal stretches routine
repeated 10 to 20 times

o jumping jacks routine repeated 10 to
20 times

4. Meet the following standards in jogging
and running:

o Jog 1 mile in 10 minutes by the end
of the first grading period.

o Run 1 mile in 8 minutes or less by
mid-term.

o Run 3 miles in 30 minutes or less by
the end of the year.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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NOTE: The performance checklist for demonstrating physical fitness is
organized into four sections which will check the student's progress in
developing acceptable physical fitness throughout the program. Section
1 provides a check-off for preprogram evaluation; Scction 2, for the be-
ginning exercise routines; Section 3, for the secondary exercise
routines; and Section 4, for the program requirements in jogging and
running. Your students should complete the items in Section 1 with ac-
ceptable results before beginning the exercise program. You may need
to modify this checklist to fit your situation.
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit B: Combative and Defensive Tactics
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Objectives

Upon completion of this unit, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

I. Identify three skills included in the cognitive component of comba-tive tactics.

2. Describe the affective component of combative tactics.

Identify in correct order the 5 steps to be followed when responding
to a potentially violent situation.

4. Identify the usual response sequence of combative tactics used by
criminal justice personnel in responding to visilent c-mfrontation.

5. Identify the 7 principles of combative arts.

6. Identify the objectives of defensive, counteroffensive, controlling,
and arresting tactics.

Performance Objectives

Demonstrate psychomotor skill and emotional control in a contact
fighting match. You or your aide should use the performance checklist
which is provided to evaluate your students' performances. Their per-
formances should be rated "Au (acceptable) on all tasks on the checklist.

A. Psychomotor Skills

1. Defensive Tactics
a. blocking
b. parrying
c. evading

2. Counteroffensive Tactics
a. throwing
b. grounding
c. kicking/striking
d. disarming

Controlling Tactics
a. grappling
b. wrist and arm locking
c. choking/carotid block

4. Arresting Tactics
a. positioning
b. handcuffing on ground
c. searching

V: B Co ba ive and Defensive Tactics 21



B. Cognitive and Affective

I. Calmness
2. Courtesy
3. Patience
4. Self-control

a. body language
b. facial expressions

NOTE: As in any other physical exercise, students occasionally may be
injured. In addition to monitoring student participation in the
combative and defensive tactics, you should have each participating
student sign a physical mjwy waiver to protect yourself and your school
from civil suits.

616
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Instmetional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the cognitive and affective components of combative tactics
including the need to remain calm, courteous, and patient while
under emotional stress.

3. Discuss the specific state and local laws and agency policies which
govern the various jurisdictions where your students may be
employed.

4. Discuss the legal consequences of the use of inappropriate or
excessive force, giving specific examOes. Closely monitor the use
of force in all combative practice by your students.

5. Discuss the importance of perception, awareness, and understanding
as they relate to combative tactics.

Discuss the total range of responses to be followed in a threatened
violence, using realistic situations as examples.

7. Discuss the sequence of combative tactics and the situations which
could require the use of each of these tactics.

Discuss the principles of cornbative arts in relation to the particular
combative techniques or martial arts you will be using.

9. Discuss the objectives of the defensive, counteroffensive, and
controlling tactics. (These objectives can be achieved through
various specific tactics depending upon the methods of the
combative style or martial skill which you will be using.) The
objectives should always be achieved within the permissible use of
force requirements, regardless of which combative tactics are used.

6
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The material presented in this unit is based on the assumption that the
criminal justice client may be violent and that combative tactics are
often necessary. The instructions in the unit deal with defensive,
offensive, counteroffensive, and controlling tactics and do not affect
the normal mechanics of arrest, search, and handcuffing of yielding,
nonviolent persons as presented in Block U.

Most criminal justice occupations have the common hazard of encoun-
tering violent confrontations. Specific skills and techniques for coping
with such situations will vary between individuals, instructors, and
training programs. The guidelines presented in this unit are flexible
enough to enable a program instructor to select the specific combative
techniques to be included.

Only actual physical contact fighting sessions which are conducted
under controlled conditions will enable the student to gain the mental,
emotional, and physical stability which is required in these occupations.
All students have some degree of apprehension in conflict situations;
contact fighting reduces their fears and develops conditioned responses
which allow them to react quickly. Identifying students who experience
extreme fear (those who habitually overreact or those who are danger-
ously underreactive) also can be accomplished in combative training.

Students must be conditioned gradually by perceiving, imitating, manip-
ulating, a_nd performing these skills. Finally, they should perfect and
combine the cognitive, affective, and psychomotor aspects of develop-
ment. The following system is suggested for whatever combative art or
techniques you choose to use.

618
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Perceivin
o T.eceive stimuli by observ

demonstration.
a Build a frame of reference.

o Demonstrate technique slow-
ly and in a step43y-step
sequence.

o Explain principles.

mitati- Fault Correeting
o Repeat a technique ollowing

a demonstration.
o Develop low-level skills

through artificial confronta-
tions.

o Build skill conformity through
repetition.

Manipula

o Observe paired students
closely for aecuracy of
repetition and understanding
of principles needed to
establish correct learning
foundations.

o Engage in light contact
fighting.

o Apply principles in nonstruc-
tured situationsnot merely
through imitation.

o Solve problems by applyLng
knowledge to new situations.

=

'rig Light Engagemen
Have students engage each
other in very elementary,
nonaggressive techniques.

o Insist upon 50 percent resis-
tance or less.

o Do not permit hard blows or
throws.

Perform Identifying Problems
o Engage in contact sport (box-

ing, wrestling, judo), which
involves analyzing and orga-
nizing actions while being
exposed to emotional and
physical stimuli.

o Learn to apply techniques
smoothly.

o Pair off students and let
them engage in practice
sessions.

o Limit the intensity of stu-
dents' attacks.

o Observe temper and fear re-
sponses closely.

o Assist in the development of
psychomotor skills and emo-
tional control.

5. Perfecting Performance Evaluating and Refining Student
o Engage in a contact fighting

bout or match.
o Observe match rules and main-

tain emotional composure.
o Apply principles creatively.
o Build refinement in combative

skills and reduce the fear of
physical contact.

o Control observance of the
rules of the contact sport
involved.

o Insist that students defeat
their opponents within the
the rules of good sportsman-
ship.

o Approach the reality of con-
flict as closely as a training
program can permit.
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'Mob, Equ4)ment,

(List any materiab available to you.)

620
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V: B Combative and De

ce Materials

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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Audiovisue Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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V: B)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subjec
covered and what to look for in this unit. If you do well on this pretest
your utructor may let you skip Mis unit or part of it. If you cannot
aiiswer a question, simply go to the nest westion.

1. To which of the following does the cognitive component relate?

a. mental capacity or knowledge
b. emotional capacity or control
c. physical Ez-ility and capability
d. spiritual sensitivity

2. Which of the following are cognitive skills?

a. knowledge of "use of force" laws
b. knowledge of principles of combatics
c. knowledge of the "range of response"
d. all of the above

Which of the following conditIons must exist to justify use of deadly
force?

a. when there is reasonable belief that the force is necessary to
prevent death or great bodily harm

b. when it is necessary to effect the arrest
0. when the offender made the first aggressive move
d. none of the above

4. Which of the following best describes the principal subject of the
affective component of combative tactics?

a. mental capacity or knowledge
b. emotional capacity or control
e. physical agility and capability
d. spiritual sensitivity

5. Which of the following is the objective of regular contact fighting
practice sessions?

a. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response
b. to survive ale initial engagement
c. to gain the initiative following defemsive tact-es
d. to stop all resistance after counteroffense

623
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6. The five steps to be followed when responding to a potentially
violent situation are listed below. Mrange the steps ip correct
order by writing the number 1 by the first step, 2 by the second
step, and so on.

a. Use restraining methods.
b. Use deadly weapons.
c. Use persuasion to de-escalate the threatened violence.
d. Use nondeadly weapons.
e. Use direct contact skills without using weapons.

7. Which of the following states the correct response sequence of
combative tactics?

a. defensive, controlling, searching, arresting
b. defensive, counteroffensive, controlling, arresting, searching
c. arresting, searching, defensive, controlling
d. searching, arresting, defensive, counteroffensive, controlling

8. In the list below, choose the 7 key words or terms which identify
the 7 principles of combative arts by circling the letters of your
choices.

a. reaction time
b. momentum
c. grounding
d. disarming
e. balance
1. vulnerable areas
g. leverage
h. arresting tactics
i. use of large muscle groups
j. gravity

9. Which of the following is the objective of defensive tactics?

a. to gain the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total restraint of subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response

10. Which of the following is the objective of counteroffensive tactics?

a. to gain the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total control of subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response

11. Which of the following is the objective of controlling tactics?

a. to gain the initiative following a successful defense
b. to stop all resistance through total restraint of subject
c. to survive the initial engagement
d. to make a conditioned physical and emotional response

624
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12. Which of the following is the objective of arresting tactics?

a. to handcuff the subject
b. to search the subject
c. to stop all resistance through total control of subject
d. to secure the subject and terminate the situation

After you fmish thb pretqt, give it to your iretru tor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this xmit or take the posttest (V: E)-
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to (V: B)

1. a

2. d

3. a

4. b

5. a

6. a. 2

b. 5

c. 1

d. 4

e. 3

7. b

8. a, b, e,

9. c

10. a

11. b

12. d

2

g,

626
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V: B

1. What does the cognitive component of comba _ive tactics refer to?

2. List at least three types of knowledge considered to be important in
learning combative tactics.

Identify the conditions that must exist to jus ify use of deadly force
(by Florida Ln.w):

4. Identify the principal subject explored in the affective component of
combative tactics.

5. What is the objective of regular contact-fighting matches for
criminal justice personnel?

List in correct order the five steps to be followed when responding
to a potentially violent situation.

V: B Combative ve Tactics



7. List below the usual se quence of response tactics used by criminal
justice personnel.

8. List the seven principles of the combative arts.

9. What is the desired objective of defensive -c 9

10. What is the desired objective of counteroffensive tactic .

1 . What is the desired objective of controlling tactics?

12. Wha he objec ive of arres ics?

Give the completed test to your instructor. After your instructor
cheeks your ttwt, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
test.

628
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Mwers to Posttegt (V: B)

1. mental capacity or knowledge

2. knowledge of Huse of force" laws
knowledge of principles of combative arts
knowledge of the range of response

also acceptable:

understanding of law of response
perception of circumstances which might provide oppo tunity to de-
escalate a violent confrontation
awareness of principles of response

when there is reasonable belief that it is necessary to prevent death
or great bodily harm

4. emotional control during conflict

5. conditioned physical and emotional response

6. Use persuasion to de-escalate the threatened violence.

Use restraining methods.

Use direct contact skills without using weapons.

Use nondeadly weapons.

Use deadly weapons.

defensive
counteroffensive
controlling
arresting
searching

8. Maintain balance while putting your opponent off balance.

Maintain your own line of gravity and balance while upsetting your
opponent.

Use large muscle groups (abdominal or back) as a source of power.

Use leverage to apply pain as a control mechanism.

Use momentum of an attack to opponent's disadvantage.

Develop conditioned reflex to reduce reaction time.

Use vulnerable body areas to control opponent.

9. to survive the initial engagement

V. B Co ba ye and Defensive Tactic



10. to gain the initiative following a successful.defense

11. to stop all resistance through total control of subject

12. to secure the subject and terminate the situation

63 0
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Performance Checklist
V: B Demonstrating Proficiency in Combative and Defensive Tactics

Student's Name:

Evaluator:

Tasks

Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

1. Psychomotor Skals

o Defensive Tactics

blocking

parrying

evading

o Counteroffensive Tactics

throwing

grounding

kicking/striking

disarming

o Controlling Tactics

grappling

wrist and arm locking

choking/carotid block

o Arresting Tactics

positioning

handcuffing on ground

searching

2. Cognitive and Affective Skills

o Calmness

o CourteFy
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Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

o Patience

O Self-control

body language

facial expressions

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable

632
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit C: Police Short Baton
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Peri &ace

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the advantages of the light (1 x 24") baton over the heavier
weapons.

2. Identify the advantages and disadvantages of the tonfa-type baton.

3. Identify the difference between "nondeadly" and "deadly" force in
the use of the baton.

4. Identify the two techniques of "defensive tactics" and methods fo
using each.

5. Identify the three types of counteroffemive tactics.

6. Identify four types of controlling tactics.

7. Identify the steps of wall search tactics.

8. Identify the proper position of a prisoner's hands once handcuffs
have been applied.

Given the police short baton, demonstrate proficiency in using the baton
for each of the combative tactics listed on the performance checklist.
You or your aide should use the per formance checklist which is provided
to evaluate the progress of your students. Their performance should be
rated "A" (acceptable) on all tasks on the checklist.
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Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Review the sequence of combative tactics which were presented in
Unit B, "Combative Tactics."

3. Discuss the application of the police short baton to the sequence of
combative tactics.

4. Show a light baton (1 x 24") and discuss its advantages over the
heavier weapons (show examples if available).

5. Show a tonfa-type baton and discuss its advantages and
disadvantages.

6. Show a nunchaku and discuss its advantages, disadvantages, and the
constraints to be considered in its use.

7. Review the specific state and local laws and agency policies
governing the various jurisdictions where your students may be
employed which were presented in Unit Bt "Combative Tactics."

8. Discuss using the police short baton with nondeadly and deadly
force and the legal consequence of using the baton with
inappropriate or excessive force.

9. Discuss the two techniques of defensive tactics and the methods of
using the baton for each.

10. DiSellss the three types of counteroffensive tactIcs and the
methods (-4 using the baton in each type.

11. Discuss
in each.

types of controlling tactics and how the baton is used

12. Review arresting tactics which were presented in Unit B,
"Combative Tactics"; and in Unit D of Block I, "Law Enforcement
System."

13. Compare the arresting and searehing tactics using the ba on with
those techniques previously presented.

14. Discuss examples of situations requiring different tactics and
techniques.

15. Review the rules of contact sports, courtesy in simulated contact
fighting, and good spor zsmanship which were presented in Unit B,
"Combative Tactics."

6
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Provide a regular routine of simulated contact-fighting sessions in
which your students can practice the techniques of using the ponce
short baton in combative situationF. Practice should continue until
students can perform each of the techniques effectively. All combative
sessions should be monitored to imure the observance of the rules for
conflict training which were presented in Unit B, "Combative Tactics."
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1. light baton

2. tonfa-type baton

3. o er police short baton
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Forms and Samples

physical injury waiver

V: C Police Short Baton
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Reference liateriab

(List any other reference materials available to you.)

Hess, Joseph. Night Stick. Burbank: Ohara Publications, 1982.
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any audiovisual materials availeble to you
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1811pretesM will show you how muci you already knowabout the
ctmecl wart what to look for in this unit. If you do well an this pretest,
witingtrIltor may let you skip this wit or part of it. If you cannot
arrer a nmesestion, simply go to the next queertion.

1. Which cer the following are advantages of the light (1" x 24") baton?

bettr balance
h, crave comfortable to carry
0. grealer tip velocity
d. 9U OEM' the above
a. a axl&i b, but not c

Z. Which Of-7 the following are advantages of the tonfa-type bato

a. The xtension (short handle) makes it convenient to carry.
b, The ft-ingers are not exposed in blocking.

a, full tCllocking surface and good leverage
d, all of the above
e, b and c, but not a

3. Mich of the following baton strikes are coasidered use of deadly
force?

9

a, striics in head area
strilCS to legs and arm:

a, striger in throat area
d, all of the above

and - e, but not b

Which of the following are considered to be defensive tac cs?
a, bloolcimmg
b. parrying
C, long tribrust
d, a and tifb, but not c
e, a, b, a.nd c

Villeh of lathe following statements regarding blocks and parrys are
tare?

a. A Pain-- .37 is used to deflect a blow.
A hlock is used to stop a blow.
pacrr can be a controlled pivot.

dd. all of tithe above
4, nolle Oz I the above
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V: C Police Short Baton

6. Which of the To iloWing are eoisscateroffensive tactics?

a. short jab, long thrust
b. blocks aric pe.rrys
c. grounding conie-alongs, arrt-= locks
d. searchirel... handeuffing

7. Which of the ollowing best deuribes the objective of controlling
tactics?

a. to deflect or block a blow
b. to ground nd restrain the Mtacker
c. to eountat-- with jats or thrusuzuts
d. to handeulPY and search offerwider
e. to evade Et_Tad eatape the offnder

8. Which of the C-onowingare controlling cs?

a. placing sul=iject against wall
b. infliethig ain
c. grounding
d. allot the ti,ove
e. b and c, Duat not a

9. Which of the E-ollowing are objetives of wall search t c

a. to keep ofVender off-balance
b. te keep ofender from attael=
e. to find weapons or contrahanzmsd
d. a,b,aflde
e. a and b, DIrL-t not e

10. Which of the frigolloWing are true bout handcuff ing

a. handcuffs (=.,ouble-locked
b. backs Of har_nds together, thiiiibs up
c. hands in frczmt
d. all of the ove
e. a and b, ',iv& not

After yeu fluish thcs pretest,give It b=o your instructor. Ask hin/her
whether you &bona shady this unit or take the posttest (V: C)-



1. d

2. e

3. e

4. d

5. d

6. a

7. b

8. d

9. d

10. e

o Pretest
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Posttest (V: 0

Which of the following are advantages of the light x 24") baton?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. better balance
b. more comfortable to carry
c. provides full surface for blocking
d. greater tip velocity

2. Which of the following are advantages of the tonfa-type batons?
(Choose ail correct answers.)

a. full blocking surface and good leverage
b. greater tip velocity
c. fingers not exposed in blocking
d. the extension (short handle) makes it convenient to carry

Which of the following baton strikes are considered "use of deadly
force" in baton strikes? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. strikes to legs and arms
b. strikes in throat wea

strikes in head area
d. all of the above

4. Which of the following are considered to be defensive tactics?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. parrying
b. long thrust
c. baton arm bars
d. blocking

5. Which of the following are techniques of defensive tacti (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. retreating from attack
b. deflecting a blow
c. returning a blow
d. stopping a strike

6. Which of the following are counteroffensive acti s?

a. short jab, long thrust
b. blocks and parrys
c. grounding, come-alongs, arm locks
d. searching, handcuffing
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7. Which of the following best describes the objective of controlling
tactics?

a. to deflect or block a blow
b. to ground and restrain the attacker
c. to counter with jabs or thrusts
d. to handcuff and search offender

8. To hold the baton in the center, thrust it between the legs of an of-
fender, turn it horizontally, and pull up between the legs describes
the:

a. baton hammer lock.
b. corne4ilong.
c. long thrust.
d. one-armed parry.

9. Which of the following are objectives of wall search tactics?
(Choose an correct answers.)

a. to keep offender offAlalance
b. to wear the offender down
c. to find weapons or contraband
d. to keep offender from attacking

10. Which of the following are true about handcuffing tactics? (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. handcuffs double-locked
b. backs of hands together
c. thumbs up
d. hands in front

Give the completed test to ytyar instructor. After your iradructor
chedca your teat ask him/her whether you may take the perfornmace
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1. a, b, d

2. a, c

3. b, c

4. a, d

5. b, d

6. a

7. b

8. b

9. a, c, d

10. a, b c
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Performanee Checklist
V: C Demonstratin o en he Po "ce Short Baton

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

1. Defensive Tactics

o Attacks effectively blocked froi
direction using:

two-handed grip

one-handed grip

one-armed high block

o Attacks effectively parried from
direction using:

two-handed grip

one-armed parry

2. Counteroffensive Tactics

o Effective technique demonstrated and
advantage gained over opponent using:

short jab

striking counteraction

long thrust

3. Controlling Tactics

o Effective technique demonstrated in:

grounding opponent

come-along

baton hammer lock

baton arm bars

..=mea

.mr.=am.a
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'Mules Evaluatoes Bating
A* NA** Comments

4. Ai Testing and Searching Tactics

Using baton, complete:

o search of an opponent in the wall
position

o correct handcuffing of an opponent
from the wall position.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit D: Riot Rpore Tactics
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Upon completion of thb unIt, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the objectives of mobilization plann

2. Identify the topics which must be documented in a typical
operational policy.

3. Describe the structure of riot control groups.

4. Describe the tactics necessary to achieve riot control readiness.

5. Describe three weapon positions.

6. Describe 5 riot control formations.

Given a part as a squad member and/or as a squad leader, demonstrate
proficiency in the following readiness routines by giving a sharp and
coordinated performance of each as a squad member and/or as a squad
leader. You or your aide should use the performance checklist which is
provided to evaluate the provess of your students. Their performance
should be rated "A" (acceptable) on all tasks on the checklist.
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htructioaal G

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the need to be physically fit and in mental, emotional, and
pwchological control in order to meet the stresses encountered
during rioting. Discuss the self-discipline which should be
developed through the activities of Units A, B, and C in relation to
the requirements for riot control tactics.

3. Discuss the necessity for and objectives of mobilization planning.

4. Discuss the impact which rioting has on the total criminal justice
system.

5. Discuss the necessity for the documentation of operational policy
and provide actual examples of documentation if possible.

6. Dbcuss the structure and makeup of typical riot control groups.

7. Discuss the necessity for organized and disciplined readiness
tactics in order to assemble control formations efficiently and
effectively.

8. Discuss and demonstrate the weapons positions presented in the
text and others which you may plan to include in your instruction.

9. Discuss the riot control formations presented in the text and others
which you may plan to include in your instruction.

1
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1. When students have acquired the knowledge needed for performance,
make squad assignments. Rotate each student through the positions
of squad member, squad leader, and, if your group is lEoge enough,
platoon leader.

2. Provide time in your schedule for regular squad practice of essential
riot control tactics presented in the text and any others which you
wish to include.
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t any materials available to you.)
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V: D Riot Re onse Pa

Reference Materials

(List :my reference materials available to you.)
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List any audiovisual materiaLs available to you.)
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V D)

This preteet wM show yi how much you
covered an] what to look for in this unit. If you do well on
your insttuctor may let you skill this unit or part of it. If
arawer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which three of the following systems must develop emergency plans
for riot commands?

a. law enforcement
b. courts
c. corrections
d. human resource services

2. Which two of the following are objectives of police mobilization
plans for riot response?

a. Rehabilitate all participe.nts of riot.
b. Maintain control of riot situation.
c. Prevent escalation of the riot situation.
d. Move the riot to other places.

3. A typical mobilization plan documents operational policy for:
(Choose eli correct answers.)

a. police mobilization procedures.
b. ftmctions of the mobile task force .
e. use of chemical agents.
d. enforcement policies.

4. Individual officers reporting for riot duty must be assigned to groups
for effective deployment. Which of the following identifies the basic
unit?

a. squad unit
b. platoon unit
c. company unit
d. task force unit

Which of the following tactics are necessary to achieve riot control
readiness? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Follow the execution commands: Follow me. Move.
b. Secure rooftops or other high ground areas.
c. Follow the preparatory comman&: Safe port. Short guard. On

guard.
d. Follow the preparatory commands: Line formation. Right

echelon. Platoon wedge.
e. Assemble riot control unit near scene but out of sight.
f. Form up by following the execution commands: Fall in- Dress.

Front. Faf:e.
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6. Which of the following weapon positions is used when troops ara in
close contact with a group showing resistance or hostility?

a. safe port
h. on r;....ard
c. short guard
d. port arms

7. Which of the following is the arm signal for a line formation?

a. outstretched arms at shoulder height
b. right arm held higher, left arm lower
c. both arms raised at 45-degree angles
d. left arm high, right arm low

8. In which of the following conditions might an echelon for a ion be
effectively used?

a. penetrating a mob to make a rescue
b. confronting a mob to move them back
c. sweeping a street where store fronts are being smashed
d. in controlling high ground

9. In which two of the following conditions would a wedge formation
be used?

a. controlling high ground
b. penetrating a mob to make a rescue
c. penetrating a mob to divide it in two
d. clearing the location of the riot

10. Tactical riot formations are executed rom:

a. a wedge.
b. a column.
c. a circle.
d. an echelon.

After you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor- Ask himiher
whether you should study this mit or tiLke the posttest (V: IV.
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Miewers to Pretest el:

1.

2. b, c

3. b, c, d

4. a

5. b, e

6. b

7. a

8. c

9. b, c

10. b
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Posttest D)

Emergency plans for riot commands must be developed by which
components of the criminal justice system? (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. police association
b. law enforcement
c. courts
d. corrections

2. The objectives of police mobilization plops for riot respons e to:
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. restore law and order.
b. maintain control of the riot situation .
c. inform the public of the situation .
d. prevent escalation of the situation.

3. Which of the following would not be part of a typical, documented
operational plan?

a. use of chemical agents
b. dispersal orders
c. enforcement policies
d. personnel records

4. Me basic unit for riot duty to which an officer is

a. company unit.
b. task force unit.
c. squad unit.
d. platoon unit.

igned is a:

5. Which of the follow! ng tactics are necessary to achieve riot control
readiness: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Follow the preparatory commands: Line formation. Right
echelon. Platoon wedge.

b. Follow the preparatory commands: Safe port. Short guard. On
guard.

c. Form up by following the execution commands: Fall in. Dress.
Front. Face.

d. Follow the execution commands: Follow me. Move.
e. Assemble riot control unit near scene but out of sight.
f. Secure rooftops or other high ground areas.

6. When troops are in close contact with a group showing resistance or
hostflity, which of the following weapon positions is used9

a. port arms
b. short guard

on guard
safe port
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7. The arm sigmal for a Line formation is:

a. right arm held higher, left arm lower.
b. both arms raised at 45-degree angles.
c. left arm high, right arm low.
d. outstretched arms at shoulder height.

8. An echelon formation might be effectively used for:

a. penetrating a mob to make a rescue.
b. sweeping a street where store fronts are being smashed.
c. confronting a mob to move them back.
d. controlling high ground.

9. Under which of the following conditions would a wedge formation
be used? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. controlling high ground
b. sweeping a street where store fronts are being smashed
c. penetrating a mob to divide it in two
d. penetrating a mob to make a rescue

10. To get a squad into position, which of the following does a squad
leader do?

a. controls the squad from the center of the column
b. stays at the head of the column as leader
c. leads the squad into position on the double, then takes position

to the rear
d. orders the position to be taken but stays to the rear

Give the completed test to your imtructor. After your insizuctor
checks your test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
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V: D)

1. b, c, d

2. a, b, d

3. d

4. c

5. c, e,

6. a

7. d

8. b

9.

10. c
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Performance Cheeldist
V:D Demonstrating Proficiency in Riot Response Tactics

Student's Name:

Evaluator:

Tasks

Date:

Evaluator% Eating
A* NA** Commen s

Criteria: Performances should be sharp
and coordinated.

1. Forming Up:

o falling in

o dress

o facing

2. Weapon Positions:

o safe port

o short guard

o on guard

Riot Control Formations:

o line formation

o right echelon

o left echelon

o platoon wedge

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit E: 13mdc Police Weapons
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Upon completion of this unit, your students should be ab e to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify the two basic chemical agents used by police.

2. Describe four ways in which chemical weapons are dispersed.

3. Identify four methods of launching chemical weapons.

4. Identify at least four safety rules for handling firearms.

5. Identify the parts of the service revolver.

6. Identify at least two safety features of the modern revolver.

7. Describe the parts of a cartridge.

8. Identify the parts of the police shotgun.

9. Describe the components of a 121gauge sheE.

10. Describe the performance of the three most commonly used shot
sizes.

11. List the advantages and disadvantages of the shotgun as a police
weapon.

12. Describe three types of special weapons in the police arsenal.
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the changes in criminal behavior in recent years and the
changes which have been made in law enforcement to cope with
these changes.

3. Dcuss the two basic chemical agents used by police, the ways in
which they are dispersed, and the methods of launching lf possible,
have actual examples/samples of the agents and the weapons for
launching to display for your students.

4. Discuss safety rules for handlirg firearms of all types.

5. Discuss the service revolver, its parts, and its safety features.
Emphasize the importance of !mowing the major parts and
understanding the mechanical operation of firearms to be used.
Show the weapons if available.

6. Display and discuss the parts of a car

7. Discuss the police shotgun, its parts, wid its advantages and
disadvantages. Show the weapon if available.

B. Show and discuss 12-gauge ammunition.

9. Discuss the special weapons being used by police departments today
to combat group criminal activity. Show the weapons if available.

NOTE: Due to the involvement of dangerous weapons, a practical
exercise is not included in this unit.
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stwolim

1. Visit the local police department or invite them to your class and
have the actual weapons displayed for your students.

2. Visit the local police department's firing range if possible.

3. Borrow training films from your local police department about the
use of firearms and safety in handling firearms.
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(List any basic pollee weapons available to you to show your students-)

6 6 7
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Reference Materit

(List any reference materIals available to you.)

V: E BaslePólice Weapons
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Auttiovismal Materials

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)

80
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Pretest (V: E)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this unit. ff you do well on this pretest,
your instructor may let you skip this unit or part of it. If you ewmot
&Ewer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following are basic chemical agents used by police?

a. SC and CN
b. CN and CS
a. NC and CS
d. DM and SN
e. nerve gas

2. In which of the following tactical situations might chemical agents
be used?

a. riot control and mob dispersion
b. barricaded person sniping at other persons
c. disorderly conduct in a public place
d. a and b, but not c
e. a, b, and c

Which type of chemical dissemination uses hot gases to vaporize a
liquid agent?

a. expulsion
b. fog
c. liquid
d. pyrotechnic
e. solid

4. Which of till following are methods of launching chemical agents

a. hand-thrown grenades
b. shotgun launchers
c. shoulder or handgun launchers
d. a, b, and c
e. a and b, but not c

List four safety rules for handling firearms.
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6. Label the parts of the service revolver by writing the number of
the part shown on the following diagram beside the letter for its
name.

a. front sight f. barrel
b. cylinder g. trigger
c. rear sight h. trigger guard
d. cylinder latch ejector rod
e. hammer crane

aEmimEmEen

7. Which of the following is true about double-action firing of the
revolver?

a. squeeze the trigger without cocking hammer
b. cock hammer back, then squeeze trigger
c. both a and b
d. b, but not a
e. none of the above

B. Which of the following are safety features of the modern revolver?

a. block between hammer and cartedge except when trigger is to
the rear

b. heavy double-action trigger pull
c. hammer must be fully cocked for sing c ion firing
d. a, b, and c
e. b and c, but not a
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9. Which of the following beat describes one round of ammunition?

a. one complete cartridge ready for firing
b. a brass or steel cylinder closed at one end
c. a primer and powder charge
d. the projectile, made of lead
e. the case and projectile combined

10. Which of the following statements best describes the bore of a
shotgun?

a. a bore with lands and grrooves
b. a smooth bore without lands and grooves
c. a bore with grooves or rifling
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

11. Which of the following statements best describes the buckshot used
in shotgun shells?

a. a single-lead projectile in the nose of a brass casing
b. a slug with land and groove markings
c. a number of round lead pellets
d. a single large lead ball
e. a casing with primer and powder

12. The single-lead pellet which has land and groove marks on its sides
and a muzzle velocity of 1600 feet per second describes which 12-
gauge ammunition?

a. No..38 cartridge
b. No. 04 buckshot
c. No. 00 buckshot
d. a rifled slug
e. No..45 cartridge

13. Ammunition which contailis 9 lead .33 caliber balls, 8 of which will
group in a 30-inch circle at 40 yards, describes which 12auge
ammunition?

a. No. 04 buckshot
b. No..38 cartridge
c. No..45 cartridge
d. a rifled slug
e. No. 00 buckshot

14. Which of the following are advantages of the shotgun?

a. It can fire a single projectile effective at close range.
b. It can fire an effective close-range pattern of projectiles

without long-range problems.
c. It can be used to latmch chemical agents.
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not e
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15. Which of the following are considered to be special wea

a. sniper rifle with telescopic sights
b. short-barreled shotgun with no stock
c. semiautomatic rifle
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

Alter you finish th pretest, give it to youx instructor. Ask him
whether you simo.2id study thhi unit or take the posttest (V: a
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1. b

2. d

3. b

4. d

5. My four of the follow

All guns should be handled as though they were loaded.

When a firearm is picked up, open the cylinder or action immedi-
ately to see if it is =loadedthen check it again.

A firearm should be given to or received from another person o
with the cylinder or action open..

Before loading, always check to be sure there is no obstruct on
the barrel of a firearm.

A loaded gun should never be left where children or untrained
persons have access to it.

Practice drawing and firing only on the firing range and keep the
firearm pointed down range at all times.

Firearms are pointed at a person you ere justified in killing.

When using a weapon in service, never cock the hammer back.

6. a. 5
b. 4
C. 3
d. 1

7. a

8. d

9. a

10. b

11. a

12. d

13. e

14. d

15. d

e.
f. 6
g. 10
h. 9
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1. The basic chemicals used by police are:

a. DM and SN.
b. SC and CN.
c. NC and CS.
d. CS and CN.

2 ,Whieh of the following are ways in which chemical agents may be
\dispersed? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. expulsion
b. frozen
C. pyrotechnic
d. liquid

In which method of dispersing chemical agents is an explosive or
other force used to eject a micropulverized agent?

a. expulsion
b. pyrotechnic
c. fog
d. liquid

4. Basic chemical weapons may be launched by which method(s)?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. shotgun launcher
b. shoulder or handgun launcher
c. mechanical slingshot
d. rifle launcher

5. When handling firearms you should: (Choose Ali correct answers.)

a. check to be sure that there is no obstruction in the barrel.
b. pass the weapon to another person only if you have it pointed at

the floor.
c. check the weapon immediately to see if it is loaded.
d. never leave a loaded weapon where untrained persons can reach

it.
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V: asic Police Wea

5. Identify the parts of the service revolver in the following diagram by
writing the number of the part by its name.

==.

a. barrel
b. crane
c. cylinder
d. cylinder latch
e. ejector rod
I. firing pin

g. front sight
h. hammer
i. rear sight
j. stock
k. trigger
L trigger guard

7. Safety features on a modern revolver include: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. a hammer which must be fully cocked for single-action firing,
b. a double-action firing pin.
c. trigger pull with heavy double-action.
d. a safety latch on the trigger guard.

8. A brass or steel cylinder closed at one end describes which
component of a cartridge?

a. bullet
b. case
c, primer
d. powder cherge
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9 Which part of a cartridge burns rapidly when ignited and generates
the propelling force of gas?

a. bullet
b. round
c. primer
d. powder charge

10. Label the following diagram of a police shotgun by writing the
number from the diagram in front of the name for that part.

a. barrel i. loading port
b. breech block j. magazine
c. butt plate k. muzzle
d. comb 1. receiver
e. ejection port m. safety
f. fore-end n. stock
g. front sight o. trigger
h. heel p. trigger guard

11. Match the description of the 12-gauge shell component with its
name. Write the number of the description in front of the part
name.

Description

a. case 1. ignites the powder
b. primer 2. holds the components
c. powder 3. the projectile(s)
d. wadding 4. propelling force
e. shot 5. seals the powder

12. The single lead pellet which has land and groove marks on its sides
and a muzzle velocity of 1600 feet per second describes which 12-
gauge ammunition?

a. No..38 cartridge
b. No. 04 buckshot
c. No. 00 buckshot
d. a rifled slug
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Ammunition which contains 9 lead .33 caliber balls,8 of which will
group in a 30-inch circle at 40 yards describes whit 12-gauge
ammunition?

a. a rifled slug
b. No. 00 buckshot
c. No. 04 buckshot
d. No..38 cartridge

14. Which of the following are disadvan es
work? (Choose all correct answers.)

hotgun in police

a. Its size makes it inconvenient to conceal or etrry.
b. Shotguns are expensive.
c. Shotguns have an adverse effect on the generalpublic.
d. It is difficult to train officers to use them.

15. Which of the following are considered to be apecialweapons?
(Choese all correct answers.

a. semiautomatic rifle
b. sniper rifle with telescopic sights
c. short-barreled shotTun with folding stock
d. short-barreled shotgun with no stock

Give the cmpIeted test to yam
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Answers

1. d

2. a, c, d

3. a

4. a, b

5. a, c, d

6. a. 12 g. 1
b. 10 h. 5
c. 2 1. 3
d. 6 ". 7
e. 11 k.
f. 4 1. 9

7. a, b, c

8. b

9. d

10. a. 14 1. 3
b. 12 j. 2
c. 7 k. 16
d. 10 1. 11
e. 13 m. 6
f. 1 n. 9
g. 15 o. 5
h. 8 -p. 4

a. 2
b. 1
c. 4
d. 5
e. 3

12. d

13. b

14. a, c

15. a, b,
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--Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit Ai: Rene Taetier4
Section 1: Rescue Erjiipinevit
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Upon completion of Ws sectiom, your studen s should be able to do the
following on a Writter: test:

1. Identify the Most reliable -of the natural fiber ropes to be used in
rescue worlc.

2. Identify the ma t reliable -of the synthetic fiber ropes to be used in
rappelling.

3. List three advantages of rLYlon over manila for use in rescue work.

4. List the data needed for slecting the proper size of rope for a
rescue situation.

5. List the preeatititv for th&e care and protection of ropes.

6. Compare the relative stremgth of a loop formed by a knot with one
formed using an ayeiplic

7. List 5 relieble krit3ts and he=tw each can be used in rescue work.

8. Identify the most dependabole knot for anchoring life-suppo t lines.

9. Describe the three bade turpes of blocks for use in rescue work.

10. List three uses of aearabimer.

11. List three methods of tranferring a person on a highline.
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence rcommended in How
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the various kinds of
natural fiber ropes. Show examples of eah type.

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the various kinds of
synthetic fiber ropes. Show examples of --a.eh type.

4. Discuss the advantages of nylon over mana for use in rescue work.

5. Discuss the factors involved in selecting tWle proper size of rope for
a particular rescue situation. Emphasize 1_1-iat no two situations in
which rope is used are the sante and that rimany factors must be
considered before a selection is made.

6. Discuss and emphasize the precautions for the care and protection
of ropes. Cite the problems which occur vewhen ropes in poor
condition are used. Demonstrate how to Vesvist strands open to
inspect them.

7. Discuss the relative strength of a loop formned by a knot and one
formed by an eye-splice. Display a doubleeye anchor line if
available and compare the eye-splice with 4a loop formed by a knot.

8. Discuss the 6 knots included in this sectioraa and the particular use
which is made of each. Supplement the illstrations in the text
with samples of the knots tied with rope.

9. Point out that the bowline knot is the rnos dependable knot for
anchoring life-support lines.

10. Discuss the three basic types of blocks: sirgle, double, and
snatch. If blocks are available, demonstrae how each is reeved
and used.

11. Demonstra e the various types of carabines and discuss how and
when each shz...,:ld be used.

12. Discuss the three methods of transferring se_ person on a highline.
Display and discuss any rescue hardware wl.ieh you may have
available.
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If appropri
inl

r your oup, provide materials and require proficiency

o tykg the Sl=ketsic knots presented in the text
o whipping ropm.e ends
o eye-splicing.
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ls,

1. blocks: single, double, and snatch

2. various items of tackle

3. all types of carabiners

4. bosunts chair and backboards

5. natural fiber ropes: manila, sisal, cotton, hemp, linen, and jute

6. synthetic fiber ropes: nylon, Dacron (polyester), polyethelene, and
polypropylene

7. galvanized steel, aircraft-quality, stranded cable, if available

8. examples of the 5 knots included in this section: simple overhand,
half-hitch, square, bowline, figure eight, as well as a whipped rope
end and an eye-splice.
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Reference Materiab

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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Mat

(List any audiovisual materiaLs availabl o you.)
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Pretest (V: F-1)

Ibis test trill show you how much you already know about the sub'
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If
you cannot answer a question, simply go to the next

1. Of the natural fiber ropes, which of the following is most reliable
for rescue work?

a. manila
b. sisal
C. cotton
d. linen

2. Of the synthetic fiber ropes, which of the following is most reliable
for rappelling?

a. polyester
b. nylon
c. polyethelene
d. polypropylne

Which of the following are advantages of nylon over manila rope in
rescue work?

a. Nylon is stronger and more elastic.
b. Nylon is more resistant to rot and abrasion.
c. both a and b
d. a, but not b

4. Which of the following is the most important relationship between
blocks and ropes to be used together?

a. Manila should be used with single blocks.
b. Only double blocks should be used with nylon.
c. Block sheaves should be smaller than rope used.
d. Blocks should be large enough to prevent binding and chafing.

Which of the following precautions should be observed in the care
and protection of ropes?

a. Never overload.
b. Keep ropes clean.
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

6. Which of the following type of loop has the greatest s

a. a loop formed by an eye-splice
b. a loop formed from a bowline
c. a loop formed with a square knot
d. a loop formed from two half-hitches
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7. Which of the following knots is most dependable for anchoring life-
support lines?

a. a square knot
b. two half-hitches
c. a bowline
d. a figure eight

8. Which of the following are basic blocks for use in rescue work?

a. single and double blocks
b. snatch blocks
c. both a and b
d. a, but not b

9. Which of the following functions can a errabiner be use.] for?

a. rappelling
b. fastening lines together and securing anchor
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

10. Which of the following can be used for transferring a person on a
highline?

a. a Swiss seat or bosun's chair
b. a basket stretcher
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

Alter you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. .A.Ak him/her
whether you stiouRi study this section or tEtice the posttest (V: F-1).
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V: F-1)

1- a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. d

6. a

7. c

8. a

9. d

10. d
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Posttest (V: F-1)

1. Which of the natural fibers is used to make the most reliable rope
used in rescue work?

a. linen
b. manila
C. cotton
d. sisal

2. Which of the synthetic fibers is used to make the most reliable rope
used in rappelling?

a. polyester
b. polyethelene
c. nylon
d. polypropylene

3. Why is a nylon rope better than manila for rescue work? (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. Nylon floats, which makes it useful for water rescue.
b. Nylon is stronger and more elastic than manila.
c. Nylon does not stretch.
d. Nylon is resistant to rot and abrasion.

4. What data are needed in order to select a proper size of rope for a
particular rescue situation? (Choose an correct answers.)

a. block sizes available
b. which company made the rope
c. maximum work load and safety factor
d. weight of equipment to be used in the rescue

5. An officer who weighs 180 pounds is preparing to rescue a stranded
person who weighs 120 pounds and will need other equipment which
weighs 20 pounds. The officer should 3elect a rope with a tensile
strength of:

a. 1,000 pounds.
b. 1,500 pounds.
c, 1,600 pounds.
d. 1,900 pounds.

6. In order to give reliable performance, what care and protection
should ropes receive? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Ropes should be kept clean.
b. Ropes should be used with proper block size.
c. Ropes should be.stored in open, fresh-air areas.
d. Ropes should be inspected frequently.
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7. The loop which has the greatest strength for rescue work is formed

a. from two half-hitches.
b. from a bowline.
c. with a square knot.
d. by an eye-splice.

8. Which knot is a must for anchoring lines at the top of rappeiiing
lines and main lines?

a. bowline knot
b. figure eight knot
c. overhand knot
d. square knot

9. Which knot should not be used in a life-support capacity in any
case?

a. bowline knot
b. figure eight knot
c. simple overhand knot
d. square knot

10. The knot which is used in a variety of ways in rescue ri
most dependable is the:

a. square knot.
b. simp_i overhand knot.
c. bowline knot.
d. half-hitch.

11. The double block has:

a. two shells.
b. two hinges.
c. two hasps.
d. two sheaves.

12. Which block has a hfrge on one side and a hasp on the othe

a. snatch block
b. tackle block
c. single block
d. double block

13. Which type of carabiner should be used in rescue ork?

a. one with a gate that can be opened inwards
b. one with a gate that can be opened outwards
c. one with a screw sleeve on the gate
d. one without a gate
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14. For which of the following would a rescuer use a carabiner?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. throwing from one building to a other
b. joining two ropes
c. securing ropes at anchor points
d. rappelling

15. Which of the following are used for patient transfers during high-
line rescue operations? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. backboard
b. basket stretcher
c. bosun's chair
d. grappling hoot:

the completed test toy utruetor.
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to Peategt Or: F-1)

1. b

2. c

3. b, d

4. a, c, d

5. c

6. a, b, d

7. d

8. a

9. d

10.

11. d

12. a

13. c

14. b, c, d

15. a, b c
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics
Section 2: Groand Level

V:17-2 Ground Level R cues
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. List the elements of rescue common to all types of disasters.

2. List the four steps in victim assessment in their correct order.
3. List the hazardous conditions that may require immediate removal

of victims.

4. List the vital signs that must be determined as soon as possible.

5. List the items of information that should be communicated to the
nearest emergency medical facility.

List the conditions included in the three triage priorities by
category.

7. Describe at least four types of short-distance transfer methods at
ground level.

8. Describe the procedure for iescuing a victim from vehicular
wreckage.

9. Describe the procedure for rescuing a victim from an electrical
source,,

6 9
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btnicfiona Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the elements of rescue common to all types of disasters.
Review the rescue equipment presented in Section 1 of Unit F.
Emphasize that each situation is unique and that each element
(tactics, equipment, victim assessment, triage, or decision on the
method of transfer) affects the selection of or decision about the
others.

3. Discuss the importance of victim assessment and the priority of the
steps to be followed. Review the information presented in the EMS
block of instruction which relates to victim assessment.

4. Discuss the hazardous conditions from which disaster victims must
be removed as described in Step 2 of "Victirn Assessment." Have
students give examples and cite experiences they may know about.

5. Discuss the vital signs of the victim which must be determined as
soon as possible. Review the information presented in the EMS
block of instruction concerning techniques and methods ft
determining the vital information.

6. Discuss the information which needs to be communicated to the
emergency medical facility to which the victim is to be transferred
(see Item 7).

7. Discuss the meaning of triage and its philosophy. Review the
information presented in the EMS block of instruction which will
assist determining which conditions are prioritized by the triage
philosophy. Emphasize that a major emergency can overload a
hospital emergency ward and that the triage philosophy is not
complete until assignment of victims to an appropriately prepared
medical facility has been made.

8. Discuss and demonstrate the various types of short-distance
transfer methods at ground level as presented in the text.
Emphasize that an injured person should be moved without a
medical evaluation only under hazardous conditions.

9. DISCUSS and demonstrate the procedure for rescuing a victim from
vehicular wreckage. Emphasize the relationship between the
severity of the wreck and physical injury.

10. Discuss the importance of procedural techniques in handUng
severely injured victims so that their injuries will not be
compounded. Emphasize the importance of having an EMT
Certified Paramedic available whenever possible and the
requirement that all rescue persons know the medical procedures
which should be followed.
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11. Give examples of the usual causes of injury from electricity and
discuss the procedures for rescuing victims from electrical
sources. Emphasize the fact that direct contact must not be made
between the ground and a victim who is touchLnig a live circmit.
Demonstrate ways in which this contact can be avoided.

12. Vocabulary and terms which may need definition or clarification:

o CPR
o cardiac
o carotid artery
o cervical collar
o coronary resuscitation
o cyanosis
o diastolic blood pressure
o EMT Certified Paramedic
o ETA (estimated time of arrival)
o femoral artery
o radial artery
o sphygmomanometer
o systolic blood pressure

triage
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ment wad Swp

The following equipment will be helpful in demonstrating the meth
and techniques of ground level rescues:

o blanket
o long backb ard
o straps
o sandbags
o short spine board
o cervical collar
o rubber gloves for rescue from electrical source
o imulating materials and devices

638
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Fitness for Law Enforcement Officers Federal
Investigation, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
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any audiovisual rnate ials available to you.)
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Pret V: F-2)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the
covered and what to lack for in this section.. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you ¼xp this section or part of it. If
you camot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following are the largest classifications of disasters re-
quiring rescue operations?

a. man-made disasters
b. natural disasters
c, both a and b
d. a, but not b
e. none of the above

2. Which of the following are elements corn on to all types of
disasters?

a. tactics and equipment
b. victim assessment and triage
c. decision on method of transfer
d. all of the above
e. a and c, but not b

3. Which of the following are factors that must be considered in a
decision on the method of transfer?

a. patient's condition
b. if the patient is at ground level, high level, or low level
c. equipment available
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not e

4. W1V,ch of the following lists the proper prIority in patient
assi?ssment?

a. clear airway, pulse, serious bleeding
b. serious bleeding, clear airway, pulse
c. pulse, serious bleeding, clear airway
d. pulse, clear airway, serious bleeding
e. none of the above

5. Which of the following are considered to be conditions so hazardous
that a patient must be immediately removed?

a. dangerous traffic conditions
b. electrical hazards
c. fire or smoke
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

7
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6. Which -) f the following are vital signs that must be determined as
soon as possible?

a. mental condition, discomfort, alertness
b. pulse rate, respiration, blood pressure, temperature
c, mcone,.iousness, fractures, bleeding

7. Which of the following should be communicated to the hospital
where the patient is to be transported?

a. age, level of consciousness, vital signs
b. nature of problem, history
c. ETA at hospital
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

8. Which of the following are first-priority conditions for transfer to a
hospital?

a. respiratory and cardiac difficulties
b. death
c. minor fractures
d. severe fractures
e. all of the above

9. Which of the following are short-distance transfer methods at
ground level?

a. blanket carry
b. fireman's drag and firem s carry
c. stretcher carries
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

10. Which of the following types of injuries must be assumed when
vehicular wreckage is severe?

a. spinal injury
b. severe bleeding
c. cardiac arrest
d. burns
e. none of the above

11. Which of the following are guidelines for rescuers when rescu
victim from an electrical source? (Choose all correct answers.

a. Rescuers must wear rubber gloves.
b. Rescuers must free the victim before taking time to find the

power source.
c. Rescuers must use insulated devices to remove wires from the

victim.
d. Rescuers must stand on the ground to prevent direct contact.
e. Rescuers must first cover the victim with a blanket.

ve it to your instructor. Ask im/her
or tiLke the posttt (V: F-2).
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Artswers to Fret V: F-2)

1 c
2. d

3. d

4. a

5. d

6. b

7. d

8. a

9. d

10. a

11. a, e
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Posttest (V: 2-2)

Which of the following items are elements of rescue common to all
types of disasters? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. decision on method of transfer
b. search for source of obstruction
C. victim assessment and transfer
d. tactics and equipment

2. The four steps of victim assessment are listed below. Arrange them
in order of priority by writing 1 before the first priority, 2 before
the second, and so on.

a. Determine vital si
b. Remove from hazardous conditions.
c. Commtmicate to medical assistance facility.
cL Search for life-threatening conditions.

3. Hazardous conditions which would require the immediate removal of
victims are: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. electrical hazards.
b. fire and smoke.
c. high level hazards.
d. traffic.

4. Which of the followin rre -.vital signs which must be determined as
soon as possible? all correct answers.)

a. level of consciousness
b. pulse and respiration rate
c. blood pressure and oral temperature
d. cyanosis

5. Which of the following sequences a-d includes the 6 items of
information that should be communicated to the nearest emergency
medical facility where a victim is to be transferred. Identify the 6
items from the list below, then circle the letter of your choice.

1. blood type
2. age
3. address of victim
4. vital signs
5. name of nearest relative
6. nature of problem

a. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9
b. 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10
c. 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11
d. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9

704

7. level of consciousness
8. known history
9. ETA disaster scene

10. ETD disaster scene
11. ETA at hospital
12. ETD at hospital
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6. Which of the following concepts are included in the triage philos-
ophy? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. The order in which victims are to be transported to a medical
facility is determined by triage.

b. Severely injured persoro should not be moved before evaluation
regardless of the existing hazards.

c. Victims who are in severe shock are unconscious so they can be
treated after all other victims.

d. The severity of injwy is sorted out in a priority system.

7. Indicate the priority given in the triage system to each of the fol-
lowing conditions: On the line before each condition, write 1 for
first priority, 2 for second priority, or 3 for third priority.

a. back injuries
b. burns
a. cardiac difficulties
d. minor fractures
e. open chest or abdominal wounds
f. respiratory difficulties
g. severe bleeding
h. severe fractures
i. severe head injuries
j. severe shock
k. those obviously dead

8. When transferring a victim using the blanke ry:

a. move the victim carefully onto a blanket on his/her stomach.
b. always pull in the direction of the long axis of the body.
c. hold the blanket at the feet of the victim.
d. hold the head and foot portions of the blanket and pull.

9. Which shortistance transfer are you using if you grasp a victim
from behind, pass your arms under the armpits and interlock them
across the chest, then lift the head and shoulders as you pull the vic-
tim to safety?

a. fireman's drag
b. firemEm's carry
c. pack strap carry
d. across chest pull

10. The best method for loading a seriously injured person on a stretcher
is to use a:

a. four-man loading team.
b. three-man loading team.
c. long backboard.
d. short spine board.
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11. If spinal injury is suspected, the victim should be: (Choose all cor-
rect answers.

a. transferred in a blanket stretcher.
b. secured to a long backboard.
c. secured by an EMT Certified Paramedic.
d. allowed freedom of arm movement.

12. When rescuing a victim from a wreck where vehicular damage is
severe:

a. traction should be applied to the victim's legs.
b. remove the victim from the vehicle immediately.
c. the victim should be strapped to a long backboard before being

removed from the vehicle.
d. expect that spLnal damage is likely.

13. Which of the following are guidelines for rescuers when rescuing a
victim from an electrical source? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Rescuers must stand on the ground to prevent diuect contact.
b. Rescuers must use insulated devices to remove wires from the

victim.
c. Rescuers must free the victim before taking time to find the

power source.
d. Rescuers must wear rubber gloves.

Give the completed test to your nfructor.
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-

1. a, c, d

2. a. 3
b. 2
c. 4
d. 1

3. a, b, d

4. b

5. c

6. a, d

7. a. 2
b. 2
c. 1
d. 3
e. 1
f. 1

g- 1
b. 2
i. 1

J. 1
k. 3

8. b

9. d

10. a

11. b, c

12. d

13. b, d
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics

-,ction 3: Vertical Rescue Tactics
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Knowledge et
Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define the term "rappelling.

2. Describe the best type of rope for rappelling lines.

3. List the equipment required in rappelling.

4. Evlain how the rappelling line is secured at the anchor point.

5. Identify the voice signals given by the rappeller and belay team
before they start the descent.

lain how the rappeller controls the rate of descent.

7. Explain how the belay team crui control the rate of descent.

8. lain who controls the descent rate as well as how it is con-
trolled when casualties and stretcher patients must be lowered.

9. Describe two ways in which uninjured persons may be lowered to
safety.

10. Identify three items of equipment which are needed to make a ver-
tical ascent and explain how they are used.

7 r"U 4
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the meaning of the word "rappeWng" and its origin as a
mountaineering skill. Discuss its application in law enforcement
today in vertical descents, escapes from high-level hazards, high-
level rescues, and assault tactics.

3. Briefly review the natural and synthetic ropes discussed in Section
F-1, "Rescue Equipment." Dcuss the nylon rope recommended for
rappelling and the qualities required. Display a rappelling rope.

4. Discuss the egnpment required in rappelling and display examples, if
available, or use pictures to illustrate your discussion. Review the
characteristics of equipment which were presented in Section F-1,

5. Discuss securing the rappelling line at anchor points. Suggest a
variety of methods and emphasize their similarities.

6. Discuss and demorotrate the sequence involved in first, rigging
Swiss seat, then hooking it up to prepare for a descent on the
rappelling line. Identify the standard voice signals used by the
rappeller and the belay person(s).

7. Discuss how the rate of descent is controlled by the rappeller; by the
belay team.

8. Discuss the variety of ways the rappelling Line can be used for de-
scent from a higher to lower level. Include the ways in which
casualties in harnesses and seats, patients on stretchers, and
uninjured persons can be moved. Discuss the various items which
can be used to improvise rescue equipment for emergencies. Display
and demonstrate any equipment which you may have available.

9. Discuss vertical ascents, displaying the equipment required, if avail-
able, and evlaining how to use the equipment in a variety of situa-
tions.
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Supperithe Activities

1. U appropriate for your group, provide materials and require profi-
ciency in:

o securing rigging lines
o rigging a rope (Swiss) seat
o hooking up to a rappelling line.

2. If your situation allows and it is appropriate for your group, provide
materials and require proficiency in the following skills:

o basic vertical descent from a window or ledge
o rescue of an uninjured person from a higher to a lower level
o descent of a stretcher patient by a belay team
o ascent to a higher level by using a grapnel and knotted rope
o ascent by rigging a rope ladder

711
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The following are examples of equipment for display and demonstration,
if practical:

o ropenatural, synthetic
o roperappelling
o ropeknotted with figure eight knots every 8 to 10 inches
o ropeladder
o ropedouble-eye anchorline
o hardwarecarabiners or snap links
o glovesheavy cloth and leather
o bosun's chair
o materials for "A" frame
o backboards
o grapnel
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Re erenee Materials

V: F-3 Vertià&l Rescue

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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Materi

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (V: F-3)

This pretest will show you how much you
covered and what to look for hi this section. If you do well on this pre-
test, your instructor may let you sldp this section or part of it. ff you
carmot answer a question, simply go to the next qiestion.

1. Rappelling is a method of:

a. making vertical descents.
b. making high-level rescues .
c. escaping high-level hazards.
d. a, b, and e
e. a and b, but not c

2. Which of the following is the best type of rope for the rappelling
line?

a. nylon
b. Dacron
c. manila
d. cotton
e. linen

3. Which of the following are equipment requirements for basic
rappelling?

a. rope and gloves
b. Swiss seat
c. carabiner
d. a and b, but not c
e. a, b, and c

4. Which of the following should be observed in securing r
lines at the anchor point?

a. Pad the anchor point.
b. Wrap the rope twice around anchor point.
c. Tie with bowline and two half-hitches.
d. Secure end with a snap link .
e. all of the above

5. Which of the following are voice signals used in rappelling?

a. "On rapperby rappeller when ready to descend
b. "Readygo"--by belay crew when they are ready to attend the

line
c. "On belay"by belay crew when they are ready to attend the line
d. a and b, but not e
e. a and c, but not b
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6. Which of the following best describes how the rappeller controls
the rate of descent?

a. by the grip on the line by the guide hand
b. by the grip on the line in the small of the back by the brake

hand
c. by squeezing the rope between the legs
d. only tiie belay crew controls descent
e. none of the above

7. Which of the following best describes how the man on belay can
control the descent of the rappeller if necessary?

a. by leaving the line completely slack
b. by tightening the line to stop descent
c. being alert to catch the rappeller if de cent is too fast
d. none of the above
e. all of the above

8. How is the rate of descent of stretcher patients controlled?

a. The patient controls the descent.
b. The carabiner automatically controls descent.
c. The belay team controls descent.
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

Which two of the following descr: tions indicate how an uninjured
person may be lowered to safety?

a. holding on to the rappeller's back
b. suspended below the rappeller in a rope swing
e. supported above the rappeller on a sling
d. seated in the rappellerfs lap, face to face

10. Which of the following items of equipment are used for making
vertical ascents?

a. knotted rope and grapnel
b. rope ladder
c. carabiner and Swiss seat
d. a and b, but not e
e. a, b, and c

After you run k el this pretest, give it to your instr..tetor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this unit or take the posttest (V: F-3).
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Posttest V: 174)

The definition of rappelling includes: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. escape from high-level hazards.
b. high-level rescue.
c. technique used in assault tactics .
d. vertical descents from higher to lower levels.

2. A rappelling line should meet which of the following specificatitr-
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. 1/2-inch diameter nylon rope
b. 2,000 pound breaking strength
c. 120 feet long
d. 1/3 stretch factor

Which of the following are required equipment for basic rappelling?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. carabiner
b. rope and gloves
c. Swiss seat
d. rope ladder

4. The steps for securing a rappelling line are listed below. Arrange
them in the correct sequence by writing 1 in front of the first step,
2 in front of the second step, and so on.

a. Drop line down the side of the building.
b. Pad the anchor point.
c. Secure end with snap link.
d. TELke up any slack.
e. Tie with bowline and two half-hitches.
f. Wrap the rope twice around the anchor point.

5. Which of the following are voice signals used in rappelling? (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. "On rappel"by rappeller when ready to descend
b. "Readygo"--by belay crew when they are ready to attend the

line
c. "On belay"-43y belay crew when they are ready to attend the line
d. "Rappeller ready"--by rappeller when ready to descend

6. To control the rate of descent, the rappeller: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. twists the rappelling line with:the brake hand.
b. uses the right hand as the guide hand .
c. places the brake hand in the small of the back .
d. uses the left hand as the brake hand.
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7. The rate of descent 's controlled by the belay team by: ( hoose all
correct answers.)

a. loosening the rappelling line.
b. tightening the rappelling line.
c. relaxing the grip on the line.
d. tightening the grip on the line.

8. When a patient is lowered in a basket stretcher, the descent rate is
controlled by:

a. the patient.
b. the rappeller.
c. the belay person.
d. the rappeller and the belay person.

9. Uninjured persons may be lowered to safety in the follow_ way(s):
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. supported above the rappeller on a sling
b. in the rappeller's lap, face to face
c. holding on to the rappellerts back
d. suspended below the rappeller in a rope swing

10. If a rescue team is to make a vertical ascent, which method is most
efficient and practical?

a. rappelling line
b. rope with figure eight knots every 8 to 10 inches
c. rope ladder
d. Swiss seat

Give the completed tt to your inatructor.
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-3)

1. a, b, c d

2. a, c, d

3. a, b, c

4. a. 5
b. 1
a. 4
d. 6
e. 3
f. 2

5. a, a

6. a, a

7 b, a

8. a

9. b, d

10. c
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Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define the term "hlghline transfer."

2. Describe two types of tightrope crawls.

3. Describe the polyester highline method.

4. Identify the advantage of inclined rigs over horizontal rigs in high-
line transfers.

Describe the functions of the "A" frame in rigging a highline for
rescue operatiom.

Describe the procedure for transfer from one buildmg to a lower
building.

7. Describe the procedure for transfer from building to ground.

ain why the termination point in transfer to ground level should
be at a rope between two points.
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kisthueti

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the concept of highline transfer, the meaning of the term,
and tactical situations where it would be used.

3. Review the techniques and equipment studied in previous sections
and discuss their application to highline transfer.

4. Emphasize the need to be physically fit and to stay fit throughout a
career in criminal justice.

5. Discuss horizontal transfers and give examples of rigging problems
where horizontal transfer is the solution. Point out the common
elements of various horizontal transfers.

6. Describe and discuss the techniques of the tightrope crawls: the
abdominal crawl and the underslung crawl.

7. Describe and discuss the polyester highline method. Display the
equipment needed if it is available. Review the characteristics of
polyester rope which make it dependable for this type of transfer.

8. Describe an inclined rig; compare inclined rigging with horizontal
riggmg and point out the advantages gained when the solution to a
rigging problem is an inclined rig. Give examples of when an in-
chned rig is the best solution to a highline tremsfer problem.

9. Review the "A" frame which was used in vertical descents in Sec-
tion 3. Discuss the physical and psychological functions which the
"A" frame performs in highline transfers.

10. Describe the procedure for transfer from the top of one building to
another at a lower level. Suggest tactical situations where this
procedure would be required. Display the equipment needed for
rigging an inclined transfer from one building to another, if avail-
able.

11. Describe the procedure for transfer from the top of a building to
the ground. Discuss the similarities and differences as compared
with building to building transfers. Display the equipment needed
for rigging a highline transfer from building to ground, if available.

12. Discuss the uniqueness of the termination point in transfers to
ground level and the reasons and need for such a point. Suggest ex-
amples of anchor points including the "A" frame, if there are no
natural anchors.
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13. The following vocabulaxy words and terms may need clarification:

o inhaul rope
o light line
o line-throwing gun
o main line
o monkey's fist
o outhaul rope
o reeve

shock cord sling
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Stworting Activiti

If your situation allows, and it is appropriate for your group, have your
students demonstrate proficiency in the following performances:

o rigging a tightline and demonstrating an abdominal crawl
o transferring a patient in a basket stretcher on a horizontal tightline
o transferring an uninjured person on an inclined highline
o transferrLng a person in a basket stretcher on an inclined highline
o rigging skills in rigging the horizontal and inclined highlines
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The following are equipment items needed for horizontal transfers
inclined highline transfers, if available:

o grappling (grapnel) hook
o carabiner
o block and tackle
o snatch block
o trolley block
o transfer seats: rope for Swiss seat, bosun's chat?, rope sling
o monkey's fist
o materials for r "A" frame
o polyester line, ch diameter
o safe line for securing mainline
o light line
o inhaul line
o outhaul line (1/2 inch nylon rappeiling line)
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Reference Materials

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Vs F-4)

win show you bow much you afready know about the abject
covered and what to look for in this section if you do well on this

your instructor may let you skip this section or pin't of it. if
you t answer a question, simply go on to the next questi

1. In which of the following situations might highline transfers be
required?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue situations from high-rise structures
c. rescue from highway motor vehicle accidents
d. a and b, but not c
e. a, b, and c

2. In which of the following sItuatIons might an abdominal crawl be
used to cross a tightline?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue situations from high places
c. ground level rescues
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

In which of the following situations would crossing in the underslung
position be most practical?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue of persons on a horizontal line
c. rescue of persons down an inclined line
d. ground level rescues
e. all of the above

Which of the following type of rope is best for use in rigging a
highline?

a. 1/2 inch nylon
b. 1/2 inch manila
c. 5/8 inch polyester
d. 5/8 inch cotton
e. 1/2 inch sisal

5. Which of the following are the proper designations for departure and
arrival points in highline rescues?

a. danger zone (DZ) for departure point
b. safe zone (SZ) for arrival point
c. DP for departure point
d. a and b, but not e
e. a, b, and c
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6. The function or the "A" frame in highline operations is to:

a. provide cleam-ance for riggmg victims to mainline.
li. help hold up the mainline.
c. keep rope fr-airmi rubbing on edges.
d. tighten maimline.
e. none of the bove

7. Which of the fo'1owing best identifies the function of ou aul and
inhaul lines attched to trolley blocks?

a. They are th means of moving and controlling the trolley block
and the pers4=3n being transferred.

li. They are th means of tightening the mainline.
c. These two towgether ere the mainline.
d. These are sa1'ety lines only.
e. none of the :mEbove

8. Which ofthe folaowing "seats" could be used to transfer personnel
on highlines?

a. a Swiss seat
b. a bosuns cha W r
c. a rope sling
d. all of the al3=nre
e. none of the er_bove

9. What is the advaatage of an inclined rig over a horizontal rig in
highline transferz?

a. They are easker to rig.
b. They don't re-quire as large a crew.
c. They take adwdantage of gravity in the
d. none of the Etiaove
e. all of the shcs.ve

e s.

10. Which of the foLL4awing best describes why the termination point
should beat a rogve between two points in ground level transfers?

a. It prevents prsons from striking something solid at the end of
the transfer

b. It provides climarance for rigging vict ms to mainline.
c. It's easier to mig.
d. a and b, but r-ot c
e. b and e, but raL-at a

11. What should the termination point be for
ground? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. a rope betwen two anchor points
b. a spot mei below the departure zone
c. an "Au frame
d. any solid anchtor point
e. a rescue net

fer from building to

Atter you BMA this EzaNstest, give it to your instructor. Mk him/her
whether you should stdy this unit or take the posttest (V: F
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Answers to Pre

1. d

2. a

3. b

4. c

5. d

6. a

7. a

8. d

9. c

10. a

11. a
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V: F-4)

Which of the following are included in the definItIon of Thighline
transfers"? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. transfer by vertical ascent
b. transfer at the same or lower level
c. transfer by horizontal or inclined plane
d. transfer from one level to a safe zone

2. Where hostile action might be expected, a rescuer making a horizon-
tal highline crossing should use the:

a. polyester highline method .
b. underslung crawl.
c. abdominal crawL
d. inclined highline transfer.

3. The foliowing steps describe the abdominal crawl procedure. Ar-
range them in sequence by writing 1 in front of the first step, 2 in
front a the second, and so on.

a. Lay out on rope with instep of o e oot on ope.
b. Push with foot; pull with hands.
c. Pull the rope tight.
d. Let other leg hang free as a pendulum.
e. Snap carabiner to tightrope.
f. Draw foot up to buttocks- reach forward with hands.
g. Secure the line on the safe side.
h. Throw grapnel.

4. Which highline transfer method requires both outhaul and inhaul
lines?

a. transfer from one building to a lower building
b. underslung crawl
c. transfer from building to ground
d. polyester highline method

5. Which rigging solution is best when many victims must be trans-
ferred from a danger zone to a safe zone on the same level?

a. underslung crawl
b. polyester highline method
c. inclined highline transfer

abdominal crawl
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6. When the highline transfer situation permits it, what is the advan-
tage of an inclined rig over a horizontal rig?

a. Vertical ascents are easier.
b. The belay team controls the transfer.
c. An outhaul line is not needed.
d. Gravity makes the transfer easier.

7. What is the function of the "A" frame in rigging a highline for res-
cue operations? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. eliminates the need for victims to jump from high levels
b. provides shelter from hazardous conditions
c. eliminates the downward pull on tightrope crossin
d. provides vertical clearance for victims in chairs and stretchers

B. The following steps describe the rigging procedure for transfers
from one building to a lower level building. Arrange them in se-
quence by writing 1 in front of the first step, 2 in front of the sec-
ond, and so on.

a. SZ crew rigs mainline to block and tackle, pulls it tight,
and secures it.

b. DZ crew rigs first victim to mainline.
c. DZ crew rigs outhaul line to trolley block.
d. A light line is propelled across.
e. SZ crew reeves mainline through snatch block anchored

at arrival point.
f DZ crew and SZ crew rig "A" frames.
g. Mainline is fastened to the lightline and pulled across.
h. DZ crew sends one of crew to test and demonstrate

safety.
DZ crew reeves polyester mainline through trolley block
and anchors end.

9. What should the termination point be for transfer from building to
ground? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. any solid anchor point
b. an "A" frame
c. a rope between two anchor points
d. a spot exactly below the departure zone

10. Why do transfers from building to ground need a special kind of
termination point?

a. The transfer requires only a DZ crew.
b. The rigging allows victims to control their own descents.
c. Free runs are possible without an outhaul if speed of transfer is

necessary.
d. They permit victims to be transferred without the danger of im-

pacting into a solid item.
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11. Which of the following ropes should be used as a mainline in high-
line transfers?

a. 1/2 inch nylon rappellirg rope
b. 5/8 inch diameter polyester rope
a. 5/8 inch diameter nylon rope
d. 1/2 inch diameter polyester rope

12. Which of the following statements is incorrec

a. DZ refers to the departure point.
b. DZ means disaster zone.
c. SZ means safe zone.
d. Safe zone refers to arrival point.

ie mpleted test to your
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-4)

1. b, c, d

2. c

3. a. 4
b. 7
c. 2
d. 5
e. 3
f. 6
g. 8
h. 1

4. d

5. b

6. d

7. a

8. a. 5
b. 9
c. 7
d. 1
e. 4
f. 6
g. 2
h. 8
i. 3

9. b, c

10. c, d

11. b

12. b
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Mat:mein

1. Define criminalistics.

Emphasize the importance of criminalistics in investigation and the
use of team approach by investigators and criminalistic technicians.

Explain the significance of microscopy, photography, and finger-
prints for the study of criminal justice.

4. Have students study the Overview and answer review questions
before going to the section on Microscopy. (There is no pretest or
posttest for this Overview.)
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Invite a law enforcement officer to give a presentation on the use of
team approach by investigators and criminalistic analysts in investi-
gation of crimes.

2. Give sttidents an assignment to report on an article (newspaper or
magazine) which shows the importance of criminalistics in investiga-
ion of crimes.
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Reference Materials

NOTE: The following are references for all units in this block.

Cailfana, Anthony L. and Levkov, Jerome S. Criminalistics for the Law
Enforcement Officer McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1978._

Criminal Investigation Vol. 1, International Association of Chiefs of
Police (IACP), 1979.

DeAngeis, Francis 3. Crirninalistics for the Investigator Glencoe
Publishing Co., Inc., Encino, California,1980.

Evidence Submission Manual, State of Florida, Department of Law
Enforcement, Bureau of Crime Laboratories, Tallahassee, Florida, 1981.

Thindbook of Forensic Science U.S. Dept. of Justice, Federal Bureau of
Investigation. U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C.,
October, 1981.

Lerner, Eric a. "Sleuthing by Compute IEEE Spectrum July, 1983):
44-49.

Saferstein, Richard. Criminalistics An Introduction of Forensic
Science, 21d ed., Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey,
1981.

Wilber, C. G., Nash, D., and Charney, M. Forensic Biology for the Law
Enforcement Officer, Charles C. Thomas, Sprrngf ield, IL, 1974.
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Alidiovisual Materials

(List any other audiovisual materials available to you.)

NOTE: The following are for all units in this block.

1. P. Downey and S. A. Gilford. Law Enforcement and Criminal tills
flee: Scientific Aid. Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, U.&
Department of Justice. (two reels, lOmm, B/W film, 60 minutes)

2. Probable Cause. Police Science Services. 6633 West Howard St-eet,
Nies, ilinofs 60648 (eighty 35mm slides, audio cassette, end Instruc-
tor's Guide which includes script, study motes, wiz questions, and
answers to the questions), 1982.

3. Evidence Law. Police Science Services. 6633 West Howard Street,
Niles, Illinois 60648 (eighty 35mm slides, audio cassette, and
Instructor's Guide which includes script, study notes, quiz questions,
and answers to the questions), 1982.

4. Investigative Techniques. The Discovery? Development, and Lifting
of Latent Prints, AIMS Instructional Media, Inc., 1965.
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Know

Performan

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define and identify examples of class and individual characteristics
of physical evidence as discussed in the Overview.

2. Define macroscopic and microscopic evidence.

3. Identify common types of microscopes.

4. Label the parts of a compound microscope.

5. Identify or describe the functions of each part of the microscope.

6. Identify the correct procedures for using a compound microscope.

7. Identify the proper way of caring for the microscope.

Given a slide with specimen and a microscope, demonstrate the proper
procedures for focusing the microscope. Evaluate your students' perfor-
mances using Performance Checklist VI: A-1 included in this Guide.
Their performances should be rated "An (acceptable) on all of the tasks
in the checklist.
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Emphasize the importance of physical evidence in crime invest'
tion using your experience or reading.

3. Discuss the difference between eneral) and individual
(specific) characteristics of evidence.

4. Discuss the difference between macroscopic and microscopic
evidence. You might want to show examples of each kind of
evidence.

5. Using audiovisual materials available to you and an actual micro-
scope,

identify the components of the compound microscope
discuss and demonstrate the function of each component of the
microscope, using audiovisual materials available to you and an
actual microscope
discuss and demonstrate the steps requi7ed to use a microscope
correctly, using audiovual materials svailable to you and an
actual microscope.

8. Allow students to practice focusing and using the microscope.
Discuss two ways to alter microscopes, and explain the terminology
associated with microscopes.

7. Discuss attributes of various types of microscopes used for intro-
ductory forensic needs. If possible, show examples or pictures of
these microscopes and their use.

8. Discuss and demonstrate the correct procedures for taking care of
the microscope.

9. For the first practical exercise and the first performance test, pro-
vide students with a microscope and slides that contain specimens.

10. For the second practical exercise,

provide students with a stereoscopic microscope and tweezers,
and help students collect samples from clothing, carpets, tables,
and other sources similar to lozations involved in actual cases
provide the students with a sample of debris which includes hair,
fibers, soil, glass flakes, and paint flakes.

11 For the second performance test, provide students with a micro-
scope and slides that contain specimens.
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VI: A-1 M croscopy

L Allow students to experiment with using the microscope.

2. Provide joint classes with instructors from other programs such as
nuTsing which use a microscope, if feasible.

11



1. Bede m You will w
the following for basic use:

obtain microscopes similar to

Swift Collegiate 400 or 400A Series
Swift Stereo 80 Widefield Microscope

2. mierascope - A standard compound mierosco
modified o a simp e polarizing microscope by buying a piece of

izing film from a supplier such as Edmund Scientific, 101 E.
Gloucester Eike, Barrington, NJ 08007. The eyepiece is usualty
designed so that it can be disassembled, exposing a little metal shelf
on which a circle of polarizing film am be placed. This assembly
becomes the analyzer. 'Me remainder of the polarizing film is
trimmed and can be placed anywhere in the light path before insert-
ing the specimen. The analyzer can be rotated until the field is
either dark or light as desired. Polarizing material can be bought as
2" x 2" plastic sheets 0.03^ thick for about $4.00.

3. :lair of fine pointed tweezers

4. Inenderd alidox: (akeady prepared with specimens): Y
chase slides with various types of specimens from:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina 27215

5. Overheed traipeRaneies: Make labeled diagrams of the different
types of microscopes, using the diagrams in the Student Guide.

7 o
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Pretart (VL. A-1)

This pretest will show you how much you already }mow sithout the sub
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on
tart, your instructor may let you skip this seetion or part of it. If you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Define general (class) characteristics of evidence.

Define specific (individual) characteristics of evidence.

The following are examples a general and specific characteristics
of evidence. Next to each example, write G if it is an example of
general characteristics and write S if it is an example of specific
characteristics.

a. The stain on a T-shirt obtained from the crime scene is a
bloodstain.

b. A gun seized from the suspect was purchased from a
certain store on a certain date and it has a triangular-
shaped scratch on the handle.

c. A fatal bullet has six lands, six grooves, and a right-hand
twist.

d. Soil obtained from the suspect's shoe can be found on
one particular part of a town in Florida.

4. Define macroscopic evidence.

5. Define microscopic evidence.

6. The stereoscopic microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.
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7. ne polarizing microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.

8. The standard compound microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.

9. Write ine names of the parts of the microscope shown in the
picture.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g 5 2
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10. The following are functions of each part of the microscope. Write
the name of the part in the blank after the description of the
function.

a. It further magnifies a primary image and brings the light rays to
a focus at the eye of the user.

b. It encloses the prisms and keeps the lenses the proper distance
apart.

c. It rabes and lowers the y o get an initialaeus on the
specimen.

d. It can focus the specimen very sharply.
e. It does initial magnifying to form the primary image.

f. It changes the amount of light being admitted to the specimen.

For questions 11-13, suppose you are using a eomwid microscope.

11. in order to lower the objectives, what should you turn?

a. fine adjustment knob
b. diaphragm
c. illuminator switch
d. coarse adjustment knob

12. In order to focus the specimen sharply and clearly, what should you
turn?

a. fine adjustment knob
b. coarse adjustment knob
c. diaphragm
d. illuminator switch

13. The following are the steps you should take when using a mic °-
scope. These steps are listed out of sequence. Write 1 next to the
first step, 2 next to the second step, and SO forth to indicate the
correct sequence of the procedure.

a. Place the slide on the stage.
b. Raise the objective lenses.
c. Bring the specimen into approximate focus.
d. Set the low power objective lens.
e. Lower the objective lenses.
f. Bring the specimen into sharp focus.
g. Select the proper objective lens, and rotate it in place.

14. If you find that the microscope lenses are very dirty, what would
you do?

a. Wipe them with a wet paper towel.
b. Dust them with a duster.
c. Clean them with Windex and a sheet of paper towels.
d. Clean them with lens papeP and lens cleaner.

7
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15. If you think the microscope needs lubrication, what would you do?

a. Overhaul the microscope to identify the part that needs lubrica-
tion.

b. Look at the manufacturer's technical manual to find out what is
wrong with the microscope.

c. Lubricate the parts of the microscope with any lubricant.
d. Have a qualified technician clean and lubricate the parts with a

special lubricant.

16. When you store the microscope, you should make sure that s stage

a. dry.
b. damp.
c. o
d. shiny.

17. When carrying the microscope, you should hold its:

a. arm and base.
b. objectives and base.
c. eyepiece and stage.
d. objectives and stage,

When using the microscope, you should make sure that an objective
lens the slide.

a. touches
b. does not touch

After you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (VI: A-1.).
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Ansivers to Pretets"c (VI: A-1)

1. features, traits, and properties which are common to all things of E

certain class

2. features, traits, and properties which are unique to an individual
thing

3. a. G
b. S
c. G
d. S

4. evidence which we can see without a special lens

5. evidence which we can see only with Jens equipment

6. b

7. d

8. c

9. a. eyepiece
b. objective
c. stage
d. coarse adjustment knob
e. fine adjustment knob
1. diaphragm aperture control
g. illuminator switch

10. a. eyepiece
b. body
c. coarse adjustment knob
d. fine adjustment knob
e. objective
1. diaphragm

11. d

12. a

13. a.
b. 1
c. 5
d. 2
e. 4
f.
g.

14. 4:1

15. cl
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16. a

17. a

18. b
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A-1)

1. General characteristics of ovidence are features, traits, and
properties which are:

a. unique to an individual thing.
b. common to all things of a certain class .
c. special to the particular crime .
d. general to all crimes.

2. Specific characteristics of evidence are features, traits, find
properties which are:

a. unique to an individual thing.
b. common to all things of a certain class.
c. special to the particular crime .
d. general to all crimes.

Which of the following is an example of a general characteristic of
evidence?

a. A fatal bullet has six lands, six grooves, and a right-hand twist.
b. A gun seized from the suspect was purchased from a certain

store on a certain date, and it has a triangular-shaped scratch on
the handle.

c. Soil obtained from the suspect's shoe can be found only in one
particular part of a town in Florida.

4. Which of the following is an example of a specific characterIstic of
evidence?

a. The stain on the T-shirt obtained from the crime scene is a
human bloodstain.

b. A knife obtained from the crime scene was purchased from a
certain pawn shop on a certain date and has a noticeable yellow
mark on the handle.

c. The blood obtained from the suspect is type 0.

5. Macroscopic evidence is the evidence which:

a. can be seen only with a special lens .
b. can be seen without a special lens .
c. has general characteristics only .
d. has specific characteristics only.

6. Microscopic evidence is the evidence which:

a. can be seen only with a special lens.
b. can be seen without a special lens.

a. has general characteristics only.
d. has specific characteristics only.
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7. A dissecting microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. stereoscopic microscope.
c. standard compound microscope.

8. A biological microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. stereoscopic microscope .
c. standard compound microscope.

9. A type of microscope which has filters both between the diaphragm
and condenser and over the eyepiece is a:

a. stereoscopic microscope.
b. standard compound microscope.
c. polarizing microscope.

10. Write the names of the parts of the microscope shown below.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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11. The left column lists functions of each part of the microscope. The
names of the parts are listed the right column. Match the parts
with the functioris by writing the number of the parts next to the
functions.

Functions

a. changes the amount of light
being admitted to the
specimen

b. encloses the prisms
c. focuses the specimen very

sharply
d. farther magnifies a primary

mage and brings the light
rays to a focus at your eye
level

e= raises and lowers the camera
body to get an initial focus
on the specimen
magnifies the specimen to form
the primary image

Parts

1. objectives
2. eyepiece
3. fine adjustment

knob
4. coarse adjustment

knob
5. diaphragm
6. body

12. The following are the steps you should take when using a micro-
scope. These steps are listed out of sequence. Write 1 next to the
first step, 2 next to the second step, and so forth to indicate the
correct sequence of the procedure.

a. Bring the specimen into sharp focus.
b. Place the slide on the stage.
c. Bring the specimen into approximate focus.
d. Raise the objective lenses.
e. Set the low power objective lens.
f. Select the proper objective lens, and rotate it in place.
g. Lower the objective lenses.

13. In order to lower the objective lenses, what should you

a. fine adjustment knob
b. diaphragm
c. illuminator switch
d. coarse adjustment knob

9

14. How would you clean the lenses of the mi oscope?

a. Wipe them with a wet paper towel.
b. Dust them with a duster.
c. Spray Windex, and clean them with a sheet of paper towels.
d. Clean them with lens paper and lens cleaner.
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15. When you store the microscope, you should make sure that its stage
is:

a. shiny.
b. damp.
c. dry.
d. oily.

Gilx the completed test to your instrictor. Mter your insthictor
checks yaw test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
test.

7 0
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Ithswers to Posttest

1. b

2. a

3. a

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. b

8. c

9. c

10. a. diaphragm
b. fine adjustment knob
c. coarse adjustment knob
d. stage
e. objective (or objective lens)
f. eyepiece
g. illuminator switch

11. a. 5
b. 6
C. 3
d. 2
e. 4
f. 1

12. a. 6
b. 3
c. 5
d. 1
e. 2
f. 7
g. 4

13. d

14. d

15. c
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l'erformtmee Checklist
A-1 Microscopy

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Com men

1. Place the microscope securely
before you.

2. Raise the objective lenses.

3. Set the low power objective lens.

4. Place the slide on the stage over
the hole.

5. Turn on the illuminator.

6. Adjust the diaphragm to have maximum
amount of light pass through the
specimen.

7. Lower the objective lens by turning
the coarse adjustment knob.

8. Bring the specimen into approximate
focus by raising the objective lens with
the coarse adjustment knob.

9. Bring the specimen into sharp focus
by using the fine adjustment knob.

10. Adjust the opening of the diaphragm
to have an evenly lighted field.

11. Determine the magnifying power you
need.

12. Select the proper objective lens,
and rotate it in place.

13. Refocus the specimen by using the
fine adjustment knob.

14. Make sure the specimen is in sharp
focus.
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Evaluator's Eating
* NA** Comments

15. Clean up the station and the
microscope.

16. Perform the tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: ma Acceptable
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Block VI: Criminal-is-tics
Unit Al Basic Foroftsic Examinations
Section 2: BlOod Examination
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Upon completion of this section, your students should l==te able t0 the

following on a written test:

1. Given statements concerning what blood evidence an provide,
identify those which indicate the forensic value of F=Iloodstain
evidence.

2. Identify or describe four componen s of blood and tWrie functiong of
each component.

Given hypothetical situations at the crime scene, ientIty the t7rop
ways of handling bloodstain evidence as a law enfor---eetnent vfticsr,

4. Identify three basic questions a crime laboratory entalyst should try
to answer when analyzing blood specimerks coiieotec frorn the uelrne
scene.

5. Identify the purpose and procedures of a leuco-inalawchite test,
precipitin t est, and microscopic test.

6. Identify the procedures for preparing a blood sinew slide,

7. Given the reactions of blood in hypothet- al serol ea.l tests,
identify blood types.

Given all riecessary equipment and supplies (microope, two liquid
blood samples, bottle of Wright's stain, bottle of stain buffet., nsid
several microscope slides), your students should preziniv tWo Plulad
smear slide. Evaluate your students' performanQes usim Perfor.
mance Checklists VI: A-2a and VI: A-2b. Their petb=rrnances Ong
the tasks listed in the checklists should be rated (acceptably:)fer
both

2. Given all necessary eqUipment and supplies (four glas slid th-

picks, antiA blood serlarn,and anti-B blood serurn), Tour students
should be able to identify blood types of two blood sweamples ty exn-
ducting an cigen-emtibody examinations. Evaluate yomur atudetitm per-
formances using Performance Checklist VI: A-2b. `Iwseir pertor,.
mances on all the tasks listed in the checklist shoulda be rated "4"
(acceptable) for both eXaminations.

7 6,
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kstLuetional Guide

1. I-lave your students follow the sequence re-...commended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the forensic value of blood evidefie and blood identifica-
tion. Give examples of situations where bood identification leads
to confirmation of the suspect of a erirne. Introduce any examples
from your own experience.

3. Make transparency masters or obtain andic=wisual materials which
how the components of blood and their fulunctions. Discuss

-.components and functions.

Discuss responsibilities of a law enforceront officer in handling
---Dlood evidence at the crime scene: identie7ying, photographing,
-Apbtaining, safeguarding, and transferring- 1)--lood evidence.

5. :Xiiscuss the work of a crime laboratory ailatalyst in testing:

moo whether the blood obtained from the cri=ne scene is actually
blood

was whether it is human blood er animal Waled
which blood type it is

ma. which enzyme type it is.

6 1.41hen students are ready for the practical xercises, provide them
wwvith a large assortment of blood film stanards which include

pecimens of persons with blood diseases, bnormal cells, and
Intoxicated blood.

7. Ilhecic your students' work on identifieatiQr 74 and analysis of each
lood film. After you are confident that pczour students are able to

Wdentify blood correctly, let them continue on with the next part of
Wilis section.

R. liscuss three ways of obtaining liquid blooz:=1 for microscopic exami-
r-lations. Discuss the purpose of each exairrnation.

9. M3iscuss safety precautions concerning the I--iandling of blood and
-.)loodstained materials in the laboratory.

W)emonstrate how to prepare blood smear saaides.

11. =ompare the cell structures of blood prepa=ed on the slides with
hose of the standard slides. Have student identify normal and any
ttbnormal cells.

riscuss A-B-0 system of blood grouping.

1iemonstrate the procedures of examining Lz=31ood for blood type
i-clentification.
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14, Ask sudents to summarize the important pothts covered in this
se etico-en.

provie all necessary equipment and supplies for students'
perfor--rnance tests and practical exercises.

16. Have tudents conduct nonspecific chemical tests arid check their
worK.

17. Have '11.:dents prepare blood smear slides and compare cell
Struetuoures and other characteristics of the blood with those of thestanclards.

18. Hove tudents examine blood samples from the blood bank for blood
type icentification, and check their work.

19. Reviewnw and discuss the results of your students' work.
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Oppowting Actiydties

Shcow bloodstained fterns which can be collected from the crime
scene.

Ins.rite a law enforcement officer and a crime laboratory analyst to
pre:sent their experiences concerning the forensic value of blood
evidence through blood identification and blood analysis.

Met Ice a field trip to a crime laboratory for all areas of forensic
rniicroscopic work such as blood identification, fiber identification,
soil identification, hair identification, and so forth.
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15. Which of the following are considered to be special wea

a. sniper rifle with telescopic sights
b. short-barreled shotgun with no stock
c. semiautomatic rifle
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

Alter you finish th pretest, give it to youx instructor. Ask him
whether you simo.2id study thhi unit or take the posttest (V: a
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1. b

2. d

3. b

4. d

5. My four of the follow

All guns should be handled as though they were loaded.

When a firearm is picked up, open the cylinder or action immedi-
ately to see if it is =loadedthen check it again.

A firearm should be given to or received from another person o
with the cylinder or action open..

Before loading, always check to be sure there is no obstruct on
the barrel of a firearm.

A loaded gun should never be left where children or untrained
persons have access to it.

Practice drawing and firing only on the firing range and keep the
firearm pointed down range at all times.

Firearms are pointed at a person you ere justified in killing.

When using a weapon in service, never cock the hammer back.

6. a. 5
b. 4
C. 3
d. 1

7. a

8. d

9. a

10. b

11. a

12. d

13. e

14. d

15. d

e.
f. 6
g. 10
h. 9
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1. The basic chemicals used by police are:

a. DM and SN.
b. SC and CN.
c. NC and CS.
d. CS and CN.

2 ,Whieh of the following are ways in which chemical agents may be
\dispersed? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. expulsion
b. frozen
C. pyrotechnic
d. liquid

In which method of dispersing chemical agents is an explosive or
other force used to eject a micropulverized agent?

a. expulsion
b. pyrotechnic
c. fog
d. liquid

4. Basic chemical weapons may be launched by which method(s)?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. shotgun launcher
b. shoulder or handgun launcher
c. mechanical slingshot
d. rifle launcher

5. When handling firearms you should: (Choose Ali correct answers.)

a. check to be sure that there is no obstruction in the barrel.
b. pass the weapon to another person only if you have it pointed at

the floor.
c. check the weapon immediately to see if it is loaded.
d. never leave a loaded weapon where untrained persons can reach

it.
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V: asic Police Wea

5. Identify the parts of the service revolver in the following diagram by
writing the number of the part by its name.

==.

a. barrel
b. crane
c. cylinder
d. cylinder latch
e. ejector rod
I. firing pin

g. front sight
h. hammer
i. rear sight
j. stock
k. trigger
L trigger guard

7. Safety features on a modern revolver include: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. a hammer which must be fully cocked for single-action firing,
b. a double-action firing pin.
c. trigger pull with heavy double-action.
d. a safety latch on the trigger guard.

8. A brass or steel cylinder closed at one end describes which
component of a cartridge?

a. bullet
b. case
c, primer
d. powder cherge
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9 Which part of a cartridge burns rapidly when ignited and generates
the propelling force of gas?

a. bullet
b. round
c. primer
d. powder charge

10. Label the following diagram of a police shotgun by writing the
number from the diagram in front of the name for that part.

a. barrel i. loading port
b. breech block j. magazine
c. butt plate k. muzzle
d. comb 1. receiver
e. ejection port m. safety
f. fore-end n. stock
g. front sight o. trigger
h. heel p. trigger guard

11. Match the description of the 12-gauge shell component with its
name. Write the number of the description in front of the part
name.

Description

a. case 1. ignites the powder
b. primer 2. holds the components
c. powder 3. the projectile(s)
d. wadding 4. propelling force
e. shot 5. seals the powder

12. The single lead pellet which has land and groove marks on its sides
and a muzzle velocity of 1600 feet per second describes which 12-
gauge ammunition?

a. No..38 cartridge
b. No. 04 buckshot
c. No. 00 buckshot
d. a rifled slug
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Ammunition which contains 9 lead .33 caliber balls,8 of which will
group in a 30-inch circle at 40 yards describes whit 12-gauge
ammunition?

a. a rifled slug
b. No. 00 buckshot
c. No. 04 buckshot
d. No..38 cartridge

14. Which of the following are disadvan es
work? (Choose all correct answers.)

hotgun in police

a. Its size makes it inconvenient to conceal or etrry.
b. Shotguns are expensive.
c. Shotguns have an adverse effect on the generalpublic.
d. It is difficult to train officers to use them.

15. Which of the following are considered to be apecialweapons?
(Choese all correct answers.

a. semiautomatic rifle
b. sniper rifle with telescopic sights
c. short-barreled shotTun with folding stock
d. short-barreled shotgun with no stock

Give the cmpIeted test to yam
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Answers

1. d

2. a, c, d

3. a

4. a, b

5. a, c, d

6. a. 12 g. 1
b. 10 h. 5
c. 2 1. 3
d. 6 ". 7
e. 11 k.
f. 4 1. 9

7. a, b, c

8. b

9. d

10. a. 14 1. 3
b. 12 j. 2
c. 7 k. 16
d. 10 1. 11
e. 13 m. 6
f. 1 n. 9
g. 15 o. 5
h. 8 -p. 4

a. 2
b. 1
c. 4
d. 5
e. 3

12. d

13. b

14. a, c

15. a, b,
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--Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit Ai: Rene Taetier4
Section 1: Rescue Erjiipinevit
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Upon completion of Ws sectiom, your studen s should be able to do the
following on a Writter: test:

1. Identify the Most reliable -of the natural fiber ropes to be used in
rescue worlc.

2. Identify the ma t reliable -of the synthetic fiber ropes to be used in
rappelling.

3. List three advantages of rLYlon over manila for use in rescue work.

4. List the data needed for slecting the proper size of rope for a
rescue situation.

5. List the preeatititv for th&e care and protection of ropes.

6. Compare the relative stremgth of a loop formed by a knot with one
formed using an ayeiplic

7. List 5 relieble krit3ts and he=tw each can be used in rescue work.

8. Identify the most dependabole knot for anchoring life-suppo t lines.

9. Describe the three bade turpes of blocks for use in rescue work.

10. List three uses of aearabimer.

11. List three methods of tranferring a person on a highline.
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence rcommended in How
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the various kinds of
natural fiber ropes. Show examples of eah type.

3. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the various kinds of
synthetic fiber ropes. Show examples of --a.eh type.

4. Discuss the advantages of nylon over mana for use in rescue work.

5. Discuss the factors involved in selecting tWle proper size of rope for
a particular rescue situation. Emphasize 1_1-iat no two situations in
which rope is used are the sante and that rimany factors must be
considered before a selection is made.

6. Discuss and emphasize the precautions for the care and protection
of ropes. Cite the problems which occur vewhen ropes in poor
condition are used. Demonstrate how to Vesvist strands open to
inspect them.

7. Discuss the relative strength of a loop formned by a knot and one
formed by an eye-splice. Display a doubleeye anchor line if
available and compare the eye-splice with 4a loop formed by a knot.

8. Discuss the 6 knots included in this sectioraa and the particular use
which is made of each. Supplement the illstrations in the text
with samples of the knots tied with rope.

9. Point out that the bowline knot is the rnos dependable knot for
anchoring life-support lines.

10. Discuss the three basic types of blocks: sirgle, double, and
snatch. If blocks are available, demonstrae how each is reeved
and used.

11. Demonstra e the various types of carabines and discuss how and
when each shz...,:ld be used.

12. Discuss the three methods of transferring se_ person on a highline.
Display and discuss any rescue hardware wl.ieh you may have
available.
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If appropri
inl

r your oup, provide materials and require proficiency

o tykg the Sl=ketsic knots presented in the text
o whipping ropm.e ends
o eye-splicing.
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ls,

1. blocks: single, double, and snatch

2. various items of tackle

3. all types of carabiners

4. bosunts chair and backboards

5. natural fiber ropes: manila, sisal, cotton, hemp, linen, and jute

6. synthetic fiber ropes: nylon, Dacron (polyester), polyethelene, and
polypropylene

7. galvanized steel, aircraft-quality, stranded cable, if available

8. examples of the 5 knots included in this section: simple overhand,
half-hitch, square, bowline, figure eight, as well as a whipped rope
end and an eye-splice.
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Reference Materiab

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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Mat

(List any audiovisual materiaLs availabl o you.)
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Pretest (V: F-1)

Ibis test trill show you how much you already know about the sub'
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If
you cannot answer a question, simply go to the next

1. Of the natural fiber ropes, which of the following is most reliable
for rescue work?

a. manila
b. sisal
C. cotton
d. linen

2. Of the synthetic fiber ropes, which of the following is most reliable
for rappelling?

a. polyester
b. nylon
c. polyethelene
d. polypropylne

Which of the following are advantages of nylon over manila rope in
rescue work?

a. Nylon is stronger and more elastic.
b. Nylon is more resistant to rot and abrasion.
c. both a and b
d. a, but not b

4. Which of the following is the most important relationship between
blocks and ropes to be used together?

a. Manila should be used with single blocks.
b. Only double blocks should be used with nylon.
c. Block sheaves should be smaller than rope used.
d. Blocks should be large enough to prevent binding and chafing.

Which of the following precautions should be observed in the care
and protection of ropes?

a. Never overload.
b. Keep ropes clean.
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

6. Which of the following type of loop has the greatest s

a. a loop formed by an eye-splice
b. a loop formed from a bowline
c. a loop formed with a square knot
d. a loop formed from two half-hitches
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7. Which of the following knots is most dependable for anchoring life-
support lines?

a. a square knot
b. two half-hitches
c. a bowline
d. a figure eight

8. Which of the following are basic blocks for use in rescue work?

a. single and double blocks
b. snatch blocks
c. both a and b
d. a, but not b

9. Which of the following functions can a errabiner be use.] for?

a. rappelling
b. fastening lines together and securing anchor
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

10. Which of the following can be used for transferring a person on a
highline?

a. a Swiss seat or bosun's chair
b. a basket stretcher
c. a, but not b
d. both a and b

Alter you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. .A.Ak him/her
whether you stiouRi study this section or tEtice the posttest (V: F-1).
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V: F-1)

1- a

2. b

3. c

4. d

5. d

6. a

7. c

8. a

9. d

10. d
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Posttest (V: F-1)

1. Which of the natural fibers is used to make the most reliable rope
used in rescue work?

a. linen
b. manila
C. cotton
d. sisal

2. Which of the synthetic fibers is used to make the most reliable rope
used in rappelling?

a. polyester
b. polyethelene
c. nylon
d. polypropylene

3. Why is a nylon rope better than manila for rescue work? (Choose all
correct answers.)

a. Nylon floats, which makes it useful for water rescue.
b. Nylon is stronger and more elastic than manila.
c. Nylon does not stretch.
d. Nylon is resistant to rot and abrasion.

4. What data are needed in order to select a proper size of rope for a
particular rescue situation? (Choose an correct answers.)

a. block sizes available
b. which company made the rope
c. maximum work load and safety factor
d. weight of equipment to be used in the rescue

5. An officer who weighs 180 pounds is preparing to rescue a stranded
person who weighs 120 pounds and will need other equipment which
weighs 20 pounds. The officer should 3elect a rope with a tensile
strength of:

a. 1,000 pounds.
b. 1,500 pounds.
c, 1,600 pounds.
d. 1,900 pounds.

6. In order to give reliable performance, what care and protection
should ropes receive? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Ropes should be kept clean.
b. Ropes should be used with proper block size.
c. Ropes should be.stored in open, fresh-air areas.
d. Ropes should be inspected frequently.
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7. The loop which has the greatest strength for rescue work is formed

a. from two half-hitches.
b. from a bowline.
c. with a square knot.
d. by an eye-splice.

8. Which knot is a must for anchoring lines at the top of rappeiiing
lines and main lines?

a. bowline knot
b. figure eight knot
c. overhand knot
d. square knot

9. Which knot should not be used in a life-support capacity in any
case?

a. bowline knot
b. figure eight knot
c. simple overhand knot
d. square knot

10. The knot which is used in a variety of ways in rescue ri
most dependable is the:

a. square knot.
b. simp_i overhand knot.
c. bowline knot.
d. half-hitch.

11. The double block has:

a. two shells.
b. two hinges.
c. two hasps.
d. two sheaves.

12. Which block has a hfrge on one side and a hasp on the othe

a. snatch block
b. tackle block
c. single block
d. double block

13. Which type of carabiner should be used in rescue ork?

a. one with a gate that can be opened inwards
b. one with a gate that can be opened outwards
c. one with a screw sleeve on the gate
d. one without a gate
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14. For which of the following would a rescuer use a carabiner?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. throwing from one building to a other
b. joining two ropes
c. securing ropes at anchor points
d. rappelling

15. Which of the following are used for patient transfers during high-
line rescue operations? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. backboard
b. basket stretcher
c. bosun's chair
d. grappling hoot:

the completed test toy utruetor.
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to Peategt Or: F-1)

1. b

2. c

3. b, d

4. a, c, d

5. c

6. a, b, d

7. d

8. a

9. d

10.

11. d

12. a

13. c

14. b, c, d

15. a, b c
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics
Section 2: Groand Level

V:17-2 Ground Level R cues
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Objectives

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. List the elements of rescue common to all types of disasters.

2. List the four steps in victim assessment in their correct order.
3. List the hazardous conditions that may require immediate removal

of victims.

4. List the vital signs that must be determined as soon as possible.

5. List the items of information that should be communicated to the
nearest emergency medical facility.

List the conditions included in the three triage priorities by
category.

7. Describe at least four types of short-distance transfer methods at
ground level.

8. Describe the procedure for iescuing a victim from vehicular
wreckage.

9. Describe the procedure for rescuing a victim from an electrical
source,,

6 9
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btnicfiona Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the elements of rescue common to all types of disasters.
Review the rescue equipment presented in Section 1 of Unit F.
Emphasize that each situation is unique and that each element
(tactics, equipment, victim assessment, triage, or decision on the
method of transfer) affects the selection of or decision about the
others.

3. Discuss the importance of victim assessment and the priority of the
steps to be followed. Review the information presented in the EMS
block of instruction which relates to victim assessment.

4. Discuss the hazardous conditions from which disaster victims must
be removed as described in Step 2 of "Victirn Assessment." Have
students give examples and cite experiences they may know about.

5. Discuss the vital signs of the victim which must be determined as
soon as possible. Review the information presented in the EMS
block of instruction concerning techniques and methods ft
determining the vital information.

6. Discuss the information which needs to be communicated to the
emergency medical facility to which the victim is to be transferred
(see Item 7).

7. Discuss the meaning of triage and its philosophy. Review the
information presented in the EMS block of instruction which will
assist determining which conditions are prioritized by the triage
philosophy. Emphasize that a major emergency can overload a
hospital emergency ward and that the triage philosophy is not
complete until assignment of victims to an appropriately prepared
medical facility has been made.

8. Discuss and demonstrate the various types of short-distance
transfer methods at ground level as presented in the text.
Emphasize that an injured person should be moved without a
medical evaluation only under hazardous conditions.

9. DISCUSS and demonstrate the procedure for rescuing a victim from
vehicular wreckage. Emphasize the relationship between the
severity of the wreck and physical injury.

10. Discuss the importance of procedural techniques in handUng
severely injured victims so that their injuries will not be
compounded. Emphasize the importance of having an EMT
Certified Paramedic available whenever possible and the
requirement that all rescue persons know the medical procedures
which should be followed.
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11. Give examples of the usual causes of injury from electricity and
discuss the procedures for rescuing victims from electrical
sources. Emphasize the fact that direct contact must not be made
between the ground and a victim who is touchLnig a live circmit.
Demonstrate ways in which this contact can be avoided.

12. Vocabulary and terms which may need definition or clarification:

o CPR
o cardiac
o carotid artery
o cervical collar
o coronary resuscitation
o cyanosis
o diastolic blood pressure
o EMT Certified Paramedic
o ETA (estimated time of arrival)
o femoral artery
o radial artery
o sphygmomanometer
o systolic blood pressure

triage
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ment wad Swp

The following equipment will be helpful in demonstrating the meth
and techniques of ground level rescues:

o blanket
o long backb ard
o straps
o sandbags
o short spine board
o cervical collar
o rubber gloves for rescue from electrical source
o imulating materials and devices

638
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Fitness for Law Enforcement Officers Federal
Investigation, U. S. Government Printing Office, 1972.
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any audiovisual rnate ials available to you.)
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Pret V: F-2)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the
covered and what to lack for in this section.. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you ¼xp this section or part of it. If
you camot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Which of the following are the largest classifications of disasters re-
quiring rescue operations?

a. man-made disasters
b. natural disasters
c, both a and b
d. a, but not b
e. none of the above

2. Which of the following are elements corn on to all types of
disasters?

a. tactics and equipment
b. victim assessment and triage
c. decision on method of transfer
d. all of the above
e. a and c, but not b

3. Which of the following are factors that must be considered in a
decision on the method of transfer?

a. patient's condition
b. if the patient is at ground level, high level, or low level
c. equipment available
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not e

4. W1V,ch of the following lists the proper prIority in patient
assi?ssment?

a. clear airway, pulse, serious bleeding
b. serious bleeding, clear airway, pulse
c. pulse, serious bleeding, clear airway
d. pulse, clear airway, serious bleeding
e. none of the above

5. Which of the following are considered to be conditions so hazardous
that a patient must be immediately removed?

a. dangerous traffic conditions
b. electrical hazards
c. fire or smoke
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

7
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6. Which -) f the following are vital signs that must be determined as
soon as possible?

a. mental condition, discomfort, alertness
b. pulse rate, respiration, blood pressure, temperature
c, mcone,.iousness, fractures, bleeding

7. Which of the following should be communicated to the hospital
where the patient is to be transported?

a. age, level of consciousness, vital signs
b. nature of problem, history
c. ETA at hospital
d. all of the above
e. a and b, but not c

8. Which of the following are first-priority conditions for transfer to a
hospital?

a. respiratory and cardiac difficulties
b. death
c. minor fractures
d. severe fractures
e. all of the above

9. Which of the following are short-distance transfer methods at
ground level?

a. blanket carry
b. fireman's drag and firem s carry
c. stretcher carries
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

10. Which of the following types of injuries must be assumed when
vehicular wreckage is severe?

a. spinal injury
b. severe bleeding
c. cardiac arrest
d. burns
e. none of the above

11. Which of the following are guidelines for rescuers when rescu
victim from an electrical source? (Choose all correct answers.

a. Rescuers must wear rubber gloves.
b. Rescuers must free the victim before taking time to find the

power source.
c. Rescuers must use insulated devices to remove wires from the

victim.
d. Rescuers must stand on the ground to prevent direct contact.
e. Rescuers must first cover the victim with a blanket.

ve it to your instructor. Ask im/her
or tiLke the posttt (V: F-2).
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Artswers to Fret V: F-2)

1 c
2. d

3. d

4. a

5. d

6. b

7. d

8. a

9. d

10. a

11. a, e
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Posttest (V: 2-2)

Which of the following items are elements of rescue common to all
types of disasters? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. decision on method of transfer
b. search for source of obstruction
C. victim assessment and transfer
d. tactics and equipment

2. The four steps of victim assessment are listed below. Arrange them
in order of priority by writing 1 before the first priority, 2 before
the second, and so on.

a. Determine vital si
b. Remove from hazardous conditions.
c. Commtmicate to medical assistance facility.
cL Search for life-threatening conditions.

3. Hazardous conditions which would require the immediate removal of
victims are: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. electrical hazards.
b. fire and smoke.
c. high level hazards.
d. traffic.

4. Which of the followin rre -.vital signs which must be determined as
soon as possible? all correct answers.)

a. level of consciousness
b. pulse and respiration rate
c. blood pressure and oral temperature
d. cyanosis

5. Which of the following sequences a-d includes the 6 items of
information that should be communicated to the nearest emergency
medical facility where a victim is to be transferred. Identify the 6
items from the list below, then circle the letter of your choice.

1. blood type
2. age
3. address of victim
4. vital signs
5. name of nearest relative
6. nature of problem

a. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9
b. 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10
c. 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 11
d. 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9

704

7. level of consciousness
8. known history
9. ETA disaster scene

10. ETD disaster scene
11. ETA at hospital
12. ETD at hospital
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6. Which of the following concepts are included in the triage philos-
ophy? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. The order in which victims are to be transported to a medical
facility is determined by triage.

b. Severely injured persoro should not be moved before evaluation
regardless of the existing hazards.

c. Victims who are in severe shock are unconscious so they can be
treated after all other victims.

d. The severity of injwy is sorted out in a priority system.

7. Indicate the priority given in the triage system to each of the fol-
lowing conditions: On the line before each condition, write 1 for
first priority, 2 for second priority, or 3 for third priority.

a. back injuries
b. burns
a. cardiac difficulties
d. minor fractures
e. open chest or abdominal wounds
f. respiratory difficulties
g. severe bleeding
h. severe fractures
i. severe head injuries
j. severe shock
k. those obviously dead

8. When transferring a victim using the blanke ry:

a. move the victim carefully onto a blanket on his/her stomach.
b. always pull in the direction of the long axis of the body.
c. hold the blanket at the feet of the victim.
d. hold the head and foot portions of the blanket and pull.

9. Which shortistance transfer are you using if you grasp a victim
from behind, pass your arms under the armpits and interlock them
across the chest, then lift the head and shoulders as you pull the vic-
tim to safety?

a. fireman's drag
b. firemEm's carry
c. pack strap carry
d. across chest pull

10. The best method for loading a seriously injured person on a stretcher
is to use a:

a. four-man loading team.
b. three-man loading team.
c. long backboard.
d. short spine board.
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11. If spinal injury is suspected, the victim should be: (Choose all cor-
rect answers.

a. transferred in a blanket stretcher.
b. secured to a long backboard.
c. secured by an EMT Certified Paramedic.
d. allowed freedom of arm movement.

12. When rescuing a victim from a wreck where vehicular damage is
severe:

a. traction should be applied to the victim's legs.
b. remove the victim from the vehicle immediately.
c. the victim should be strapped to a long backboard before being

removed from the vehicle.
d. expect that spLnal damage is likely.

13. Which of the following are guidelines for rescuers when rescuing a
victim from an electrical source? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. Rescuers must stand on the ground to prevent diuect contact.
b. Rescuers must use insulated devices to remove wires from the

victim.
c. Rescuers must free the victim before taking time to find the

power source.
d. Rescuers must wear rubber gloves.

Give the completed test to your nfructor.
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-

1. a, c, d

2. a. 3
b. 2
c. 4
d. 1

3. a, b, d

4. b

5. c

6. a, d

7. a. 2
b. 2
c. 1
d. 3
e. 1
f. 1

g- 1
b. 2
i. 1

J. 1
k. 3

8. b

9. d

10. a

11. b, c

12. d

13. b, d
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Block V: Proficiency Skills
Unit F: Rescue Tactics

-,ction 3: Vertical Rescue Tactics
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Knowledge et
Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define the term "rappelling.

2. Describe the best type of rope for rappelling lines.

3. List the equipment required in rappelling.

4. Evlain how the rappelling line is secured at the anchor point.

5. Identify the voice signals given by the rappeller and belay team
before they start the descent.

lain how the rappeller controls the rate of descent.

7. Explain how the belay team crui control the rate of descent.

8. lain who controls the descent rate as well as how it is con-
trolled when casualties and stretcher patients must be lowered.

9. Describe two ways in which uninjured persons may be lowered to
safety.

10. Identify three items of equipment which are needed to make a ver-
tical ascent and explain how they are used.

7 r"U 4
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Instructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the meaning of the word "rappeWng" and its origin as a
mountaineering skill. Discuss its application in law enforcement
today in vertical descents, escapes from high-level hazards, high-
level rescues, and assault tactics.

3. Briefly review the natural and synthetic ropes discussed in Section
F-1, "Rescue Equipment." Dcuss the nylon rope recommended for
rappelling and the qualities required. Display a rappelling rope.

4. Discuss the egnpment required in rappelling and display examples, if
available, or use pictures to illustrate your discussion. Review the
characteristics of equipment which were presented in Section F-1,

5. Discuss securing the rappelling line at anchor points. Suggest a
variety of methods and emphasize their similarities.

6. Discuss and demorotrate the sequence involved in first, rigging
Swiss seat, then hooking it up to prepare for a descent on the
rappelling line. Identify the standard voice signals used by the
rappeller and the belay person(s).

7. Discuss how the rate of descent is controlled by the rappeller; by the
belay team.

8. Discuss the variety of ways the rappelling Line can be used for de-
scent from a higher to lower level. Include the ways in which
casualties in harnesses and seats, patients on stretchers, and
uninjured persons can be moved. Discuss the various items which
can be used to improvise rescue equipment for emergencies. Display
and demonstrate any equipment which you may have available.

9. Discuss vertical ascents, displaying the equipment required, if avail-
able, and evlaining how to use the equipment in a variety of situa-
tions.

7 o
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Supperithe Activities

1. U appropriate for your group, provide materials and require profi-
ciency in:

o securing rigging lines
o rigging a rope (Swiss) seat
o hooking up to a rappelling line.

2. If your situation allows and it is appropriate for your group, provide
materials and require proficiency in the following skills:

o basic vertical descent from a window or ledge
o rescue of an uninjured person from a higher to a lower level
o descent of a stretcher patient by a belay team
o ascent to a higher level by using a grapnel and knotted rope
o ascent by rigging a rope ladder

711
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The following are examples of equipment for display and demonstration,
if practical:

o ropenatural, synthetic
o roperappelling
o ropeknotted with figure eight knots every 8 to 10 inches
o ropeladder
o ropedouble-eye anchorline
o hardwarecarabiners or snap links
o glovesheavy cloth and leather
o bosun's chair
o materials for "A" frame
o backboards
o grapnel
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Re erenee Materials

V: F-3 Vertià&l Rescue

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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Materi

(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Pretest (V: F-3)

This pretest will show you how much you
covered and what to look for hi this section. If you do well on this pre-
test, your instructor may let you sldp this section or part of it. ff you
carmot answer a question, simply go to the next qiestion.

1. Rappelling is a method of:

a. making vertical descents.
b. making high-level rescues .
c. escaping high-level hazards.
d. a, b, and e
e. a and b, but not c

2. Which of the following is the best type of rope for the rappelling
line?

a. nylon
b. Dacron
c. manila
d. cotton
e. linen

3. Which of the following are equipment requirements for basic
rappelling?

a. rope and gloves
b. Swiss seat
c. carabiner
d. a and b, but not c
e. a, b, and c

4. Which of the following should be observed in securing r
lines at the anchor point?

a. Pad the anchor point.
b. Wrap the rope twice around anchor point.
c. Tie with bowline and two half-hitches.
d. Secure end with a snap link .
e. all of the above

5. Which of the following are voice signals used in rappelling?

a. "On rapperby rappeller when ready to descend
b. "Readygo"--by belay crew when they are ready to attend the

line
c. "On belay"by belay crew when they are ready to attend the line
d. a and b, but not e
e. a and c, but not b
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6. Which of the following best describes how the rappeller controls
the rate of descent?

a. by the grip on the line by the guide hand
b. by the grip on the line in the small of the back by the brake

hand
c. by squeezing the rope between the legs
d. only tiie belay crew controls descent
e. none of the above

7. Which of the following best describes how the man on belay can
control the descent of the rappeller if necessary?

a. by leaving the line completely slack
b. by tightening the line to stop descent
c. being alert to catch the rappeller if de cent is too fast
d. none of the above
e. all of the above

8. How is the rate of descent of stretcher patients controlled?

a. The patient controls the descent.
b. The carabiner automatically controls descent.
c. The belay team controls descent.
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

Which two of the following descr: tions indicate how an uninjured
person may be lowered to safety?

a. holding on to the rappeller's back
b. suspended below the rappeller in a rope swing
e. supported above the rappeller on a sling
d. seated in the rappellerfs lap, face to face

10. Which of the following items of equipment are used for making
vertical ascents?

a. knotted rope and grapnel
b. rope ladder
c. carabiner and Swiss seat
d. a and b, but not e
e. a, b, and c

After you run k el this pretest, give it to your instr..tetor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this unit or take the posttest (V: F-3).
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Posttest V: 174)

The definition of rappelling includes: (Choose all correct answers.)

a. escape from high-level hazards.
b. high-level rescue.
c. technique used in assault tactics .
d. vertical descents from higher to lower levels.

2. A rappelling line should meet which of the following specificatitr-
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. 1/2-inch diameter nylon rope
b. 2,000 pound breaking strength
c. 120 feet long
d. 1/3 stretch factor

Which of the following are required equipment for basic rappelling?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. carabiner
b. rope and gloves
c. Swiss seat
d. rope ladder

4. The steps for securing a rappelling line are listed below. Arrange
them in the correct sequence by writing 1 in front of the first step,
2 in front of the second step, and so on.

a. Drop line down the side of the building.
b. Pad the anchor point.
c. Secure end with snap link.
d. TELke up any slack.
e. Tie with bowline and two half-hitches.
f. Wrap the rope twice around the anchor point.

5. Which of the following are voice signals used in rappelling? (Choose
all correct answers.)

a. "On rappel"by rappeller when ready to descend
b. "Readygo"--by belay crew when they are ready to attend the

line
c. "On belay"-43y belay crew when they are ready to attend the line
d. "Rappeller ready"--by rappeller when ready to descend

6. To control the rate of descent, the rappeller: (Choose all correct
answers.)

a. twists the rappelling line with:the brake hand.
b. uses the right hand as the guide hand .
c. places the brake hand in the small of the back .
d. uses the left hand as the brake hand.
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7. The rate of descent 's controlled by the belay team by: ( hoose all
correct answers.)

a. loosening the rappelling line.
b. tightening the rappelling line.
c. relaxing the grip on the line.
d. tightening the grip on the line.

8. When a patient is lowered in a basket stretcher, the descent rate is
controlled by:

a. the patient.
b. the rappeller.
c. the belay person.
d. the rappeller and the belay person.

9. Uninjured persons may be lowered to safety in the follow_ way(s):
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. supported above the rappeller on a sling
b. in the rappeller's lap, face to face
c. holding on to the rappellerts back
d. suspended below the rappeller in a rope swing

10. If a rescue team is to make a vertical ascent, which method is most
efficient and practical?

a. rappelling line
b. rope with figure eight knots every 8 to 10 inches
c. rope ladder
d. Swiss seat

Give the completed tt to your inatructor.
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-3)

1. a, b, c d

2. a, c, d

3. a, b, c

4. a. 5
b. 1
a. 4
d. 6
e. 3
f. 2

5. a, a

6. a, a

7 b, a

8. a

9. b, d

10. c
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Section 4: _e
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Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define the term "hlghline transfer."

2. Describe two types of tightrope crawls.

3. Describe the polyester highline method.

4. Identify the advantage of inclined rigs over horizontal rigs in high-
line transfers.

Describe the functions of the "A" frame in rigging a highline for
rescue operatiom.

Describe the procedure for transfer from one buildmg to a lower
building.

7. Describe the procedure for transfer from building to ground.

ain why the termination point in transfer to ground level should
be at a rope between two points.
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the concept of highline transfer, the meaning of the term,
and tactical situations where it would be used.

3. Review the techniques and equipment studied in previous sections
and discuss their application to highline transfer.

4. Emphasize the need to be physically fit and to stay fit throughout a
career in criminal justice.

5. Discuss horizontal transfers and give examples of rigging problems
where horizontal transfer is the solution. Point out the common
elements of various horizontal transfers.

6. Describe and discuss the techniques of the tightrope crawls: the
abdominal crawl and the underslung crawl.

7. Describe and discuss the polyester highline method. Display the
equipment needed if it is available. Review the characteristics of
polyester rope which make it dependable for this type of transfer.

8. Describe an inclined rig; compare inclined rigging with horizontal
riggmg and point out the advantages gained when the solution to a
rigging problem is an inclined rig. Give examples of when an in-
chned rig is the best solution to a highline tremsfer problem.

9. Review the "A" frame which was used in vertical descents in Sec-
tion 3. Discuss the physical and psychological functions which the
"A" frame performs in highline transfers.

10. Describe the procedure for transfer from the top of one building to
another at a lower level. Suggest tactical situations where this
procedure would be required. Display the equipment needed for
rigging an inclined transfer from one building to another, if avail-
able.

11. Describe the procedure for transfer from the top of a building to
the ground. Discuss the similarities and differences as compared
with building to building transfers. Display the equipment needed
for rigging a highline transfer from building to ground, if available.

12. Discuss the uniqueness of the termination point in transfers to
ground level and the reasons and need for such a point. Suggest ex-
amples of anchor points including the "A" frame, if there are no
natural anchors.
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13. The following vocabulaxy words and terms may need clarification:

o inhaul rope
o light line
o line-throwing gun
o main line
o monkey's fist
o outhaul rope
o reeve

shock cord sling
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Stworting Activiti

If your situation allows, and it is appropriate for your group, have your
students demonstrate proficiency in the following performances:

o rigging a tightline and demonstrating an abdominal crawl
o transferring a patient in a basket stretcher on a horizontal tightline
o transferring an uninjured person on an inclined highline
o transferrLng a person in a basket stretcher on an inclined highline
o rigging skills in rigging the horizontal and inclined highlines
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The following are equipment items needed for horizontal transfers
inclined highline transfers, if available:

o grappling (grapnel) hook
o carabiner
o block and tackle
o snatch block
o trolley block
o transfer seats: rope for Swiss seat, bosun's chat?, rope sling
o monkey's fist
o materials for r "A" frame
o polyester line, ch diameter
o safe line for securing mainline
o light line
o inhaul line
o outhaul line (1/2 inch nylon rappeiling line)
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Reference Materials

(List any reference materials available to you.)
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(List any audiovisual materials available to you.)
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Vs F-4)

win show you bow much you afready know about the abject
covered and what to look for in this section if you do well on this

your instructor may let you skip this section or pin't of it. if
you t answer a question, simply go on to the next questi

1. In which of the following situations might highline transfers be
required?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue situations from high-rise structures
c. rescue from highway motor vehicle accidents
d. a and b, but not c
e. a, b, and c

2. In which of the following sItuatIons might an abdominal crawl be
used to cross a tightline?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue situations from high places
c. ground level rescues
d. all of the above
e. none of the above

In which of the following situations would crossing in the underslung
position be most practical?

a. SWAT team operations
b. rescue of persons on a horizontal line
c. rescue of persons down an inclined line
d. ground level rescues
e. all of the above

Which of the following type of rope is best for use in rigging a
highline?

a. 1/2 inch nylon
b. 1/2 inch manila
c. 5/8 inch polyester
d. 5/8 inch cotton
e. 1/2 inch sisal

5. Which of the following are the proper designations for departure and
arrival points in highline rescues?

a. danger zone (DZ) for departure point
b. safe zone (SZ) for arrival point
c. DP for departure point
d. a and b, but not e
e. a, b, and c
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6. The function or the "A" frame in highline operations is to:

a. provide cleam-ance for riggmg victims to mainline.
li. help hold up the mainline.
c. keep rope fr-airmi rubbing on edges.
d. tighten maimline.
e. none of the bove

7. Which of the fo'1owing best identifies the function of ou aul and
inhaul lines attched to trolley blocks?

a. They are th means of moving and controlling the trolley block
and the pers4=3n being transferred.

li. They are th means of tightening the mainline.
c. These two towgether ere the mainline.
d. These are sa1'ety lines only.
e. none of the :mEbove

8. Which ofthe folaowing "seats" could be used to transfer personnel
on highlines?

a. a Swiss seat
b. a bosuns cha W r
c. a rope sling
d. all of the al3=nre
e. none of the er_bove

9. What is the advaatage of an inclined rig over a horizontal rig in
highline transferz?

a. They are easker to rig.
b. They don't re-quire as large a crew.
c. They take adwdantage of gravity in the
d. none of the Etiaove
e. all of the shcs.ve

e s.

10. Which of the foLL4awing best describes why the termination point
should beat a rogve between two points in ground level transfers?

a. It prevents prsons from striking something solid at the end of
the transfer

b. It provides climarance for rigging vict ms to mainline.
c. It's easier to mig.
d. a and b, but r-ot c
e. b and e, but raL-at a

11. What should the termination point be for
ground? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. a rope betwen two anchor points
b. a spot mei below the departure zone
c. an "Au frame
d. any solid anchtor point
e. a rescue net

fer from building to

Atter you BMA this EzaNstest, give it to your instructor. Mk him/her
whether you should stdy this unit or take the posttest (V: F
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Answers to Pre

1. d

2. a

3. b

4. c

5. d

6. a

7. a

8. d

9. c

10. a

11. a
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V: F-4)

Which of the following are included in the definItIon of Thighline
transfers"? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. transfer by vertical ascent
b. transfer at the same or lower level
c. transfer by horizontal or inclined plane
d. transfer from one level to a safe zone

2. Where hostile action might be expected, a rescuer making a horizon-
tal highline crossing should use the:

a. polyester highline method .
b. underslung crawl.
c. abdominal crawL
d. inclined highline transfer.

3. The foliowing steps describe the abdominal crawl procedure. Ar-
range them in sequence by writing 1 in front of the first step, 2 in
front a the second, and so on.

a. Lay out on rope with instep of o e oot on ope.
b. Push with foot; pull with hands.
c. Pull the rope tight.
d. Let other leg hang free as a pendulum.
e. Snap carabiner to tightrope.
f. Draw foot up to buttocks- reach forward with hands.
g. Secure the line on the safe side.
h. Throw grapnel.

4. Which highline transfer method requires both outhaul and inhaul
lines?

a. transfer from one building to a lower building
b. underslung crawl
c. transfer from building to ground
d. polyester highline method

5. Which rigging solution is best when many victims must be trans-
ferred from a danger zone to a safe zone on the same level?

a. underslung crawl
b. polyester highline method
c. inclined highline transfer

abdominal crawl
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6. When the highline transfer situation permits it, what is the advan-
tage of an inclined rig over a horizontal rig?

a. Vertical ascents are easier.
b. The belay team controls the transfer.
c. An outhaul line is not needed.
d. Gravity makes the transfer easier.

7. What is the function of the "A" frame in rigging a highline for res-
cue operations? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. eliminates the need for victims to jump from high levels
b. provides shelter from hazardous conditions
c. eliminates the downward pull on tightrope crossin
d. provides vertical clearance for victims in chairs and stretchers

B. The following steps describe the rigging procedure for transfers
from one building to a lower level building. Arrange them in se-
quence by writing 1 in front of the first step, 2 in front of the sec-
ond, and so on.

a. SZ crew rigs mainline to block and tackle, pulls it tight,
and secures it.

b. DZ crew rigs first victim to mainline.
c. DZ crew rigs outhaul line to trolley block.
d. A light line is propelled across.
e. SZ crew reeves mainline through snatch block anchored

at arrival point.
f DZ crew and SZ crew rig "A" frames.
g. Mainline is fastened to the lightline and pulled across.
h. DZ crew sends one of crew to test and demonstrate

safety.
DZ crew reeves polyester mainline through trolley block
and anchors end.

9. What should the termination point be for transfer from building to
ground? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. any solid anchor point
b. an "A" frame
c. a rope between two anchor points
d. a spot exactly below the departure zone

10. Why do transfers from building to ground need a special kind of
termination point?

a. The transfer requires only a DZ crew.
b. The rigging allows victims to control their own descents.
c. Free runs are possible without an outhaul if speed of transfer is

necessary.
d. They permit victims to be transferred without the danger of im-

pacting into a solid item.
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11. Which of the following ropes should be used as a mainline in high-
line transfers?

a. 1/2 inch nylon rappellirg rope
b. 5/8 inch diameter polyester rope
a. 5/8 inch diameter nylon rope
d. 1/2 inch diameter polyester rope

12. Which of the following statements is incorrec

a. DZ refers to the departure point.
b. DZ means disaster zone.
c. SZ means safe zone.
d. Safe zone refers to arrival point.

ie mpleted test to your
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Answers to Posttest (V: F-4)

1. b, c, d

2. c

3. a. 4
b. 7
c. 2
d. 5
e. 3
f. 6
g. 8
h. 1

4. d

5. b

6. d

7. a

8. a. 5
b. 9
c. 7
d. 1
e. 4
f. 6
g. 2
h. 8
i. 3

9. b, c

10. c, d

11. b

12. b
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Mat:mein

1. Define criminalistics.

Emphasize the importance of criminalistics in investigation and the
use of team approach by investigators and criminalistic technicians.

Explain the significance of microscopy, photography, and finger-
prints for the study of criminal justice.

4. Have students study the Overview and answer review questions
before going to the section on Microscopy. (There is no pretest or
posttest for this Overview.)
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Invite a law enforcement officer to give a presentation on the use of
team approach by investigators and criminalistic analysts in investi-
gation of crimes.

2. Give sttidents an assignment to report on an article (newspaper or
magazine) which shows the importance of criminalistics in investiga-
ion of crimes.
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Reference Materials

NOTE: The following are references for all units in this block.

Cailfana, Anthony L. and Levkov, Jerome S. Criminalistics for the Law
Enforcement Officer McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1978._

Criminal Investigation Vol. 1, International Association of Chiefs of
Police (IACP), 1979.

DeAngeis, Francis 3. Crirninalistics for the Investigator Glencoe
Publishing Co., Inc., Encino, California,1980.
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44-49.
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Enforcement Officer, Charles C. Thomas, Sprrngf ield, IL, 1974.
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Alidiovisual Materials

(List any other audiovisual materials available to you.)

NOTE: The following are for all units in this block.

1. P. Downey and S. A. Gilford. Law Enforcement and Criminal tills
flee: Scientific Aid. Office of Law Enforcement Assistance, U.&
Department of Justice. (two reels, lOmm, B/W film, 60 minutes)

2. Probable Cause. Police Science Services. 6633 West Howard St-eet,
Nies, ilinofs 60648 (eighty 35mm slides, audio cassette, end Instruc-
tor's Guide which includes script, study motes, wiz questions, and
answers to the questions), 1982.

3. Evidence Law. Police Science Services. 6633 West Howard Street,
Niles, Illinois 60648 (eighty 35mm slides, audio cassette, and
Instructor's Guide which includes script, study notes, quiz questions,
and answers to the questions), 1982.

4. Investigative Techniques. The Discovery? Development, and Lifting
of Latent Prints, AIMS Instructional Media, Inc., 1965.
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Know

Performan

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define and identify examples of class and individual characteristics
of physical evidence as discussed in the Overview.

2. Define macroscopic and microscopic evidence.

3. Identify common types of microscopes.

4. Label the parts of a compound microscope.

5. Identify or describe the functions of each part of the microscope.

6. Identify the correct procedures for using a compound microscope.

7. Identify the proper way of caring for the microscope.

Given a slide with specimen and a microscope, demonstrate the proper
procedures for focusing the microscope. Evaluate your students' perfor-
mances using Performance Checklist VI: A-1 included in this Guide.
Their performances should be rated "An (acceptable) on all of the tasks
in the checklist.
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1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Emphasize the importance of physical evidence in crime invest'
tion using your experience or reading.

3. Discuss the difference between eneral) and individual
(specific) characteristics of evidence.

4. Discuss the difference between macroscopic and microscopic
evidence. You might want to show examples of each kind of
evidence.

5. Using audiovisual materials available to you and an actual micro-
scope,

identify the components of the compound microscope
discuss and demonstrate the function of each component of the
microscope, using audiovisual materials available to you and an
actual microscope
discuss and demonstrate the steps requi7ed to use a microscope
correctly, using audiovual materials svailable to you and an
actual microscope.

8. Allow students to practice focusing and using the microscope.
Discuss two ways to alter microscopes, and explain the terminology
associated with microscopes.

7. Discuss attributes of various types of microscopes used for intro-
ductory forensic needs. If possible, show examples or pictures of
these microscopes and their use.

8. Discuss and demonstrate the correct procedures for taking care of
the microscope.

9. For the first practical exercise and the first performance test, pro-
vide students with a microscope and slides that contain specimens.

10. For the second practical exercise,

provide students with a stereoscopic microscope and tweezers,
and help students collect samples from clothing, carpets, tables,
and other sources similar to lozations involved in actual cases
provide the students with a sample of debris which includes hair,
fibers, soil, glass flakes, and paint flakes.

11 For the second performance test, provide students with a micro-
scope and slides that contain specimens.
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L Allow students to experiment with using the microscope.

2. Provide joint classes with instructors from other programs such as
nuTsing which use a microscope, if feasible.
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1. Bede m You will w
the following for basic use:

obtain microscopes similar to

Swift Collegiate 400 or 400A Series
Swift Stereo 80 Widefield Microscope

2. mierascope - A standard compound mierosco
modified o a simp e polarizing microscope by buying a piece of

izing film from a supplier such as Edmund Scientific, 101 E.
Gloucester Eike, Barrington, NJ 08007. The eyepiece is usualty
designed so that it can be disassembled, exposing a little metal shelf
on which a circle of polarizing film am be placed. This assembly
becomes the analyzer. 'Me remainder of the polarizing film is
trimmed and can be placed anywhere in the light path before insert-
ing the specimen. The analyzer can be rotated until the field is
either dark or light as desired. Polarizing material can be bought as
2" x 2" plastic sheets 0.03^ thick for about $4.00.

3. :lair of fine pointed tweezers

4. Inenderd alidox: (akeady prepared with specimens): Y
chase slides with various types of specimens from:

Carolina Biological Supply Company
Burlington, North Carolina 27215

5. Overheed traipeRaneies: Make labeled diagrams of the different
types of microscopes, using the diagrams in the Student Guide.
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Pretart (VL. A-1)

This pretest will show you how much you already }mow sithout the sub
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do well on
tart, your instructor may let you skip this seetion or part of it. If you
cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. Define general (class) characteristics of evidence.

Define specific (individual) characteristics of evidence.

The following are examples a general and specific characteristics
of evidence. Next to each example, write G if it is an example of
general characteristics and write S if it is an example of specific
characteristics.

a. The stain on a T-shirt obtained from the crime scene is a
bloodstain.

b. A gun seized from the suspect was purchased from a
certain store on a certain date and it has a triangular-
shaped scratch on the handle.

c. A fatal bullet has six lands, six grooves, and a right-hand
twist.

d. Soil obtained from the suspect's shoe can be found on
one particular part of a town in Florida.

4. Define macroscopic evidence.

5. Define microscopic evidence.

6. The stereoscopic microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.
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7. ne polarizing microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.

8. The standard compound microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. dissecting microscope.
c. biological microscope.
d. microscope with special filters.

9. Write ine names of the parts of the microscope shown in the
picture.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g 5 2
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10. The following are functions of each part of the microscope. Write
the name of the part in the blank after the description of the
function.

a. It further magnifies a primary image and brings the light rays to
a focus at the eye of the user.

b. It encloses the prisms and keeps the lenses the proper distance
apart.

c. It rabes and lowers the y o get an initialaeus on the
specimen.

d. It can focus the specimen very sharply.
e. It does initial magnifying to form the primary image.

f. It changes the amount of light being admitted to the specimen.

For questions 11-13, suppose you are using a eomwid microscope.

11. in order to lower the objectives, what should you turn?

a. fine adjustment knob
b. diaphragm
c. illuminator switch
d. coarse adjustment knob

12. In order to focus the specimen sharply and clearly, what should you
turn?

a. fine adjustment knob
b. coarse adjustment knob
c. diaphragm
d. illuminator switch

13. The following are the steps you should take when using a mic °-
scope. These steps are listed out of sequence. Write 1 next to the
first step, 2 next to the second step, and SO forth to indicate the
correct sequence of the procedure.

a. Place the slide on the stage.
b. Raise the objective lenses.
c. Bring the specimen into approximate focus.
d. Set the low power objective lens.
e. Lower the objective lenses.
f. Bring the specimen into sharp focus.
g. Select the proper objective lens, and rotate it in place.

14. If you find that the microscope lenses are very dirty, what would
you do?

a. Wipe them with a wet paper towel.
b. Dust them with a duster.
c. Clean them with Windex and a sheet of paper towels.
d. Clean them with lens papeP and lens cleaner.
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15. If you think the microscope needs lubrication, what would you do?

a. Overhaul the microscope to identify the part that needs lubrica-
tion.

b. Look at the manufacturer's technical manual to find out what is
wrong with the microscope.

c. Lubricate the parts of the microscope with any lubricant.
d. Have a qualified technician clean and lubricate the parts with a

special lubricant.

16. When you store the microscope, you should make sure that s stage

a. dry.
b. damp.
c. o
d. shiny.

17. When carrying the microscope, you should hold its:

a. arm and base.
b. objectives and base.
c. eyepiece and stage.
d. objectives and stage,

When using the microscope, you should make sure that an objective
lens the slide.

a. touches
b. does not touch

After you fmish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (VI: A-1.).
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Ansivers to Pretets"c (VI: A-1)

1. features, traits, and properties which are common to all things of E

certain class

2. features, traits, and properties which are unique to an individual
thing

3. a. G
b. S
c. G
d. S

4. evidence which we can see without a special lens

5. evidence which we can see only with Jens equipment

6. b

7. d

8. c

9. a. eyepiece
b. objective
c. stage
d. coarse adjustment knob
e. fine adjustment knob
1. diaphragm aperture control
g. illuminator switch

10. a. eyepiece
b. body
c. coarse adjustment knob
d. fine adjustment knob
e. objective
1. diaphragm

11. d

12. a

13. a.
b. 1
c. 5
d. 2
e. 4
f.
g.

14. 4:1

15. cl
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16. a

17. a

18. b
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A-1)

1. General characteristics of ovidence are features, traits, and
properties which are:

a. unique to an individual thing.
b. common to all things of a certain class .
c. special to the particular crime .
d. general to all crimes.

2. Specific characteristics of evidence are features, traits, find
properties which are:

a. unique to an individual thing.
b. common to all things of a certain class.
c. special to the particular crime .
d. general to all crimes.

Which of the following is an example of a general characteristic of
evidence?

a. A fatal bullet has six lands, six grooves, and a right-hand twist.
b. A gun seized from the suspect was purchased from a certain

store on a certain date, and it has a triangular-shaped scratch on
the handle.

c. Soil obtained from the suspect's shoe can be found only in one
particular part of a town in Florida.

4. Which of the following is an example of a specific characterIstic of
evidence?

a. The stain on the T-shirt obtained from the crime scene is a
human bloodstain.

b. A knife obtained from the crime scene was purchased from a
certain pawn shop on a certain date and has a noticeable yellow
mark on the handle.

c. The blood obtained from the suspect is type 0.

5. Macroscopic evidence is the evidence which:

a. can be seen only with a special lens .
b. can be seen without a special lens .
c. has general characteristics only .
d. has specific characteristics only.

6. Microscopic evidence is the evidence which:

a. can be seen only with a special lens.
b. can be seen without a special lens.

a. has general characteristics only.
d. has specific characteristics only.
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7. A dissecting microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. stereoscopic microscope.
c. standard compound microscope.

8. A biological microscope is a:

a. simple microscope.
b. stereoscopic microscope .
c. standard compound microscope.

9. A type of microscope which has filters both between the diaphragm
and condenser and over the eyepiece is a:

a. stereoscopic microscope.
b. standard compound microscope.
c. polarizing microscope.

10. Write the names of the parts of the microscope shown below.

a.
b.
C.
d.
e.
f.
g.
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11. The left column lists functions of each part of the microscope. The
names of the parts are listed the right column. Match the parts
with the functioris by writing the number of the parts next to the
functions.

Functions

a. changes the amount of light
being admitted to the
specimen

b. encloses the prisms
c. focuses the specimen very

sharply
d. farther magnifies a primary

mage and brings the light
rays to a focus at your eye
level

e= raises and lowers the camera
body to get an initial focus
on the specimen
magnifies the specimen to form
the primary image

Parts

1. objectives
2. eyepiece
3. fine adjustment

knob
4. coarse adjustment

knob
5. diaphragm
6. body

12. The following are the steps you should take when using a micro-
scope. These steps are listed out of sequence. Write 1 next to the
first step, 2 next to the second step, and so forth to indicate the
correct sequence of the procedure.

a. Bring the specimen into sharp focus.
b. Place the slide on the stage.
c. Bring the specimen into approximate focus.
d. Raise the objective lenses.
e. Set the low power objective lens.
f. Select the proper objective lens, and rotate it in place.
g. Lower the objective lenses.

13. In order to lower the objective lenses, what should you

a. fine adjustment knob
b. diaphragm
c. illuminator switch
d. coarse adjustment knob

9

14. How would you clean the lenses of the mi oscope?

a. Wipe them with a wet paper towel.
b. Dust them with a duster.
c. Spray Windex, and clean them with a sheet of paper towels.
d. Clean them with lens paper and lens cleaner.
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15. When you store the microscope, you should make sure that its stage
is:

a. shiny.
b. damp.
c. dry.
d. oily.

Gilx the completed test to your instrictor. Mter your insthictor
checks yaw test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
test.
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Ithswers to Posttest

1. b

2. a

3. a

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. b

8. c

9. c

10. a. diaphragm
b. fine adjustment knob
c. coarse adjustment knob
d. stage
e. objective (or objective lens)
f. eyepiece
g. illuminator switch

11. a. 5
b. 6
C. 3
d. 2
e. 4
f. 1

12. a. 6
b. 3
c. 5
d. 1
e. 2
f. 7
g. 4

13. d

14. d

15. c
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l'erformtmee Checklist
A-1 Microscopy

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Com men

1. Place the microscope securely
before you.

2. Raise the objective lenses.

3. Set the low power objective lens.

4. Place the slide on the stage over
the hole.

5. Turn on the illuminator.

6. Adjust the diaphragm to have maximum
amount of light pass through the
specimen.

7. Lower the objective lens by turning
the coarse adjustment knob.

8. Bring the specimen into approximate
focus by raising the objective lens with
the coarse adjustment knob.

9. Bring the specimen into sharp focus
by using the fine adjustment knob.

10. Adjust the opening of the diaphragm
to have an evenly lighted field.

11. Determine the magnifying power you
need.

12. Select the proper objective lens,
and rotate it in place.

13. Refocus the specimen by using the
fine adjustment knob.

14. Make sure the specimen is in sharp
focus.
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Evaluator's Eating
* NA** Comments

15. Clean up the station and the
microscope.

16. Perform the tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: ma Acceptable
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Block VI: Criminal-is-tics
Unit Al Basic Foroftsic Examinations
Section 2: BlOod Examination
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Upon completion of this section, your students should l==te able t0 the

following on a written test:

1. Given statements concerning what blood evidence an provide,
identify those which indicate the forensic value of F=Iloodstain
evidence.

2. Identify or describe four componen s of blood and tWrie functiong of
each component.

Given hypothetical situations at the crime scene, ientIty the t7rop
ways of handling bloodstain evidence as a law enfor---eetnent vfticsr,

4. Identify three basic questions a crime laboratory entalyst should try
to answer when analyzing blood specimerks coiieotec frorn the uelrne
scene.

5. Identify the purpose and procedures of a leuco-inalawchite test,
precipitin t est, and microscopic test.

6. Identify the procedures for preparing a blood sinew slide,

7. Given the reactions of blood in hypothet- al serol ea.l tests,
identify blood types.

Given all riecessary equipment and supplies (microope, two liquid
blood samples, bottle of Wright's stain, bottle of stain buffet., nsid
several microscope slides), your students should preziniv tWo Plulad
smear slide. Evaluate your students' performanQes usim Perfor.
mance Checklists VI: A-2a and VI: A-2b. Their petb=rrnances Ong
the tasks listed in the checklists should be rated (acceptably:)fer
both

2. Given all necessary eqUipment and supplies (four glas slid th-

picks, antiA blood serlarn,and anti-B blood serurn), Tour students
should be able to identify blood types of two blood sweamples ty exn-
ducting an cigen-emtibody examinations. Evaluate yomur atudetitm per-
formances using Performance Checklist VI: A-2b. `Iwseir pertor,.
mances on all the tasks listed in the checklist shoulda be rated "4"
(acceptable) for both eXaminations.
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kstLuetional Guide

1. I-lave your students follow the sequence re-...commended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Discuss the forensic value of blood evidefie and blood identifica-
tion. Give examples of situations where bood identification leads
to confirmation of the suspect of a erirne. Introduce any examples
from your own experience.

3. Make transparency masters or obtain andic=wisual materials which
how the components of blood and their fulunctions. Discuss

-.components and functions.

Discuss responsibilities of a law enforceront officer in handling
---Dlood evidence at the crime scene: identie7ying, photographing,
-Apbtaining, safeguarding, and transferring- 1)--lood evidence.

5. :Xiiscuss the work of a crime laboratory ailatalyst in testing:

moo whether the blood obtained from the cri=ne scene is actually
blood

was whether it is human blood er animal Waled
which blood type it is

ma. which enzyme type it is.

6 1.41hen students are ready for the practical xercises, provide them
wwvith a large assortment of blood film stanards which include

pecimens of persons with blood diseases, bnormal cells, and
Intoxicated blood.

7. Ilhecic your students' work on identifieatiQr 74 and analysis of each
lood film. After you are confident that pczour students are able to

Wdentify blood correctly, let them continue on with the next part of
Wilis section.

R. liscuss three ways of obtaining liquid blooz:=1 for microscopic exami-
r-lations. Discuss the purpose of each exairrnation.

9. M3iscuss safety precautions concerning the I--iandling of blood and
-.)loodstained materials in the laboratory.

W)emonstrate how to prepare blood smear saaides.

11. =ompare the cell structures of blood prepa=ed on the slides with
hose of the standard slides. Have student identify normal and any
ttbnormal cells.

riscuss A-B-0 system of blood grouping.

1iemonstrate the procedures of examining Lz=31ood for blood type
i-clentification.
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14, Ask sudents to summarize the important pothts covered in this
se etico-en.

provie all necessary equipment and supplies for students'
perfor--rnance tests and practical exercises.

16. Have tudents conduct nonspecific chemical tests arid check their
worK.

17. Have '11.:dents prepare blood smear slides and compare cell
Struetuoures and other characteristics of the blood with those of thestanclards.

18. Hove tudents examine blood samples from the blood bank for blood
type icentification, and check their work.

19. Reviewnw and discuss the results of your students' work.
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Oppowting Actiydties

Shcow bloodstained fterns which can be collected from the crime
scene.

Ins.rite a law enforcement officer and a crime laboratory analyst to
pre:sent their experiences concerning the forensic value of blood
evidence through blood identification and blood analysis.

Met Ice a field trip to a crime laboratory for all areas of forensic
rniicroscopic work such as blood identification, fiber identification,
soil identification, hair identification, and so forth.
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18. To expose the negative and photographic paper to light in the
printing frame, what should you use?

I. the enlarger light
II. the safelight

a. lonly
b. Ilonly
c. either I or II
d. neither I nor H

19. When should you determine the exposure time for processing
contact prints?

a. after washing the prints with water
b. after air drying them
c. after they have been in the stop bath for thirty seconds
d. after they have been in the fixer for about one minute

20. If the test contact prints were too light, light exposure t me must
have been:

a. too long.
b. too short.
a. about right.
d. the same as that recommended by the manufacturer of the

developer.

21. When processing an enlargement, you should place the negative in
the carrier with the emulsion (dull) side:

a. down.
b. up.
c. either up or down.
d. facing plain white bond paper.

22. here should you place the negative when processing
enlargements?

a. on the printing frame
b. in the enlarger head
c. on the enlarging paper
d. on the projection print scale

23. How long should you expose the enlarging paper to the enlarger
light?

a. about one minute
b, about two minutes
c. about thirty minutes
d. about sixty minutes
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24. What is the main purpose of completing the photo record?

a. to keep a chain a custody of evidence
b. to have it filed with the FBI or in a local law enforcement

agency
c. for the evaluation of the performances of laboratory

technicians or law enforcement officers
d. to keep track of the activities of photographers

25. Which of the following information should be included in the photo-
negative record? (Choose all correct answers.)

a. the case number
b. the date and time when the picture was taken
c. the lens opening and the shutter spoed
d. the paper developer

"ye the completed test to your iitructor.. After your instructor
cheds your test, ask him/her whether you may' take the performance
test (VI: B-2).
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era to Poatest I: B-2

2. b

3. d

4. c

5. a

6. d

7. b

8. a

9. d

10. d

11. a

12. a

13 c, d

14. c

15 a. enlarger
b. printing frame

16. e

17. d

18. a

19. d

20. b

21. a

22. b

23. a

24. a

25- a, b, c
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Performance Checklist
VI: B-2a Proceaqing Negatives

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Coramen s

Tasks

1. Assemble all necessary equipment and
materials.

2. Mix the developer according to the
manufacturer's instructions packaged
with the developer.

3. Mix the stop bath according to
the manufacturer's instructions.

4. Mix the fixer according to the
manufacturer's instructions.

5. In total darkness, load the film into
the developing tank.

6. Determine the developing time and set
the timer accordingly.

7. Process the film with the developer,
stop-bath, and fixer solutions.

Wash the film under gently running
water for 30 to 45 minutes.

9. Dry the film.

10. Examine the negatives for quality,
and identify the possible causes
for any signs of poor quality.

11. Complete the photo-negative record.

12. Perform all these tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Kvaluatoris Rating
A NA Comments

Products

1. freedom from

streaks
regular spots along edge
fogging or blackness along edge
spotty, fingermark stains.

2 sharpness and naturalness of
contrast

3. clarity of image

142
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Student,* .,.Arnet

Evoltipi-

ance Checklist
V2b Making Contact Prints

Date:

Evaluator's Rating
NA** Comments

Tasks

1. sei &e th e quipment and
!That

2. Prepara Vie chemicals (developer, stop
bath, and fixer) according to the
manufacturer's instructions.

3. Arrange four trays.

4. Cut the negative film into strips.

5. Place the photographic paper and the
strips of negative film in the printing
frame with their emulsion sides facing
each other.

6. Expose the strips of negative film
and the paper to the enlarger light
for eight seconds.

7. Process the photographic paper with
the developer, the stop bath, and the
fixer.

8. Determine the exposure time.

9. Discard the test print.

10. Process the contact prints again
with the exposure time determined
in Step 8.

11. Wash the prints.

12. Dry the prints.

13. Perform the tasks in an appropriate
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Rvaluatorla Ratu
A NA Comments

1. sharpness and naturalness of
contrast

2. clarity of image
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Checklist
ar e rn ents

Student's Name:

Evaluator:

A*

Date:

nator's Bating
NA** Comments

Tasks

1. Assemble the equipment and
materials.

2. Prepare the chemicals (developer,
stop bath, and fixer) according to
manufacturer's instructions.

3. Place the negative in the carrier with
the emulsion side down, and then place
the carrier into the enlarger.

4. Focus the negative and turn off the
enlarger light.

5. Place the enlarging paper with the prl-
jection print scale in the printing frame,
and turn the enlarger light on.

6. Process the enlarging paper with the
developer, stop bath, and fixer.

7. Determine the exposure time and dis-
card the test enlargement.

Reset the timer for the new exposure
time, and repeat the process for
enlargement.

9. Examine the enlarged print, and
repeat the process as necessary.

10. Wash the enlarged print.

11. Dry the enlarged print.

12. Complete the photo-enlargement
record.

13. Complete the task in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Evaluator's

NA Comrnents

1. sharpness a_nd naturalness of
contrast

2. lighting (or exposure)

3. sharpness of focus

4. clarity of image
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit B: Basic Forensic Photography
Section 3: Personal Identification Photography
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Objectives

Kn_ 1

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Given descriptions or examples of four types of identification photo-
graphs, identify each type by name.

2. Identify the purposes of close-up, full-length, surveillance, and
lineup photographs.

3. Identify basic, general procedures for taking front and profile, full-
length, surveillance, and lineup photographs.

Performance Objectives

Given a camera, a roll of film, photoflood lamps, a tripod, subjects
(maybe other students), and a lineup report, each student should (1) take
four close-up identification photographs (two front and two profile), two
full-length photographs, and a lineup photograph; (2) produce an
enlargement of each photograph taken; and (3) complete the lineup
report.

You or your aide will evaluate your students' performances and pro-
ducts, using the performance checklist included in this Guide. All of
their performances and products as listed on the checklist should be
rated "A" (acceptable).

NOTE: Since taking surveillance photos can involve activities that may
not be practical for students to do, taking this kind of photograph is not
included in the performance objectives.
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hofruetional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Emphasize the importance of personal identification photography in
the criminal justice field for identification of general and specific
characteristics.

Show examples of four types of personal identification photographs:
(1) front and profile close-up photographs, (2) full-length photo-
graphs, (3) surveillance photographs, and (4) lineup photographs.

4. Discuss the purpose of each of these different types of photographs.

5. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures for taking each of the four
types of identification photographs.

6. Point out the importance of completing the photo-negative record,
the photo-enlargement record, and the lineup report.

7. Review the basic procedures for producing enlargements, if
necessary.
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1. Encourage your students to take close-up, full-length, and lineup
photographs of one another as subjects.

2. Have students bring (or you should collect) samples of four types of
personal identification photographs, and have students identify the
characteristics from each photograph.

3. Ask students to take surveillance photographs.

4. Help the students produce contact prints and enlargements of the
photographs they have taken.

5. Discuss the problems they have encountered when taking photo-
graphs and producing enlargements.

6. Discuss their work, pointing out its strengths and weaLmesses.
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ii

1. camera(s)

2. film

tripod(s)

4. photoflood lamps

5. lineup reports

6. photo-negative records (optional)

NOTE: You may want to reproduce the photo-negative record and the
lineup report included in this section.
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(Add any reference materials available to you.)

Basic Police Photography. Rochester, N.Y.: Eastman Kodak Company,
Consumer Markets Division.

Siljander, R. P. Applied poire Photography. Springfield, 111.:
Charles C. Thomas, 1976.

Various camera anufacturcr.,' manuals
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Audiovisual Materials

(List any audiovisual mrAterials available to you.)
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PHOTC GATIVE RECORD

Photographer Develo

Development time old temperature

Case No. Film Roll No. Camera Format

FRAME
NUMBER

f
SETTING

SHUTTER
SPEED

LENS
mm

CAMERA
HEIGHT

CAMERA
DISTANCE

FILTER LIGHTING LOCATION AND
SUBJECT

TIME DATE

1

3

4

5

6

7

10

11

12

13

14

15

15

17

16

19

20

21

n
23

24

25

26

27

2

29

30

31

32
33

NOTES:
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Investigator

LINEUP REPORT

Case Number

Location of Lineup

The lineup was composed of the following persons:

No.

1.

Name

Date Time

3.

4.

5.

Sispeets : No.

No.

Identifying witnesses were:

No. Name

1.

3.

4.

Photographer

Frame No.

Signatures:

Investigator

Photographer

F-

Name

Name

Came a

Number Identified

No.

No.

No.

No.

sed
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This pretest will show yuu how much you already know abit the
covered and what to look for in this section. 11 you do well on
test, your instructor may let you skip this section o pert of it.
cannot mower a question, simply go to the next q.iesti

If an investigator wants to photograph c characteristics of a
victim, such as a scar or a bruise, what ijkh.. f identification
photograph should the investigator take?

2. What type of identification photograph is not usually used as the
primary identification photograph, but is used in addition to other
identification photographs?

3. Suppose that six people who seem to be related to the crime are
photographed standing in line so that witnesses can identify the
suspect. What type of identification photograph is being taken?

4. What is the pizpose of a close-up identification photograph?

What is the purpose of a lineup identification photograph?

What is the purpose of a surveillance photograph?

7. What is the purpose of a full-length identification photograph?

8. When you take a personal identification photograph, you should set
your shutter speed and lens opening according to
and

9. How would you arrange the lighting for a close-up iden ification
photograph?
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10. What are the positions of the subject for clo- -up (front and
profile) photographs?

11. What type of camera would you use for a surveillance ph aph?

12. How would you arrange the lighting for a lineup photograph?

13. What forms should you complete after taking the lineup photograph?

Mter you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor- Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (VI: B-3).
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"drawers to Pretest (VI: _

1. a close-up identification photograph (or front and pro Lle
identification photographs)

2. a full-length identification photograph

3. a lineup photograph

4. to show specific characteristics of a victim or a suspect

5. to identify the suspect among several other people

6. to preserve the crime scene

7. to compare the subject's characteristi _stype of clothing, build,
and heightwith those of the suspect

8- light available and film sensitivity

9. Place one photoflood lamp four feet to the left and another four
feet to the right of the subject at 45-degree angles.

10. sitting or standing

11. 35mm, singl--lens reflex

12. Place a series of photoflood lamps in front of the lineup of people.

13. photo-negative record and lineup report
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Postt VI: B-3)

For (*motions 1-4, four types of identification photographs are listed in
the left column. Their piwposes are listed in the right Column. Match
each purpose with the type of photograph it applim to by writing the
letter of each purpose next to the matching name.

Name

surveillance photograph

2. close-up photograph

3. lineup photograph

4. full-length photograph

Purpose

a. to identify Injuries
and wounds the vic-
tim or the subject
has as a result of
the crime

b. to identify the
suspect among
several other people
to preserve the
crime scene
to compare the
subject's character-
isticstype of
clothing, build, and
heightwith those
of the suspect

For questions 5-15, circle the letter next to each correct answer.

5. A law enforcement officer presents a 2 x 2-inch photograph of a
woman that shows a scar on her neck and a bruise under her left
eye. What type of identification photograph is this9

a. a close-up photograph
b. a full-length photograph
c. a surveillance photograph
d. a Lineup photograph

6. What type of identification photograph is taken from a hidden
observation point in a van equipped with security devices9

a. a close-up photograph
b. a full-length photograph
c. a surveillance photograph
d. a lineup photograph

7. Suppose you are looking at a 2 1/2 x 2 1/2-inch photograph of a man.
You can tell that this man's right leg is shorter than the left one and
that he has a slender build. What type of identification photograph
are you looking at?

a. a close-up photograph
b. a full-length photograph
a. a surveillance photograph
d. a lineup photograph

6
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8. Suppose you are taking a picture of seven people, one of whom is a.criminal suspect, while a witness is looking at them to identify the
suspect. What type of identification photograph are you taking?

a. a close-up photograph
b. a full-length photograph
c, a surveillance photograph
d. a lineup photograph

9. For close-up identification photographs how should you ar ange the
lighting?

a. Place one photoflood lamp four feet to the left and another four
feet to the right of the subject at 45-degree angles.

b. Place four photoflood lamps four feet to the back, front, left,
and right of the subject.

e. Place a series of photoflood lamps in front of the subject.
d. Place two photoflood lamps in front and two at the back of the

subject.

10. Two students are discussing clase-up (front and profile) photo-
graphs. Student A s.-,ys that the subject must sit down for this type
of photograph. Student B says that the subject can either sit down
or stand. Who is right?

a. Student A only
b. Student B only
c. both Student A and Student B
d. neither Student A nor Student B

11. If you had placed the camera four feet in front of the subject for
front and profile close-up photographs, how far should you place
the camera for full-length photographs'i

a. six feet from the subject
b. ten feet from the subject
c. where the subject's full length is visible in the viewfinderd. where the camera gets the clearest view of the subject

12. Which type of camera should you use for a surveillance photograph?

a. a 35mm, single-lens reflex camera
b. a 35mm, twin-lens reflex camera
c. a fixed-focus camera with an extension framed. any type of camera

13. When taking lineup photographs, how should you arrange the
lighting?

a. Place two photoflood lamps in front of and at the back of the
lineup four feet away.

b. Plaee two photoflood lamps four feet to the left and to the
right of the person standing at the end of the line.

c. Place four photoflood lamps around the lineup.
d. Plaee a series of photoflood lamps focused on a background.
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14. After taking the lineup photographs, what should you complete?

I. photo-negative record
II. lineup report

a. I only

b. If only

c. both I and II

d. neitherinorfl

ive the completed test to ymw instructor. Mter your izuetor
test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
).
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1. c

2. a

3. b

4. d

5. a

6. c

7. b

8. d

9. a

10. b

11. c

12. a

13. d

14. c

VI: B4 Personil Identfieát1ón Phôfography
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Performanee Checklist
VI: B-3 Personal identification Photogaphy

Studenth Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
NA** Comments

Tasks

For Close-up Photographs

1. Make sure the camera has unexposed
film in it.

2. Adjust the shutter 3peed and lens open-
ing according to lighting conditions
and film sensitivity.

3. Make a simple lighting arrangement
with two lamps.

4. Take two pictures of the subject from
the front and two pictures of the
subject's profile.

For FulI-LEth Photographs

1. Make sure the camera has unexposed
film in it.

2. Adjust the shutter speed and lens
open-

3. Make a simple lighting arrangement
with two lamps.

4. Take two pictures of the subject in
fuli length.

For Lineup Photographs

1. Make sure the camera has unexposed
film in it.

2. Arrange the lighting with a series of
photoflood lamps.

3 Set up the camera on a tripod in front
of the lineup,

*A: Acceptable
*NA: Not Acceptable 890
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llvaltattor's Rating
NA Comments

TEMiCS

4. Adjust the shutter speed and lens
opening.

5. Focus the camera on the center of
the group.

6. Make sure there are no suggestive
markings in view at the lineup.

7. Take a picture of the lineup.

8. Complete the lineup report.

For All Photographs

1. Complete the photo-negative record.

2. Complete the tasks listed above in an
acceptable amount of time.

Products

NOTE: Since the students' performances and products for objectives requiring the development
of negatives and enlargements were evaluated in Section 2, these objectives are not included in
this section. You may, however, want to check students' identification photographs, as follows:

Each close-up photograph should show individual (specific) characteristics of the person
photographed.

Each full-length photograph should show identification characteristics, such as clothing
build, and height, of the person photographed.

Each lineup photograph should clearly show everyone in the group photographed.

891
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit B: Bwic Forensic Photography
Section 4: Evidence Photography
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Knowl

Performan-

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Identify lens opening, shutter speed, and focusing for normal-lens
magnification photography.

2. Given descriptions, magnification ranges, and/or examples of four
magnification levels of evidence photography, identify each level.

Describe three items of comparative photography and two examples
of results of comparative photography.

4. Identify the desirable degree of magnification, type of camera, or
magnification devices needed for fingerprint photography.

Identify procedures for preparing fingerprint photographs for
courtroom display.

Given access to a camera, film, close-up lenses, a macroextension
device, manufacturer's manual, darkroom facilities, and objects to be
photographed, your students should be able to perform the following
twks.

1. Take pictures of objects for each of the following:

a. normal-lens magnification photography
b. close-up photography
c. macrophotography

2. Take pictures of objeats for evidence comparison (comparative
photography).

3. Photograph latent and Ink-rolled iingerprints for a fingerprint
comparison.

4. Photograph a mock crime scene or accident scene. (Optional)

You or your aide will evaluate your students' performanees and
products using the performance checklist included in this Guide.
Their performances and products should be rated "A" (acceptable ) on
ail of the items listed on the checklist.

893
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Guide

Have yrur students follow the sequence recommended in How to Jse
the Student Guide.

2. Discuss four magnification levels of evidence photography: their
definitions, descriptions, magnification ranges, and examples.

Demonstrate how to take normal-lens magnification photographs,
close-up photographs with close-up lenses, and macrophotographs
with supplementary equipment. If you have audiovisual materials
which illustrate these procedures, show them to your students.

4. Discuss the purpose, examples, and procedures of comparative
photography.

5. Discuss the desired degree of magnification for fingerprint
photographs, the types of supplementary camera devices, and the
preparation of fingerprint photographs for courtroom display.

6. Discuss basic photographic skills needed for crime-scene (or
accident-scene) photography.

7. Review the basic procedures for producing negatives and
enlargements, if necessary.

594
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Supporling Activities

If you have access to evidence photouaphs, bring them to class so
that students can categorize them into four levels according to the
magnification of each.

2. Display examples of four magnification levels of evidence photo-
graphs, of comparative photographs, and of photographs of finger-
prints prepared for courtroom display.

Divide your students into several groups and give them group proj-
ects: normal-lens magnification photographs for Group A, close-up
photographs for Group B, and so on. Have each group report its own
work and critique the work of the other groups.

895
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li

1. camera(s)

2. rolls of film

3. close-up lenses

4. macroextension device(s)

5. darkroom facilities and supplies

6. items that can serve as objects for evidence photography

896
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Referen

a manufacturers' manuals.

121:_phy Through the Microscope. Kodak Data Book No. P-2.
Rochester, N.Y.: Eastman Kodak Company, Consumer Markets
Division.

Roberts, Boyd D., and Sharp, Grady P. Individualized Leaing7_
stems: Fundamentals of Investi a 'ye Photo a h Printed

Modules. Salem, Oreg.: Oregon Department o Education, 1976.

"Copy and Close-Up Photography,'

"Crime Scene Photography"
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Audiovisual Materiab

(List any audiovisual materiaN available to you.)

898
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Pret VT: 8-4)

This pretest vn.11 show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this seclion. If you do well on 'Fhb pre-
test, your instructor may let you skip thig section or part of it if you
cannot answer a question, simPly go to the next question.

1. If you want to take a picture of a typewriter to show its details at
ten percent of actual size without using any special lens or equip-
ment, you should set your f-number and shutter speed according to

and film sensitivity, and focus to the
marked distance on the focusing ring.

2. Suppose a police officer shows you a picture of a coffeepot which
reveals details clearly at about ten percent of actual size. What
type of magnification photography is this picture?

What is the main purpose for taking photographs of evidence?

4. What level of photography is required for items that are too small
for close-up photography and too large for microphotography?

The fonowing three items are magnification ranges of three levels of
evidence photography. Wete the correct level of photography next to
each magnification range.

5. 1.0 (actual size) to over 10 times ac ual size:

6. 10 to 1000 times actual size:

7. 10 percent to 100 percent of actual size:

8. List two examples of possible results of comparative photography.

List tiree items which can be photographed comparatively for
cour room display.
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10. What is the desirable magnification for fingerprint photographs?

11. What type of camera would you use for fingerprint photo aphs
without a special lens.

12. In order to prepare fingerprint photographs for courtroom display,
basically what five things should you do?

13. What is the main purpose of taking a series of crime-scene or
accident-scene) photographs?

14. For overall views of a crime scene, you would need
depth of field.

15. Two students discuss crime-scene photography. Student A says
that a police officer should take close-up lenses and macroexten-
sion devices to the scene. Student B says that as long as the
officer has a good camera with a 50mm normal lens, s(he) does not
need close-up lenses or extension devices. Who is right?

After you rmish this pretest, give it to youz insteuetor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (VI B-4).

9 9 0
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Answers to (VI: 8-0

1. light available, closest

2. normal-lens magnification photography

3. to show the exact position of evidence befo e it is touched

4. macrophotography

5. macrophotography

6. microphotography

7. close-up photography

8. itny two examples that are similar to the following are correct:

Broken headlight glass found on the crime scene matches with
the suspect's vehicle.

Foot impressions found on the er e scene match with the
suspect's shoe.

A typewritten memo found on the crime scene matches with the
suspect's typewriter.

A bullet hole found on the crime scene does not match with the
suspect's gun and bullets.

9. Any three of the following types are co rect:

handwriting
typewritten specimen
broken knife blade
broken headlight glass
footprint impression
tire-print impression

10. actual size (1:1, or one-to-one)

11. 1:1, or one-to-one, cgmera

12. Enlarge the photographs of both types of fingerprints.

Mount the photographs (enlargements) of both latent and ink-
rolled fingerprints side by side on an 8 x 10-inch card.

Prepare vertical rows of numbers on the edges of both prints.

Identify specific characteristics of both fingerprints by drawing a
line froth each characteristic to a number.

Photograph the master.
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13. to establish the relationship of evidence to the overall related
circumstances

14. maximum (or la est)

15. Student A

9 02
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Posttest (VI: 13-0

For items 1-8, four magnification levels of evidence pho
1Lsted below. Also listed are statemeras relating to each leveL Next to

ch statement, write the letter of the level demvibed.

a. normal-lens magnification photography
b. close-up photography
C. macrophotography
d. microphotography

1. It is usually used to show the exact position of very small
items of evidence before they are touched.

2. You can use a normal lens with a supplementary extension
device for this type of photography.

It is used for items that are too small for close-up
photogTaphs and too large for microphotography.

4. You can magnify an item from 10 to possibly 1000 times its
actual size by this level of photography.

5. Its magnification range is from 10 percent of actual size to
100 percent.

6. You should use a small lens opening, adjust shutter speed
according to light available and film speed, and focus to the
closest marked distance on the focusing ring for this level of
photography.

7. Suppose your supervisor asked you to photograph a type-
writer to show its details at about ten percent of its actual
size.

8. You would want to use this level to photograph a scar made
by a knife to show its detail a little larger than actual size.

For lions 9-15, circle the letter next to each correct answer.

9. Ail of the following may be magnified well for comparative
photography except which one?

a. tire-print impressions
b. overview of an accident scene
c. handwritings
d. fingerprints

9 P.) 3
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10. Which two of the following indicate the results of comparative
photography?

a. A piece of tire obtained at the scene of a hit-and-run accident
matches with the remaining part of the tire on a suspect's
vehicle.

b. The type of blood obtained from physical evidence on the crime
scene does not match with the suspect's blood type.

a. A strand of hair found in a victim's car is matched with the
suspect's beard.

d. Handwriting found on a piece of a note obtained from the crime
scene matches with the suspect's handwriting.

11. When taking photos of ink-rolled fingerprints, at what size should
you photograph them?

a. ten percent of actual size
b. actual size
c. twice the actual size
d. ten times bigger than actual size

12. Cindy Emd Carl are planning to photograph fingerprints. Cindy
recommends using a one-to-one camera. Carl recommends using
one or two close-up lenses. Who is right?

a. Cindy only
b. Carl only
c. both Cindy and Carl
d. neither Cindy nor Carl

13. Two students discuss fingerprint photography. Student A says that
photographs of latent fingerprints are sufficient for courtroom
presentation. Student B says that both latent grid ink-rolled
fingerprints should be photographed and presented at the
courtroom. Who is right?

a. Student A only
b. Student B only
c. both Student A and Student B
d. neither Student A nor Student B

14. In order to prepare fingerprint photographs for courtroom display,
you should do all of the following except which one?

a. Make sure the size of each photograph is 8 x 10 inches.
b. Mount photographs of fingerprints to be compared side by side

on a card.
c. Prepare vertical rows of numbers on the edges of both prints.
d. Identify specific characteristics on both prints by drawing a line

from each characteristic to a number.
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15. guppose you are a police officer and report to the crime scene.
There you find (1) a wounded victim lying on the ground, (2) a
damaged vehicle with its left headlight glass broken, (3) a piece of
broken knife, and (4) the contents of the victim's purse on the
ground. What and how would you photograph at the crime scene?
(Choose all correct answers.)

a. an overview of the scene; with normal lens at the maximum
depth of field

b. the victim's wound, broken headlight glass, broken knife, and
fingerprints on any physical evidence; with an extension tube or
a bellows extension

c. the victim's wound, damaged areas on the car, and contents of
the victim's purse; with close-up lenses

d. several strands of hair found on the car seat, a blood stain on
the victim's shirt, and fibers of cloth at the car door; with a
camera and microscope

Give the completed twt to yom iifructor. Mter your instructor
checks your test, ask him/her whether you may take the performancetest (v B-4)

9 5
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co

1. b

2. c

3. c

4. d

5. b

6. a

7. a

8. c

9. b

10. a, d

11. b

12. c

13. b

14. a

15. a, b, c
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Performance Checklist
VI: 5-4 Taking and Producing Evidence Photographs

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

raluator's Rating
NA** Commen

Tasks

For Normal-Lens Magnification Phot

1. Inform the instructor of the object to
be photographed.

2. Take a picture of the object (a) using
a normal 50mm lens and (b) focusing
the camera to the closest marked
distance on the focusing ring.

For Close-Up Phot

1. Inform the instructor o_ the object
to be photographed.

2. Determine the degree of magnification,
and select the correct close-up
lens.

3. Attach the close-up lens to the normal
lens.

4. Measure the distance using the lens
manufacturer's chart.

For Macrophotography

1. Lnform the instruetor of the object
to be photographed.

2. Obtain an extension device.

3. Attach the device to the camera, follow-
ing the manufacturer's instructions.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable

9 7
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Evaluator's Rating
A NA Commen

Tasks

For comparative Photography

1. Inform the instructor of the objects
(the evidence item and the item
suspected of matching the evidence
item) to be photographed.

2. Select the correct lens or extension
device to magnify the objects
appropriately.

3. Take pictures of both items.

Fingerprint Photag raphy

1. Obtain the latent and ink-rolled finger-
prints to be photographed.

2. Select the correct camera, close-up
lens, or extension device to produce

one-to-one magnification of finger-
prints.

3. Photograph both latent print and ink-
rolled fingerprint.

4. Enlarge the photographs of these two
types of fingerprints.

5. Check them to make sure they show
matching areas.

6. Make a master of these two finger-
prints by placing them side by side.

Photograph the master.

F or Accident-Scene no

1. Take an overview photo of the scene-

2. Take pictures of small items of physical

evidence, using close-up lenses or an
extension device.

9 0 8
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Evaluator's Rating
NA Comments

Twins

For AU Photography

1 Perform all tasks in an appro-
priate amount of time.

2. Produce an 8 x 10-inch enlargement
for each photograph taken.

Products

NOTE: Since the students' performances and products for objectives requiring the development
of negatives and enlargements were evaluated in Section 2, these objectives are not included in
this section. You may, however, want to check students' evidence photographs, as follows:

Photographs taken to represent the three magnification levels should show each image in
the appropriate level of magnification.

Photographs taken to show a comparison of two items (the evidence item an t... the item
suspected of matching the evidence item) should show matching images in the appropri te
level of magnification.

The master photograph of the two fingerprints (latent and ink-rolled) should show
matching areas side by side and appropriately enlarged.

9 9
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Block VI: Crirninalistics
Unit C: Fingerprint Technology
Section 1: Taking Fingerprints
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lives

Knowledge Objectives

Performance Objective

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

I. Identify the five items of equipment necessary for taking
fingerprints.

2. Identify in sequence the tasks involved in taking a good set of
fingerprints.

3. Identify at least four common rules to follow for high-quality
fingerprints.

Given the necessary fingerprinting equipment and subjects, your
students should produce two sets (cards) of fingerprints. You or your
aide will evaluate their performances on the following tasks and the
quality of the product using the performance checklist included in this
Guide. Their performances should be rated "A" (acceptable) on the
tasks &rid products on both cards.

911
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IristrAictional Gui

1. Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Emphasize the importance of taking clear, legible fingerprints.
Emphasize also that fingerprinting is an exact technology and does
not allow for any mistakes.

Show a fingerprint card to the students and explain the steps they
should follow when filling out the card.

4. Demonstrate and discuss the procedures for taking fingerprints.
Use audiovisual materials available to you.

5. Point out that a gun should never be worn while taking an
individual's fingerprints and that the officer or technician should
always remaLn in control of the person being fingerprinted.

6. Discuss four common rules to follow for high-quality fingerprints.
Point out the common mistakes made in taking fingerprints.

7. Provide the students with all necessary equipment and subjects to
take sets of fingerprints for their practical exercises.

8. Discuss the strengths and weaknesses of each student's products
after the practical exercises.

9. After the students pass the posttest, provide them with all
necessary equipment and subjects to take two sets of fingerprints
for the performance test.

10. Have your students keep all five cards of fingerprints (three from
the practical exercise and two from the performance test). They
will use these cards in, the next two sections.

912



tirkg Activities

1 Display the best quality fingerprints. Make sure to display all typesof fingerprint patterns.

2. Make a field trip to the fingerprint section (identification section) ofa law enforcement agency.



'ibois, Equipment, end

inking plate

2. fingerprint cards

NOM: You may want to make dummy fingerprint cards which are
photocopies of a fingerprint card with fictitious information in the
description blocks.

3. fingerprint card holder

4. printer's ink

5. roller

6. alcohol

7. cotton balls

91 4
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Reference Ma_

s: Classification and Uses. Washington:
Federal Bureau of investigation, U.S. Department of Justice, 1984.

(List any other materials available to you.)

NOTE: The following are references for all sections in this unit.

The Science of F.

.eyrint Training Manual. Washington: Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Identification Division, Technical Section, U.S.
Department of Justice, 1984.
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vL C-1)

This pretest will show you how much you already know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this section.. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. ff
you cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. List five items necessary for taking fingerprints.

2. When taking the rolled impression of the right index finger, in which
direction should you roll it?

How much pressure should the subject apply for a fingerprint?

4. In which order should you take fingerprints? Write the numbers 1-6
next to the names of fingers to indicate this sequence.

a. right thumb (flat impression)
b. left four fingers simultaneously (flat impression)
c. left fingers, individually (rolled impression)
d. right four fingers simultaneously (flat impression)
e. left thumb (flat impression)
f. right fingers individually (rolled impressions)

5. When you take the left fingerprints, on which side of the subject
would you stand?

6. Write the numbers 1-5 next to the following steps to show the proper
sequence of preparing and taking fingerprints.

a. Take rolled impressions.
b. Clean subject's fingertips.
c. Place fingerprint card in the holder.
d. Ink the plate.
e. Take flat impressions.

916
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our cornrrzon rules for taking good fingerprin s.

917
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Answers to Pretest (VI: C_

inking plate
fingerprint card
card holder
printer's ink
roller

2. from one side of the nal/ to the other side, toward the center of the
subject's body

3. You should not allow the subject to apply any pressure.

4. a. 5
b. 4
c. 2
d. 3
e. 6
f. 1

5. right side of the subject

6. a. 4
b. 3
c. 1
d. 2
e. 5

7. Ink the plate completely and evenly.
Do not allow subject's fingers to slip or twist.
Use the right kind and right amount of ink.
Clean the subject's fingertips and equipment.

918
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Postte3t (VI: C-1)

1. What are fire items of equipment necessary for taking fingerprints?

2. When you take the rolled impression of the left thumb, in which
direction would you roll it?

3. When you take the fingerprints, on which side of the subject would
you stand?

4. How much pressure should the subject use when taking fingerprin

5. Which of the following sets of sequences shows the correct order for
taking fingerprints?

Here are the fingers involved:

Print A: right thumb (flat impression)
Print B: left four fingers simultaneously (flat impressions)
Print C: right four fingers simultaneously (flat impressions)
Print n left fingers individually (rolled impressions)
Print E: right fingers individually (rolled impressions)
Print F: left thumb (flat impression)

Sequence: (Circle the correct lower case le

a. .B

c. D E C B
d. E

919
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List four cautions to which you should pay attention for takLng good
fingerprints.

7. Which of the following sets of steps shows the correct sequence of
preparing and taking fingerprints?

Here are the steps involved:

Step A: hlk the plate
Step B: take flat impressions
Step C: place fingerprint card in the holder
Step a take rolled impressions
Step E: clean subject's fingertips

Sequence: (Circle the correct lower case letter.)

a.
b.
c. C D B
d. C B D--

Give the completed test to your iintructor. After yaw instructor
checks your tcst, mk him/her whether you may take the performance
test.

92 o
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Answers to Peat- (VI: C-1)

inking plate
fingerprint card
card holder
printer's ink
roller

2. toward the center of the subject's body

3. left side of the subject

4. You should not allow the subject to apply any pressure.

5. d

6. Ink the plate completely and evenly.
Do not allow fingers to slip or twist.
Use the right kind and right amount of ink.
Clean the subject's fingertips.

7. c



Performance Checklist
VI: C-1 Taking Fingerprints ARD

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

1. Record the subject's history.

2. Set up work station properly.

3. Use correct type of ink.

4. Use correct amount of ink and roll
thin, even layer.

5. Locate subject and clean subje 's
fingertips properly.

6. Ink fingers properly by applying right
amount of pressure (without slipping)
and fully rolling them side to side.

7. Record the rolled impressions in correct
sequence in ten spaces on the fingerprint
card.

B. Provide the subject with cleaning
materials.

9. Clean the work station.

10. Perform tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

Product

1. complete

2. legible

3. clear

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable

922
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Performance Checklist
C-1 Takingigepçts SECOND CARD

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

1. Record the subject's history.

2. Set up work station properly.

3. Use correct type of ink.

4. Use correct amount of ink and roll
thin, even layer.

5. Locate subject and clean subject's
fingertips properly.

6. Ink fingers properly by applying right
amount of pressure (without slipping) and
fully rolling them side to side.

7. Record the rolled impressions in correct
sequence in ten spaces on the fingerprint
card.

8. Provide the subject with cleaning
materials.

9. Clean the work station.

10. Perform tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

Product

1. complete

2. legible

3. clear

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit C: Fhwerprint Technology
Section 2: Identifying Fingerprint Patterns

C-2 Identifying Fingerprint Pattern

924
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Objectivw

Performan =

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Define and/or identify at least seven out of nine terms used for
fingerprints.

2. Identify loop patterns:

Define and/or identify loop patterns.

Define radial and ulnar loops.

Given three loop pattern fingerprints, count ridges correctly for
all three fingerprints.

Given various patterns of fingerprints, identify radial and ulnar
loops at least twice.

Identify arch patterns:

Define plain and tented arch patterns.

Name four types of tented arches.

Given various patterns of fingerprints, identify plain arch and
tented arch at least twice.

4. Identify whorl patterns:

Define and identify whorl patterns.

Given various patterns of fingerprints, identify different types of
whorl patterns.

Assign a letter symbol for whorl tracing to three whorl patterns.

Given two sets of fingerprint cards which were produced in the previous
section, your students should identify and record the fingerprint
patterns, ridge counts, and whorl tracings on the five cards. You or
your aide will use the performance checklist which is included in this
Guide to evaluate the students' work. Their performances should be
rated "A" (acceptable) on the tasks in the checklist on both cards.

9 2 5
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histructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence recom ended in How to Use
thenStudent Guide.

2. Define terms, show several examples for each term, and have
students match the terms with examples.

3. Emphasize the importance of accurate identification of fingerprints.

4. Discuss how to identify different types of fingerprint patterns:

loop-type pattern fingerprintsPoint out essential elements of a
oop by showing examples of loop patterns and other fingerprint
types, asking students to identify loop patterns among many
illustrations, and giving feedback.

wch-type pattern fingerprintsShow examples of various types of
arch patterro, ask students to identify arch patterns, and give
feedback.

whorl-type pattern fingerprintsGive examples of various types
of whorl patterns and other fingerprint types; explain how to trace
ridges of whorl patterns.

5. Make transparencies using the transparency masters provided in this
Guide. Discuss rules for identification and ask students to identify
patterns shown in transparencies.

6. Discuss how to record pattern types and value symbols on the
fingerprint card.

7. Ask students to identify and record the symbols for fingerprint
patterns of all impressions in the five sets of fingerprints they took
in the previous section. Check their work. Identify points of
confusion and give each student extra explanations for clarification.

8. For the posttest, provide two sets of fingerprint cards with clearly
rolled, classifiable fingerprints on them.
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Display fingerprints on the bulletin board and ask students to
identify the patterns. (May include some of the fingerprints t e
students took in the previous section.)

2. Provide students with master keys to the identification of these
fingerprints. Have them check their own work. Provide them with
remedial instruction as needed.

Aak students to read the appropriate section in The Science of
Fhlgerprints: Classification and Uses for further Study.

927
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ment, and Suppli _

fingerprint cards studen s have taken and rated "A" on the
performance checklist (VI: C-1)

2. magnifiers

3. ridge counter (a finely sharpened pencil can be used for ridge tracing
and ridge counting)
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Pre

how much you already know about the sub
covered mid what to look for in this section. If you do well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you sldp this section or pert of it. U
you cannot mower a question, simply go to the next question.

1. What are ridges?

a. lines which fork or divide into several branches
b. lines shown in a fingerprint impression
c, lines which have been running parallel and begin to spread apart
d. lines which surround the pattern area

2. Lines
type Imes.

and in the following diagram show the

929
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3. Which of the following diagrams shows the pattern area correctly?

a.

b.

LI. Which of the following is the divergence?

a.

b.

93o

C.

d.

C.

d.
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5. Which point in the diagram below indicates the bifurca ion?

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

6. Focal points are:

a. the ridges in the central pocket loop.
b. the bifurcation within the pattern area .
c. the delta and the core.
d. the dots within the type lines.

7. What is the delta?

a. triangular point within the pattern area
b. approximate center point of the fingerprint impression
c. point near the center of the divergence of the tTpe lines
d. point at the bifurcation near the core

8. Which point in the diagram below shows the delta?

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

9. What is the core?

a. point on a ridge nearest the divergence of the type lines
b. point at the middle of a ridge running between the type lines
c. approximate center of the fingerprint impression
d. triangular form of the ridge within the pattern area
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10. Which point in the diagram below shoWs the core?

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

11. What are the shoulders of a loop?

a. in a loop pattern, the points at which the recurving ridge
definitely turns inward or curves

b. in a double loop whorl pattern, the ridges that whorl to make a
double loop

c. recurving ridges in a central pocket loop pattern
d. triangular forms of the ridges within the pattern a ea

12. In order to be a loop pattern fingerprint, the print has to have three
essential elements. List them below.

932
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13. Which two of the following show loop pattern fingerprints?

a.

b.

C.

933

=

d.

e.
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14. Define ulnar loops.

15. Define radial loops.

16. Which two of the follow ng show radial loops?

a. (right hand)

b. (right hand)

c. (right hand)

934

d. (left hand)

e. (left hand)

f. (left hand)
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17. Which two of the following show ulnar loops?

a. (right hand)

b. right hand)

c. (right hand)

41:

C-2 Identifying fingerprint Pa terns

d. (left hand)

(left hand)



18. Write the number of ridge counts for each of the following loop
patterns.

a.

b.

C.

936

Ridge count is

Ridge count is

Ridge count is
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19. In plain arches, the ridges do which three of the following?

a. enter on one side
b. make a couple circuit at the center
c. make a rise in the center
d. flow out on the side opposite to the entering side

20. in tented arches, the ridges do which thTee of the folio

a. enter one side
b. have a wavy appearance in the center
c. have a pointed appearance in the center
d. flow out on the opposite side

21. Which two of the following show the plain arche_]?

b.

9 3 7

e.
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22. Which two of the following show the tented arches?

a.

C.

d.

23. In order to be a whorl pattern, a fingerprint should meet fotn.
criteria. List these criteria.

938
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24. Which fotw of the fo o ing are whorl patterns? (Choose any type
of whorl.)

a.

e.
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25. What are the whorl tracings of each of the following impressions?
Write I, 0, or M for each to indicate their whorl tracings.

a.

b.

C.

Whorl tracing is

Whorl tracing is

Whorl tracing is

A/ter you finish this pretest, give it to your instructor. Ask him/her
whether you should study this section or take the posttest (VI: C-2).

940
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Answers to Pretest (VI: C-2)

1. b

2. B, D

3. d

4. d

5. b

6. c

7. a

8. d

9. c

10. a

11. a

12. It must have a delta. It must have a sufficient recurve which is
free of any appendages. There must be at least one ridge count
across a looping ridge.

13. c, d

14. MI ulnar loop is a loop pattern whose ridges flow toward the little
finger (ulna bone).

15. A radial loop is a loop pattern whose ridges flow toward the thumb
(radius bone

16. b, f

17. a, e

18. a. 20
b. 3
a. 15

19. a, c, d

20.

21. a, a

22 b, d

941
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It must have two deltas.
(2) At least one ridge should make a complete circuit.
(3) An imaginary line drawn between the two deltas touches or

crosses at least one of the recurying ridges within the inner
pattern area.

(4) The rectifying ridges in front of the innermost delta are free of
appendages.

24. b, e, 1, i

25. a. 0
b.
C.

942
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Posttest

1. What are the ridges of a fingerprint?

a. two innermost lines which sirround the pattern area
b. lines which fork or divide into several branches
c. lines which have been ruining parallel and are spreading apart
d. lines shown in a fingerprint impression

2. Lines
the type lines.

and in the following diagram indicate

3. Which of the following diagrams shows the pattern area correctly?
(Refer to the dark lines in the drawings.)

a.

b.

943

d.
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4. What is the divergence?

a. lines which are forked or divided into two branches
b. lines which have been running parallel and are spreading apart
c. lines which surround the pattern area
d. lines which are shown within the pattern area

Which point in the diagram below shows the bifurcation?

a. point A
b. point B
C. point C
d. point D

6. What are focal points (Choose all correct answers.)

a. delta and core
b. dots within the type lines
c. ridges in the central pocket loop
d. two points between which ridges are connected

7. Which two of the following describe the delta?

a. point at the bifurcation near the core
b. point near the center of the divergence of the type lines
c. point from which the ridges are counted for classification
d. approximate center point of the fingerprint impression

8. Which point in the diagram below shows the delta?

A
a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

94 4
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9. What is the core?

a. triangular point of the ridge within the pattern area
b. point on the ridge nearest the divergence of the type lines
c. point at the middle of a ridge running between the type lines
d. approximate center of the fingerprint impression

10. Which is the core in the diagram below?

a. point A
b. point B
c. point C
d. point D

11. The shoulders of a loop are:

a. the points at which the recurving ridge definitely turns inward,
in a loop pattern.

b. triangular forms of the ridges within the pattern area.
c. recurving ridges in a central pocket loop pattern.
d. the ridges which whorl to make a double loop in a double loop

pattern.

12. Which three of the following are the cri eria for a loop pattern
fingerprint?

a. It must have a delta.
b. It must have two cores.
c. It must have a sufficient recurve which is free of any

appendages.
d. There must be at least one ridge count across a looping ridge.

945
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13. Which two of the following are loop pattern fingerprints?

a.

b.

d.

14. An ulnar loop is a loop pa tern whose ridges flow toward the:

a. little finger.
b. right little finger.
c. thumb.
d. right thumb.

946
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15. A radial loop is a loop pattern whose ridges flow toward the:

a. little finger.
b. thumb.
c. right little finger.
d. right thumb.

16. Which two of the following show ulnar loops?

b. (right hand)

c. (right hand)

947

e. (left hand)

(le and)
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17. Which two of the following show radial loops?

a. (right hand)

b. (right hand)

c. (right hand)

94 8

d. (left hand)

e. (left hand)

f. (left hand)
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18. Write the number of ridge counts for each of the following loop
patterns.

Ridge count is

b. Ridge count is

C. Ridge count is

949
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19. List three criteria for plain arches.

20. Write three criteria for tented arches.
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21. Which two of the following show the plain arches?

b.

C.

951

d.

e.
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22. Which two of the following show the tented arches?

a.

b.

c.

932

d.

e.
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23. List four criteria for a whorl pattern.

24. Which fow of the following are whorl e 9 (Choose any type
whorl.)

(continued on next page)

95 3
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h.

25. What are the whorl tracings of each of the following impressions?
Write I, 0, or M for each to indicate their whorl tracings.

b.

954

Whorl tracing is

Whorl tracing is
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C. Whorl tracing is

Give the completed tmt to yow instruetor. Then ask him/her whether
you should take the performance test-
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Answers to Posttest (VI: C-2)

1. d

2. C D

3. b

4. b

5. b

6. a

7. b, c

8. b

9. d

10. c

11. a

12. a, c, d

13. a, d

14. a

15. b

16. c, e

17. b, f

18. a. 12
b. 8
c. 2

19. The ridges (1) enter on one side; (2) make a rise or wave in the
center; and (3) flow out on the side opposite to the enterinj side.

20. The ridges (1) enter on one side; (2) have a pointed appearanc in
the center; and (3) flow out on the opposite side.

21. e, f

22.

956
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23. (1) It must have two deltas.
(2) At least one ridge should make a complete circuit.
(3) An imaginary line drawn between the two deltas touches or

crosses at least one of the recurving ridges within the inher
pattern area.

(4) The recurving ridge in front of the innermost delta is free of
appendages.

24. a, e, g,

25. a. I
b. 0
c. M

957
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Performance Checklist
Vh_ C72_ identifyingland Recordin- Fin er rint Patterns FIRST CARD

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evaluator's Rating
A* NA** Comments

1 Identify fingerprint patterns
correctly.

2. Use capital letters for all patterns except
ulnar loops for index fingers.

3. Use small letters for arch, tented arch,
and radial loop for other fingers.

4. Use capital W for all whorl
patterns.

5. Use "/" or "Vl for ulnar loops for
all fingers.

6. Write these letter symbols in the appro-
priate block below the fingerprint.

7. For all loop patterns, count ridges
intervening between delta and core
correctly.

8. Record the number representing the ridge
count for loop patterns in the upper right
corner in the fingerprint block.

9. For all whorl patterns, trace the ridges
correctly.

10. Record the letter representing the whorl
tracings in the appropriate places.

11.. Record all letters and numbers clearly
(legibly).

12. Complete the work in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Perform&nce C2)ecklist
VI: C-2 Identifying and Record" Fingerprint Patterns SECO

Student's Name:

Evaluator:

Tasks

1. Identify fingerprint patterns
correctly.
Use capital letters for all patterns except
ulnar loops for index fingers.

3. Use small letters for arch, tented arch,
and radial loob for other fingers.

4. -Use capital W for all whorl
patterns.

5. Use "/" or "\" for ulnar loops for
all fingers.

6. Write these letter symbols in the appro-
priate block below the fingerprint.

7. For all loop patterns, cotmt ridges
intervening between delta and core
correctly.

8. Record the number representing the ridge
count for loop patterns in the upper right
corner in the fingerprint block.

9. For all whorl patterns, trace the ridges
correctly.

10. Record the letter representing the whorl
tracings in the appropriate places.

11. Record all letters and numbers clearly
(legibly).

12. Complete the work in an acceptable
amount of time.

2.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable

Date:

Evaluator% EatLng
* NA** Comments

959
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ltlentUyin
ers for
irit Patterns

Sour e: From Eirgerprint Training_ Manual Washington: Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Identification Division, Technical Section, U.S.
Department of Justice, 1984.

9 6 0
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TYPEL I NES
TYPEL I NES ARE THE TWO 1 NNERMOST R I DGES
WH ICH START OR GO- PARALLEL D VERGE..
AND SURROUND OR TEND TO SU ROUND THE
PATTERN AREA .

IT

PATTERN
AREA

PATTERN AREA i NCLUDES CORE DELTA AND
R DGES WH 1 CH ARE USED IN T E CLASS I F 1 -

CAT 1 ON OF A LOOP.



TYPEL1NES ARE NOT ALWAYS TWO
CONTINUOUS RIDGES, BUT ARE OFTEN
BROKEN. WHEN THEREIS A DEFINITE
BREAK IN A TYPELINE, THE RIDGE
IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE OF IT IS CON-
SIDERED AS ITS CONTINUATION.

WHEN LOCATING TYPELINES IT I

NECESSARY TO KEEP IN Mi D THE
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A DIVERGENCE
AND A BIFURCATION.

A. A DIVERGENCE IS A SPREAD
ING APART OF TWO LINEr

H HAVE BEEN RUNNING
PARALLEL OR NEARLY PARALLEL.

ftilermsmaiSIPwinwaMILMAil

CATION IS THE Epic-
NG, OF ONE

0 TwO OR MORE LINES.

962
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THE ARMS OF A BIFURCATION ON WHICH
THE DELTA IS LOCATED CAN NEVER BE
USED FOR TYPELINES.

(
0000yr

ANGLES CAN NEVER BE USED FOR TYPE
LINES. ANGLES ARE FORMED BY THE
ABUTTING OF ONE RIDGE AGAINST AN-
OTHER, AND NOT BY A SINGLE RIDGE.

963



DELTA

THE DELTA IS THAT POINT ON A RIDGE AT
OR NEAREST TO THE POINT OF DIVERGENCE
OF TWO TYPEL1NES, AND LOCATED AT OR
DIRECTLY IN FRONT OF THE POINT OF
DIVERGENCE.

DOT

BIFURCATION

MEETING
OF TWO
RIDGES

SHORT
RIDGE

RECURVING
RIDGE d/) ENDING

RIDGE

AREA TO BE CONSIDERED
IN FRONT OF THE POINT
OF DIVERGENCE OF TWO

TYPE LINES



DELTA RULES

WHEN THERE ARE TWO OR MORE POSS BLE
B I FURCAT OW DELTAS WH 1 CH CONFORM TO
THE DEF INITI ON, THE ONE NEAREST THECORE SHOULD BE CHOSEN.

DELTA 'DELTA

B FURCAT IONS
COM! NG OFF
ONE STEM

YELTA

ABUT I I NO
RI DGES



PATA RULES

2. THE DELTAMAY NOT BE LOCATED IN THE
MIDDLE Of A RAGE RUNNING BETWEEN
THE TIKL, NES TOWARD THE COREL BUT
AT THE NEAREST TO THE CORE.

DELTA
DELTA

DeLTA

A DOJ MAY BE USED AS A DELTA. A DOT
HAS NO DIRECTION.

966
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DELTA RULES

THE DELTA MAY NOT BE LOCATED AT A
BIFURCATION WHICH DOES NOT OPEN
TOWARD THE CORE.

WHERE THERE IS A CHOICE BETWEEN A
BIFURCATION AND ANOTHER TYPE OF
DELTA, THE BIFURCATION IS SELECTED.

DELTA

DELTA

967
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CORE
THE CORE, AS THE NAME IMPLIES, IS THE
APPROXIMATE CENTER OF THE PATTERN.

THE CORE IS PLACED UPON OR WITHIN THE
INNERMOST SUFFICIENT RECURVE.

1. THE CORE IS LOCATED ON THE
SHOULDER OF THE INNERMOST LOOP
FARTHEST FROM THE DELTA

CORE

2. THE CORE IS LOCATED ON THE SPIKE
OR ROD IN THE CENTER OF THE
INNERMOST RECURVE, PROVIDED
THE SPIKE OR ROD RISES AS HIGH
.AS THE SHOULDERS.

COU

9 68



CORE

IF THERE IS-AN EVEN NUMBER OF SPIKES
OR RODS,ASIIIGH AS THE SHOULDERSJ, THE
COREAS1OCATED ON THE END CF THE
FARTHEST.-OF:THE INNERMOST SPIKES FROM
THE DELTA, WHETHER OR NOT THE SPIKE
OR ROD TOUCHES THE INSIDE OF THE
RECURVE.

FIRST FIND SUFFICIENT RECURVE

969



COIRE

IF THERE1S AN ODD NUMBER OF bPIKES
OR RODS AS HIGH AS THE SHOULDERS,
THE CORE IS LOCATED ON THE END OF
THE CENTER SPIKE, WHETHER DR NOT
THE SPIKE ORROIXTOUCHES THE INSIDE
OF THE RECURVE.

FIRST FIND SUFFICIENT REC RVE

970
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CORE

INTERLOCKING LOOPS:

JOIN THE TWO LOOPS TOGETHER BY AN
IMAGINARY RECURVE MAKING ONE LOOP

IWITH ROD OR RODS NSIDE, COUNT
NUMBER OF ROD OR RODS SHOULDER HIGH
THEN FIX CORE

SINGULAR -- ODD -- EVEN

CORE CORE

971



RIDGE COUNTING

DRAW A LINE BETWEEN DELTA AND CORE,
AS LONG AS YOU TOUCH OR CROSS A
RIDGE, YOU HAVE A RIDGE COUNT.

1 ONE RIDGE MUST BE A tOOPING

2. I AND DORE ARE BDI COUNTED.

FRAGMENTS AND DOTS ARE COUNTED
AS RIDGES ONLY IF THEY APPEAR
AS THICK AS THE SURROUNDING
RIDGES.
IF YOU CROSS A BIFURCATION,
COUNT EACH OF ITS ARMS.

972
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RIDGE COUNT:NG

5, IF THE DELTA IS ON THE ONLY LOOP,
THERE IS NO RIDGE COUNT.

60 WHITE SPACE MUST INTERVENE
BETWEEN DELTA AND THE FIRST
RIDGE COUNT,

973



RIDGE COUNTING

IF THE DELTA IS ABOVE THE SHOULDERS
OF A-SINGLE LOOPING RIDGE, AND THE
CORE IS ON THE SHOULDER, THERE IS
NO RIDGE COUNT UNLESS THE IMAGINARY
LINE CUTS-THE RECU

COR

IF THE LOOPING RIDGE IS ABOVE
THE DELTA THE CORE IS PLACED
IN THE CENTER OF THE RECURVE
PROVIDED THE SHOULDERS ARE OF
EQUAL DISTANCE FROM THE DELTA.

CORE

IF A ROD OR SPIKE IS
AS HIGH AS THE SHOULDERS THE
CORE IS PLACED ON THE EN OF
THE ROD.

-CORE

974
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RIDGE COUNTING

NATURAL AND UNNATURAL BREAKS IN
RIDGES. THE DISTINCTION IS UP TO
THE JUDGEMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL
CLASSIFIER.

CORE

ELTA

WHEN THE CORE IS PLACED ON A SPIKE
WHICH TOUCHES-THE INSIDE OF THE
INNERMOST SUFFICIENT RECURVING RIDGE,
THE RECURVE IS INCLUDED IN THE RIDGE
COUNT ONLY WHEN THE DELTA IS LOCAT-
ED BELOW A LINE DRAWN AT RIGHT ANGLES
TO THE SPIKE.

IF THE DELTA IS LOCATED IN AREAS A,
THE RECURVING RIDGE IS COUNTED.



1 -COUNT

R DGE COUNT I NG

2-COUNTS

4-COUNTS
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LOOPS

ULNAR LOOP--FLOWS IN THE DIRECTION OF
THE LITTLE FINGER.

LEFT HAND
wilLm..0104"1711101.1

RADIAL LOOP-FLOWS IN THE DIRECTION OF
THE THUMB

RIGHT HAND

978
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PLAIN--

WHORLS

CENTRAL POCKET LOOP--

DOUBLE LOOP--

ACCIDENTAL--

979
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LOOP: A 'LOOP IS THAT TYPE OF PATTERN IN
WHICH ONE OR MORE RIDGES ENTER UPON
EITHER SIDE, RECURVE TOUCH-OR PASS
AN IMAGINARY LINE BENEEN DELTA AND
CORE AND PASS OUT OR TEND TO PASS
OUT UPON THE SAME SIDE THE RIDGES
ENTERED.

THREE BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF A LOOP:

1 SUFFICIENT RECURVE
2. DELTA
3 RIDGE COUNT ACROSS A

LOOPING RIDGE

CORE

SUFFICIENT
----RECURVE

DELTA

COUNT LOOP

98o
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SUFFICIENT RECURVE

A SUFFICIENT RECURVE-CONSISTS OF THE
'SPACE BETWEEN THE SHOULDERS OF A LOOP
FREE OF ANY APPENDAGES WHICH ABUT UPON
IT AT A RIGHT ANGLE ON THE OUTSIDE OF
THE RECURVE.

S

Shoulders

THE SHOULDERS OF A LOOP ARE THE
POINTS AT WHICH THE RECURVING
RIDGE DEFINITELY TURNS INWARD
OR CURVES.



AN APPENDAGE STRIKING THE OUTSIDE
OF THE RECURVE AT RIGHT ANGLES
WILL SPOIL THAT RECURVE.

S-SPOILED G-GOOD

AN APPENDAGE IS AN ATTA HMENT OR
CONNECTION.

982



4. TEST FOR APPENDAGE. IF YOU CAN
TRACE AROUND THE RECURVEz AND THE
APPENDAGE FLOWS OFF SMOOTHLY, IT
DOES NOT SPOIL THE RECURVE. -WHEN
A RECURVE IS SPOILEDi USE THE NEXT
RECURVE OUTSIDE OF IT, IF IT IS
FREE OF APPENDAGES.

AN APPENDAGE MAY FORM A NEW LOOP.

TWO FOCAL POINTS OF A LOOP ARE THE
DELTA AND CORE.

983



ARCHES
TWO TYPES: TENTED PLAIN

TENTED= ARCH: A TENTED ARCH IS THAT TYPE
OF PATTERN WH I CH POSSESSES E THER AN
ANGLE, AN UPTHRUST OR TWO OF THE THREE
BAS IC CHARACTERISTICS OF A LOOP.

w.11
NM

A- GLE

gympanamimmIMMINO

01MIllfMAIgfil
iiimpLwcwas

dimiLaftime

UPTHRUST

LOOP TYPE

984
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TENTED ARCH

TYPES OF TENTED ARCHES

ANGULAR TYPE:
A. FORMED BY TWO RIDGES MEETING

AT AN ANGLE. ONE CONTINUOUS
RIDGE CANNOT FORM AN ANGLE

ANGLE MUST BE 90 DEGREES OR
LESS.

wWifffrr*

9



TENTED ARCH

THE ANGLE MAY BE FORMED ON THE
BASE RIDGE BUT - THE ANGLE -
MUST BE EXACTLY NINETY DEGREES
- IN THIS CASE - OR IT IS CON-
SIDERED TO BE A BiFURCATION. THE
BASE RIDGE IS THE PLAIN ARCH RIDGE
DIRECTLY BENEATH THE RIDGE IN
QVESTION

8 Pb

wozwilliVmrramarAft,

8 Ft' - BASE R DGE

MOST ANGULAR TYPE TENTED ARCHES
HAVE A TE-DENCY TO FLOW IN ONE

FIE _PATTERN AND OUT ON
THE OPPOSITE SIDE.

986



TENTED ARCH

2. UPTHRUST
A. AN UPTHRUST MUST BE AN ENDING

RIDGE--A RIDGE WHICH ENDS IN
SPACE.

B- AN UPTHRUST MUST MAKE A
DEFINITE CHANGE OF DIRECTION
FROM THE BASE RIDGE. AEU
OFFORTY-FIVE DEGREES OR MORE
FROM BASE RIDGE--THE BASE
RIDGE IS THE PLAIN ARCH RIDGE
DIRECTLY BENEATH THE-RIDGE IN
QUESTION.
AN UPTHRUST MUST BE AS HIGH
AS THE SURROUNDING RIDGES ARE.
THICK. DOTS DO NOT HAVE ANY
DIRECTION.

987



TENTED ARCH

go

goluminmeaKit

FIGURE

.11Valsww.i4

USING FIGURE A,COMPARE ENDING RIDGES
IN FOUR DRAWINGS ABOVE TO ESTABLISH
WHAT DEGREE OF ANGLE THE ENDING RIDGE
IN QUESTION COMPARES TO THE BASE RIDGE.

THE BASE RIDGE BEING THE PLAIN ARCH
RIDGE BELOW THE RIDGE IN QUESTION.

98s
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TENTED ARCH

RECURV1NG
TENTED ARCHES HAVING TWO OF THE
THREE BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE LOOP.

A. MUST LACK ONE OF THE THREE
BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF A
LOOP: DELTA-RECURVE-RIDGE
COUNT
ORDINARILY, MOST HAVE A LOOP-
ING RIDGE. --NOT ALL--

999



TENTED ARCH

TWO ENDING RIDGES, ON OR ABOUT THE
SAME PLANE- PLUS A DELTA FORMATION,
MAKE A TEOED ARCH'.

1P-N.
#011A-zivwft, 400"%%.

i000Nrft

THESE ENDING RIDGES MUST BE DE-
FINITE ENDING RIDGES. THESE
ENDING RIDGES MUST NOT TURN DOWN-
WARD.

JOIN THE TWO ENDING RIDGES BY
AN IMAGINARY RECURVE SO THAT A
RIDGE COUNT IS OBTAINED

000-%
IF NO RIDGE COUNT IS OBTAINED
IT IS CLASSIFIED AS A PLAIN
ARCH.

9 9 0



TENTED ARCH

ARBITRARY TYPE OF TENTED ARCH:
A. ONLY ONE POSSIBILITY.
B. HAS TWO EQUALLY GOOD LOOP

FORMATIONS, GOING IN THE OPPOSITE
DIRECTION, AND ONE DELTA.

SYMBOLS
CAPITAL - T - IN FINGERS NUMBER
TWO AND SEVEN.

2. SMALL -41 - IN FINGERS OTHER THAN
_NUMBER TWO AND SEVEN.

0.torimmazgl*Ik'tkl....ftwens,mairmr,



TENTED ARCH

IF RIDGE ENDS IN SPACE RIDGE MUST
CHANGE DIRECTION 45 DE REES OR MORE
TO BE 4ASSIFIED AS A TENTED ARCH.

7SOMWMMWWW,..t.i.

00

0100Voinitu.
.010004111wftxwri.

'.111.101,011

0

IF RIDGE IN QUESTION TOUCHES RIDGE
ABOVE OR BELOW -- THE RIDGE IN
QUESTION NUST FORM A 90 DEGREE ANGLE.

ALL RIDGES TOUCHING RIDGE BELOW OR
ABOVE NOT-AT 90 DEGREES IS CONSIDERED
A BIFURCATION BIFURCATIONS ARE
CLASSIFIED AS AN -A- RIDGE.

992
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TENTED ARCH

WHEN CLASSIFYING AN ENDING RIDGE - IF
THE RIDGES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE ENDING
RIDGE FOLLOW ITS DIRECTION OR FLOW TREND,
THE PRINT MAY BE CLASSIFIED AS A PLAIN
ARCH. IF HOWEVER, THE RIDGES ON ONLY
ONE SIDE FOLLOW ItS DIRECTION, THE PRINT
IS A TENTED ARCH.

FIGURE 1 FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3 FIGURE 4

FIGURE 3 IS A PLAIN ARCH BECAUSE IT IS
READILY SEEN THAT THE APPARENT UPTHRUST
IS A CONTINUATION OF THE RECURVING
RIDGE B.
FIGURE 4 IS A TENTED ARCH BECAUSE RIDGE
A IS AN INDEPENDENT UPTHRUST, AND NOT
A CONTINUATION OF RIDGE B.

993
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TENTED ARCHES

994
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PLAIN ARCH

A PLAIN ARCH IS THAT TYPE OF PATTERN IN
WHICH THE RIDGES ENTER UPON ONE SIDE
MAKE A RISE OR WAVE IN THE CENTER, AAD
FLOW OR TEND TO FLOW OUT UPON THE
OPPOSITE SIDE.

LiLsomealMJanaktai,

apod

A PLAIN ARCH CANNOT HAVE A LOOPING
RIDGE, AN UPTHRUST, OR A RECURVE.

1. CAPITAL "A' IN FINGERS NUMBER TWO
AND SEVEN.

SMALL'A" IN FINGERS OTHER THAN
TWO AND SEVEN.

995
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WHORLS

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS.
A. TWO DELTAS AND A RECURVE IN

FRONT OF EACH.
B. IT CAN BE SPIRAL, OVAL, CIRCULAR,

OR ANY VARIANT OF A CIRCLE.

9wwillitirriftsomwoo..--#19Lagmla

II. TYPES OF WHORLS:

1. PLAIN WHORL

A PLAIN WHORL CONSISTS OF ONE
OR MORE RIDGES WHICH MAKE OR TEND TO MAKE
I COMPLETE CIRCUIT- WITH TWO DELTAS, BE-
TWEEN WHICH_ WHEN AN IMAGINARY LINE IS
DRAWN AT LEAST ONE RECURVING RIDGE WITHIN
THE I NER PATTERN AREA IS CUT OR TOUCHED.

REMEMBER

A. TWO DELTAS AND AT LEAST ONE
RECURV1NG RIDGE IN FRONT OF EACH.

B. AN IMAGINARY.LINE DRAWN FROM
DELTA TO DELTA MUST CUT OR TOUCH AT
LEAST ONE RECURVING RIDGE WITHIN ,THE
INNER PATTERN AREA.

996
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WHORLS

PLA IN WHORLS
997
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WHORLS

2 CENTRAL POCKET LOOP WHORL

A CENTRAL POCKET LOOP WHORL CONSISTS
OF AT LEAST ONE RECURV1NG RIDGE, OR AN
OBSTRUCTION AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE LINE
OF FLOW, WITH TWO DELTAS, BETWEEN WHICH,
WHEN AN-IMAGINARY LINE IS DRAWN NO RE-
tliRVING RIDGE WITHIN THE INNER ATTERN
AREA IS CUT OR TOUCHED.

A. RECURVING TYPE
1 SIMILAR TO PLAIN WHORL, TWO

DELTAS AND AT LEAST ONE RIDGE
MAKING A COMPLETE CIRCUIT.

2. DIFFERENCE FROM A 'PLAIN WHORL
AN IMAGINARY LINE DRAWN FROM
DELTA TO DELTA MUST NOT CUT OR
TOUCH A RECURVING RIDGE IN FRONT
OF THE INNER DELTA.

998



LINE OF FLOW OF WHORLS

THE LINE OF FLOW OF A 'CENTRAL POCKET
LOOP WHORL IS DETERMINED BY DRAWING AN
IMAGINARY LINE BETWEEN THE-INNER DELTA
AND THE CENTER OF THE INNERMOST RECURV1NG
RIDGE.

CENTRAL POCKET LOOP WHORL

OBSTRUCTION TYPE:
1 THE OBSTRUCTION MUST BE AT RIGHT

ANGLES TO THE LINE OF FLOW IN
ORDER TO BE A WHORL.
A RECURVE HAS PRIORITY OVER AN
OBSTRUCTION.

999
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WHORLS

WHORL APPENDAGE RULE:

1. THE LINE OF FLOW IS ALSO USED TO
DETERMINE IF THE APPENDAGE SPOILS
THE RECURVE OF A WHORL.

A. IF THE APPENDAGE COMES OFF THE
RECURVE AT THE LINE OF FLOW,
THE RECURVE IS SPOILED.
THE ESSENTIAL DIFFERENCE BE-
TWEEN A LOOP AND A WHORL
APPENDAGE IS THAT THE LOOP
APPENDAGE MUST COME OFF THE
RECURVE AT RIGHT ANGLES, WHORL
APPENDAGE NOT NECESSARILY AT
RIGHT ANGLES TO SPOIL A RECURVE.

0



WHORLS
APPENDAGE RULE 0 Z

10 01
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CENTRAL POCKET LOOP WHORLS

1002
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WHORL

3 DOUBLE LOOP WHORL:
A DOUBLE LOOP WHORL CONSISTS OF TWO

SEPARATE LOOP FORMATIONS WITH TWO
SEPARATE AND DISTINCT SE S OF SHOULDERS
AND TWO DELTAS.

-REMEMBER--
TWO SEPARATE LOOP FORMATIONS.
TWO SEPARATE AND DISTINCT SETS
OF SHOULDERS.
TWO DELTAS.

NO RIDGE COUNT IS NEEDED FOR
LOOPS IN A DOUBLE LOOP WHORL.

E. THE APPENDAGE RULE FOR DOUBLE
LOOPS IS THE SAME AS THAT FOR
PLAIN LOOPS.
PLAIN LOOP APPENDAGE RULE--
SUFFICIENT RECURVE CONSIST OF
THE SPACE BETWEEN.THE SHOULDERS
OF A LOOP, FREE OF ANY APPEND-
AGES WHICH ABUT UPON IT,AT A
RIGHT ANGLE.

1003
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DOUBLE LOOP WHORL

TYPE LOOP WHORLS ARE NOT
DOUBLE LOOP WHORLS

NTERLOCKI NG

1004

ARE NOT
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DOUBLE LOOP WHORLS

Transparency Masters fo
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WHORL

ACCIDENTAL WHORL
ACCIDENTAL CONSISTS OF A COMBI-

NATION OF TWO DIFFERENT TYPES OF
PATTERNS WiTH THE EXCEPTION OF THE
PLAIN ARCH, WITH TWO OR MORE DELTAS
OR A PATTERN WHICH POSSESSES SOME
OF THE REQUIREMENTS FOR TWO OR MORE
DIFFERENT TYPES OR A PATTERN WHICH
CONFORMS TO NONE OF THE DEFINITIONS,

A-COMBINATION OF TWO DIFFERENT TYPES
OF PATTERNS WITH THE EXCEPTION OF
THE PLAIN ARCH.

B.TWO OR MORE DELTAS. THE ACCIDENTAL
WHORL IS THE ONLY TYPE OF PATTERN
WHICH MAY POSSESS MORE THAN TWO
DELTAS.

C.PATTERNS POSSESSING SOME OF THE
REQUIREMENTS OF TWO OR MORE DIF-
FERENT TYPES OF PATTERNS, WITH
THE EXCEPTION OF THE PLAIN ARCH,

D,PATTERNS CONFORMING TO NONE OF THE
DEFINITIONS.

1006



_ A COMBINATION OF A LOOP AND TENTED
ARCH FORMATION MUST HAVE THE LOOP
FORMATION-APPEARING OVER THE TENTED
ARCH. ANY LOOP AND TENTED ARCH
FORMATION NOT IN THIS POSITION SHALL
HAVE THE LOOP FORMATION AS THE
PREFERRED PATTERN, THE OVERALL
IMPRESSION WOULD THEN BE GIVEN THE
CLASSIFICATION OF EITHER AN ULNAR
OR RADIAL LOOP.

THIS NOT THIS

1007



ACC.I DENTAL WHORL

100
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WHORL TRACINGS

TRACE FROM LEFT DELTA, TO A POINT
OPPOSITE-THE RIGHT DELTA.
TRACE FROWTHE FARTHEST LEFT DELTA
TO A POINT OPPOSITE THE FARTHEST
RIGHT DELTA WHEN THERE ARE THREE
OR MORE DELTAS PRESENT.
DROP DOWN AT ENDING RIDGES.
FOLLOW THE LOWER FORK OF A BI-
FURCATION.
STOP AT A POINT OPPOSITE THE RIGHT
DELTA AND COUNT RIDGES BETWEEN
THAT POINT AND THE DELTA.

5. IF THERE ARE THREE OR MORE RIDGES
INSIDE THE RIGHT DELTA, THE TRAC-
ING IS AN -3:-

6 IF THERE ARE THRt7 MORE RIDGES
OUTSIDE THE RIGHT DELTA, THE TRAC-
ING IS AN -C)-

7 IF THERE ARE ONE- RIDGES
EITHER INSIDE OIT OUTSIDE THE RIGHT
DELTA OR IF THE TRACING STOPS ON
THEIRIGHT DELTA ITSELF THE TRAC-
ING IS AN -hi-
IT IS NOT NECEW_- _-601.INT MORE
THAN THREE RIDGES.
DO NOT COUNT DELTA OR TRACING
RIDGE. THE TRACING RIDGE IS THE
RIDGE WHERE THE TRACING STOPPED
OPPOSITE THE RIGHT DELTA

1009



WHORL TRAC NGS
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WHORL TRACINGS

10. TRACING DOUBLE LOOPS:

IN TRACING DOUBLE LOOPS OR ACCIDEN-
TALS THE PROBLEM OF WHERE TO STOP
TRACING IS SOMETIMES PRESENTED.

THE RULE 1S. WHEN THE TRACING
PASSES INSIDE OF THE RIGHT DELTA,
STOP AT .THE NEAREST POINT TO THE
RIGHT DELTA ON THE UPWARD TREND
AS IN FIGURE 2.

IF NO UPWARD TREND IS PRESENL.
CONTINUE TRACING UNTIL A POINT
OPPOSITE THE RIGHT DELTA, OR THE
DELTA ITSELF, IS REACHEOLFIGURE 3.

ACCIDENTALS OFTEN POSSESS THREE OR
MORE DELTAS. IN TRACING THEM, ONLY:
THE EXTREME DELTAS ARE CONSIDERED,
THE TRACING BEGINNING AT THE EXTREME
LEFT DELTA AND PROCEEDING TOWARD
THE EXTREME RIGHT DELTA, FIGURE 1.

1011



TRACING WHORLS--UNPRINTED DELTAS

A WHORL-TYPE PAtTERN WHICH HAS BEEN
FULLY ROLLED FROM NAIL TO NAIL WITHOUT A
DELTA BEING VISIBLE ON EITHER SIDE, WILL
BE GIVEN THE TRACING OF THE OPPOSITE
FINGER AND REFERENCED TO THE TWO OTHER
TRACINGS. IF THE OPPOSITE PATTERN IS NOT
A'WHORL, THE WHORL-TYPE PATTERN WILL BE
CLASSIFIED AS A MEET TRACING, AND REw
FERENCED TO AN INNER AND OUTER TRACING.

IF TWO WHORLS APPEAR OPPOSITE EACH
OTHER AND NO DELTAS ARE VISIBLE, BOTH
WHORLS WILL BE CLASSIFIED AS MEET
TRACINGS.

WHEN A WHORL-TYPE PATTERN HAS ONLY
ONE DELTA SHOWING, THE GENERAL CONTOUR OF
THE PATTERN, AS WELL AS THE DELTA, MUST
BE TAKEN- INTO CONSIDERATION TO CLASSIFY
IT PROPERLY.

NO A
WHORL.
PAT TERMI
,

4



Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit C: Fiierprint Teehno1cy
Section 3: Clmsification Forma:as
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Objectives

tiv-

Performance Objective

Upon completion of this section, your s udents should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Name six divisions of the classificat on formula in the order of their
appearance on the fingerprint card.

2. Identify the tasks involved in determining the value of these six
divisions: key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, and final.

3. Determine and record the value of each classifiction division.

4. Determine and record the classification formula as it should appear
on the fingerprint card.

Given two sets of fingerprint cards produced for the performance test
in the previous section, the student will record the classification
formula in the correct places. You or your aide will evaluate your
students' work using the performance checklist which is included in
these materials. Students' performances should be rated "A"
(acceptable) for all the tasks on both cards.

/014
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btruetioiiai Guide

Have your students follow the sequence recommended in How to Use
the Student Guide.

2. Point out that this is one way of doing a classification formula.

3. Emphasize the importance of accuracy in classifying fingerprints.

4. Make transparencies using the masters included in this Guide. You
may want to make your own masters, too.

5. Allow students to refer to the conversion chart in the Student Guide
for loop patterns for their review questions.

6. Ask students to record classification formulas on the five ngerprint
cards they have prepared.

7. Check their work and identify any problem areas. Discuss their
work.

8. Provide two fingerprint cards to each student for the post

1015
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1. Invite a law enforcement officer in the identification section of your
local law enforcement agency to give a lecture and demonstration.

2. flave students classify three fingerprint cards for the practice
exercise and provide a key to aU three cards. If students have
difficulties, provide remedial instruction.

Assign students the appropriate section of The Science of
agerprfrits: Classification and Uses for further study, if necessary.

1016
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fingerprint cards which have been rated "A" on the performance
checklist (VI: C-2)

2. magnifiers, if needed

1017
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Fret

This pretest will show you how much you akeady know about the subject
covered and what to look for in this section. If you co well on this
pretest, your instructor may let you skip this section or part of it. If
you cannot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. List the mix divisions of a classification formula in the order of their
appearance on a fingerprint card.

For each question that has the fflustration of the fmgerprint card, yOu
should remember that the upper row is for the right fugers and the
bottom row is for the left fmgers. The sequence of the fingerprints on
each row is thumb, index fmger, middle finger, ring finger, and Uttle
finger.

2. Which finger in the fo owing fingerprint card would you use for the
value of the key?

v=7......-z--, .

'

4,-..-_&.
----

'
--,".

47e

. . '

-',

IF?.

-
, _

...

4L
.

-

a. right thumb
b. right middle finger
c. left middle finger
d. left little finger
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What is the value of the key for the following fingerprints?

Value

4. When determining the value of the numerator of the primary
classification, you should add numerical values of the whorl patterns
appearing in the:

a. even-numbered finger blocks.
b. odd-numbered finger blocks.
c. even-numbered finger blocks, plus one .
d. odd-numbered finger blocks, plus one.

5. The ptimwy classification involves only:

a. whorls.
b. loops.
e. tented arches.
d. plain arches.

What is the value of the primary classification of the following
fingerprint card?

Value

7

._

_...

-

1

=

_ ,,-

I _

A .

. -A ---

....

Rai.=
AA.

-=

W.
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7 W ;let is the value of the
fingerprint card?

Value

classification of the following

-0.,r-...-. -J.-
1

.

,.. I

ZI

.
.

. _

--...

m .

-
_- - .

.

._ _-

. ,._ I

For questions 8-11, you may refer to the Conversion Table at the end of
this test.

8. When determining the value of the major classification, which
three of the following should you do?

a. See if both or either thumb is a whorl.
b. See if both or either thumb is a loop.
a. Use the symbols of whorl tracings for the whorl pattern.
d. Use the number of ridge counts for the loop pattern.

9. When the right thumb is a tented arch pattern and the left thumb is
a radial loop, what should be the value of the major classification?

a. nothing (leave the space blank)
b. ridge counts of the left thumb
c. ridge counts converted from number to a le ter symbol (S, M,

or la)
d. t for numerator and r for denominator

10. What is the value of the major classification of the following
fingerprint card?

Value

.--

.

....

7

i

-
..

__

17

_ .

__..

W
m
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11. What is the value of the major classification of the following
fingerprint card?

Value

12. The final division of classification involves only:

a. the thumbs.
b. the index finger.
c. the middle three fingers.
d. the little fingers.

13. What type of fingerprint pattern does the final division involve?

a. loop patterns only
b. whorl patterns only
c. either loop or whorl patterns
d. neither loop or whorl patterns

14. What is the value of the final on the fingerprint card shown below?

Value

- ,

..

,..-____ ___ a....
_

IX

_ 1

,
_

F 1 1

1
.,.-

_.

._ _

,..

---.
,_ ,,,

. . ,- ._. , .

. k . .
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15. Which fingers axe involved in the

a. thumbs only
b. middle three fingers only
e. little fingers only
d. all fingers

16. Which of the following is used to determine
denominator of the condary clsssification

a. odd-numbered finger blocks
b. even-numbered finger blocks
c. right fingerprints
d. left fingerprints

17. What is the value of th
fingerprints?

Value

he value for

sifieation of the following

For questions 18-20, you may refer to the Conversion Table at the end
of this test.

18. Which fingers are involved in the

a. thumbs only
b. three middle fingers only
c. little fingers only
d. all fingers

sification?

19. Which types of fingerprint patterns should you use for he
subsendarv classification?

a. all types of patterns: loop, whorl, tented arch, and plain arch
b. only tented areh and plain arch
c. only whorl patterns
d. only loop and whorl patterns

1022
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20. What is the value of th
following fingerprints?

Value

classification for the

21. Write the classification formula for the following fingerprint card.

Formula:

..,

..*
1

,.4

ala
-L

-

a
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NVERSION TABLE

tosification

A. If both thumbs are loops:

(1 ) Right thumb symbols

When left thumb ridge count is 16 or less, use these divisions
for right thumb ridge counts:

1 11 w 9 9 OS
12 - 16
17 and over

When left thumb ridge count is 17 and over, use these
divisions for right thumb ridge counts:

1 - 17........ . ... .S
18 - 22

_ _ M
23 and over ........ L

(2_ Left thumb symbols

For left thumb ridge counts, use these divisions:

1 - 11..... .. .......S
12 - 16 M
17 and over L

B. If one thumb is a loop and another thumb is a whorl:

1 - 11 . S
12 - 16..... .. ...
17 and over ........ L

1024
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Ridge Count for Each Finger

(1) Index fingers:

ridge counts 1 - 9
10 or more

Middle fingers:

ridge counts 1 - 10
10 or more

Ring fingers:

ridge courits 1 - 13
14 or more

Symbol

After you finish this pretest, give it to your iiuetor. Ask him/her
whether you should study th section or take the post est (VI: C-3).

1025
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VI: C

VI: C-3 C

1. key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, and final
classification

2. b

3. 9

4. c

5. a

6. 13
12

7. 1

8. a, b, c

9 a
10. _S0

12. d

3. c

14. 7

15. d

16. d

19. d

20. _WI
IOI

21. 24 S 1 IOI 212 WWI

ication Form as
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Posttest (vh c-3)

1. A complete classification formula is given below. Fill in the blanks
to label each divion of the formula indicated by the arrows.

d.

Fo
this test.

b.

3

C.

U_

e.

16

1.

2-5, yca may refer to the Conversion Table at the end of

Which finge s are involved in the major classIfication?

a. thumbs only
b. index fingers only
c. little fingers on
d. three middle fingers of each hand only

3. Which types of patterns are involved in the major classircation?

a. all types of patterns: plain arch, tented arch loops, and whorls
b. loops and whorls only
c. tented arch and plain arches only
d. whorls only

4. The symbols for mapr classification are made up of:

a. letter symbols only.
b. numerical symbols only.
c. both letter and numerical symbols.
d. neither letter nor numerical symbols.

5. What is the value of the major classification of the following
fingerprints?

Va ue

1027
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6. Which fmgers are involved in the secondary classification?

a. all fingers
b. thumbs only
c. index fingers only
d. little fingers only

7. What would you use for the numerator of the
classification?

a. left fingerprints
b. right fingerprints
e. odd-numbered finger bloeks
d. even-numbered finger blocks

8. What is the value of the secondary classification of the following
fingerprints?

Value

55,'---

,-

-

-.,

-

I

0
- - -

9. The primary classification involves only:

a. loop patterns.
b. whorl patterns.
c. plain arch patterns.
d. tented arch putterns.

10. The numerator and denomina or of the primary classification are
determined by:

a. right and left fingers only.
b. even- and odd-numbered finger blocks only.
c. either a or b above.
d. neither a nor b above.

1028
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11. What is the value of the primary classification of the following
fingerprints?

Value

-.m.

... -

ilr

1_,, _

_

......rk:.

.

12. The value of the key is designated by:

a. letter symbols only.
b. numbers only.
c. either letter symbols or numbers.
d. neither letter symbols nor numbers.

13. Which fingerprint on the following fingerprint card will you use for
the classification of the key?

. _

talieL

..

.

-1..4.-

_
. _

7

. -
..ff .

..

. --

7

--A.

..

..-:. ,

,-

0
.

"

.
-_-0-

a. right thumb
b. right little finger
c. left index
d. left middle finger

14. What is the value of the key for the fingerprint card shown in
question 13?

Value
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For questions 15-17 you may refer to the Conversion Table a
this test.

15. The subsecondary classification involves:

a. thumbs only.
b. the middle three fingers of each hand.
c. little fingers only.
d. all fingers.

16. The subsecondauy classification involves:

a. loop and whorl patterns.
b. tented arch and plain arch.
c. ulnar loops and plain arch.
d. both double loop whorl and central pocket whorl.

17. What is the value of the ibseeondary classification of the
following fingerprints?

Value

NI -

1

N_N

-.--'
N

. N ~ft. F

18. The final classification involves:

a. thumbs only.
b. little fingers only.
c. the middle three fingers.
d. index fingers only.

19. The final classification involves which two of the following?

a. loop patterns
b. arch patterns
C. whorl patterns
d. all types of patte ns

1030
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20. What Is the value of the !Thal for the following fingerprints?

Value

21. Write the entire classification formula for the following
fingerprints on the line below.

..

I

_

NOMR_....4

_
..--

.
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CONVEMON TA_BLE

Major Classification

A. If both thumbs are loops:

(1) Right thumb symbols

When left thumb ridge count is 16 or 1 , use these divisions
for right thumb ridge counts:

1 - 11 .........
12 - 16
17 and over .. L

When left thumb ridge count is 17 and over, use
divisions for right thumb ridge counts:

1 - 17 . S
18 22....... ..... M
23 and over L

Left thumb symbols

For left thumb ridge counts, use these divisions:

12 - 16............ M
17 and over. . . L

B. If one thumb is a loop and another thumb is a whorl:

1 - 11.. ... .........S
12 - 16.. ...... M
17 and over ....... . L

1032
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Ridge Count for Each Finger

(1) index fingers:

ridge counts 1 - 9
10 or more

(2) Middle fingers:

ridge counts 1 - 10
10 or more

Ring fingers:

ridge counts 1 - 13
14 or more

Sy bol

0

Give the completed test to your iitructor. Then ask him/her whe
you are to take the performwee test.
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Amwers to

1. a. key
b. primary
c. subsecondary
d. major
e. secondary
f. final

2. a

3 b

4. a

5. nothing

6. a

7. b

19

12. b

13. d

14. 12

15. b

16. a

17. 010
I IM

18. b

19. a, c

20. 7

21. 17 M 5 R WI
I 12 W

VI: C Claislfiëatjon Formulas
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Performance Checklist
VI: C-3 Recording Classification Formulas FIRST CARD

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

aluator's Rating
NA** Comments

1. Record the six divisions in the
correct sequen2e.

2. Record the key classification in
the numerator (numerical symbol).

3. Record the major, secondary, and
subsecondary clRqsifications for both
numerator and denominator, or leave a
space blank if there was no fingerprint
relevant to that particular division
for the classification.

4. Record the final classification in the
numerator (numerical symbol).

5. Complete the tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Performance Checklist
C-3 Recordi Classification Formulas SECOND CARD

Student's Name:

Evaluator- Date:

Rvalwitorls Rating
NA** Comments

1. Record the six divisions in the
correct sequence.

2. Record the key classification in
the numerator (numerical symbol).

3. Record the major, secondary, and
subsecondary classifications for both
numerator and denominator, or leave a
space blank if there was no fingerprint
relevant to that particular division
for the classification.

4. Record the final classification in the
numerator (numerical symbol).

5. Complete the tasks in an acceptable
amount of time.

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable
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Source: From Fingerprint Training Manual. Washin on: Federal Bureau of
Investigation, Idiii1ication Division, Technical Section, U.S.
Department of Justice, 1984.
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PRI RY THE PRIMARY CLASSIFICATION IS OBTAINED THROUGH THE SuMmaTioN
OF THE VALUE OF THE WHORL TYPE PATTERNS AS THEY ANDEAR IN THE
VARIOUS FINGERS: NUMBERS 2. 4. 6. 6. 10. (EvEN FINGERS).
BEING USED AS THE NUMERATOR. AND NUMBERS 1. 3. S. 7. 9. (00o
FINGERS). AS THE DENOMINATOR.

SECONDARY THE SECONDARY CLASSIFICATION IS THE TYPE OF PATTERN APPEAR-
INC IN THE INDEX riNGERs.

SMALL LETTER GROUP - PRINTS IN WHICH AN ARCH OR TENTED ARCH APPEAR Ird

ANY FINGER. OR wiTH A RADIAL LOOp IN OTHER TkAN THE INDEX
FINGERS. CONSTITUTE THE SMALL LETTER GROUP. AN ARCH. TENTED
ARCH. OR RADIAL LOOP APPEARING IN ANY FINGER IS CARRIED INTO
THE CLASSIFICATION roamuLA AsA, L OR - AND IN ITS RESPEC-
TIVE RELATIVE PositioN. THE APPEARANCE OF AN ARCH. TENTED
AROW.OR RADIAL LOOP IN OTHER THAN THE INDEX FINGERS ARO THUMBS
ELIMINATES THE SuB-SECONDARY CLASSIFICATION.

SUS.SECONDARY THE SUO-SECONDARY CLASSIFICATION IS Tmg VALuE OF THE
RIDGE COUNTS OR THE TRACINGS OF NUMBERS 2. 3, 4. 7. 8. 9.

MAJOR THE MAJOR CLASSIFICATION IS THE VALUE OF THE RIDGE COUNTS on
THE TRACINGS OF NUMBERS 1. 6. (THUMBS).

FINAL THE FINAL IS THE RIDGE COUNT OF THE RIGHT LITTLE
LOOP. IF NOT A LOOP. THE LEFT LITTLE FINGER IS USED. IF
NEITHER IS A LOOP. NO FINAL IS USED.

KEY THE KEY IS THE RIDGE COUNT OF THE FiRsT LOOP APPEARING IN
. OTHER THAN THE LITTLE FINGERS. IF NONE APPEAR. NO KEY IS USED.

RIDGE COUNTING - IN LOOPS. ALL THE RIDGES INTERVENING BETWEEN THE DELTA
AND THE CORE THAT CROSS OR toucH A LINE FROM DELTA TO CORE.
ARC COUNTED. NEITHER DELTA NOR CORE IS COUNTED. NO RIDGE 1$
COUNTED TWICE. 0015 ANO FRAGmENTS ARE COUNTED IF THEY ARE AS
THICK AND HEAVY AS THE OTHER RIDGES.

WHORL TRAC NG - WHORLS ARE TRACED FROM THE EXTREME LEFT DELTA TO THE
EXTREME WIGHT DELTA. DROPPING DOWN AT BIFURCATIONS OR DEFINITE
EAKS IN THE RIDGE. AT THE NEAREST POINT TO THE RIGHT DELTA.

THE RIDGES INTERVENING BETWEEN THE TRAC!NG LINE AND THE DELTA
ARE COUNTED. IF THERE ARE THREE OR MORE ON THE INSIDE. IT IS
AN INNER. (I). IF THREE OR MORE OUTSIDE. IT IS AN OUTER. (0).
ALL OTHERS ARE MEET. (M). NEITHER TRACING LINE NOR DELTA IS
COUNTED.

FINGER, 1F-A

!wary J S.cdrySnail Laitar &elm IFI

19 L 5
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA

PRIMARY
A. FOR THE PURPOSE CF OBTAINING THE

PRIMARY CLASSIFICATICN, DEFINITE
NUMERICAL VALUES ARE ASSIGNED TO
EACH OF THE TEN FINGER BLOCKS.
WHENEVER A WHORL APPEARS, IT
ASSUMES THE VALUE OF THAT FINGER
BLOCK. ALL OTHER PATTERNS OTHER
THAN WHORLS ARE DISREGARDED IN
COMPUTING THE PRIMARY.
THE NUMERATOR, IS THE TOTAL SUM
OF THE- NUMERICAL VALUES OF THE
WHORL TYPE PATTERNS, APPEARING
IN THE EVEN FINGERS. 2,4,_68,10,
PLUS ONE. PLACE THIS NUMERATOR-
ABOVE THE CLASSIFICATION LINE.
THE DENOMINATOR, IS THE TOTAL
SLIM OF THE NUMERICAL VALUES OF
THE WHORL TYPE PATTERNS,. APPEARING
IN THE ODD FINGERS 1,35,79, PLUS
ONE. PLACE THIS DENOMINATOR-BELOW
THE CLASSIFICATION 1.1q.

..

qTHE ARBITRARY ot ADDED TO THE
NUMERATOR AND DENOMINATOR.
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA
--NOTE-7

AFTER THE PRIMARY IS OBTAINED, THE
REMAINING PORTION OF THE CLASSIFICATION
FORMULA IS ARRANGED AS THE IMPRESSIONS
APPEAR IN THE RIGHT HAND FOR THE NUM-
ERATOR AND THE IMPRESSIONS APPEARING IN
THE LEFT HAND FOR THE DENOMINATOR.

II SECONDARY
A. THE SECONDARY IS OBTAINED FROM

THE PATTERN TYPES PRESENT IN
THE INDEX FINGERS.

B. NUMBER TWO FINGER IS THE
NUMERATOR.

C. NUMBER SEVEN FINPER IS THE
DENOMINATOR.

D. THE SECONDARY IS BROUGHT UP ON
THE CLASSIFICATION LINE TO THE
RIGHT OF THE PRIMARY.

E. AN ULNAR LOOP IN THE SECONDARY
IS BROUGHT UP AS A CAPITAL U.

REMEMBER:

PLACE THE NUMERATOR ABOVE THE CLASS-
IFICATION LINE.

PLACE THE DENOMINATOR BELOW THE
CLASSIFICATION LINE.
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA

III. SMALL LETTERS
A. SMALL-LETTERS CONSIST OF

CAPITAL -"A" SMALLua.t°
CAPITAL NT" SMALL "t° OR
SMALL "r" ONLY.
SMALL LETTERS ARE BROUGHT UP
ON THE CLASSIFICATION LINE IN
THEIR RELATIVE POSITIONS TO THE
INDEX FINGERS.

C. ALL SMALL LETTERS MUST BE INDIC-
ATED IN THE CLASSIFICATION
FORMULA.

D- DASHES ARE USED IN THE FORMULA
TO INDICATE AN ULNAR LOWOR A
WHORL INTERVENING BETWEEN THE
INDEX FINGER AND THE FIRST SMALL
LETTER- OR BETWEEN TWO SMALL
LETTERt.

E. CONSECUTIVE SMALL LETTERS-ARE
INDICATED: z 1-t 1- dm

REMEMBER:
AFTER BRINGING UP THE SECONDARY--

LOOK FOR ANY SMALL LETTERSOIAr)ON EITHER
SIDE OF FINGERS TWO.AND SEVEN-. BRING UP
ON THE CLASSIFICATION LINE IN THE SAME
RELATIVE POSITION TO THE INDEX FINGERS,
USING DASHES IF NECESSARY. DASHES WILL
ONLY APPEAR ON THE RIGHT SIDE OF THE SEC-
ONDARY IN THE CLASSIFICATION FORMULA.
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA

IV. SUBSECONDARY
A. THE SUBSECONDARY IS TAKEN FROM

FINGERS 2-3-4, NUMERATOR, AND
7-8-9, DENOMINATOR.

B THE SUBSECONDARY IS BROUGHT UP
QN THt CLASSIFICATION LINE TO
THE RIGHT OF THE SECONDARY.

C. DEFINITE VALUES ARE ASSIGNED
TO THE RIDGE COUNTS IN THESE
FINGERS.

D- USE ROMAN NUMERALS, I.E. 1

E. OR RAMO ARE BROUGHT UP
AS-PART OF THE SUBSECONDARY.

F A SMALL LETTER TO THE RIGHT OF
THE INDEX FINGERS ELIMINATES
THE SUBSECONDARY WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF SOME LARGE SEARCHES
WHERE IT IS USED AS A SUPER
EXTENSION.



CLASSIFICATION FORMULA
MAJOR -

A. THE MAAR IS TAKEN FROM THE THUMBS,
B. THE MAJOR IS BROUGHT UP ON THE

CLASSIFICATION LINE TO THE LEFT
OF THE PRIMARY.

C. NUMBER ONE FINGER HAS TWO SETS OF
VALUES AS A LOOP AND IS USED AS
THE NUMERATOR.
NUMBER SIX FINGER HAS ONE SET OF
VALUES AS A LOOP AND REMAINS CON-
STANT, NUMBER SIX IS USED AS THE
DENOMINATOR.
IN A COMBINATION OF LOOP AND WHORL
WHEN NUMBER SIX FINGER IS A WHORL
AND NUMBER ONE FINGER IS A LOCTi
USE THE TRACING OF NUMBER SIX IN
THE DENOMINATOR 'AND THE FIRST StT
OF VALUES IN NUMBER ONE TO DETER-
MINE THE NUMERATOR.

F. IF WHORLS ARE PRESENT IN BOTH
THUMBS, THE TRACINGS ARE USED

G. A SMALL LETTER(c6,tol IN, EITHER OR
BOTH THUMBS ELMINATES THE MAJOR.

REMEMBER:
DETERMINE THE VALUE OF NUMBER SIX

FINGER FIRST. IF NUMBER SIX HAS A RIDGE
COUNT OF 17 OR MORE, USE THE SECOND SET
OF VALUES FOR NUMBER ONE FINGER.
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA

VI. FINAL

A. THE FINAL IS BROUGHT UP TO THE
RIGHT OF THE SUBSECONDARY.

B_ THE FINAL IS TAKEN FROM NUMBER
FIVE FINGER IF NUMBER -FIVE IS
A LOOP, EITHER ULNAR OR RADIAL.
IF NUMBER FIVE IS NOT A LOOP,
THE FINAL IS TAKEN FROM. THE LOOP
IN NUMBER TEN fiNGER. IF NEITHER
FIVE NOR TEN IS A LOOP, THERE IS
NO FINAL. WITH SOME EXCEPTIONS.
IF THE FINAL IS TAKEN FROM THE
NUMBER FIVE FINGER, IT IS PLACED
ABOVE THE CLASSIFICATION LINE.
IF THE FINAL IS TAKEN FROM THE
NUMBER TEN FINGER IT IS PLACED
BELOW THE CLASSIFICATION LINE.
IF ALL TEN FINGERS ARE MRS,
NUMBER FIVE FINGER IS COUNTED
AND BROUGHT UP AS A FINAL* WHORLS
ARE COUNTED AS IF ULNAR LOOPS.-A
WHORL IN THE RIGHT HAND IS COUNT-
ED FROM LEFT DELTA TO CORE. IN
THE LEFT HAND, COUNT FROM RIGHT
DELTA TO CORE, HORTIZONTAL
DOUBLE LOOPS ARE COUNTED FROM THE
DELTA TO THE NEAREST CORE.

1 nu 4 5
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA

VI. FINAL CONTINUED.

A VERTICAL DOUBLE LOOP IS COUNTED
FROM THE LEFT DELTA TO THE UPRIGHT
LOOP. IF THERE ARE TWO OR MORE.
CORES, USUALLY APPLIES TO ACCIDEN-
TAL WHORLS, THE RIDGE COUNT IS MADE
FROM LEFT DELTA-RIGHT HAND-OR RIGHT
DELTA-LEFT HAND- TO THE NEAREST
CORE.

VII. KEY

A. THE KEY IS BROUGHT UP ON THE
CLASSIFICATION LINE TO THE LEFT
OF THE MAJOR.

B. THE KEY IS TAKEN FROM THE RIDGE
COUNT OF THE FIRST LOOP BEGIN-
NING WITH THE RIGHT THUMB EXCLU-
SIVE OF THE LITTLE FINGERS.

.

EITHER ULNAR OR RADIAL LOOPS ARE
USED FOR THE KEY.
THE KEY IS ALWAYS PLACED ABOVE
THE CLASSIFICATION LINE, REGARD-
LESS OF THE FINGER USED.
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CLASSIFICATION FORMULA:

THE CLASSIFICATION FORMULA SHOULD
BE BROUGHT UP CLEARLY AND LEGIBLY.

IN THE 32-32 PRIMARY, IF THE
NUMBER FIVE FINGER IS AMPUTATED OR
SCARRED- THE FINAL IS TAKEN FROM THE
NUMBER tEN FINGER. HOWEVER, IN THIS
CASE THE RIDGE COUNT OF NUMBER TEN
FINGER IS ALSO ENTERED IN THE NUMBER
FIVE FINGER BLOCK AND THE FINAL IS
PLACEP ABOVE THE CLASSIFICATION LINE.
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Block VI: Criminalistics
Unit C: Fingerprint Technology
Section 4: Developing Latent Prints
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Objectives

Performance Objective

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able to do the
following on a written test:

1. Describe a basic procedure for latent print search at a crime scene.

2. Define a latent print.

3. Categorize latent prints into examples of two types.

4. Describe the procedures for powdering, lifting, and transferring
latent prints.

5. Describe the procedures for developing latent prints using
chemicals.

Upon completion of this section, your students should be able, when
given several objects which contain invisible latent prints, to develop
the prints using both powder and chemicals. You or your aide will use
the checklist included in these materials to evaluate your students'
work. Your students' performances should be rated "lin (acceptable) on
all the tasks.
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rissiructional Guide

1. Have your students follow the sequence reco mended in How to
Use the Student Guide.

2. Define and show examples of latent prints.

3. Point out the importance of developing latent prints in crime
investigations.

4. Show examples of latent prints which do not require further
development and those which do require further development.

5. Show students a field kit which includes the necessary equipment.

6. Demonstrate how to powder, Uft, and transfer latent prints. If
audiovisual materials on this topic are available, have students
study them.

7. Demonstrate the procedures for developing latent prints using
chemicals.

8. Emphasize the importance of observing safety practices.

9. Provide students with equipment, work area, and supplies necessary
for developing latent prints for the practical exercise.

10. After students successfully finish the posttest, provide them with
equipment, work area, and supplies necessary for the performance
test.
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Aefivities

1. Make a field trip to a crime laboratory to see how latent prints are
developed by using powder and chemicals.

2. For those students who are serious about having a career in finger-
print technology, help them contact the Florida Department of Law
Enforcement or the Identification Section of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation for further information.
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ls, Equignaent, and

1. black fingerprint powder

2. white or gray fingerprint powder

3. camel's hair brush

4. magnifier

5. roll of lifting tape

6. white cards or celluloid sheets

7. camera

8. iodine crystals

9. glass contatter

10. iodine fuming gun

11. ninhydrin

12. silver nitrate

13. laboratory oven

14. 1000-watt bulb, ultraviolet light or photoflood bulbs

15. rubber gloves

16. apron

17. tongs

18. several objects which contain latent prints on the surface such as
paper, cardboard, painted wood, unpainted wood, etc.
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Pretest

This pretest will show you how much you already *mow about the subjeel
covered and what to look for in this section. If you do wen on this
pretest, your imstructor may let you skip this section or part of it.
you cm:mot answer a question, simply go to the next question.

1. When you search for latent prLnts at a crime scene, you should do all
of the following except:

a. use a logical search pattern in order not to contaminate the
evidence.

b. give priority to entry and exit points .
c. develop the latent print with both powder and chemicals .
d. use a strong light source.

2. Define the term "latent print."

3. What is a latent print usually composed o (Give at least two
ingredients.)

4. Which two of the following latent prints require further developing?

a. a print on a maplewood coffee table
b. a print on a book
c. prints on a vinyl chah from a person who just touched butter
d. prints on a cabinet freshly painted about ten minutes before

5. List at least four items of equipment and supplies you will need to
powder, lift, and transfer a latent print to a card.
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6. When you lift and transfer a latent print, which of the following
sequences would be used with the powder method?

a. place the lifting tape on a card, rub the powdered impression
gently to remove the excess powder, press the lifting tape firmly
onto the powdered impression, pull the lifting tape slowly from
the impression

b. place the lifting tape on a card, blow out the excess powder,
press the lifting tape firmly onto the powdered impression, pull
the lifting tape slowly from the impression

c. press the lifting tape firmly onto the powdered impression, brush
the tape to remove excess powder, pull the tape slowly from the
impression, place the tape on a card

d. blow out excess powder, press the lifting tape firmly onto the
powdered impression, pull the tape slowly from the powdered
impression, place the tape on a card

7. When you are using three chemicals to develop latent prints, which
sequence would you follow? (Write them in the sequence you would
use.)

8. Describe in four or five steps the procedure for developing latent
prints using silver nitrate.

9. Describe in four steps one of the two procedures for developing
latent prints using iodine crystals.
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10. Describe in three or four steps the procedure for developing latent
prints using the chemical ninhydrin.

Aiter you fhibh this pretest give it to your instructor- Ask
whether you should study this section or take the postteit
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(VI: C-4)

1. c

2. It is a fingerprint left on the surface of an object by a person who
touched the object. Although "latent" means invisible, latent prin
include both visible and invisible prints on the surface of an object
such as paper, cardboard, painted wood, unpainted wood, cloth, etc.

3. Any two of the following are right: body oil, perspiration (or
sweat), water, salt, protein, oil, other foreign matter

4. a, b

5. Any four of the following are right:

black fingerprint powder
white or gray fingerprint powder
lifting tape
camera
brush
white card or celluloid sheet

6. d

7. iodine, ninhydrin, silver nitrate

8. a. Make a silver nitrate solution.
b. Apply the solution to the object.
c. When the object is reasonably dry, expose it to a light solt-ce.
d. When the latent fingerprint appears brown and the ridge detail

is clear, remove the light source and photograph the print
immedidately.

9. a. Place the iodine crystals and object (if it is paper) in a glass
container.

b. Heat the glass container gradually and carefully.
c. Observe the fingerprint as it turns brown.
d. Photograph the developed print immediately.

OR

a. Place the object (if it is paper) ki a glass container.
b. Place iodine crystals in a glass container.
c. Place a burner under the container.
d. As soon as the fumes begin to apar, remove the burner and

photograph the print.

10. a. Spray the surface of the object with ninhydrin spray (or apply
ninhydrin to the object).

b. Expose the object to a heat or strong light source.
c. When the fingerprint becomes visible, photograph it.
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c-4)

1. When you search for latent prints at a crime scene, you should do all
of the fonowing exe t:

a. use a logical search pattern in order not to contam
evidence.

b, give priority to entry and exit points.
c. develop the latent print with both powder and chemicals
d. use a strong light source.

ate the

2. What is a latent print?

a. an invisible fingerprint which needs to be developed with
zhemicals or powder

b. a fingerprint of the suspect taken at the station long after the
crime is committed

c. left-hand fingerprints taken simultaneously
d. an inked print on a booking form

What is a latent print composed of?

a. body oil and perspiration
b. water and ink
c. ninhydrin and silver nitra e
d. iodine and powder

4. Which three of the following fingerprints requfre further developing?

a. a fingerprint on a very dusty bookshelf
b. a fingerprint on a steel cabinet in an office
c. a fingerprint on a "confidential report" to the president of a

company
d. a fingerprint (with paint) on a leather chair of a person who has

just touched a freshly painted door

5. What three types of equipment and supplies do you need for
powdering and lifting a latent print?

a. fingerprint powder (both black and white)
b. camei's hair brush
c. silver nitrate
d. transparent tape with durable adhesive surface
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6. When you lift and transfer a latent print a
the following sequences would you follow?

a blow out the excess powder, press the lifting tape firmly onto
powdered print, pull the tape Slowly from powdered print, place
the tape on a card

b. place the lifting tape on a card, rub the powdered print gently
to remove the excess powder, press the lifting tape firmly onto
the powdered print, pull the lifting tape slowly from the print

c. press the lifting tape firmly onto the powdered print, brush the
tape to remove the excess powder, pull the tape slcmly from the
print, place the tape on a card

d. place the lifting tape on a card, blow out the excess powder,
press the lifting tape firmly onto the powdered print, pull the
lifting tape slowly from thc print

wdering, which of

7. When you are using three chemicals to develop latent angerprints,
which sequence would you follow?

a. silver nitrate, iodine, ninhydrin
b. iodine, silver nitrate, ninhydrin
c. ninhydrin, silver nitrate, iodine
d. iodine, ninhydrin, silver nitrate

8. When you develop latent prints using iodine, what sequence of steps
would you follow? (Number the steps given below 1-4.)

a. Take a picture of the print immediately.
b. Make sure the fingerprint appears brown.
c. Place the iodine crystal and paper in a glass container.
d. Beat the glass container gradually and carefully.

9. When you use silver nitrate to develop latent prints, what sequence
of steps would you follow? (Number the steps given below 1-5.

a. make silver nitrate solution
b. expose the object to a light source
c. take a picture of the print immediately
d. apply the silver nitrate solution to the object
e. when the latent print appears brown and the ridge is

shown, remove the light source

10. When you use ninhydrin to develop latent prints, what sequence of
steps would you follow? (Number the steps given below 1-4.)

a. take a photograph of the print immediately
b. expose the object to a heat source
c. apply ninhydrin to 'the object with a spray
d. make sure the ridges are clear

mpleted test to your instructor. After your instructor
test, ask him/her whether you may take the performance
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1 e
2. a

3. a

4. a, b, c

5. a, b, d

6. a

7. d

8. a. 4
b. 3
C. 1
d. 2

9. a. 1
b. 3
c. 5
d. 2
e. 4

10. a. 4
b. 2
C. 1
d. 3
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Performance Checklist
VI: C-4 Develo in Lp_._gatEriti_rints

Student's Name:

Evaluator: Date:

Evahmtor's Rating
A* NA** Commen s

1. Powder Method

a. Assemble all equipment.
b. Select appropriate color powder.
c. Clean the brush properly.
d. Apply the powder to the proper

area.
e. Clean up the print.
f. Lift the print properly.
g. Transfer the print properly.
h. Record the identification data.
i. Complete the task in a proper

amount of time.
j. Use appropriate equipment and

supplies.

2. Chemical Method
a. Select an item with a latent

print occurring on an absorbent
surface.

b. (1) For the iodine method, expose
the latent print to iodine
fumes, using fuming cabinet.

(2) For the ninhydrin method,
spray the item to be examined,
and let it dry.
For the silver nitrate
method apply correct strength
silver nitrate solution to
the item and expose it to a
strong light source.

a. Photograph the devsloped print
immediately.

d. Handle the items with care.
e. Use all three chemicals in

proper sequence.
f. Follow safety precautions.
g. Perform the tasks in an

acceptable amount of tiro t2

*A: Acceptable
**NA: Not Acceptable 1060
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Instructor

a

Answer Keys

_

r
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V: Profi ney

Block V: Proficiency Skills
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Answers to Review Questions (V: A)

1. c

2 a, b,

3. a, b, c

4. to determine if student is willing to endure and maintain a rigid
ness program

5., b

6. c

7. d

8. b

9. a

10.

11. b

12. d

13. b

14. 8

15. 3 miles, 25 to 30 minutes

16. b

Now do the practical exercise for this
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Unit B: Combative mid Defermive Tactics
Answers to Review Questiols (V: B)

1. a

2. d

3. b

4. a

5. b

6. a. 2
b. 4
c. 1
d. 5
e. 3

7- a

8. b

9. a. 6
b. 2
C. 7
d. 4
e. 1
f.
g- 3

10. c

11. a

12. b

Now do or ttiis unit (V: B).
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Unit C: zl'olice Short Batom
Answers to Review Questions(V: 4NC)

1. * beter balance
rno-*--re comfortable tocarry
grater tip velocity

2. fullit blocking surface
goovied leverage
finers not exposed

3. betd strikes
thre=mt strikes

4. a. 2
b. 3
C. 4
d.71
a. 3
f. 2

11. 3
1. 5

2
3

5. a. 4
b. 7
e. 10
cl. 2
C. 5
f. 8
g. 11
h. 1
i. 3
j. 6
k. 9

G. a, b, d

Now do the pea e*ergise for ttis unit (V: C).
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Unit. D: Riot EaiiseThctics
Answers to Review Questions (V: D)

1. to maintain control
to prevent escalation of the situation
to restore law and order

2. a, b, c, d

3. c

4. b

5. a

6. d

'7. b

8. c

9. a. 3
b. 1
c. 4
d. 2

exercise for this via (V: D).
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Unit E: Police Basle W
Answers to Review Quest ons V: E)

1. b

2. d

3. a, b, d

4. a, b, d

5. a.
b. 4
c. 3
d. 1
e. 2
f. 6
g. 10
h. 9
'. 7
J. 8

6. b, c

7. a. 5
b. 3
C. 1
d. 4
e. 2

8. a. 2
b. 4
c. 6
d. 3
e. 10
f. 1
g. 8
h. 12

11
j. 9
k. 5
1. 15
m. 7
n. 14
0. 13

9. a. 3
b.
c. 5
d. 2
e. 4

V: E Police Basic weapons
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10. c

11. b

12 a, b, d

13. a, b, c, d

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objeetivea for this unit,
ask yaw imaruetor for the posttest (V: E).
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Uait F: Rescue Tactics
Section 1: Rescue EquJment
Answers to Review Questions (V: F-1)

1. c

2. a

3. a, d

4. b, c

5. a, b, c, d

6. b

7. a

8. d

9. b

10. d

11. c

12. a, b, c

13. a, b, c

lf you feel conrident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your iitiictor for the posttest F-1).
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Unit F: Rescue Taclics
Section 2: Ground Level Rescues
Answers to Review Questions (V: F-2)

1. a, b, d

2. Search for life-threatening conditions.
Remove from hazardous conditions.
Determine vital signs.
Communicate to medical assistance facility.

3. a, c, d

4. pulse rate
respiration rate
blood pressure
oral temperature

5. approximate age
level of consciousness
vital signs
nature of problem
known history
ETA at hospital

6. d

7. b, c

8

9. c

10. b

11. d

12. a, b

13. b

14. b, c

15. a, c, d

nt that you have achieved the oojetives for this
htstructor for the posttest (V: F-2
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F: Rescue Tactics
Section 3: Vertical Rescue Tactics
Answers to Review Questions (V: F-3)

1. a, c, d

2. b, d

3. 112-inch diameter nylon rope
harness or seat
carabiner
gloves

4. a. 4
b. 1
C. 6
d. 2
e. 3
f. 5

5. o on rappel
on belay

6. b, d

7. a, c

8. b

9. b

10. a, d

11. b

12. c

If you feel confident that you have achieved the ob"
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (V: F-3).
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Unit P: Rescue Tactics
Section 4: MO tine Transfers
Answers to Review Questions (V: F-4)

1. a, b, d

2. d

3. a. 5
b. 1
C. 4
d. 2
e. 6
f. 3

4. b

5.

6. a

7. a,

8. b

9. a

10. a. 6
b. 3
a. 5
d. 7
e. 1
1. 8
g. 4
h. 2

If you feel confident that you have achieved the objectives for this
section, ask your instructor for the posttest (V: F-4).
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Block VI: Criminalistics

Vii Criminalistici
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-ervdew
Answers to Review Questio Overview)

1. d

2. c

3. a

4. b

5. a

6. b

7. c

8. a

9. d

10. b

Now go on to Unit A, Forensic Labcratory Examinations.

Overview 1074



Unit A: Forensic I.aboratory Examinations
Section 1: Micrormpy
Answers to Review Questions (VI: A-1)

1. a, c, d

2. a, c

3. a, d

4. c

5. b

6. b

7. a. illuminator switch
b. diaphragm (apert.ore control)
c. fine adjustment knob
d. coarse adjustment knob
e. stage
1. objective
g. arm
h. eyepiece

8. a

9. b, c

10. b

11. a, b, d

12. c d

Now ii exercise for this section
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Unit A: Forerthc laboratory Examinaons
See lion 2: Blood Identification
Aknswers to Review Questions (VI: A-2a)

1. a, b, c

2. b

3. d

4. a

5. c

6. a, b,

7. c

S. d

9. b

10. a, b, c

11. b c

12. a, b, d

13. a

14. c

15. c
NOTE: The precipian test can be done on either Equid or dried
blood while the microscopic examination is done only on liquid
blood.

Now do the practical exercise for this section (Vb A-2).
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Unit A: Forensic Laboratory larainations
Section 2: Blood Identification
Answers to Review Questions (VI: A-2b)

1. c, d

2. d

3. a. 1
b. 4
c. 5
d. 7
e. 2
f. 6
g. 3

4. a

5. c

6. d

7. d

8. b

Now do the pracic!11 VI: A-2b).
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Unit A: Forensic Laboratory Examinations
See lion 3: Hair Examination
Imswers to Review Questions (VI: A-3)

1. a, b,
NOTE: Taking a sample from the vic 's hair (d) will not place
the suspect at the scene.

2. a, c
NOTE: (b) and (d) do not mention a weapon or an instrument.

3. b, d

4. a, b,

5. a

6. a, a

7. a, b,

8. a

9. a

10. b

11. b

12. b

13. a

14. c, d
NOTE: The victim might not have left his/her hair at the crime
scene. Therefore, (a) should not be a conclusion.

15. b, c

Now do the prac_'
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Unit A: Forensic Laboratory Ruminations
Section 4: Mier lbarnination
Answers to Review Questions (VI: A-4)

1.

2. b, c

3. a, b,

4. a, b, d

5. b

6. a, c

7. b, c

8. a, b, c

9. e b, c

10. d

11. b

12. a

13. c

14. a,

15. d

16. b

17. d

18. a

19. c

20. a, b, c

Now do the practical ezercises for this section (1/1: A-4).
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Unit Al FOrensic Laboratory Examinations
Section 5: Etoken Glass Examination
Answers to Review Questions (VI: A-5)

1. a, b, d

2. a, c

3. b, c, d

4. a, c, d

5. a, b

Now do the practical ex (VI: A-5).
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Unit B: Fixrgerprint Technology
Seeficsi 1: Basic Photograply and Taking
Answers to Rev ew Que ns (VI: B-1a)

1. a. S
b. S
c. T
d. TS

2. a

3. b

4. a

5. b

6. b

7. a

8. d

9. d

10. d

11. a, d

12. a

13. b

14. b

15. the ammult of light available
the size of the lens opening (or aperture)
the shutter speed
the film speed

16. a

17. a, b, d

18. a

19. a

fident that you have achieved the first nine objeebves of
on, go on to the next part, "Taking Photogra
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y and Talcirkg
ers to Review Questions (VI: B-lb)

1. a

2. b

3. e

4. b

5. o Set the film speed.
o Load the film in the camera.
o Determine the object to be photographed.
o Select the shutter speed.
o Set the f-stop.
o Set the focus.
o Compose the picture in the viewfinder.
o Hold Lhe camera steady.
o Depress the shutter release button firmiy but gently.
o Advance the film to the next exposure.

Now do

1082
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Vit B: Iliwerprint TWImologir
Sm-ction 2: Basic Photo-Laboratory Procedures
Aswers to Review Questions Orl: B-20

L. a, b, c

a, b

b

a

d

a. a
d

in. b
c

- a, c

13; b

1. c

1N.. a

1. d
ir e

1=- b

do the practical for this Election 13-2a)
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Unit B: Fingerprint Technology
Section 11 Basic Photo-Leboratey Procedures
Answers to Review Questions III= B-21,)

1. a, b, d

2. b

3. c

4. b

5. d

6. d

7. a

8. a

9. a

10. a

11. a

12. b

13. d

14. a, b, e, d

Now do the practical exercise for =his section (V: B-2n).
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Unit B: Fingerprint Technology
Section : Personal Identification Phot
Answers to Review Questions (VI: 13-3)

1, a, b

2. d

3. a

4. b

5. a, c

6. c

7. c

8. b, c, d

Now do the practical exercise for this

1085
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t
Section 4: Evidence Ph
Answers to Review Ques

1. e

2. b

3.

4. d

5. b

6. a

7. b

8. c

9. b

10 a, d

11. b, e, d

12. a

a, b,

14. a, b, e

15. e

Now do the practical exercise for
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Unit C Fingerprint
Section 1: Taking Fingerprints
Answers to Review Questions (VI: C-1)

1. Lnking plate, printer's ink, roller, fingerprint ca denatured
alcohol

2. a. 2
b. 1

6
a. 4
e. 3
f. 5

3. rolled A, B
flat.

4. b

5. a

6. d

7. b

8. a

9. a. 3
b. 5
c. 1
d. 2
P. 4

10. (1) incomplete inking
(2) allowing fthgers to slip or twist
(3) failure to clean fingers
(4) use of too much or too little ink

for this section C-1).
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Unit C:
Section 2:
knswers to Review Questions VI: C-2a

1. modified Henry 3ystem

2. plain arch and tented arch

3. radial loop and ulnar loop

4. plain whorl, central pocket loop, double loop,

5. a

6. b

7. a

8. b

9. a

10. b

11. b

12. d

14. a

15. b

Now go on to the rest of this section -2b).
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Unit C:
Section 2: MenUfy1r and Labeli Types of Fingerprint Patterns
Amwers to Review Questions VI: C-2b)

1. o delta
sufficient recurve which is free of any appendages
at least one ridge count across a looping ridge

2. 0 crosses an imaginary line from the delta to the core
free of any appendages

3. c

4. a

5. b

6. a

7. a. 5
b. 1
c. 3
d. 2
e. 4

S. a

9. a, d

10. d

Now do the practical exercise for this part_ of the -2b).
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Unit C: Fbigerprint Technology
Section 2: Identifying and labeling Types o
Answers to Review Questions (VI: C-2c)

Patterns

1. a, b, c

2. a, b, c

3. b

4. a

5. b

6. a. near loop type
b. angle type
c. upthrust type

7. c

8. ./
9. t?a

10. W?/

Now do the practical exeree for this part of the section (VI: C-2c).
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Unit C:
Section
Answers to Review Questio-

FingerprhAt Patterns

1. plain whorl, cental pocket loop, double loop, and accidental whorl

2. e There are two deltas.
At least one ridge makes a complete circuit.
An imaginary line touches a recurving ridge within the inner pat-
tern area.
Recurving ridges Lri front of the innermost delta are free of
appendage.

3. b

5. a. double loop whorl
b. central pocket loop whorl
c. plain whorl
d. accidental whorl

6. d

7. b

8. a

9. a

10. b

11. a. meeting whorl
b. outer whorl
c. inner whorl

Now do the practical exercise for this part of the section NI: C-2d
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Unit C:
lion 2.

Answers to Review Questio

1. b

2. b

3. c, d

4. 1. a
2. R
3. t
4. a
5. t
6. r
7. /
8. a
9. a

10. a

5. 1. W, M
2. W, M
3. W O
4. W, I
5. r, 5
6. r, 2
7 /, 7
8. W, M
9. W, M

10. W, I

Now

VI: C-2e
f Fi Patterns

Ucal exercise for this part of the se =tion VI:
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Unit C: Fingerprint Technology
Section 3: Determining and Recording
Answers to Review Questions (VI: C-3)

ft Formula

1. key, major, primary, secondary, subsecondary, final

2. a, c

3. c

4. a

5. b

6.

7. d

8. d

9. b

10.

11.

12.

14.

15.

16.

17

R 101 7

001

2

5
12

24 L 1
L 3 W 000

Now do the practical ex ise for this section (VI:
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Unit C: Fingerprint 1'cmokgy
Section 4: Developig latent Ints
Answers to Review Questions (VI: 0-4)

1. a, c, d

2. b

3. body oil, perspiration (or sweat)

4. a, d

5. a, 6, c

6. b, c

7. b, c, d

8. b, d

9. a

10. b

11. c

12. b

13. c

14. a

15. a

Now do the practical exercise for this section
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